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ABSTRACT
Merchandise, Promotion, and Accessibility: Keith Haring’s Pop Shop
by
Amy Raffel
Advisor: Siona Wilson
During the peak of his career in New York, Keith Haring took his highly recognizable
artistic style and distributed it in the form of merchandise in his Pop Shop, established in 1986.
Stemming from his early work displayed on the New York streets, directly within public space,
and his explorations into mass media strategies, he learned he could make his work accessible to
new audiences outside contemporary art institutions and art circles. He translated his work across
several surfaces: from subways or canvases, to everyday functional merchandise, such as
buttons, t-shirts, and bags sold in his shop. Responding to a shift in advanced capitalist society,
Haring mastered the language of commerce and promotion in order to mass distribute his ideas,
and to increase the visibility of his art. His innovative approach to the market served as
important model, predicting new norms of art in subsequent decades, and offers an important
study on the often contentious relationship between art, everyday commercialism, and consumer
culture.
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Introduction
I just want to be taken seriously. – Keith Haring 1
In the eighties, Keith Haring put his work on the most unlikely of objects—a tshirt—capturing the popular imagination and changing the distribution strategies of the
art world. Since his emergence from the East Village art scene in the early 1980s, Haring
pushed the conventions of art making and distribution by experimenting with channels
outside museums and galleries: in clubs, the streets, the subway, and the mass media. 2
Crafting his own instantly recognizable imagery through constant repetition in these
public spaces, Haring learned to make contemporary art accessible—physically and
conceptually—to many who were otherwise excluded from contemporary fine art culture.
By the mid-eighties, Haring advanced this populist agenda further by inviting a broad
public to participate in something they never could before: art ownership. These efforts
culminated in his Pop Shop in 1986 at 292 Lafayette Street in New York, at which he
sold cheap, mass-produced objects including t-shirts, buttons, magnets, and watches. 3
Most Haring scholarship focuses on Haring’s subway drawings, his transition to
the gallery world, or his murals—not his Pop Shop. This dissertation argues that
although this enterprise has been for the most part not “taken seriously,” in the artist’s
own words, it serves as the cornerstone of his career, and astutely responded to the shift

1

Peter Belsito, Notes from the Pop Underground (Berkeley, Calif: Last Gasp of San Francisco,
1985) 111.
2
The term “mass media” has lost currency in contemporary media studies, but is still used to an
extent in contemporary art history and writing. See Laurie Ouellette, “Introduction: Mapping Media
Studies,” in The Media Studies Reader (New York: Routledge, 2013) 2-3. The term was widely used in the
eighties, by Haring, and by scholars and critics who have discussed his work and so is used in a few spots
throughout this dissertation. Generally, in the eighties the term refers to print, broadcast, and outdoor
media. When possible, I use more specific designations.
3
The New York Pop Shop remained open until 2005, and so I address it during Haring’s lifetime
and its life thereafter as two similar, but separate entities. Haring opened another Pop Shop in Tokyo in
1988, but this store was short-lived.

1

in the United States’ advanced capitalist society of the eighties (propelled by
Reaganomics). 4 By selling cheap merchandise through the Pop Shop, Haring worked
against the elitism of the contemporary art world that he felt disregarded or alienated
much of the population. Furthermore, looking beyond the eighties into the 1990s and
2000s, Haring and his shop prefigured artists’ increasing involvement with promotion
and merchandising, as well as the art world’s growing dependence on marketing and
commercialism.
Haring’s philosophy was in part shaped by his personal experiences, but also by
the populist and alternative approaches of many artists in New York’s eighties downtown
scene. In New York, after a severe recession in the seventies, the art market boomed in
the eighties along with the economy at large, increasing the number of galleries, artists,
and collectors dramatically. However, at the start of the eighties, the financial success of
Reaganomics was disproportionately spread to a few at the top in the art world and
younger downtown artists, like Haring, found it difficult to make ends meet. 5 Ignored by
the rarefied art world and disenfranchised by the art market, these downtown artists took
control of the display and circulation of their work—leading to an outburst of do-ityourself (DIY) exhibitions, public relations, concerts, publications, and alternative
spaces. Rather than fall behind in a world increasingly mediated by consumerism and
4

Belsito, Notes from the Pop Underground, 111. Haring said “it’s the most important thing I ever
did.” Jason Rubell, “Keith Haring: The Last Interview,” Arts Magazine (Sept. 1990): 58. In brief,
Reaganomics is the name of Ronald Reagan’s economic policies which focused on tax reductions for the
wealthy and deregulation of the market to generate jobs and investment. See William Niskanen,
Reaganomics: An Insider’s Account of the Policies and the People (New York: Oxford University Press,
1988).
5
For an account on the inequalities of Reagan’s economic policies, see Isabel Sawhill,
“Reaganomics in Retrospect: Lessons for a New Administration,” Challenge, vol. 32 (May/June 1989): 5759 and Michael Yates, “The Great Inequality,” Monthly Review, vol. 63 (March 2012): 1-18. In this
economic context, downtown artists applied for and shared what limited governmental funding was
available for the arts.

2

conservative politics, these artists co-opted several of these dominant structures to bypass
established galleries and museums, engage wider audiences, and increase the visibility of
their art. Based on these DIY strategies and self-promotion, a few years later, by 1984,
the East Village scene developed into a booming art district with many new galleries,
surging in popularity and profits. A few, select artists broke out of the scene and became
successful—including Haring, who joined Tony Shafrazi’s gallery in 1982 and became
an art star by the mid-eighties. 6 By 1986, his Pop Shop, therefore, did not address the
inequalities he himself faced in the eighties economy, it addressed the widening wealth
gap that prevented the average person from financially participating in contemporary art
culture. In response to this inequality, the Pop Shop made Haring’s art physically and
financially accessible to a much wider audience. In line with Haring’s philosophy and
style more generally, it also aimed to create and disseminate artwork that could be
conceptually attainable to a wide audience via a more straightforward graphic and
cartoonlike aesthetic, reacting against the more esoteric, theoretical, and conceptual
contemporary art that dominated the art world in the early eighties.
More so than any artist of his generation, Haring demonstrated that in order to
stay culturally relevant an artist needed to engage with public channels of consumerism
and communication. 7 In fact, he found fame first with the mass public through his street
works, which gave him the exposure that led to exhibitions in galleries. Even after his
rise in the art world, he continued to experiment with mass commercial and promotional

6
Haring was reluctant to join a gallery, but detested hosting art collectors in his studio and
spending time on the logistics of selling his art. He joined the Tony Shafrazi Gallery because he felt that
Shafrazi understood his practice and was trustworthy. See Belsito, Notes from the Pop Underground, 103.
7
Most explicitly see Keith Haring Journals, 185. He identified a new phenomena that was
emerging in the Information Age in which “the popular culture dictate[d] the actions of artist and [made] an
elitist separatist culture obsolete.”

3

tactics to increase his own broad celebrity platform as an artist and activist. By the time
Haring opened the Pop Shop, he had a sophisticated and productive understanding of
promotional techniques and mass distribution and used it to promulgate his social,
political, and populist beliefs. Run by Haring and his friends (whom he paid), the store
was an immersive Haring environment, painted all-over in black geometric lines, with
products tacked to its walls and loud hip-hop music playing. The Pop Shop sold items
printed with several of Haring’s recognizable drawings, personal characters, and political
slogans—advocating for issues such as safe sex, anti-apartheid, and UNICEF. Through
buttons, clothing, shoes, and objects like radios, puzzles, and calendars, Haring invited
new audiences to interact with art in innovative ways—through affordable objects they
could own, use, and pass on. Wearing a Haring button was a performative act, spreading
his work like walking billboards, and indicated a sense of self-identification with his
work. Haring’s merchandise, therefore, represents a novel approach to art that introduced
a new kind of participation and agency from its audience.
While the Pop Shop was an explicit appropriation of everyday consumer culture
and through it, Haring sold thousands of pieces of art merchandise, it rarely made money.
Haring donated any profits it did make to various charities or reinvested it back into the
shop; making a living, instead, from his gallery sales. 8 And so, counter to the accusations
of “selling out” leveled by Haring’s critics in response to the Pop Shop (discussed
below), I argue that accessibility, activism, and recognition, not wealth, were the main
driving forces behind its inception. This does not mean that if the Pop Shop was a
financial success that that should detract from its status as an art object, nor its impact on

8

Interview with Julia Gruen by author, March 22, 2016. Financial records for the Pop Shop are
lost, unavailable, or incomplete.

4

its audience in the eighties. But in its time, as well as its reception since, the value
judgment against the Pop Shop’s perceived financial success within everyday
consumerism has been used as an excuse to sideline its significance. Therefore, it is both
imperative to show that this justification does not hold up against Haring’s actual
intentions and actions, as well as dismantle the justification itself to reveal a bias in
scholarship against these types of projects.
Even Haring was unable to escape this adverse reception and pursued lower
market activities, like the Pop Shop, with a degree of reluctance—hyper aware that they
could ruin his perceived credibility as a fine artist. Indeed, in the eighties the term “sellout” was often paired or interchanged with the term “commercial,” both words used
disparagingly by artists and art critics to describe Haring’s participation in everyday
commercial contexts, but not his works sold in the luxury art market. 9 Preoccupied with
his reputation in the art world throughout his life, Haring wanted to be acknowledged and
positioned as a fine artist, along with the fame, credibility, and recognition that came with
it. At the same time, however, he felt that the contemporary art world was elitist.
Attempting to reconcile this contradiction, he strove to make fine art accessible to more
people by breaking through the perceived barrier between everyday commercial activities
and fine art, but always did so with a degree of anxiety. 10 Therefore, as I argue, he

9

See Andrew Yarrow, “Keith Haring, Artist, Dies at 31, Career Began in Subway Graffiti,” The
New York Times (Feb. 17, 1990). He writes, “Many critics dismissed his work as a form of commercial art,
but Mr. Haring frequently asserted that he spanned the worlds of high and low art.” Haring himself also
disliked the art market, see Keith Haring Journals, 158-59. Many art critics criticized artists who achieved
overt success in the art market as well—such as the booming financial success of Neo-Expressionism—
since their artwork called attention to art’s function as a commodity. See Alison Pearlman, Unpackaging
Art of the Eighties (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2003) 12. Any overt participation in the market
was looked down upon, but participation in lower markets was arguably perceived to be worse, losing the
symbolic, cultured associations of “high” art.
10
For some of his inner debates on everyday commercialism see Ibid., 65, 158-59, and 188.
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maintained an ambiguous attitude toward the market and commercialism, aware of their
ability to amplify his ideas, but also their potential to compromise his fine artist status.
Indeed, largely because of his overt commercialism, several relevant accounts and
histories of eighties art, activism, celebrity culture, the art multiple, and even the artist
run shop have marginalized Haring or omitted him altogether. 11 Although a few curators
and scholars have since revised Haring’s absence from many of these histories, most of
this literature emphasizes the development of his deceptively simple, personal style from
street to gallery artist, or the highly sexual and political content of his work, not his shop,
his merchandising, or his commercial activities more generally. When the Pop Shop is
mentioned, its inclusion is mainly descriptive and limited—superficially compared to
other artist practices that do not relate to his in terms of geography, production, intention,
or reception. 12 Even the seminal survey of this period, Irving Sandler’s Art in the
Postmodern Era, does not mention the Pop Shop. 13
In addition to providing a more in depth consideration of the Pop Shop, I use the
shop to explore other understudied areas of Haring’s career. I also provide an alternative
narrative of New York eighties art history by focusing on the populist driven artists of the

11

See for example John Walker, Art and Celebrity (Sterling, VA: Pluto Press, 2003); Irving
Sandler, Art of the Postmodern Era: from the late 1960s to the early 1990s (New York: Harper Collins,
1996); Douglas Crimp, AIDS Demographics (Seattle: Bay Press, 1990); Art Since 1900: Modernism, Antimodernism, Postmodernism (New York: Thames & Hudson, 2011); Brian Wallis, Art After Modernism:
Rethinking Representation (New York: New Museum of Contemporary Art, 1984), and Julie Ault, ed.,
Alternative Art, New York: 1965-1985 (New York: Drawing Center, 2002).
12
See Nicholas Cullinan, “Dreams that Money Can Buy,” in Pop Life: Art in a Material World,
ed. by John Bankowsky (London: Tate Publishing, 2009) 65-73, and Jade Dellinger, “Keith Haring: Art
and Commerce the Pop Shop (1986-2005),” Tampa Museum Catalog Essay, 2006, reproduced on Keith
Haring Foundation’s (KHF) website. Further discussion of this comparison can be found in chapter five.
13
Sandler, Art of the Postmodern Era. Sandler does talk about Haring’s work in the streets and art
more generally. In addition, The Downtown Book, a seminal book on the East Village scene, only mentions
the Pop Shop in passing. Marvin Taylor, ed., The Downtown Book: New York Art Scene 1974-84
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2006) 85. Robert Farris Thompson’s introduction to the Keith
Haring Journals outlines the major themes in Haring’s career and life, but also does not discuss the Pop
Shop. Keith Haring Journals (New York: Viking, 1996) xi-xxxii.
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downtown scene, who have largely been eclipsed by the dominant eighties art history of
Neo-conceptualist practices, the Pictures Generation, and Neo-Geo artists. Additionally,
I offer a more nuanced view of the art market and elucidate the issues involving its
relation to everyday commercialism and consumer culture—areas of inquiry that are not
typically addressed in art historical accounts.
I have incorporated new primary source material such as archival records from the
Keith Haring Foundation, the New York Public Library, the Fales Archives, and multiple
museums, first-hand accounts and interviews, art criticism, and popular press articles. I
employ a cross disciplinary approach that combines art history, consumer culture, media,
and market studies. I also situate the Pop Shop in its historical and sociological context,
as well as within the context of Haring’s career. In chapter one, I chart relevant models
that shaped Haring’s early views on art, populism, accessibility, advertising, and selfpromotion that lead to the Pop Shop, including his experiences with the Jesus Freaks,
Robert Henri, and the band The Grateful Dead. He begins to develop these ideas in his
early work at the School of Visual Arts and his work in the street. I continue to examine
other significant, early experiences in chapter two within the context of the downtown
scene of New York, in which Haring and many of his peers used alternative spaces,
multiples, and populist strategies. These first two chapters re-contextualize Haring’s
early work and experiences as foundational for his later overtly commercial activities.
Chapter three documents the history, intentions, and reception of the Pop Shop
during Haring’s lifetime and analyzes the issues that arose when he opened a second Pop
Shop in Tokyo (1988). I argue for the significance of consumer culture as a valid
medium of art practice and participation, as well as a way to form individual and
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collective identities. In tandem with Haring’s increasing sophistication with
distributional strategies and advertising techniques, he also became an integral player in
eighties activism. Chapter four interrogates Haring’s activist work; selling works and
merchandise to raise awareness and money for multiple causes such as nuclear
disarmament and AIDS awareness. Chapter five concludes with the legacy of the Pop
Shop in subsequent decades: as an art object re-exhibited in museums, a continuing
model for activism through merchandising, and an early indicator of the growing
dependence on mass merchandising by artists, the museum, and Haring’s foundation.

Brief Introduction to the Artist Multiple: Pop and Fluxus
Haring is an important, but unrecognized link between the practices of the art
multiple and art merchandising. As an acknowledged and legitimized facet of fine art
production, the tradition of artworks in multiple—in existence since the invention of
printmaking techniques—provides an entry point to understand the art historical
significance of Haring’s merchandising practice. At its most basic, an art multiple is an
artwork produced by a fine artist that is not unique, existing in numerous copies, and not
a reproduction—standing as an artwork in its own right. 14 Many kinds of art multiples
exists—from prints, magazines, posters, castings, mail art, and artist books—in various
sized editions: for the Pop Shop what is most pertinent is the subset of the multiple that is
typically in small object form, produced in editions that could number a few or into the
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For a discussion on the meaning of the art multiple see: Emily H. Davis Gallery, Mass
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Daniel Buchholz, ed., International Index of Multiples from Duchamp to the Present (Köln: W. König,
1993) 13-18.
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hundreds. 15 These three-dimensional art multiples can be produced by hand or by
industrial methods, and are then often distributed cheaply by the artists themselves,
usually with the intent of reaching audiences beyond the art world. 16 In the history of
this type of multiple, Marcel Duchamp’s Boîte-en-valise of the 1940s is an important
precedent, in which he collaborated with fabricators to produce seven editioned boxes of
small, easily portable copies of his artworks. This then led to the “democratic” object
multiple of the 1960s, the most prominent examples by Pop and Fluxus artists in the
sixties, including Andy Warhol’s silkscreens and Brillo boxes, Claes Oldenburg’s Store
sculptures, and George Maciunas’s Fluxkits. 17
These artists in the sixties tended to perceive the small art object, produced in
multiple and distributed on their own terms, to be more “democratic:” by bypassing
traditional art institutions and offering art objects at lower prices than their gallery works,
their art and ideas could be more accessible to a broader audience. 18 This access worked
in theory but often not in practice, and these multiples were typically available for a
limited time since these artists frequently encountered problems in funding, production,
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See Harry Ruhe, Multiples, et cetera (Amsterdam: Tuja Books, 1991) for a discussion of
different multiple categories. Artist Daniel Spoerri, Swiss artist and creator of Edition MAT
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unconventional techniques—for reproduction. Emily H. Davis Gallery, Mass Production, 11.
16
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portable. Emily H. Davis Gallery, Mass Production, 10. Esther Schipper considers the art multiple to be a
“genre” like painting and sculpture. See Buchholz, International Index of Multiples, 11.
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See Glenn Constance, The Great American Pop Store: Multiples of the Sixties (Santa Monica:
Smart Art Press, 1997) 7-13 and Oceane Delleaux, “The Artist’s Multiple,” in One for Me and One to
Share: Artists' Multiples and Edition, ed. by Gregory Elgstrand and Dave Dyment (Toronto: YYZ Books,
2012) 91-93.
Another sixties art movement that is relevant, but not discussed here is Conceptual art’s
investigations of alternate distribution. See Alexander Alberro, Conceptual Art and the Politics of
Publicity (Cambridge, Mass: MIT Press, 2003) and Jeffrey Deitch, “The Public has a Right to Art,” in
Keith Haring (Rizzoli NY, 2008) 17.
18
Dyment and Elgsstrand, One for Me, 15.
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and sustainability. 19 In addition, even if Warhol, Oldenburg, and Maciunas offered art
multiples temporarily at a lower price, these objects often were conceptually unattainable
for those who were not in-the-know. And so, despite any romantic notions of democratic
access, these multiples were usually only of interest to an insider art world audience.
Furthermore, as small, temporary operations that produced limited editions, these earlier
art multiple projects also largely aimed to critique everyday consumerism in a satirical
way rather than co-opt it as a legitimate strategy. 20
I propose that Haring developed this subset of the art multiple into a new,
previously unobserved art strategy: art merchandise, and more successfully achieved the
populist goals of the art multiple of the sixties through mass production and everyday
consumer strategies. 21 Rather than re-contextualizing the commodity within an art
context, Haring reversed this process—bringing his art into everyday usage. In this way,
art merchandise as an art product and strategy differs from the traditional artist multiple
as described above, as well as from the consumer phenomenon of artwork souvenirs and
reproductions marketed in a museum gift shop. Incorporating his own recognizable
images and designs, he mass produced his art merchandise solely through industrial
methods, erasing the hand of the artist, but not his creative genius. Unlike a souvenir

19
Ibid., 15. Historians Dave Dyment and Gregory Elgstrand discuss the frequent association of
the multiple with “democratization,” or accessibility, but explain that it typically fails to achieve this aim:
“When measured against the utopian goals of the early practitioners, the success of the multiple might
come into question: they are not available in supermarkets, they are not affordable to all, and they have not
exactly eroded away at the market-driven art economy.”
20
Walker, Art and Celebrity, 22. Thomas Lawson, “Candies and Comforts: An Erotics of Care,”
in Claes Oldenburg: Multiples in Retrospect 1964-90, ed. by Arthur Solway (New York: Rizzoli, 1991) 12.
21
Jonathan Shaughnessy is perhaps the first and only scholar to contextualize the mass, industrial
production of Haring’s objects within the history of the multiples, but he uses the term “multiple,” not “art
merchandise,” nor posits the difference between them. Jonathan Shaughnessy, “The Multiple and the
Mainstream,” in One for Me, 170-180. An image of Haring’s merchandise appears in Ruhe, Multiples, et
cetera, 79, contextualized, again, as art multiples. However, there is no discussion of Haring in the text,
which mainly focuses on Fluxus multiples.
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produced anonymously or sold as a token to commemorate a place, Haring deemed his
merchandise an artistic product. The practice was not considered to be derivative of his
work—it was a form of art-making in its own right. He then distributed his art
merchandise through channels and strategies more closely aligned with everyday
consumerism. Through cheaper reproduction methods, and often offering everyday
functionality such as wear-ability, his art merchandise was sold at a much lower-price
than fine art, and so, was more accessible to wider an audience. In sum, Haring’s art
merchandise combined the art multiple with everyday consumer culture.
Compared to Haring’s art merchandise, Oldenburg and Warhol may have
represented everyday consumer and popular culture in their work, but ultimately drew
distinctions between art and the mass market, typically selling their art and their multiples
as luxury objects to art collectors. Warhol, for example, sold several series of multiples
in his lifetime, including silkscreens, shopping bags, wallpaper, and found mass
consumer objects like soup cans and Brillo boxes; but displayed and sold these in
galleries, such as in his installation, American Supermarket (1964) at the Bianchini
Gallery in New York. Oldenburg’s Store (1961) is a much closer model to the
alternative, self-run space of Haring’s Pop Shop—but in the end, it ultimately had the
same insular results. Herein, Oldenburg converted his studio to look like the
surrounding, small discount shops of the lower east side. For two months, he sold
sculptures that emulated cheap consumer products such as clothing, shoes, watches, and
food sold in the surrounding neighborhood. Hand-made and deformed, and covered with
gloopy drips of paint and plaster, these objects may have resembled the commodities of
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the neighborhood, but would never be mistaken for them. 22 They were instead one of a
kind art objects that were bought, almost exclusively, by art world insiders in a space that
was partly funded by his gallery. 23 And so, any notion that the Store was meant for
“everybody”—beyond the art world—was actually an “illusion” (in Oldenburg’s
words). 24 For these reasons, even if The Store was physically separated from a gallery or
a museum, it was still very much an extension of it.
Overall, Oldenburg and Warhol created representations of everyday retail spaces
for an art audience. Haring’s shop, in contrast, was the thing itself, an independently run
brick and mortar location in Soho selling mass-produced, functional consumer objects to
several demographics. 25 His art became popular culture rather than a representation of it,
reaching an international audience over several years. Pop art may have provided
conceptual access to art for a broader public through its adoption of everyday and popular
subject matter, but their multiples, and their art more generally, did not transcend the art
world or the economically privileged in terms of ownership. Especially now, their once
relatively inexpensive art multiples have become sought after art pieces sold for millions

See Cécile Whiting, A Taste for Pop: Pop Art, Gender, and Consumer Culture (New York:
Cambridge University Press, 1997) 26-27 and Claes Oldenburg, Store Days: Documents from the Store
(New York: Something Else Press, 1967) 150.
23
The Store was originally meant to be installed in a museum or a collector’s home. Even in its
final form, an art gallery was involved. The Green Gallery funded half its operation, took a portion of its
profits, and re-exhibited items from the store within a year. Oldenburg, Store Days, 150. In addition, The
Store was re-exhibited in the Green Gallery in September 1962. Furthermore, Oldenburg did not attempt
any advertising or explanation to attract a neighborhood audience. Benjamin Buchloh, “Three
Conversations in 1985: Claes Oldenburg, Andy Warhol, Robert Morris,” October, vol. 70 (Autumn 1994):
36. Now, the objects from his store are sold for millions of dollars.
24
Lawrence Alloway, Modern Dreams: The Rise and Fall and Rise of Pop (Cambridge Mass:
MIT Press, 1988) 96. Oldenburg said it “never was . . . a real store.” Buchloh, “Three Conversations,” 36.
25
Haring acknowledged Oldenburg’s store, but believed Oldenburg created “individual works of
art” that referenced and re-represented mass culture and its dissemination, rather than working within it.
Alan Jones, “Keith Haring Art or Industry,” NY Talk (June 1986): 45. Oldenburg did create industrial
produced multiples after The Store, but did not create a quantity comparable to Haring’s. His later
multiples are also non-functional. See Claes Oldenburg and Hayward Gallery, Claes Oldenburg: The
Multiples Store (London: The South Bank Centre, 1996) 7.
22
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of dollars. 26 Indeed, overall, Warhol and Oldenburg for all intent and purposes wanted to
firmly remain artists, operating solely within the art market, not everyday consumerism. 27
Marking this difference, at times Haring distanced himself from the Pop Art movement. 28
Unlike Warhol and Oldenburg, and more like Haring, the retail activities of
Fluxus, as directed by George Maciunas, attempted to independently work within
channels outside of the art world. Maciunas produced hundreds of multiples by Fluxus
artists that he organized into boxes called Fluxkits and sold in the Fluxshop and Mail
Order Mailhouse, established in 1964. In the vein of the “democratically” minded
intentions of the art multiple, he had hoped that these Fluxkits would realize his desire to
spread Fluxus ideas to “all peoples,” and also, more practically, help fund future Fluxus
events and activities. 29 To Maciunas, these multiples were meant to challenge the
exclusive bourgeois idea of art by appealing to a larger audience, a significant lesson for
Haring’s populist merchandise. And like Haring, Maciunas used the Fluxshop and its
multiples to challenge traditional notions of art by incorporating various levels of
interaction and appropriating alternate distributional channels. On the whole, however,
Maciunas’s project was not financially efficient, lacked investors, failed to make profits,
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Constance writes, "Pop Art multiples had exactly the opposite effect as that predicted by their
founders. Instead of democratically broadening the audience and denying big-ticket elitism, for the most
part, the works went to members of a select "club" . . . Now [multiples] are indeed rare . . ." Constance,
The Great American Pop Store, 88. For example, Oldenburg’s Yellow Girl Dress originally sold for
$249.99 and then resold at Sotheby’s for $1.72 million in 2008. Sotheby’s, Lot 29, May 14, 2008,
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Walker, Art and Celebrity, 27.
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He said that it was, “not a good label to describe what I do.” “Evening Magazine,” KHA-0564,
9 minutes, 4 seconds, KHF Online Video Archive,
http://haring.broadwayvideocollections.com/access/index.php/LoginReg/form.
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Maciunas wanted to take advantage of new distribution networks—including mail order
catalogs, publications, and concerts. Thomas Kellein, “Fluxus Consumption: A Strange form of
Happiness,” in Shopping, a Century of Art and Consumer Culture, ed. by Christoph Grunenberg and Max
Hollein (Liverpool: Tate Gallery, 2002) 191-192.
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and could not be sustained for very long. 30 Moreover, most Fluxkits were sold to
collectors, friends, or other artists. Therefore, Maciunas’s intentions appear utopian, and
similar to the Pop artists his Fluxshop failed to have a significant impact outside art
circles. Additionally, while Fluxus multiples originally sold cheaply, they have since
dramatically increased in value, widening the gaps between commerce, art, and
accessibility that were meant to be blurred. Like the Pop multiples, due to short-term
production and smaller editions, these multiples have now become scarce and
expensive. 31
Advancing the lessons of the sixties, Haring went further by successfully inserting
his art into everyday mass consumption through sheer production numbers and new
distribution channels. Haring’s Pop Shop adapted the art multiple to the new cultural
context of the eighties through a keen understanding of the wants, needs, and
expectations of a public that was, by that point, thoroughly immersed in the consumer
society of late capitalism. 32 And so, rather than appropriate mass imagery for display in
a gallery, he appropriated existing consumer networks, achieving what his predecessors
only evoked or aspired to: widespread accessibility of his ideas. Haring pushed the
already malleable definition of the multiple into merchandise; the new multiple of the
eighties, nineties, and two-thousands. Continuing to reach a large international audience,
his merchandise production has remained affordable and functional in an everyday
context for over twenty years.
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Ibid., 190.
A Fluxkit was auctioned at Christies in 2011 for $104,500. See Christies, Lot 199, Sept. 21,
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Here, it is relevant to note that Warhol’s work, celebrity, and friendship, in
particular, had a profound influence on Haring and the Pop Shop. In fact, once he
learned of the idea, Warhol convinced Haring to ignore his critics and doubts and finally
open the shop, effectively giving it his stamp of approval. 33 Warhol also set an important
precedent in commercializing his public image, becoming one of the first celebrity artists
of the twentieth century who successfully bridged the elitism of American “high” culture
to popular culture at large. He did this by single-handedly absorbing the function of
celebrity into the production of fine art; “the first American artist to whose career
publicity was truly intrinsic.” 34 Warhol “had no qualms” endorsing several brands and
taking on many diverse business opportunities in the mass market. 35
Following Warhol’s lead on several fronts, Haring also courted the spotlight,
surrounded himself with celebrities, participated in popular commercial endeavors, and
compulsively archived his life and career for posterity. 36 As opposed to Haring, Warhol
welcomed, but also evaded the spotlight through a passive, cool, and detached persona.
He also manipulated his celebrity in ironic and satirical ways and investigated celebrity in
his work. By contrast, Haring rarely took on the subject matter of his own celebrity in his
work and also, frequently infused his work with a spirit of joy and sincerity. Regardless
of these differences, however, Haring cited Warhol often as a direct influence, welcomed
the comparison between their bodies of work, and admired Warhol’s sophistication as a
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public figure who did several projects beyond the “closed” art world. 37 As Haring put it,
Warhol was “the precedent for the possibility of my kind of art.” 38 In an art world that
rejected overtly commercial art, Warhol gave Haring the confidence to proceed. In the
process, however, Haring’s work became “tainted” by commercialism and lost credibility
in the art world. Because he shifted from the art market to the everyday market, many
critics no longer took his work seriously.

Critical Discourse of the Eighties
Generally, the critical reception of Haring in the eighties followed two opposing
trajectories: those who disavowed his career versus a group of ardent supporters who
celebrated his work. 39 Although Haring was greatly admired by a large public in the
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eighties and his career has been more or less canonized in museum retrospectives and
publications since the early two-thousands, those who disliked, disparaged, and ignored
Haring’s career in the eighties have dominated art history and criticism up until relatively
recently. 40 Yet, compared to the art world of the eighties at large, these negative
accounts were in the minority, with only a relative few overtly voicing their opinions.
Ivan Karp of the O.K. Harris Gallery, for example, called Haring’s work “ripened
doodles,” that “will not leave a resounding impact on the history of art,” representing an
often unstated view that his work lacked substantive subject matter or lasting, conceptual
rigor. 41 Robert Hughes referred to Haring as a “disco decorator” and the “Peter Max of
the subways.” 42 In a poem Hughes wrote for the New York Review of Books in March
1984, entitled, “The SoHoiad: or, the Masque of Art, A Satire in Heroic Couplets Drawn
from Life,” he listed “Julian Snorkel,” “Jean-Michel Basketcase,” and “Keith Boring,”
among others, as representatives of a corrupt art world full of greed, hype, pretension,
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and fakeness. 43 In Donald Kuspit’s article “Of the Immature . . .,” he wrote that Haring’s
art has “neither age nor wisdom nor survival, only colorful cavorting infantile figures.” 44
According to Kuspit, all of Haring’s figures were empty, an “Arcadia of the eternally
immature,” and his “unenlightened fascination with the body comes at the expense of
self-aware identity.” 45 Several critics of the eighties regularly disparaged or ignored
Haring and his peers of the East Village, associating them with commercialism and
opportunism. Craig Owens, for example, labeled the East Village scene, and therefore
Haring, the “enfant garde,” a group that fed the ever-expanding art market and stood as a
“puerile” simulacrum of the avant-garde from the nineteenth century. 46 Hal Foster used a
similar argument of opportunism to criticize East Village artists’ use of graffiti. In his
essay, “Between Modernism in the Media,” he argued that Jean-Michel Basquiat and
Haring co-opted graffiti from a lower, racially disenfranchised class and then exploited
this originally ‘non-commercial’ art form for their own financial gain and success. 47
Outside the brief commentary of these influential art critics, some in the New
York artistic community in the eighties also negatively targeted Haring. 48 As his fame
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grew, “counter Harings,” began to appear, erasing or defacing his work or appropriating
his work in order to characterize him as greedy. For example, one street drawing on a
mattress, reproduced in a newspaper, depicted a crude imitation of Haring’s crawling
baby giving a blowjob to a gallery owner for $100,000. The mattress was displayed
across the street from a party celebrating Haring’s new book, Art in Transit. 49 In another
instance, at his opening at the Leo Castelli gallery, a small group of artists attempted to
literally tar and feather him. 50 Within the art world, the explicit negative criticism
reached a head with the Pop Shop, since the shop stood, and continues to stand, as the
epitome of what his critics dislike about him: his blatant engagement with common
commerciality.
The largest indicator of the antipathy towards Haring, especially given his
international fame in his lifetime, was the lack of critical attention given to his work in
the eighties and up to the present day: many prominent art critics and historians of the
eighties did not feel it was even worth acknowledgement. 51 This did not mean they did
not know who he was—the concept of Haring as a “sell-out” amongst this group was
common and often documented indirectly through secondhand, colloquial testimonies
from Haring and his supporters, or re-reported off-hand in the mainstream press. 52
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Haring felt that this omission came from resentment, in that he became popular with the
general public first, rather than taking the conventional, “acceptable” route from art
school, to small and then large galleries, and finally to museums and auction houses. 53
While this rationalization may hold some weight, especially in regards to jealous and
struggling artist peers, the omission of Haring from art history stems from a larger
framework of misconceptions and faulty conclusions about eighties’ culture in general.
Many writers have come to associate the eighties, and by extension artists like
Haring, with money, careerism, greed, and the market. These factors were seen to have
threatened the integrity of the avant-garde, which had become complicit with
commercialization in varying degrees. 54 Isabelle Graw, in her book High Price: Art

high seriousness. Keith's other critics come from an unexpected camp: avant-garde New York artists
accuse him of selling out for fame and money.” Michael Small, “Drawing on Walls, Clothes, and
Subways, Keith Haring Earns Favor with Art Lovers High and Low,” People Magazine, vol. 20, n. 23
(Dec. 5, 1983). One reporter wrote, “The public loved the souvenirs; the critics cried “sellout.”” “Keith
Haring, Shop Art,” The Economist (July 24, 1997). Also see Yarrow, “Keith Haring, Artist, Dies at 31.”
53
Even if he tried to explain away the animosity of the art world as a result of his mainstream
popularity, the lack of critical support bothered him. Haring craved validation, to be understood, accepted,
and taken seriously by the art establishment.
54
See Donald Kuspit, “Sincere Criticism: Decadence of the 80s,” Arts (Nov. 1990): 62. Also
Hilton Kramer writes, “[Culture] has almost everywhere degenerated into one or another form of ideology
or publicity or some pernicious combination of the two. As a result, the very notion of an independent high
culture and the distinctions that separate it from popular culture and commercial entertainment have been
radically eroded.” Hilton Kramer, “A Note on the New Criterion,” New Criterion (Sept. 1982); 1-2. Also
see Kramer, “Modernism and its Enemies,” New Criterion (March 1986): 4, 6-7. For a critical account of
Haring’s commercial practices as opportunist, see Kay Larson’s articles, “Masters of Hype,” New York
(Nov. 19 1986): 100 and “Love or Money,” New York (June 23, 1986): 65-66.
For a review of art theory and criticism of the seventies and eighties, see Sandler’s chapter:
“Postmodernist Art Theory,” in Art of the Postmodern Era. Sandler explains the rise of the New Art
Association in 1970, a group of critics and scholars who focused on the use of critical theory, and leftist
and sociological approaches. Scholars such as Douglas Crimp, Craig Owens, Benjamin Buchloh, and the
October group tended to favor conceptual and photographic approaches and were typically at odds with the
conservative formalists of the eighties, including Hilton Kramer and David Bourbon—whose discourse
stemmed from the mid-twentieth seminal writings of Clement Greenberg. In her book, Unpackaging Art of
the Eighties, Pearlman writes, “Despite their polarization, almost all of the writers . . . Kuspit, Gablik,
Kramer, Hughes, Buchloh, Crimp, Owens, Foster, and Lawson—saw pluralism similarly: as evidence of
the marketplace’s co-option and dilution of avant-gardes. They uniformly considered it a state of
repressive tolerance in which no real rebellion was possible.” Pearlman, Unpackaging, 16. In regards to
these writers, she continues that, “Anti-pluralism, like anti-commercialism, was so central to the critic’s
views that it became a leitmotif of their polemics . . .”
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between the Market and Celebrity Culture, discusses the shift in acceptance of an artist in
terms of the art market from the eighties into the nineties and two-thousands. Graw
argues that at the beginning of the nineties, market success was “disreputable” for an
artist’s career, “viewed as a rather conflicting and certainly dubious affair,” but in the
years after—market success was seen more as an asset to an artist’s viability. 55 To
demonstrate the rooted suspicion of the market in the history of art, Graw cites
philosopher and sociologist Pierre Bourdieu, who wrote within the context of late
nineteenth-century France: “The artist can triumph on the symbolic terrain only to the
extent that he loses on the economic one.” 56 While apprehension continues to exist for
overtly commercial or populist art, Graw argues that since the early nineties, market and
media success has increasingly generated prestige and respect for many artists in the art
world, rather than offense. Indeed, the shift from the initial deficiency of scholarship
surrounding Haring’s work to the reconsideration of his work in the late nineties and twothousands mirrors this change in the art world’s relationship to the market. 57
In one of the first books to challenge the historiography of the dominant critical
reception of art in the eighties, Unpackaging Art of the 1980s, Alison Pearlman argues
that the actualities and complexities of some artists of the decade have been skewed
towards the strong, and at times inaccurate, views of a vocal minority. 58 Building on
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Sandler’s Art of the Postmodern Era, Pearlman offers an alternative take on eighties art,
framing her discussion around the work of three sets of artists who stand for Neoexpressionism (Julian Schnabel and David Salle), Graffiti (Jean-Michel Basquiat and
Keith Haring) and Simulation (Peter Halley and Jeff Koons), and who all had both
supporters and detractors in the eighties. In order to study the uneven and negative
reception of these artists, Pearlman chronicles and analyzes writings by scholars
including Hal Foster, Craig Owens, Donald Kuspit, Thomas Lawson, Robert Hughes,
Douglas Crimp, and Benjamin Buchloh. Their collective early writings, she recounts,
typically took on more of a polemical and theoretical approach, taking positions against
perceived commercial, superficial art, and therefore, often omit these artists.
These art critics have come to embody the authoritative versions of eighties’
history, in part because of their outspoken approaches, their subsequent relationships and
influence in academia, and the canonization of these views through publication and republication of their work into the nineties and two-thousands. 59 Pearlman contends that
since the university system has significantly reinforced these critical polemics and is the
starting point for future scholars’ positions on history, these few scholars have had an
enduring and highly influential legacy; an experience I have also encountered in graduate
school. 60 Because of this lasting legacy, history now tends to disfavor all three groups of
artists—all of whom Pearlman redeems in her writing, complicating the straightforward
dismissal by these scholars and returning to an analysis of these artists’ artwork, style,
and engagement with their historical context. She proposes that rather than attacking or
reforming previous art movements—the governing mode of the artistic avant-garde in the
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Ibid., “Introduction,” 1-8 and “1980s Art Polemics and their Legacy,” 9-31.
Ibid., 6.
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twentieth century—these artists uniquely responded to the new consumer and marketing
culture of their contemporary environment. 61 She concludes that for these artists,
“Distinctions of cultural value did not disappear. They simply shifted grounds,” in that,
these artists’ contributed an, “unprecedented analysis of marketing and consumption as a
communication system” that had not been adequately recognized. 62 Their detractors may
have been accurate in connecting these artists’ work to mass culture, but missed the more
sophisticated critical motivations and strategies involved in this engagement—especially
for artists like Haring. Therefore, Pearlman argues that the anti-capitalist discourse that
has come to define the eighties is not in sync with the practices of the artist’s
themselves. 63
In his analysis of the critical landscape of the eighties, Scott Rothkopf also argues
that these few influential critics have been selectively transmitted in academia. He
writes: “the art criticism of the ‘80s was quickly subsumed within a totalizing, if
heterogeneous, discourse, only to become co-opted by legions of graduate students . . .
We swallowed whole an official “history” of “the ‘80s” that wasn’t actually a history at
all, but rather a selective corpus of mostly primary criticism canonized in anthologies
such as Hal Foster’s The Anti-Aesthetic and Brian Wallis’s Art After Modernism.” 64 In
contrast, many writers who supported the East Village scene did not enter academics nor
publish their collected works into anthologies—choosing instead to remain art critics or
change direction and pursue fine art, curatorial, or gallery careers. Much of their writing,
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in addition, tended to be more journalistic, less theoretical and intellectually ambitious,
and therefore, less appealing to an academic audience. 65 And so, without an academic
platform or impetus to republish and/or disseminate these other eighties accounts, they
did not become part of the art historical canon, in effect creating a “somewhat lopsided
historical record” of the eighties. 66 In Rothkopf’s words, “It became hard to see the
forest through the theory.” 67
Taking my cue from Pearlman and Rothkopf, I explore alternative approaches to
the eighties to reassess Haring’s contribution to art history by refocusing attention on his
early work, the Pop Shop, and his activism. I explore consumer culture and populism
studies as an alternate framework to reveal the productivity of Haring’s merchandising as
a means to create identity, unify groups, and create political change through activism. I
also investigate the changing reception of commercial activities in the art world by
Haring, his critics, and the art world at large. For the purposes of this dissertation, I do
not have the space to give the same exhaustive and nuanced analysis as Pearlman, who
comprehensively assesses the complicated landscape of art criticism of the eighties.
Instead, I build on the parts of Pearlman’s argument most relevant to my discussion of
Haring in order to demonstrate, and then critique, the often negative reception of his
commercial work. Pearlman argues, and I agree, that the claims of these scholars
diverged from the actual practices, intentions, and multifarious practices of many eighties
artists and instead, represent a slanted opinion of eighties art. The “blanket aversion” to
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the intermixing of art with consumer culture, “blinded them to the very changes in this
relationship that make this era of American art so distinctive and significant.” 68
Artists like Haring represented a new alignment with mass culture in the arts—a
trend widespread among many artists in the eighties, but suppressed, opposed by, or
misunderstood by many art critics. The “art stars” of the decade, including Haring,
“aroused American art critics’ most explicit fear of the time: that art no longer opposed
consumer culture.” 69 As argued by Pearlman, the misplaced antipathy to this type of
work was generally reinforced by the notable increase in news and hype around artist’s
careers, art auction results, and corporate materialism in the eighties. 70 More mainstream
publications like the New York Times, Vogue, Vanity Fair, the New York Post, and
Rolling Stone Magazine tended to focus on trendiness, fashion, and money in the art
world. Most relevant to the topic at hand, this created a “media blitz” on the East Village
from 1982-84, with Haring as a central protagonist. 71 According to Pearlman, the critical
opposition to the East Village and to artists like Haring was in many ways a hyperreactive backlash to this mainstream publicity and hype, rather than to the artists’ work
itself. 72 In addition, these critics saw the increase of consumer culture in everyday life as
the culprit for cultural stagnation in the arts—meaning the loss of artistic standards and
the conditions necessary for critical subversion. 73 This assumption tended to obscure the
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real engagement and innovations produced by artists in the eighties, such as employing
alternative distribution systems or blending art disciplines with mass culture. In other
words, critics impulsively dismissed any overtly commercial art as a symptom of the
overall decline of culture overall, rather than a response to or extension of it. 74
Again, the positions of these more polemical and negative critics were largely in
the minority in the eighties, but have come to stand as the final word on the artists’
works—why? 75 To a large degree, this version of eighties history has been preferred
since it perpetuates the engrained dialectics of the “correct” way to make art: resisting
and critiquing commercialization—dialectics that have governed art historical scholarship
for decades. 76 In part, these views stemmed from the deep-rooted ideas put forward by
art critic Clement Greenberg, and the ongoing influence of the Frankfurt School. 77 While
these two schools of thought diverge and even oppose each other in very significant
ways, they have both come to similar conclusions in the foreboding effects of mass
culture and its infringement on fine art. 78 These formative texts continue to have a
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pronounced emphasis in academia, and so, continue to create anxiety about the decline of
art and its collusion with mass culture. Their dominance in academia is one reason why
the more polemical, anti-commercial scholarship of the eighties have dominated
academia as well—reinforcing these already entrenched stances. Therefore, scholars
often remain suspicious of overt commercialization in art, especially mass
commercialization—which Haring used as a strategy to achieve his populist goals. Like
commercialism, however, populism has been often dismissed as a valid art strategy,
without considering its potential relevance to contemporary society.
Julian Stallabrass in his 2013 essay, “Elite Art in an Age of Populism,” for
example, categorizes Haring’s art as “populist.” 79 Pulling from Fredric Jameson’s
writings on postmodernism, Stallabrass defines populism as, “an art of simple character,
wide popular appeal, and an enthusiastic engagement with commercial mass culture
delivered through branded artistic persona.” 80 While this characterization of populist art
is a suitable description of several aspects of Haring’s practice, Stallabrass then
concludes that populist art “[lays] the ground for the erosion of elite culture,” associated
with the rise of big business and branding in museums that are “supposed” to hold an
“elite and educative role.” 81 In several ways, Stallabrass is correct to be wary of the
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negative effects of populism. It can be exploited to mislead and misinform, propose
overly simplistic answers to complex problems, and more superficially satisfy desires. In
his totalizing view against populism, however, Stallabrass echoes some of same closed
conclusions charted above. Not all strategies of populism lead to the degradation of
culture. Rather, populist goals and simple styles can incorporate and encourage other
forms of depth, as well as respond to complex, historical contexts—such as opening
access to an insular art world and challenging its often hyper-critical and hypocritical
views of capitalism.
The Pop Shop’s common commercialism and populism may explain the lack of
documentation on it thus far, but avoids a broader set of questions that Haring raised
about art and economics. The Pop Shop laid bare the fact that fine art is also a
commodity and beholden to a market; a market that is highly inaccessible to a majority of
society. All art is implicated in the market, but within the art world, some markets are
perceived to be more tolerable than others, such as those only obtainable by the very rich
or those that operate discreetly. By expanding art to a different market, one available to a
wider socio-economic audience, Haring critiqued and counteracted the exclusivity and
elitism of the art market by expanding and promoting access—but these intentions are
often missed. This dissertation aims to revise this reception and demonstrate that
Haring’s deliberate engagement with popular culture and mass consumption was an
innovative and effective artistic practice.
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Chapter 1: Keith Haring’s Early Lessons in Populism and Advertising
Has the message of abstract art been unconsciously—or not—to “fuck the
audience”—forget them and make art, vaguely hoping that they will be interested
after? -Keith Haring, 1979 1
On the surface, Keith Haring’s art production from 1978 to 1986, including
conceptual films, collages pasted on street posts, immersive installations, and chalk
drawings on subway walls might appear to have nothing in common with a shop that sells
t-shirts. These seemingly disparate endeavors, however, each contributed towards the
central goal of Haring’s Pop Shop, a goal that encompassed alternative distribution,
accessibility, and promotional strategies. Despite the accusations leveled by his critics
and peers, discussed in the introduction, this chapter demonstrates that accessibility,
reach, and recognition, not money were the major motivations behind Haring’s
compulsive work ethic. These forces were formed very early on in his career, evident in
journal entries as early as 1978, and remained his priorities until he died in 1990.
In this chapter, I begin with a discussion of the populist experiences Haring had as
a teenager with the Jesus Freaks, the artist Robert Henri, and the band the Grateful Dead
that helped form the basis of his artistic philosophy. 2 I then investigate his early work
while at the School of Visual Arts in New York—including video works, immersive
installations, and street collages. Finally, I cover his street work in New York such as his
subway drawings, Times Square LED sign, and buttons. I argue that Haring’s early art
experiences taught him to harness his public persona in order to both utilize and critique
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elements of the mass media, and access a large audience through alternative distributive
networks. By the mid-eighties, Haring then applies these tools to commercial projects
like the Pop Shop, becoming a financially successful celebrity in the process.
While Haring was not motivated by wealth, he did welcome and cultivate his
celebrity. He found fame “exhilarating,” because it meant that his ideas had had an
impact on a large audience, which gave him a sense of acceptance of his work and also,
confirmed the success of his populist goals. 3 Once Haring had this public platform, he
found that commercial activities like merchandising could also help widely distribute his
work to a mass audience. To do this, he utilized the strategies he had honed in his early
work, based on the engrained populist philosophies of his youth. This created a
predicament for Haring, in that the practitioners of these populist philosophies also
tended to be anti-materialistic. This paradox caused Haring to resist the label
“commercial artist,” and led him to harbored a career-long ambivalence and contradictory
attitude towards his several common commercial projects.
Besides his subway drawings, no one has considered Haring’s early work in any
substantial depth. Indeed, the only scholarly publication that takes on this period was
produced for the exhibition Keith Haring 1978-1982 in 2010. 4 In the catalog, scholars
briefly cover Haring’s videos, performances, and street art, but largely do not connect
them to his subsequent use of publicity and merchandising as a creative medium, or the
Pop Shop. Instead, they mainly focus on his investigations of semiotic language through
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his performances and pictographs. 5 Most writing on Haring’s early life follows the same
chronological progression of his childhood drawing, family relationships, early training
in Pittsburgh, his move to New York, and his initial street art projects. Many then
concentrate on his subway drawings, in which authors typically emphasize the formal
development of his singular style. 6 Instead, I investigate the various populist social and
cultural sources that provided the conceptual framework behind his first works, and
connect them to the motivations and strategies used to eventually open his Pop Shop.

Jesus Freaks, Robert Henri, and the Grateful Dead: Lessons in Populism
At age thirteen, Haring became involved with the radical, left leaning Jesus
Movement of the 1970s, whose followers were nicknamed the “Jesus Freaks.” 7
Following Jesus’s teachings of universal love and peace, a great deal of the Jesus Freaks’
purpose was to provide relief for the poor and to speak out against unchecked materialism
and corruption in institutions. 8 Distrustful of authority and critical of greed, they were
resolutely anti-fundamentalist, and anti-clerical. They aimed to make their organization
less elitist and hierarchical by using popular and simple language and tactics
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comprehensible to anyone, irrespective of cultural or educational differences. Mainly
populated by a younger generation of hippies and ex-drug addicts who sought a
continuation of sixties counterculture, the movement took on a purposefully antiintellectual approach to Christianity and adopted vernacular language such as “dig it” or
“groovy.” 9 They also employed a populist philosophy to attract a large following, with
straightforward goals and beliefs that have been described as superficial, unsophisticated,
and shallow—judgments that have also been imposed on Haring’s work. 10 For example,
they propagated slogan-like messages, such as, “high on Jesus” or “If you’re saved and
you know it, clap your hands,” on cheap paraphernalia like buttons, bumper stickers, and
clothing as a tactic to reinforce community identification and to fund the movement. 11
When he was a youth growing up in Kutztown, Pennsylvania, Haring described himself
as a “Jesus Person,” and he recounted that his parents “were frightened because I was
obsessive with it. I was considered a freak—a Jesus freak.” 12 His direct interaction with
the movement ended in his late teens, but its philosophies and strategies, however,
remained with him through his time in New York, “stuck in his head,” leading to several
populist forms of artmaking in the subways, in his gallery works, and in the Pop Shop. 13
Indeed, the Jesus Movement may have engrained his zealous need to position his
work as anti-institutional, anti-materialist, and populist. 14 Most overtly, Haring
expressed anti-institutional positions through religious imagery across his entire career.
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Beginning in 1980, he drew crosses surrounded by scenes of death and conflict to
symbolize corruption in institutionalized religion. 15 Besides resisting organized religion,
the Jesus Freaks also explain Haring’s attitude against the institutionalization and
dominance of the art market, as well as money and material things. He spent most of his
earnings on friends or invested them back into further art projects, never wanting to be
labelled “commercial” or a “sell-out.” 16 This mindset is also evident across every
medium he worked in, including paintings, drawings, and murals, in which he regularly
depicted money causing corruption, including dollar signs on televisions, hovering over
piles of dead figures, or overtaking a person’s insides (figures 1-2). Dovetailing with the
Jesus Freaks’ anti-capitalistic views, these works not only refer to the art market but also
critiqued the widespread social and financial inequality of New York City in the early
eighties, during a period of booming business on Wall Street. Revealing his conflation of
Jesus Freak ideas, he characterized the art market as, “one of the most dangerous,
parasitic, corrupt organizations in the world, next to the Roman Catholic Church or the
Justice system in the U.S.” 17
In order to create art full time, Haring had to participate in the art market and
eventually joined the Tony Shafrazi Gallery in 1982. But, stemming from his inner
(Jesus Freak) guilt, he tried to find new ways to distribute his work to undermine the
elitism of dominant gallery systems and make art more accessible to more people.
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Ironically, then, although his Pop Shop is seen as his most commercial endeavor, Haring
opened it to counteract his participation in the elite art market and to cater to the popular
demand for his work. As he contemplated his rise, he said, “I think it is even more
deceptive to pretend you are outside the system instead of admitting it and actually
participating in it in a ‘real’ way. There is no more ‘purity’ in the art world than on
Madison Avenue. In fact, it is even more corrupt. The Big Lie.” 18
The Jesus Freak’s anti-institutional stance goes some way in explaining Haring’s
initial ambivalence towards contemporary art galleries and museums, opting instead in
his early career to show his art in public spaces, organize his own shows in alternative
spaces, and resist dealer representation. 19 He writes as early as 1978,
The public needs art, and it is the responsibility of a ‘self-proclaimed artist’ to
realize the public needs art, and not to make bourgeois art for a few and ignore the
masses. Art is for everybody. To think that they–the public–do not appreciate art
because they don’t understand it, and to continue to make art that they don’t
understand and therefore become alienated from, may mean that the artist is the
one who doesn’t understand or appreciate art and is thriving in this ‘selfproclaimed knowledge of art’ that is actually bullshit. 20
In short, from the start he set out to develop strategies to allow a broader public into the
often exclusive and esoteric contemporary art world, in much the same way that the Jesus
Freaks searched for alternative avenues to counter the authority of corporations,
organized religion, and political institutions.
Haring’s populism and anti-commercialism was also heavily influenced by the
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artist Robert Henri and his book The Art Spirit (1923), a book that “changed his life
completely.” 21 He cited it as the reason for leaving the Ivy School in Pittsburgh after
only six months, a school that taught commercial art skills. Describing the school as
“terrible,” Haring decided that he wanted to become a fine artist instead. 22 Henri, also a
New York artist, is well known for his early twentieth century portrait and genre
paintings, his active role in the Ashcan School of American Realism, and as the organizer
of “the Eight,” a group of Ashcan artists who protested the restrictive exhibition practices
of the National Academy of Design by holding their own exhibitions. 23 Widely known
for his talent as a teacher, Henri was regarded in the early twentieth century as “the
greatest single influence in American art,” inspiring a younger generation of artists who
felt restrained by the art academy. 24 After encountering socialist ideas in late nineteenth
century French art, Henri began to paint scenes of everyday life such as portraits of the
lower class, radical subject matter in American painting at the time. 25 His
contemporaries saw this work informed by his left-leaning political views of liberalism,
populism, and institutional corruption. 26
The Art Spirit is based on a series of lectures Henri gave to his students at the Art
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Students League of New York from 1915-27, where his most prominent advice is to
follow one’s own passion and artistic talent. It mentions and derides commercialism
generally in the following terms: “art study should not be directed towards a commercial
end. Educational institutions should assist the student and the public to a better
understanding of the meaning of the word ‘art’ and the need of study and individual
development.” 27 And: “in a commercial world there are thousands of lives wasted doing
things not worth doing. Human spirit is sacrificed.” 28 Henri clearly saw art as a salve for
capitalism. Yet he did not aim to sever artistic endeavors from the world at large, but
imbue it with a critical and social purpose. The Ashcan School was just that, depicting
urban life without idealization in order to challenge accepted conventions of the
American art academy and elevate everyday life to the status of art; in Henri’s words, “art
for life’s sake,” rather than “art for art’s sake.” 29 Above all, Henri emphasized creative
independence and individual artistic expression.
More than sixty years later, these ideas dramatically influenced Haring’s aversion
to commercial work for hire—he wanted to pursue his own voice and passion as a fine
artist. He specifically recited Henri’s philosophy in one early interview, saying: “art
schools are totally useless and they should be used as a service to you instead of letting
the art school use you.” 30 Henri also, to a lesser degree, promoted a populist approach in
art. Indeed, the very first sentence of his book states, “Art when really understood is the
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province of every human being.” 31 To Henri, art is a necessary and important part of
everyday life, and to help to enact this, the artist has a responsibility to share and explore
their gift. 32 Haring believed that Henri’s lessons could be adapted to his contemporary
environment, one in which he could merge everyday commercialism and consumer
culture with the contemporary fine art world, creative genius, and individual authorship
to share his gift more broadly.
Haring’s admiration for the band, the Grateful Dead, is also worth noting in
regards to his burgeoning populist ideas. A self-professed “Dead Head,” he went on a
road trip in 1977 to follow the band, bringing the Henri book as “his bible.” 33 The
Grateful Dead believed that the best way to promote themselves and connect with their
fans was to give their music away for free and allow unauthorized copies of records.
They also offered thousands of free posters and stickers as giveaways and handled their
own ticket sales. 34 Influenced by the rock band’s modus operandi, Haring self-funded
many free giveaways during his career, as well as pursued projects—like the Pop Shop—
independently. The band also inspired him to produce his first merchandising to help
fund his 1977 road trip: two different t-shirt designs to sell to fans. One pictured the
Grateful Dead, their signature skull emblem with a lightning bolt through it, and the other
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of Richard Nixon sniffing marijuana. 35
Overall, the Jesus Freak movement, Robert Henri, and the culture of and
surrounding the Grateful Dead contributed to Haring’s philosophy and attitudes towards
populism and commercialism—often acting as the voice in his head, telling him that
populism was a worthy goal, and the pursuit of financial success was not. Because of
this, Haring convinced himself that he was not “commercial”—or at least not in the bad
sense of “selling out,” a separation he insisted on even on his deathbed. 36 To him,
primed by Henri’s philosophy in self cultivation and expression, he believed that
commercialism automatically meant creating designs or objects for others at the expense
of authorship and creativity. These ideas were then reinforced by the art world’s distrust
and disparagement over overt, everyday commercialism in art—the view that mass
commercialism, such as selling art merchandise, was somehow a base and “vulgar” act,
even though most fine art also participates in a market—even if discretely. 37 In light of
this common perception, it was important to Haring to have a strong foothold as a
credible ‘fine’ artist and to receive recognition and authorship for his work and style. 38
Haring wanted to maintain the distinction, and therefore his fine artist reputation
and status, but his life-long, self-characterization of himself as a non-commercial artist is
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not accurate. I argue that Haring was commercial, just as any other artist who sells their
work—but he differed in that he sold his work in multiple markets. In the eighties, the
term “commercial” had become skewed, stigmatized, and applied selectively depending
on the type of commercialism in play. It was not applied to all economic exchanges in
the art market, only used polemically to dismiss artists—like Haring—who engaged with
everyday consumerism. All art that is sold is commercial, but this fact is downplayed as
a way to maintain a separation in cultural value, underlining an outdated hierarchy
between high and low culture. Due to this double standard, reinforced by his early
experiences, it is no wonder that Haring distanced himself from the term and battled with
its cultural implications for his entire career.

School of Visual Arts
At the School of Visual Arts (SVA) from 1978-79, Haring was described by his
classmate Kenny Scharf as “incredibly directed” and “took advantage of just everything
he could,” working nonstop and widely publicizing his student shows by posting
hundreds of Xerox advertisements all over the school. 39 Haring’s whirlwind of activity
caused him to be noticed, but sometimes resulted in animosity from peers: “I was already
stepping on some people’s toes, and making some people jealous, because I was starting
to be too active and doing too much.” 40 Scharf explained, “A lot of people were really
appalled by Keith Haring,” because of his self-promotion and his intense energy. 41 This
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animosity continued to grow as Haring became even more successful and more active,
using every possible opportunity to promote his art.
In school, Haring was put off by oil painting since he felt that oil and canvas’s
long and loaded history inhibited his experimentation. 42 Instead, he turned to video and
then later, painted or drew on cheap materials like vinyl, tarp, or paper. Scholars have
charted the influence of semiotic theory on Haring’s early work, learned at the SVA, in
which he broke down language through poems that he then performed on stage and on
video. 43 I argue that during this time Haring also used video to construct his own selfimage, while learning the technologies and strategies behind broadcast media. As part of
one of the first generations raised on television, a pervasive and normalized part of his
existence, he understood the increased presence of it in everyday life. 44 Indeed, by the
eighties, before the personal computer and the Internet, television was the primary device
used by a mass audience to consume information, drastically changing how culture could
be shaped, disseminated, and controlled. Due to these factors, Haring believed that video
was a medium “capable of reaching higher levels of communication—more involved
than painting or sculpture.” 45 Analogous to television, video, Haring believed, could be
used to “require the participation and individual interpretation of the viewer.” 46 He
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crafted a moving and audible message by addressing the camera face on, just like an
individual talking to a mass audience on a television program. This process taught
Haring how to subsequently build his public presence and communicate to an audience
that had become more accustomed to moving screens than static images on canvas.
For example, in his early videos made while at the SVA like Machine (1980),
Lick Fat Boys (1979), He said I have a Dream (1978-80), and Painting Myself into a
Corner (1979), Haring centralizes his own image to directly connect to the viewer. In
Lick Fat Boys and He Said I have a Dream, he even doubles and reflects multiple
versions of himself to compound the effect of his presence (figures 3-4). In another
series of early videos, “concerned exclusively with sex,” Haring filmed close-up body
shots of his penis and his ass, works described by Keith Sonnier as “the eye of
Narcissus.” 47 Haring’s arrival in New York came with the self-realization and
exploration of his homosexuality. He spent “90 percent of [his] time being totally
obsessed with sex,” and his work was entirely phallic, filled with repetitive patterns of
cartoon penises and nondescript figures in explicit sexual acts. 48 Turning the video
camera onto himself and his sexuality demonstrates Haring’s early preoccupation with
his own image, and inaugurated his career long self-mythologizing—repeating his image
until it became synonymous with his art. For example, as early as 1980 in an assignment
to create a “personal mythology” essay for his semiotics class, he repeated his
photographic image throughout multiple pages of typed text that describe concepts of the
self (figures 5-6). This early act of self-promotion was followed by years of his
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conspicuous and performative presence in the making and distribution of his works,
causing Haring to become a recognizable, public figure. His celebrity—his public
image—was therefore bound up with the significance and reception of his art.
Several video artists from the late sixties and seventies provide an important
precedent for Haring’s self-presentation in his video, including Lynda Benglis, Vito
Acconci, Paul McCarthy, Dennis Oppenheim, Bruce Nauman, Joan Jonas, Dan Graham,
and Hannah Wilke. 49 Scholars have discussed these artists in relation to the materiality
of video, representation via new technology and performance, and to issues of
temporality, simultaneity, and feedback. 50 Haring’s use of video diverges from these
practices in that he experimented with the medium in order to understand language,
semiotics, his own public image, and the tools of broadcast media. Synne Genzmer, the
only scholar to discuss Haring’s video works at length, argues that they show his
emerging interest in the construction of language—focusing on word play, repetitive
spoken phrases, and phonetics. She also explains that they are an experimental response
to the performative culture he encountered in the East Village. 51 Genzmer does not,
however, account for Haring’s constant presence, often as the lone actor, or his use of
video to understand aspects of broadcast media and self-promotion. Haring used video
not only to investigate language via semiotics, but also to learn how to effectively
perform in the public sphere and in the press. He also discovered how to frame himself
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in front of the camera, a skill he later used to reinforce his celebrity.
Due to this interest in self-promotion and television, Haring’s video practice
relates best to Warhol’s films and videos. In his article, “The Producer as Author,” David
James charts the shift of Warhol’s films from the sixties until the late eighties. The
evolution of Warhol’s film and video career to an extent mirrors Haring’s relationship to
video—beginning in a fairly meta, medium-reflexive, and conceptual mode in his early
films, and then ending with a more overtly commercial and self-promotional approach in
his later films. 52 Like Haring, Warhol was fascinated by film’s relationship to popular
movies, and operated simultaneously in both the fine art and the popular spheres,
intertwining the two. Indeed, according to James, Warhol’s interest in film “was
preoccupied with the industrial apparatus of mass fascination . . . in the operations of the
culture industry.” 53 As his films became much more mainstream by the early seventies,
Warhol’s role progressively shifted from “operator of a camera,” to the “operator of an
industry,” at times only becoming a celebrity name attached to the final product. 54 James
concludes that by the end, Warhol used film to increase his brand image to secure public
attention, “begin[ning] as a feature of style and end[ing] as a marketing strategy.” 55 In
fact, Warhol went on to produce and star in mainstream television shows such as Andy
Warhol’s Fashion on Manhattan Cable (1979-80), Andy Warhol's TV on the Madison
Square Garden Network (1983-84), and Andy Warhol's Fifteen Minutes (1985-87) on
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MTV. 56 Warhol increasingly focused his attention towards “commercial success and a
mass audience,” similar to the progression of Haring’s career. 57
Aside from Haring’s investigation of his own image, he also used video to
investigate and critique the cultural effects of broadcast media. He valued the
communicative power of television, but was also aware of its power to manipulate. In his
video, Machine, for example, Haring’s own image and actions express anxiety about the
new machine age’s capacity to control and turn viewers into passive consumers (figures
7-8). 58 Cropped up close onto his mouth painted with lipstick for the duration of the film,
Haring alone recites a jerky, mechanical back and forth conversation between a man and
a woman, introducing each statement with ‘he said’ and ‘she said’ for five minutes: “You
HAVE to think about it, he said, I’m going to just sit and wait, she said, machines do
these things you don’t need people anymore, he said, what happens to the people? she
said.” The narrative positions the man’s naïve hope in technology against the woman’s
skepticism. 59 Haring said he wanted to present the different misconceptions that “people
have about the future,” expressing the nonsensical statements in a machine-like voice,
perhaps to show the inescapable relationship one has with technology.
Machine was originally presented as a street installation with the video on a
television screen on a sidewalk outside the SVA. And so, even in art school he sought
out audiences beyond his classmates, a general public who would otherwise never see his
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work. In choosing this format, a screen not a projection, Haring also emphasized the
mechanism of the television: since the screen frames his mouth, it is as if the television
itself is speaking directly to the viewer. The self-reflexive conversation presented on the
screen, a form of technology, ironically points to the delusion of technology’s utopian
promise and its manipulative potential. 60 This connection between the machine and art
was famously perpetuated by Warhol, who sardonically said he “want[ed] to be a
machine” and that “everyone should be a machine,” in an age in which everyone “thinks
alike . . . looks alike and acts alike.” 61 Perhaps in homage, Haring titled his work
Machine and then took on the machine’s voice as a warning: society is being mechanized
to the point that everyday conversation is unnatural and calculated; the machine has
replaced human interaction. 62 Haring saw technology as a potential threat to society, and
art as an anecdote. 63
Since the sixties, a belief in the negative effects of technology became a
widespread concern. In 1971, for example, sociologist Barbara Hargrove explained in
her book Reformation of the Holy, “There is a growing awareness in modern society that
the basic assumptions of technical progress and scientific knowledge may be leading, not
to Utopia, but to a loss of humanity if not total destruction . . . we are caught in an everdescending spiral of our own making from which there is no escape.” 64 Haring’s work is
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a product of this historical context, and through this atmosphere of suspicion, he began to
form his skepticism about technology and societal progress—including television—and
its capacity to influence, control, and dehumanize.
Machine’s placement on the street may well have also been inspired by Haring’s
reading of William Burroughs. Haring’s early interest in the dissection of language
dovetailed with an interest in Burrough’s writings, in particular Burrough’s discussion of
language as virus and his cut-up technique, i.e. taking existing words, cutting them out of
their order in a sentence, reordering them, and inverting their meaning. 65 In his book,
The Ticket That Exploded, Burroughs suggested using audio playback and the cut-up
technique to manually “break apart” governing ideologies through tape recorders. 66 He
believed that his re-creations acted like a kind of “political virus” in order to eradicate
any oppressive forces in the media. To implement the virus: “you want to start a riot, you
put your machines in the street with riot recordings.” 67 In other words, by scrambling
existing language into tape recordings and then broadcasting it on the street, one could—
according to Burroughs—start a revolution. Haring read this book by Burroughs, citing it
often in his journals and in interviews, and so this undoubtedly affected the creation and
display of Machine, a work he injected “virally” into the streets of New York. Haring
took the idea of the virus further once he began to incessantly create his street and
subway works, and then, in the production of his merchandise, which all spread “virally”
in their multiplication and physical dispersal.
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Although Haring abandoned video as an artistic medium after 1980, he returned
throughout his career to theme of television’s ability to both communicate and control.
In an early performance at Club 57 in 1980, for example, he held a hollowed-out
television frame over his head, again as if the television itself is speaking, reciting poetry
(figure 9). This head-as-television image became a standard motif in Haring’s later
drawings and paintings. In one Untitled sumi ink on paper from 1981, he drew an
oversized human figure with a television as a head and a cartoon face. The figure is
running while holding a marionette of a smaller figure, controlling its movements,
suggesting the unprecedented influence of television on daily life, politics, and, social
norms (figure 10). It also relates to the common theme of corruptible power and
dominance over the weak that is pervasive in Haring’s work. 68 He writes in Flash Art,
we live in, “a world increasingly dominated by purely rational thought and moneymotivated action. The rise of technology has necessitated a return to ritual. Computers
and word processors operate only in the world of numbers and rationality. The human
experience is basically irrational.” 69
His images regularly portray a distrust of technology that creates a passive society
of numb acceptance, especially in the face of nuclear war, a subject discussed in chapter
four. He wrote, “The artist of this time is creating under a constant realization that he is
being pursued by the computers. We are threatened. Our existence, our individuality,
our creativity, our lives are threatened by this coming machine aesthetic.” 70 Recalling
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Henri, Haring felt it was the artist’s responsibility to preserve creativity and thought,
especially since he believed machines can encourage submissive individuals.
Additionally, he sought to critique religious figures and politicians who used television to
control. Television had great cultural and political power in the eighties; one that Haring
felt should be checked.
For example, Haring’s work often criticizes the televangelist movement and its
ability to manipulate through the television—also in line with the Jesus Freak’s antiinstitutional stance. Christian television programming peaked in the eighties, becoming a
pervasive, mainstream past time for over twenty million Americans. 71 Many sermons
frequently turned political, having a large influence on this audience and contributing to
the conservative ethos of the eighties. 72 Reminiscent of his anti-institutional Jesus Freak
days, Haring said, “Religion can often be perverted, used for the wrong reasons . . .
doctrine has been used for some people to attain things, to control groups of people.” 73
In this vein, Haring repeatedly depicted television screens with figures holding crosses, at
times standing over a pile of dead bodies, admitting that they came from his thoughts on
the moral majority—a large American group associated with the Christian right and
Republican Party (figure 11). 74 As with his video Machine, these drawings focus on the
brainwashing influence television (and religion) can have on a passive audience.
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In his early career, Haring maintained a level of critique and distance from the
broadcast media, representing it rather than participating within it, but later on in his
career, this critique turned to co-option. He used public spaces and channels as media to
criticize other aspects of society and the market, reaching many more people than he
could in a gallery. He also used it to promote himself—putting himself in front of the
video camera via television interviews, outsourcing footage of him and his work to news
channels, and participating in multiple documentaries about his life. In this way, his
approach shifted from representative content in his work to taking advantage of the
system from within, which is ultimately the strategy he then used to distribute his
merchandise. Before he ventured into public TV or merchandising, however, he
experimented with and co-opted the distributional strategies of the city’s streets.

Keith Haring and the Street in the Early Eighties
Haring first intervened in the streets in 1980, and from 1980 to 1985 his public art
became increasingly more overt and visible. He first began by subtly altering street
advertisements and posting small collages on street lamps in New York. This agenda
was followed by thousands of chalk drawings in the city’s subways, and by the mideighties until the end of his life, he painted numerous large scale public murals in several
international cities. Through it all, he was motivated by his populist goals to reach a
large, non-art audience through accessible styles and messages—graphically readable,
like cartoons—that they could comprehend, unmediated by a museum or a gallery. 75
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Likewise, several artists of Haring’s generation also worked within the public space of
New York, both legally and otherwise, to create and display art for a broader audience
including Colab, Ona Lindquist, ABC No Rio, Fashion Moda, Barbara Kruger, Jenny
Holzer, John Fekner, Richard Hambleton, Art Worker’s Coalition, Gran Fury, and Group
Material. Like Haring, these artists experimented with alternate distributional systems
and spaces in New York in order to expand their reach outside of the art world.
Creating posters, billboards, and leaflets, or engaging the community through
artist run events, pop-up exhibition spaces, or political or activist demonstrations, these
downtown artists were, like Haring, “abrasively populist,” constituting “a critical
commentary on the art industry.” 76 Indeed, they often created art meant to inform and
involve, not to alienate or confuse. In this way, these artists differed from the
unmediated, urban art performances of proceeding decades, such as Fluxus performances
or Happenings, in that they were not overly enigmatic or geared towards solely “in-theknow” art audiences. 77 In addition, although Haring and other street artists like JeanMichel Basquiat and Kenny Scharf have often been discussed in relation to graffiti—
another prominent public art practice of the early eighties—their intentions were
markedly different. Generally, graffiti encompassed a subculture at the social margins of
New York that excluded East Village artists both racially and socioeconomically.
Furthermore, as a complex system of symbols and meaning performed by a closed
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subculture, graffiti was not—as it is often assumed to be—a populist movement. At
most, Haring, a white, academically trained artist, new to New York, was an attentive
bystander. He learned many techniques from the graffiti scene, but created his street art
to be much more popular and accessible. In sum, Haring adapted lessons he had learned
from both fine art and graffiti, more insular cultural practices, to make them more
inclusive for his own populist practice.
Before his more famous subway drawings and style evolved, his earlier street
works often incorporated or manipulated found imagery culled from mass print media—
similar to the appropriation of other eighties artists, such as Kruger, Holzer, or Richard
Prince. While Haring abandoned appropriation strategies once he started drawing in the
subways, this early work nonetheless furthered his understanding of the persuasive power
of provocative print and photo layouts, as well as the importance of location and public
visibility. Some of his first street works, for example, included tongue in cheek
interventions, altering outdoor posters and advertisements such as Chardón Jeans, in
which he would block out the ‘c’ and the accent over the ‘o’ to read “hard on Jeans.” In
1979, with the musician and artist John Sex, he posted 500 Xeroxes on the street of an
appropriated quote about homosexuality from the book, The Sex Guide to Married Life. 78
Written in 1931, this book had targeted a conservative, heterosexual, and homophobic
audience—with instructions, for example, on how to “spot a homosexual.” It was
completely “outlandish,” in Haring’s words. 79 As a joke, they posted the quote in the
heavily gay populated West Village during Gay Pride weekend. 80
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In another series of works on the street, Haring created small collages and pasted
them all around the city on walls and lampposts (figure 12). Some were just small
fragments of his abstract drip paintings, ripped from larger works. Others were collages
of images from everyday visual culture, such as newsprint, a magazine image of two men
kissing, and a naked woman on a ten of diamonds, combined with hand-written or typed
notes. One hand-written text, “SUBLIMINAL MESSAGES,” critiques print media’s
capacity to control, recalling his video works (figure 13-15). Half the collages are
humorous, sexual, and straightforward, such as a pairing of the image of gay men with a
story about horny sailors, or pasting penises onto the woman’s nipples. The other half
include typed text of his semiotic poems, whose enigmatic meanings would likely not
translate to a general audience. Overall, the size and hence visual impact of these works
was ineffective in drawing attention since they blended almost invisibly into the chaotic,
urban fabric of New York. Even in documentary photographs of these works in situ, they
are often hard to spot. In a city street, messages need to be short, bold, and to the point to
catch the attention of passersby.
Realizing this, in the summer of 1980 Haring refined and focused his street works
to have clearer political meanings, with much more obvious, provocative, and eye
catching messages. He created eight larger collages with appropriated headlines and
images from the New York Post, which he rearranged and pieced together to criticize
figures like Ronald Reagan and the Pope, and the moral majority. Some of the phrases he
invented were: REAGAN SLAIN BY HERO COP, POPE KILLED FOR FREED

batch of gentrified gay men in the neighborhood. See Hager, Art After Midnight, 75-79.
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HOSTAGE, MOB FLEES- POPE MARRIES (figures 16-17). 81 In the late seventies, just
as Haring moved to New York, the Post was the only afternoon daily in New York—a
prominent news source distributed widely on the street. Using it as a model, the Post
helped to develop his interest in distributing his art via outdoor media strategies. Most
importantly, he learned the benefits of frequency and repetition in order to ensure a
connection with his audience, Xeroxing these collages by the hundreds and taping them
all over surfaces in downtown New York. For this series, Haring acknowledged the
influences of Holzer’s Xeroxed flyers of her manifestos, the poetry graffiti of Basquiat,
Colab’s Real Estate Show, and an understanding of semiotic theory. 82 More than any of
these sources, however, Burroughs was again Haring’s most influential inspiration. 83
In his book The Electronic Revolution, Burroughs advocated using the “cut up”
technique to counter the manipulative strategies of the mass media, a technique that he
invented with Brion Gysin, mentioned above. 84 According to Burroughs, with clear debt
to Futurist words-in-freedom and Surrealist automatist techniques, “Cut-ups establish
new connections between images, and one’s range of vision consequently expands.” 85
The cut-up can range from physically cutting up text into sections and then reordering the
text to create new meaning, to the non-material juxtaposition of having an unexpected
thought while physically experiencing something else. It can even include, “all writing . .
. a collage of words read heard overheard.” 86 The technique is meant to operate beyond
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the “mental mechanisms of repression and selection” that work against an individual’s
state of mind, to offer a “new optic” to see things differently through chance. 87
Burroughs recommended applying this technique to thwart oppression in the mass media,
since, as he put it, “The control of the mass media depends on laying down lines of
association. When the lines are cut the associational connections are broken.” 88
Burroughs’s first cut ups used texts from newspapers and letters, including the Saturday
Evening Post and Time, which directly enacted his call to “cut the mutter line of the mass
media and put the altered mutter line out in the streets.” 89
Haring adapted Burrough’s model for his own Post collages, finding and
rearranging articles that reflected the current increase in conservative values in politics
and religion in the U.S., and then cutting and reordering their headlines to offer revelation
and critique. Like Burroughs, Haring wanted to undermine the influence and power of
the press, which he felt was dominated by conservative politicians and religious leaders.
For example, in 1976, the Post was bought by Rupert Murdoch, a conservative. Under
Murdoch, the Post’s content swerved markedly to the right, criticized by many for its
sensationalism and conservative bias. 90 It is no surprise then, that Haring’s new
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combinations of Post headlines take on the Pope and Ronald Reagan—the two
figureheads of the conservative movement—to expose their hypocrisy and satirically
imagine their arrest or assassination. Haring cut-up these phrases, pasted them on paper,
and erased their edges by Xeroxing them. He then distributed them en-masse, which in
line with Burroughs, acted like a virus by infiltrating its host (society) to alter it from the
inside. Therefore, in these collages, Haring not only appropriated headlines, but also
appropriated the newspaper’s street level circulation method, hitting a small portion of
the Post’s audience on the streets.
In contrast to his early ripped collages, because of their mass production, display,
and their appropriation of text from a popular newspaper, Haring’s Post collages
resembled an advertising campaign and were much more noticeable on the street.
Reflecting on unsanctioned advertising in the city, Haring said, “There are so many
advertisements . . . a lot of people in bands were doing ads for their shows that were on
the level of art . . . It wasn’t an idea that I invented, it was the spirit of the time, and I just
took it one step further. That was the first time that I saw how doing something could
have real effect and become part of people’s consciousness in a real way.” 91 Indeed,
Haring admitted to, “studying the manipulative aspects of advertising and what the effect
was of the growing overload of images around us” while at the SVA. 92 As art critic
Barry Blinderman wrote, Haring’s self-promotion and media interventions predicted his
“decade-long desire to co-opt the ad world’s insidious subliminal encoding strategy.” 93
Again, Haring felt that advertising provided an effective model to communicate to a
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broader audience, in a relatable and effective way.
In his early career, Haring also experimented with billboards—another outdoor
advertising strategy. In 1982, artist and friend Jane Dickson invited Haring to participate
in her Spectacolor Billboard project in Times Square, funded by the Public Art Fund. 94
Dickson felt that the simplified and animated format of the 800 square feet LED board
would be perfect for Haring’s now familiar aesthetic, which, at this point, was being
developed in his subway drawings, discussed below. The board presented Haring’s
drawings as a thirty-second animation, including a baby that radiated, a dog jumping
through a man’s stomach, and a figure running up and down steps (figure 18). Along
with submissions from a select group of other artists, his work was repeated every twenty
minutes for one month. As one of his first large scale public works, Haring again
appropriated advertising strategies: it was screened in one of the highest visible sites for
branding, and mimicked advertising through its repetition. Furthermore, this large-scale,
public presentation predicted his career long practice of large-scale, public murals, and
eventually the design and display of large scale outdoor billboards on Houston street that
advertised his Pop Shop (figure 19).
Haring’s early interest in large-scale public work and advertising also dovetailed
with the development of his public image—he increasingly made his public work
performative. In 1979 and 1980, Haring experimented with large-scale, immersive
installations of cut and painted paper. In these environments, he assembled and
reassembled his own paintings and drawings on the walls, hung pieces of paper,
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wallpaper, lithographs, and phone books from pipes on the ceiling, and painted on paper
on the floor. Recalling, again, the cut-up technique, a big part of this process was
recycling old works, ripping them, altering them, reshaping them and combining them in
new ways. 95 Wanting to share these works with an outside audience, he worked on a few
of these in a SVA studio that opened out onto twenty-second street so those on the
sidewalk could watch him work. His immediate presence—working in front of an
audience—was an important part of the work, contributing to his public outreach. In
addition, these installations’ immersiveness and scale also predict Haring’s first gallery
show at the Tony Shafrazi Gallery in 1982, which was covered from ceiling to floor with
paintings, and the immersive interior design and style of his Pop Shop (figure 20-21).
Pursuant to his populist goals, he believed installation was a universal way to experience
art that could be enjoyed by “anyone, anywhere,” regardless of education or status. 96
While at the SVA, after experimenting with these cut-up environments, Haring
began a series of large-scale paintings on single pieces of paper. Even though Haring did
not have a live audience in this instance, the performative aspect of these paintings
continued to be significant to him, which he captured with video. In Painting Myself into
a Corner (1979), for example, he recorded himself painting abstract, interlocking shapes
with thick black lines onto a large piece of paper on the floor, non-stop until he wedged
himself into the corner (figure 22-23). Here, the video and not the finished painting itself
constitutes the work, emphasizing process and performance. 97 Haring then took this
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early interest in performing and developed it in his subway drawings in New York, from
1980 to 1985, as well as in his large scale public mural commissions on outdoor and
indoor walls of hospitals, schools, children centers, art institutions, and city streets in
New York, across the United States, in Japan, Australia, Europe, begun in 1982. 98
Indeed, whenever Haring worked publicly, he often attracted an audience. His
performance, as well as his presence, became as important and captivating as the finished
works.
Part of the thrill for onlookers was that when Haring painted or drew publicly, he
never had a plan or preparatory drawing, nor did he start over, or make noticeable
mistakes. He was always able to scale his work in his head and could create massive
imagery quickly. In addition to reinforcing his public presence through a live
performance, his drawings and murals remained in these locations after he left —acting
as permanent, public reminders of Haring. Once his career began to take off in the mideighties, he said, in reference to his public murals, “I insist that when I go to be present at
any exhibition in whatever country or city I also want to do something lasting and
meaningful that will remain . . . because fortunately people value them not for their art
market value but for their spirit.” 99 Even when he was not immediately present, Haring’s
murals promoted him on an international stage, helping to make him into an international
celebrity. Before he was a worldwide celebrity, however, he was a local celebrity—
generating fame through his renowned subway drawings.
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Subway Drawings
From 1980-85, Haring drew thousands of chalk drawings in New York subway
stations, a series that became the most famous and celebrated work of his career. 100 One
day, he noticed the subway’s blank advertising spaces—covered with black matte paper
when advertising subscriptions expired, ran to buy chalk, and started drawing. Over the
next five years, this became a daily, repetitive obsession in which he would ride the
subway, look for blank spots, and then draw quickly—without any preparation—and then
leave on the next train (figure 24). Through over 5,000 drawings total, by Haring’s
estimates, the subway acted like a laboratory of sorts in which he perfected his highly
recognizable reduced vocabulary and bright and lively content that characterized his style
for the rest of his career. 101 Simplification was practical in the conditions in which he
worked: he needed to complete his drawings within minutes to avoid being arrested. He
used this to his advantage, practicing his movements and lines in order to refine his
expanding inventory of signs and images.
Having studied semiotics at the SVA, Haring understood the theory of
arbitrariness of the sign and therefore, the sign’s dependence on its context to generate
meaning. As he put it, “I had made these symbols that were nonverbal, but were signs
that could have different meanings at different times,” depending on their
configuration. 102 He used this knowledge to further his own goals of accessibility and
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mass communication, surmising that images, through repetition and a controlled,
simplified vocabulary, could be more accessible than words. He created characters, such
as the barking dog and the radiating baby, which existed on flat planes of a single color
with no spatial depth, with only a horizon line or a staircase to suggest space. Flat and
close to the surface like cartoon drawings, his images had immediacy and impact, and
could deliver pointed messages or carry multiple connotations through graphic
readability. The radiant baby itself, for example, could represent birth, purity, or Christ,
but could also be read as a symbol of nuclear energy, death, or bodily corruption
depending on what he drew around it. By 1981, he started to incorporate more objects
and human figures into his drawings, without any indicators of gender, race, or age,
sometimes organized into episodes condensed into a frame, adding a narrative
component. Haring’s well-defined style of simplified shapes, symbols, and patterns also
benefited from the culture of graffiti, which offered many lessons in how to make graphic
images and text stand out in a cluttered urban environment.
Haring’s arrival in New York coincided with graffiti’s peak in 1978-79, a culture
that he paid close attention to. 103 Although he is regularly considered a part of the graffiti
scene, he never personally identified as a graffiti artist. And, even as he formed strong
relationships with several graffiti writers, he kept his distance until he felt he had
something to contribute. 104 Because of his reverence and sensitivity towards the scene,
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most writers respected him and his public work—never harassing him while he worked in
the subway or defacing his drawings. Graffiti influenced Haring’s calligraphic style and
fluidity of line, and taught him the importance of motion, speed, and improvisation. His
subway drawings significantly differed from graffiti, however, in terms of location,
timing, and medium. Haring only used white chalk instead of white spray paint or
marker, partly out of deference for earlier writers who had already perfected the spray
paint technique, and also as a way to make his unique contribution. In addition, even
though his activities were illegal, he believed that his use of non-permanent, erasable
chalk on blank, unused advertising spaces showed respect for the city; since he was not
permanently vandalizing property or causing financial damage. 105
From an alternative perspective, however, chalk could be considered a passive
choice, exceptionally ephemeral and therefore only rebellious to a point, and as such
undermined the subversion at the heart of graffiti. On top of this, he intentionally
sanitized the subject matter of his subway drawings, leaving out any overt sexual and
political imagery. 106 He wanted his audience, which included children, to enjoy his
works, producing only a few that could possibly provoke or offend. His self-censorship
made his drawings more ambiguous to an extent, but also more outwardly positive and
universal in theme, making them popular, accessible, and enjoyable—creating
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admiration, not provocation. His subways drawings, though, while seemingly
straightforward, did incorporate some darker, generalized themes of oppression and
power over society, but these themes were typically codified for ambiguity through pared
down figural forms and consequently, open to interpretation. 107
Compared to the typical graffitist, Haring only worked in the day, not at night
when most graffiti writers worked, which added an extra risk in getting caught. This
timing, however, had less to do with thrill seeking and law agitating, but instead enabled
him to perform his drawing in front of a broad public, continuing the formation of his
public image. 108 The subways, especially, enabled Haring to share his work and directly
address a different kind of audience than in a gallery. He said,
The kinds of people who were talking to me and encouraging me were really what
pushed me to keep doing it, because I was suddenly meeting people who are
generally ignored by our system. They’re not people who go to galleries or even
think about art, but they really relate to art as much as anybody else, and in a
more profound way. 109
In line with his early, populist experiences, Haring wrote in his journals in 1978 that the
public “has a right to art,” and so, to him, it was his job as an artist to offer an
unintimidating, all-inclusive approach—a sentiment that stayed with him for his entire
career. 110 In order to fulfill his perceived responsibility to make art for “everyone,” he
used simplified imagery in the subways that the uninitiated could appreciate and
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understand and, to try to reach as much of “everyone” as he could, he drew on a daily
basis. Eventually he felt a public expectation to continue unabated, as if it became a
responsibility, and constantly put up new content, especially since new ads or black paper
would cover his old drawings after a few days. 111
By building on the performative and promotional strategies of his previous works,
the subway drawings brought Haring his first mass fame and recognition. This is not just
because he created an accessible style, but also because of where he put his drawings, in
the New York City subway, frequented by millions, and how often he made them,
drawing several every day over many years. Haring said, “I can meet anyone in New
York and the response is, “You mean you’re the one who’s been doing those
drawings.” 112 He was a citywide phenomenon. One art critic who, like millions of New
Yorkers, regularly encountered the drawings in the subway, wrote that, “The anticipation
of each new drawing was great, especially because one could never predict which
character would be born next.” 113 These drawings became an exciting feature of the
underground subway environment, appearing constantly in new and unexpected places,
with an extraordinary output completed with the “stamina and discipline of an athlete.” 114
Haring multiplied his recognizable signature imagery relentlessly, to the point of a onemanned advertising campaign. He drew the same pictographs so many times, in fact, that
he would let muscle memory take over and move both arms, “as a piano player can.” 115
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The more his images were seen, the more recognizable they became, and, over time, they
increased Haring’s “brand” and his reputation as an image-maker.
Since Haring’s subway drawings occupied the spaces of actual blank advertising
spaces, they also critiqued advertising’s prevalence in the city. They brought attention to
the square footage devoted to outdoor marketing and played on the spaces’ ambiguity—
people could have assumed they were advertisements themselves. New York subway
stations, in particular, were centers of capitalism bringing in $100 million a year in
media-buying business. 116 Subway advertising appealed to companies because of its
mass reach and low cost; the same reasons that drew Haring to these spaces as well.
Haring, therefore, co-opted the commercial function of the subway and promoted himself
and his art in advertising spaces for free. Indeed, his subway drawings catapulted his
reputation in New York and increased the demand for his work. He said, “I’m a good
salesman, and I transfer my enthusiasm about my work to other people. I convince them
that I’m going to be an artist for everyone and an important one.” 117 As he grew even
more popular with the public, individuals began to rip down the drawings and boards
from station walls to sell and keep.
By 1981, the success and recognition from his subway drawings led to increasing
sales of his work to art collectors. At this time, Haring had ambivalence towards the
gallery system, and even as his career began to gain traction, he resisted joining a gallery
and only exhibited in galleries if it was a group show, as discussed earlier. Again
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recalling his anti-institutional, anti-materialistic Jesus Freak days, Haring felt that, “the
traditional art-dealer gallery represented a lot that I hated about the art world.” 118 When
he finally conceded and obtained gallery representation with Tony Shafrazi in 1982, it
was “to just give [him] distance.” 119 To counteract, or balance, this engagement with the
higher-end, more exclusive art market, he continued to draw in the subways and also used
his gallery earnings to buy and design buttons to hand out for free to subway riders. 120
With an image of a simple, radiating baby, which had become his standard logo, these
buttons constituted his first public giveaway. 121 This dual approach, operating in both the
high end art market and populist distributional channels, proved to be a dominant, career
long strategy of Haring’s in an effort to reach as many people as possible. 122 Indeed, he
continued to draw in subways and give away buttons for years even as his career took off
in the art world. In this way, his work inside art galleries and outdoors in the streets had
a symbiotic relationship, creating a new model in which the fine art world funded his
time and ability to create his populist works, and his populist works’ counterbalanced the
exclusivity of his gallery art.
Due to the popularity of his subway drawings, Haring’s buttons had an immense
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response. He started to understand the logic and advantages of a giveaway as a
promotional practice, saying, “People wearing them started talking to each other. I
suddenly realized the power of the button!” 123 At first, he created over a thousand
buttons of the radiant baby, and then ordered buttons of his barking dog, giving them all
away to strangers. His designs would then travel outside the station attached to shirts and
bags throughout the city, compounding the visibility of his drawings. His promotional
buttons were so successful that in one instance it backfired: four thirteen year olds
mugged him for the buttons he was carrying. 124 By 1985, Haring had ordered almost
160,000 buttons. 125
Eventually, Haring’s popularity reached such a level that drawing in the subways
became difficult, as individuals started stealing panels as soon as he drew them, and he
stopped. Indeed, Haring’s fame began to take on a life of its own around 1985, and to
cope, he transitioned more fully into the gallery world. As he put it, “at a certain point it
was bigger than I was and I was riding it like a horse and trying to steer it in a
direction.” 126 But he liked it: “Yea, overexposure is the risk I take. The success feels
wilder all the time. It’s exhilarating.” 127 In one of the first articles on Haring, Robert
Pincus-Witten wrote, “Keith Haring is one of that handful of artists who has received
international recognition so quickly as to make it seem that his art is an art with no past
and consequentially, no future, an art emblematic of the now.” 128 By 1985, once he
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could no longer draw in the subways to reconcile his increased participation in galleries
and the art market, he used his merchandise to fill the populist gap.

Self-Promotion and Success: The Transition from his Early Career to Celebrity
Haring claimed that in an ideal world, he would have created his work without
participating in the market, but the market offered him one important advantage: financial
security, which enabled him to create art full time and to also pursue populist art projects
and activities that often did not make much money. 129 Even when his gallery works
began to sell for five figures, he gave away or donated most of his earnings, shared
habitually, or invested in expensive projects like the Pop Shop and donated its profits. 130
Haring was not interested in excessive financial success. Indeed, in interviews he often
discussed the many commercial ventures he turned down in an attempt to remain
selective, and did many commissions for free—such as his public murals. 131 Most
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explicitly, Haring wrote:
Money doesn’t mean anything. I think money is the hardest thing for me to deal
with. It is much easier to live with no money than to live with money. Money
breeds guilt . . . and if you don’t have any conscience, then money breeds evil.
Money itself is not evil, in fact it can actually be very effective for “good” if it is
used properly and not taken seriously. 132
In general, many have frequently misunderstood and labelled Haring as a sell-out, an
artist who betrayed his philosophy and values by pursuing commercial activities for
money. Indeed, Haring’s pursuits of a gallery career and the opening of his Pop Shop
could be viewed as a contradiction of his populist philosophy, or an uneasy compromise
of his values. But, his main motivation for doing commercial things—whether everyday
commercial projects or high end commercial gallery transactions—was not for financial
gain, it was to further his deep-rooted artistic philosophy: making his work as broadly
accessible as possible while still making a living.
Haring knew that he had gained an international audience, a “fan base” more akin
to a Hollywood movie star than a fine artist, and even if it did not necessarily change his
artistic ideals, he liked his fame, and welcomed it. But broad popularity can have a dark
side, and Haring blamed it for the lack of museum and scholarly support for his work,
which bothered him. Because of his mainstream focus, Haring wondered, “if the
museum world will ever embrace me, or if I will disappear with my generation.” 133
Waiting for this acceptance weighed on Haring, and it did not happen until several years
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after his death. Instead critics had an, “ongoing obsession with the phenomena of money
and success” that seemed to surround his work. 134 Rather than wait for them to
understand his art, Haring took the opportunity in 1983 to write a personal essay in Flash
Art on what he felt his art was about. 135 He emphasized chance, performance, public
work, anti-elitism, and a need for the artist to embrace creativity and humanity in a world
dominated by technology. Haring also pointed to his alternate distributional and media
strategies—learning to communicate to a non-art audience in a more effective manner. 136
Generally, art critics of the eighties saw these types of strategies as crass self-promotion,
which in their view, contributed towards his status as a “sell-out.” Similar to the double
standard of the art market and the mass market, Haring’s brand of celebrity—mainstream
celebrity—did not sit well with his critics.
By the mid-eighties, like a music or movie star, whenever Haring traveled he was
met with enormous publicity, participating in interviews, photo sessions, films, lectures,
and parties. He gave over eighty interviews in mainstream print publications and
network television between the years 1984-86 on ABC, NBC, and CBS news, in mass
publications such as Rolling Stone, The Village Voice, and The Associated Press, as well
as more obscure publications such as New York Talk, Defunct!, and the Yale Vernacular,
and art publications such as Interview, Flash Art, and Arts Magazine. 137 Hundreds of
articles in magazines and newspapers in the U.S. around the world wrote about him and
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his work, almost always including an image of him standing in front of his art. 138 Even
in 1982, one of his arrests for drawing in the subway was taped (by his friend) and then
later featured in a CBS News nationwide special on Haring (figure 25). 139 The special
was described as a “thoughtfully produced portrait of a maverick American artist.” 140
Moreover, his first opening at Tony Shafrazi in 1982 was filmed for television. 141
In these instances, Haring’s early self-presentation in his video and street art
evolved into a concerted strategy, centering himself on television screens and in
publications for an international audience. Even more so than the beginning of his career,
his image was as much a part of his work as the objects he created, functioning—in his
words—as another kind of “performance.” 142 He wrote in 1987 in his journal, “It is . . .
the phenomena of photography and video that have made the international phenomenon
of Keith Haring possible.” 143 His public image and his work functioned as a total work
of art, disseminated to a broad mainstream audience who read the popular press, watched
television, or encountered his public work. This visibility on an international stage drew
an audience far beyond the art world, building on his early, performative work while at
the SVA and on the city’s streets.
Throughout his career, Haring also learned and adopted archival strategies to
document his work and his life and ensure that his fame would extend past his lifetime. 144
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As early as 1978, Haring wrote that art, “is temporary and its permanency is unimportant.
Its existence is already established. It can be made permanent by a camera.” 145 Recalling
the Polaroids in his “personal mythology” essay at the SVA, Haring took over 1600
Polaroids throughout his career to record his mural commissions and public works,
friends, parties, inventories, and events. Haring is usually in the shot, ensuring his
“permanence” in history, and as his career progressed, there is a noticeable shift in
subject matter. In the early eighties, most of the Polaroids are of him and his friends, his
boyfriends, kids that he met, or him working. As his career took off, his Polaroids figure
him and his celebrity friends including music stars, artist stars, famous actors, and famous
writers, such as Madonna, Andy Warhol, John Sex, Bill Cosby, Duran Duran, Run DMC,
Boy George, Grace Jones, Brooke Shields, Princess Caroline, Nick Rhodes, Christie
Brinkley, and PeeWee Herman. In the Polaroids, Haring seems star struck, but also
delighted to be one within the pantheon, collecting his image alongside other celebrities
as a kind of long-term self-legitimization of his importance and success. 146
Beyond his Polaroids, Haring kept a personal archive of photographs and videos,
carefully saved hundreds of articles written about his life or work, and filled several
journals that were condensed and published for the public in 1996. In addition, from
1981 to 1989, his friend, photographer Tseng Kwong Chi, took photographs at public or
outdoor events to document Haring in action, and collaborated with him to photograph
the subway drawings for his book Art in Transit. 147 Several of Kwong Chi’s photographs
of Haring and his work, in addition to several of Haring’s Polaroids, have been used in
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exhibition catalogs and publications. Consequently, not only do these photographs serve
as important documents of Haring’s everyday process and life, especially of his
temporary or public works that no longer exist, they also literally reiterate his image.
Connecting back to his 1980 “personal mythology” essay, they reveal his incessant need
to capture himself and therefore, by extension, to promote himself—crafting a narrative
of his life and work for his contemporary audience and for history.
Through these avenues of promotion, by the mid-eighties Haring conformed to
John Walker’s definition of an “art star.” In his book Art and Celebrity from 2003,
Walker characterizes an art star as one who takes part in “social rituals and enjoys the
status of celebrities,” has enough “coverage that enables them to become famous far
beyond their principal profession,” and whose life “becomes as important (or even more
important) as their work”—Warhol, a preeminent example. 148 In the mid-eighties, the art
market was incredibly lucrative, with several “fame generating” aspects, including high
profile events, popular galleries, and media coverage, fueling the status of the art
celebrity. 149 Artists were, “the celebrities now in the same way fashion designers were in
the ‘70s and rock stars in the ‘60s,” and with “growing frequency,” appeared “in print
and electronic media—not just in newspaper reviews and the art magazines, but in gossip
columns, on news broadcasts, even in advertising campaigns.” 150 Julian Schnabel, JeanMichel Basquiat, and Jeff Koons were just a few artists that amassed big money, acclaim,
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and celebrity status in the art world of the eighties. 151 Haring likewise established
himself as a public figure, but because of his populist aims, his celebrity emerged
amongst a different, broader audience. He was largely ignored by art publications and art
museums and only reached the equivalent art market value of these other artists by the
late eighties. 152 Possibly because of his different brand of celebrity—not a media darling
of the art world, but of the mainstream—he is not included in Walker’s account of the
“artist celebrity.”
Recognizing a difference, Haring distanced himself from other art stars like
Koons, describing them as becoming,
exactly what the elitist art world wants and needs to separate itself from the
masses and the rest of the culture—because it’s so anal and self-referential.
What’s interesting is that this movement purports to be conscious and reflective of
the whole consumer aspect of the art world, which, of course, I had been doing all
along with ideas like the Pop Shop. But these people have the blessings of the
museums and the critics because they played the game and went through
conventional art channels as opposed to starting on the streets. 153
Koons, Schnabel, and others stuck to the high end, fine art market in the eighties and
nineties, and only catered to or directly interacted with an art world audience and art
specific publications. They existed in the public eye through exorbitant auction prices or
shocking subject matter, not through populist projects. 154
Even though several of these artists followed in Haring’s footsteps in the twothousands in terms of merchandising, as discussed in chapter five, Haring is unique in
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that his celebrity was first formed outside the art market in the streets through the
admiration of a mass public, not the endorsements of fine art writers, collectors, or
influencers. Also, when he did receive attention in the art world, coverage was much
more focused on the broad popularity of his art. 155 He never, for example, did anything
outrageous enough to be covered by tabloids, and while he had a flair for performance
while he painting, his public image was more understated—reflecting his own
personality, often described as shy, quiet, and sensitive. Koons, for example, did several
projects akin to media stunts in the eighties—most notably his hypersexual series Made
in Heaven (1989-1991). By contrast, reporters and fans came to watch Haring paint, or to
talk to him about his work. And so, his fame came from a popular level of taste and a
style that millions enjoyed, not from breaking records in the luxury art world market or
purposefully controversial antics.

Conclusion
Through his exposure to counter cultural populism—from the Jesus Freaks, the
Grateful Dead, and Robert Henri, and creating street art in New York—Haring
recognized that the distribution of an idea, whether via an outdoor mural, merchandise, or
free publicity, was more effective than a painting hung unnoticed in an art gallery. He
also strove to find new ways to make his artwork accessible financially, intellectually,
and physically by using the public space of the city and strategies derived from print,
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broadcast, and outdoor media. Haring was not only interested in the components of
language but also the transmission of language through alternate distribution strategies
and public performances, a lesson that is his most lasting, but unacknowledged legacy.
His media presence and the promotion of his work are therefore inextricably linked to his
career as a whole.
Haring was not a sell-out. His pursuits never betrayed his original intentions or
beliefs, which were rooted in an intense desire to communicate broadly. He may have
also sought fame, popularity, and recognition, but he never sought wealth; money never
compromised his intentions or his decisions. If anything, it allowed him to fulfill his
goals of promoting access. His offense was learning and implementing the
communication strategies of the mass media, and to welcome popularity, rather than
remaining obscure. A sophisticated mass communicator right from the outset, Haring
developed his populism with a two-pronged approach. First, he repeated his own image
and his signature style, keeping both readily visible and recognizable, and second, he
displayed his work via non-traditional strategies in public places. The efficiency of this
formula can be seen in the continued popularity of Keith Haring’s work in museums,
galleries, and retail contexts almost thirty years later. Indeed, he was one of the pioneers
of the current culture of celebrity and populism in art.
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Chapter 2: The Downtown Scene and Artist-Run Shops of the Eighties
It has been commented upon more than once that the best attribute and the world
problem of the East Village is that it is too much fun. - Carlo McCormick 1
Keith Haring’s Pop Shop might stand as the most commercially viable artist-run
shop of the eighties, but it was by no means the first. This chapter argues that the
downtown East Village scene fostered largely unrecognized, widespread populist
practices of multiples, artist-run stores, and alternative distribution strategies that laid the
groundwork for the Pop Shop. At the start of the eighties, the East Village scene was
comprised of a younger generation of artists, emerging as a response to the exclusive fine
art scene in Soho and the Upper East Side. These artists created a space for themselves in
alternative galleries, exhibitions, clubs, and on the streets, fostering a wide range of
interdisciplinary art making—combining poetry, music, and the visual arts. Haring was
an important figure in the East Village scene, but never belonged to one artistic group. 2
Interacting with several art groups of the period including the artist collective Colab and
artists associated with Neo-Geo, Neo-Conceptualism, Neo-Expressionism, and graffiti,
his flexibility exposed him to a wide array of art practices and concepts. By 1984, the art
world and market at large took notice of the scene, and it became a site of massive
financial success allowing a select few of its artists—including Haring—to break out and
succeed in their careers, marking the end of the movement.
Along with an overall explanation of the relevant themes in the early stages of the
East Village scene that affected Haring’s populist philosophy, this chapter focuses on the
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artist-run shops that sold cheap multiples by downtown artists, including Colab’s Times
Square Show store (1980) and A. More Store (1980-86), Fashion Moda’s store at
Documenta 7 in 1982, and Ona Linduist’s Objet Vend’art by Vendona (1985-89). Haring
both learned from and participated in these formative ventures much more than
previously recognized, collecting skills and collaborating with others. These experiences,
combined with his own early work and personal experiences, burgeoning celebrity, and
promotional savvy, helped him shape the conception of the Pop Shop and develop the
concept of the art multiple into art merchandise.
Like the Pop Shop, these artist-run stores have been discussed very little in
scholarship, and much of the information on their existence has come from archives,
interviews, and checklists from a couple of small-scale exhibitions. 3 Part of this surely
has to do with the same reasons that the Pop Shop has been neglected in art history—
these stores brought everyday consumption and commercialism to the foreground of art
making. In addition, all of these stores were relatively small operations, entrepreneurial
in spirit, and often considered to be a fun, non-serious pastime, functioning very
differently than the increasingly corporate nature of the art world in the eighties. Objects
sold at these four stores were not intended to be displayed in an art gallery or museum, or
beheld as precious objects by a few collectors. Instead, these objects were typically
meant to be used and enjoyed by both the artists themselves, their friends, and a general
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audience—groups that typically did not have an insider art world voice to preserve,
document, or promote their experiences and purchases for posterity. Moreover, because
these projects were largely peripheral to artists’ individual gallery careers and
collectively authored, this reduced the incentive for any one individual artist to chart or
document them in detail. In other words, as a collaborative effort producing largely
ephemeral objects, these experiences were lost as groups dissolved, left to be pieced
together decades later. Considered together here, they prove a pervasive phenomenon
that united an otherwise incredibly diverse community of artists at the margins of the
institutionalized art world.
To further add to the relative obscurity of this topic, the downtown scene of the
early eighties has only recently garnered more attention from art historians—mirroring
the historical reception of Haring’s work, discussed in the introduction. 4 Since the
downtown scene’s inception, its history has been disparaged or dismissed by a few
prominent academics of the period who have come to define eighties history. As
downtown scholar Carlo McCormick wrote: “at its outset it was deemed a problem of
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plurality, and by the end it was damned as outright puerility.” 5 Relating to the same
animosity and resistance surrounding Haring and his work, critics such as Craig Owens
attacked the East Village in 1984 as a “culture-industry outpost,” and basically an
extended market of the art world, rather than a scene or an avant-garde in its own right. 6
It is not surprising, then, that artist-run stores, a notable facet of downtown and East
Village production and exchange, have been largely overlooked for their overt
commercialism. Indeed, accounts of the scene have come almost exclusively from art
writers who were a part of it, including Dan Cameron, Diego Cortez, Edit DeAk, Carlo
McCormick, Michael McKenzie, Alan Moore, Nicolas Moufarrege, Rene Ricard, and
Walter Robinson. In this list, only a couple have written about the artist-run store. 7
McCormick, for example, briefly identifies the trend of the “subversive . . . mock
shop” in The Downtown Book, in which he includes Keith Haring’s Pop Shop, along with
Printed Matter, the souvenir shop at the Times Square Show, and the “annual More Store”
at White Columns. 8 However, I would temper McCormick’s interpretation that these
projects were simply meant by all involved to be a satirical, or “mocking,” critique of
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consumerism. Their relationship to commercialism and the art world is generally much
more complex, at times ambiguous like Haring, and opinions vary within groups
depending on who you ask. 9 Generally, these stores acted as both a critique and an
embrace of consumer and art world cultures to varying degrees, and often times sincerely
and productively engaged with consumerism, populist accessibility, and widening art
distribution. Like Haring, many took on these artist-controlled shops to bypass
traditional institutional structures and critique the exclusivity of the high-end art market
by selling cheap art. Yet, also like Haring, many of these artists also willingly
participated in the gallery system when opportunities arose and for the most part, readily
acknowledged their role in the market, rather than distancing themselves from it. I argue
that these stores, therefore, acted as a transition between the sixties artist run store
discussed in the introduction towards a more comprehensive production of multiples
meant for a wider audience, even if that meant pursuing everyday commercial
endeavors—an important precedent for Haring.
The artist-run stores discussed here all began in the early to mid-eighties and
overlap with Haring’s realm of experience in the East Village scene. Other relevant
examples could have been added, including the multiples sold at Jaime Davidovich’s
Wooster Enterprises (1976-78) on Wooster Street or General Idea’s Boutique (1980)
shown at the 49th Parallel Gallery in New York City, but due to space and relevance, I
have chosen to focus on the artist-run stores most relevant to the downtown scene that
shared Haring’s spirit of populism and had the potential to shape him the most. 10 The
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stores by artists from Colab, such as the Times Square Show gift shop (1980), the A.
More Store (1980-86), and the Fashion Moda store at Documenta (1982), especially, had
strong affinities and direct connections with Haring that have previously gone
unexplored. Although Ona Lindquist’s Objet Vend’art by Vendona (1985-89) did not
overlap with Colab or Haring, it had many of the same philosophies and strategies and
can therefore validate the special circumstances of downtown’s cultural context that
encouraged this kind of artistic activity.

Downtown Scene: Relevant Themes and Philosophies
Location, much more so than aesthetic or style, united the artists of the East
Village and downtown scene of New York in the 1980s. 11 Indeed, the most exemplary
characterization of this milieu is diversity—a melting pot of ideas, practices, and
backgrounds that produced a wide range of art, collective actions, exhibitions, and
personalities. 12 Initially beyond the eyes of the institutionalized art world in Soho and
the Upper East Side, the East Village scene was a free for all of experimentation and
collaboration. Artists, musicians, writers, and poets of different socioeconomic groups
mixed artistic forms freely with their own work and in collaboration with others,
producing a unique cross-disciplinary world of exchange. Generally, these artists
mounted their own exhibitions and established their own alternative spaces and

Gracie Mansion’s Museum Store, Mary Boone’s Multiples Inc., Jean-Michel Basquiat’s customization of
everyday objects, and merchandising by punk bands and graffiti artists. AIDS activist merchandise is
discussed in chapter four and Kenny Scharf’s nineties merchandise is discussed in chapter five.
11
Generally, the East Village scene was recognized as the area between thirteenth and first streets
and east from second avenue. As an art movement, it is considered to be at its peak in the early to mideighties. See Carlo McCormick, “Art Seen,” East Village Eye (Oct. 1983): 23. Many of the characteristics
attributed to the East Village scene are ubiquitous in downtown during this time period—and so I use ‘East
Village’ and ‘downtown’ almost interchangeably.
12
The style is “eclecticism” itself. McCormick, Guide to East Village Artists, 1.
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collectives. Many also tended to use the street as a stage in search of a new audience,
pulling away from the heavy theory imposed on art of the late sixties and seventies in
favor of more populist subject matter. 13 It is no surprise that Haring’s art practice began
in the East Village scene—incorporating many of these same themes and objectives.
In the seventies, New York City was bankrupt. Responding to the economic
slump, and the literal nonexistence of patronage in the art world at large, downtown
artists in Soho utilized alternative spaces and applied for small grants from government
agencies such as the National Endowment for the Arts and the New York State Council
on the Arts. Because grants could only be awarded to non-profit organizations, several
alternative gallery spaces in the dilapidated downtown scene arose such as the Kitchen
(1971), Artists Space (1972), the Clocktower (1972), 3 Mercer Store (1973), and Printed
Matter (1976). 14 Brian Wallis explains that the rise of alternative spaces in the seventies
grew out of the utopian effort of the sixties to bypass the commercial art gallery. 15 Along
the same idealistic lines, scholar Arlene Goldbard writes that these, “artists wanted to
change the world, starting with the world in which they lived.” 16
Due to rising rents and overall gentrification in the late seventies, much of the
alternative action shifted from Soho to the East Village in the early eighties. 17 A younger
generation of artists who congregated in the East Village did not have opportunities to
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show their work and so, taking their cue from their seventies predecessors, they
organized exhibitions themselves. 18 For these artists, the alternative approach was a
necessity for any kind of exposure, but it was also positioned by some as an ideological
choice. Many artists wanted to disrupt traditional art and gallery systems, criticize the art
market, and control the dissemination of their work. 19 Others felt that the alternative
approach went against art world norms by eschewing the formality of a quiet,
contemplative white cube, creating instead a fun, loud, and accessible atmosphere of
social and artistic interactions that was closer in atmosphere to a party at a club. 20 Again,
indebted to the groundwork put forth in the seventies, galleries in the eighties such as the
Fun Gallery, Gracie Mansion, Nature Morte, and Civilian Warfare provided alternatives
to the uptown gallery scene. 21
Compared to the seventies, however, the idealization of alternative spaces as anticommercial or anti-consumerist began to take a back seat to the pragmatics of finding
venues to present work and make a living. Artists wanted to be noticed by the art world
at large, but because of the limited access banded together for collective promotion. In
the meantime, however, this produced intense experimentation, a pervasive do-it-yourself
mentality, and a blurring between party and art spaces. Art historian Lucy Lippard,
discussing Colab and the East Village, wrote that, “The liveliest events in the art world
always happen when artists take things into their own hands.” 22 In the eighties, this
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understanding of “alternative” went beyond the idea of an exhibition space run by an
artist, and could be any alternative to the white cube. 23 Indeed, the East Village scene
“thrived off its isolation from the larger culture” and found unconventional ways to
exhibit their work: in empty storefronts, on the streets, in abandoned buildings, and in
night clubs—all venue-types employed by Haring at one time or another. 24 In 1979,
Peter Frank termed this ubiquitous, one-shot, DIY (do-it-yourself) kind of exhibition by
East Village artists as “guerilla gallerizing,” representing a new kind of temporary, eventoriented alternative art space. 25
The pervasive do-it-yourself environment of the downtown scene cultivated
Haring’s already established sense of independence, primed by the anti-institutional
lessons he had attained from his youth, discussed in chapter one. He became an active
participant in the alternative tradition, performing and exhibiting his own work and
organizing group exhibitions of his work and others. These curatorial experiences were
important, formative experiences in order to open a DIY store, in which Haring learned to
aggregate his own work and present it to an audience independently, without a dealer or a
curator. In an article in ARTnews, Haring discussed the East Village art scene and his
shows. He explained,
When I got to New York and went around to galleries and performances, it
appeared as though you had to be twenty-nine or thirty before you could get to the
point of showing things. But that didn’t stop us from showing. The result was
that we disrupted the legitimate definition of what being an effective or successful
art is. Our success was in terms of reaching people and having direct contact with
our audience . . . 26
23
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Generally, this DIY approach to exhibitions was collective, open to anyone who wanted
to contribute, and meant to be fun and casual—sometimes with shows lasting just one
night and artists adding works to walls at the last minute. One could interpret the
informal, communal nature of these spaces as a critique of existing, “stuffy” art
institutions. Untainted by financial success, “Everything that was done there was done
for the love of doing it,” a sentiment that lasted only until select artists from the scene,
like Haring, were “discovered” by the art world. 27 Indeed, the fervor of independent
activity was abandoned by 1982-83, as individuals started to succeed in their careers.
Given the spontaneity and fluidity between exhibitions and location, it is no
surprise that the downtown scene also blurred the line between art and socializing. Punk
and New Wave music helped lay the groundwork for the “art-plus-nightlife” formula that
became a huge part of the visual arts scene, one in which Haring was an insatiable
participant. 28 In his seminal book on the East Villages scene, Art after Midnight, Steven
Hager described the scene’s party atmosphere:
For those who felt the world situation was getting increasingly hopeless, throwing
a party seemed like an appropriate response. It was so appropriate, in fact, that it
turned into a four-year-long binge that a lot of people attended: punk rockers, hip
hoppers, new wavers, performance artists, fashion designers, and drag queens. 29
The East Village was as much a social space as an artistic one, and despite the artistic
diversity of its participants, they came together to party—to the extent that art critics, Edit
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DeAk and Rene Ricard, deemed the period “Clubism.” 30
This generation’s need to exhibit coincided with their experience of the new and
burgeoning nightlife at clubs like Club 57, Area, the Paradise Garage, the Pyramid,
Dancetaria, the Mudd Club, and Palladium, environments that fostered this community
through “dancing and sex and fun and craziness.” 31 Club owners saw the enormous
value of commissioning artists to make site-specific work and gave them free reign to
exhibit in their spaces to attract and keep clientele. Haring, for example, organized
shows at Club 57 and the Mudd Club of his own work and work by a wide variety of
other artists, usually friends or those who would respond to open call advertisements. At
Club 57 in 1980, Haring invited submissions to a Xerox exhibition through an ad in The
Soho News: “interested artists should bring their work to the club the day of the show.” 32
A reporter described the show: “the children of Mickey and Goofy, the Beatles and the
Stones, Marx and Coca-coca showed their copier art . . . papered wall to wall, floor to
ceiling with propaganda and artful statements . . . The show was here today gone
tomorrow, but if the New Wave is indeed endless, so is the supply of chemically treated
paper.” 33 This account helps visualize the casual and fleeting nature of this artistic
scene. 34
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After organizing shows at Club 57, the Mudd Club hired Haring to organize a
similar series of one-night exhibitions. Again, for these artists, “The idea wasn’t to sell
anything, but to make it into an event—a one-night opening.” 35 The first exhibition, the
Lower Manhattan Drawing Show, in February 1981 included seventy-seven artists from
the “ABC NO RIO, Fashion Moda, Group Material circuit,” an experience that
introduced Haring to several artists. 36 At the Mudd Club, Haring also organized a graffiti
art exhibition in 1981 called Beyond Words, one of the first graffiti shows—which was so
popular, chaotic, and destructive, the Mudd Club fired him (figure 1). Co-organized with
the two graffiti artists Fab 5 Freddie and Futura, the show introduced dozens of unknown
graffiti artists to the downtown scene, who became the core group then shown at the Fun
Gallery. Run by Patti Astor and Bill Stelling, the Fun gallery’s exhibitions were also like
one-night parties. 37 Astor asserted, “Who says that a gallery has to be repulsive, uptight,
or stupid?” 38 In this spirit, Haring created a poster for his exhibition at the Fun Gallery,
contorting stick figures to write out “Fun” (figure 2). This spirit extended to Haring’s
first opening at the Tony Shafrazi Gallery in 1982, which was an event with blasting hiphop music, cramming hundreds of people into the space.
Many artists of the period did not want their work to be taken so seriously, and
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instead emphasized fun and accessibility to “offer a counterbalance to the overdetermined art criticism that typified the early 80s.” 39 According to downtown artist and
writer Walter Robinson, “We did tend to ignore barriers of class and race that elite art
world types like [Craig] Owens helped maintain. As it turned out, the real money was in
marketing emblems of upscale, academic philosophies imported from Europe.” 40 Indeed,
the version of the eighties most often validated in academia and the art market has been a
theoretical one. Brian Wallis’s seminal book, Art After Modernism: Rethinking
Representation, for example, stands as representative of this “academic-theoretical
vein.” 41 The dominance of its methods in scholarship have been perpetuated in
academia, at times referred to as the “bible” of the period. 42 While its significance in
understanding postmodernism is uncontested, and in its time groundbreaking, its
emphasis on theory largely omits the social and artistic atmosphere of the East Village
scene and its artists as a whole. Instead, many downtown artists, in the desire to reach a
larger audience, turned to more populist strategies, including alternative distribution and
straightforward, figurative content in their art.
As observed by East Village Eye journalist Steven Vincent: “Representation is
back. Gone are murky, quasi-mystical abstractions, non-referential psychology, sterile
conceptuality . . . You can feel this stuff without turning your brain inside out, or
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worrying about saying the right thing.” 43 The work avoided the debates of
postmodernism and its intellectualization, and the legacies of “stark minimalism and
stringent conceptualism,” opting instead to use a more accessible language, like Haring
did with his own graphic, personal semiology. 44 Artists’ work in the East Village often
purposefully had “no intellectual or conceptual basis,” and was instead “an art of
immediate pleasure produced by a generation weaned on television cartoons.” 45 Some
expressed this accessible aesthetic through kitsch, junk, and by appropriating objects and
strategies from everyday life and the mass media. 46 In his book, Art of the Postmodern
Era: from the late 1960s to the Early 1990s, Irving Sandler splits the early eighties art
into two categories: one of “fine art,” or painting, that led to Neo-expressionism and the
other—more descriptive of the work discussed in this chapter—“toward an extreme ‘bad’
painting, an art based . . . on anarchic and infantile impulses, an anyone-can-do-it
aesthetic . . .” 47 This “backlash trash” and “bad art,” as some critics referred to it, raised
important questions about the art object and redefined how it could be distributed and
used in everyday life. 48 As McCormick explains, often these objects took the shape and
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function of everyday commodities:
This was the great gift of DIY as it hit the market of cultural production—art
didn’t have to look like art: it could take the form of any populist commodity: a
magazine or a poster, a tourist souvenir or a novelty item. The best group shows
and the most inspired creativity often came in the lowliest of forms, it is a zine, a
self-produced compilation, a vending machine, or a gift shop . . . the sign of the
times was . . . an affordable (or outright free) surrogate for the meaningless
detritus of consumer culture run amok. 49
This appropriation of consumer culture and the mass media, strategies Haring employed
throughout his career as well, was a defining characteristic of the East Village art scene.
It was a younger generation of artists that created “its own iconography from personal
experience.” 50 Artists such as those involved with Vend’art and in Colab, like Haring,
recognized that they needed to adopt, not just reference, certain traits of consumerism,
advertising, and marketing in order to stay relevant to their contemporary audience.
This appropriation of media strategies and consumerism is in part derived from an
adapted legacy of Andy Warhol within the downtown scene, in which artists felt more at
ease in commercial endeavors and used the lessons of Pop to circulate populist work. As
stated succinctly by Nicholas Moufarrege: “the sixties brought pop into art, the eighties
are taking art to pop.” 51 East Village artists were repeatedly noted for the hype and
commercialization of their work, considered to be, “a collective enactment of Warhol’s
notion of ‘business art’” and a “vigorous commercial movement.” 52 Several art
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professionals referred to the period as neo-pop. 53 Curator Richard Flood wrote that,
“Warhol’s influence is the most pervasive. He’s the model and the master. What Warhol
signifies is the ability to make it in both worlds—art and commerce—and make it big.
He has promoted himself as a franchise that is the art world’s answer to McDonalds.” 54
Instead of promoting themselves as “business artists” as Warhol did, however, most
downtown artists largely carried on with their work as if consumerism was a matter-offact or inevitable. They were not interested in offering provocative commentary against
it or felt encumbered by the prospect of achieving financial success. If Warhol was able
to promote his art as business with an air of irony and disinterestedness, many of these
artists took art and business for granted: art was a commodity like everything else.
Once East Village art did start to become more unapologetically, commercially
successful, many critics used this as evidence to discredit them—with Haring as a
prominent example. Curator Phyllis Plous wrote in 1984:
this neighborhood group has been too generalized by the media and the critics,
often in a negative context. Accused in some cases of exploiting a seemingly
shallow aesthetic, actually this generation is commenting on and criticizing
contemporary culture by varying means and with uneven success . . . weaned on
the consequences of the Age of Warhol. 55
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Robert Hughes, for instance, derided the scene for creating painter millionaires at thirty,
whose only real skill was “careerist maneuvering and a market quickening to reward it;
the ascendancy of naïve and opportunistic collectors.” 56 Discussing the new breed of
artists who embraced their financial success, Sandler writes, “Downtown and uptown in
the world of contemporary art, one is likely to catch an artist, dealer, or collector talking
about ‘double shows,’ ‘waiting lists,’ ‘the pressures of the fast track,’ ‘career structuring,’
and ‘market positioning.’” 57 Many cultural influencers considered these artists, as well
as Haring, to be vulgar commercial sell-outs, but without recognizing the commerciality
of the art world as a whole. The East Village took the brunt of this criticism, but the
scene was merely indicative of the art market at large.
Indeed, the East Village and the eighties art world boom resulted directly from
Reaganomics, leading to more galleries, more collectors, more artists, and
gentrification. 58 The art market had grown in the eighties, but the effects were slight
compared to the explosion of the art market in the nineties and two-thousands. Despite
this historical crescendo, many scholars still color the eighties—and not the nineties—as
the decade of greed. Therefore, the downtown scene has been unable to escape
completely from the onslaught of negative criticism that permeated the period. Like
Haring, these artists decided to engage with common consumerism in spite of this
denigration. Some recognized that the art market is as commercial as mass consumer

universal art world attribute that was projected onto the East Village. We were nothing but a bunch of
hustlers, going after the vulgar dollar.” Robinson interview in Siegal, Art Talk, 182.
56
Robert Hughes, “On Art and Money,” The New York Review of Books (Dec. 6, 1984): 20.
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Lisbet Nilson, “Making it Neo,” ARTnews, vol. 82 (Sept. 1983): 64 and 69. “Double shows” are
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Siegal, Art Talk, 178. See McCormick, Guide to East Village Artists, 1. McCormick wrote,
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“Making it Neo,” 62-70.
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culture, and so operating in both was not a contradiction, nor was acknowledging their
broader role in both markets. Although many artists featured in this chapter did not reach
the same levels of fame and financial success as Haring, they faced up to the fact that
they wanted to make money for their art, and decided to make “the commodity function
of their art overt.” 59 One way to do this was to mount and operate an artist-run store.

Colab: Times Square Gift Shop, A. More Store, and Fashion Moda at Documenta
The collective Collaborative Projects Inc., known as Colab, formed in 1977 in
downtown New York City exemplifies many of the trends and tendencies described
above. 60 The members of the original group, including artists Charlie Ahearn, Colleen
Fitzgerald, and Diego Cortez, had a mutual interest in filmmaking and formed in order to
share the cost of expensive film equipment. 61 By 1979, most of the original members
had left and the group’s focus shifted to the visual arts, attracting artists such as Tom
Otterness, Kiki Smith, Jane Dickson, Christy Rupp, Jenny Holzer, and many more, which
is the phase of Colab discussed here. Although Colab was active for about ten years, its
most well-known activities occurred in the late seventies and early eighties, events
described as “group-generated publicly sited art projects” never tied to any official or
specific space. 62 With open meetings, membership evolved over time, and participation
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varied from project to project with officer positions rotated annually. Inclusive and
accessible, one could obtain membership by attending three meetings, participating in a
Colab project, or simply stating a desire to join. 63 By the early-eighties, Colab had so
many members, about fifty at any given time, that even artists not officially associated
with Colab, such as Haring, Jean-Michel Basquiat, Barbara Kruger, John Borofsky, and
Group Material participated in a few of their exhibitions. Every Colab project was
different: at times, small groups broke off and created works, other instances an
individual spearheaded a proposal and others joined. Their projects were wide-ranging;
some took on political issues while others were meant to be casual or amusing.
Striving for equal opportunity and democratic ideals, Colab tried to reach
decisions through consensus in an argumentative process described by members as
“messy.” 64 Many Colab artists were politically minded, responding to a range of issues
including environmentalism, Reagan politics, nuclear war, gentrification, and inequalities
in the art world. To a considerable extent, however, the artists in Colab essentially came
together for exposure and exhibition opportunities, pragmatically using their status as a
collective to pool funds from newly available government grants available to artist groups
(and not individual artists) rather than accomplish any specific political goal. In line with
the economic context discussed above, these younger artists were excluded from the
uptown gallery scene, and if they wanted their work to be shown they had to do it
themselves. According to artist Tom Otterness: “A lot of us were looking for a place to
show, and there was no avenue to get into galleries. Our impulse was to do work in the
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real world, outside galleries and museums. We did cable programs; we did a magazine.
We would fight like cats and dogs over how to spend what little money we had.” 65 For
their early group shows especially, Colab artists did everything from scouting locations,
raising money, curating, promotion, and writing their own press releases and reviews. If
anything bound Colab together, it was a mutual ethos of an artist-controlled art
experience.
Because many of these artists pursued their early careers independently of art
institutions, like Haring, they became media savvy and used the streets as an outdoor
exhibition space—rethinking the standard systems of art distribution for both activist and
populist ends. According to Michael McKenzie and Paul Frank, “[Colab] wanted
practical channels for their idealism. They set about tapping pipelines connected not to
the artistic mainstream, but to the flow of all humanity.” 66 For example, in the East
Village, Jenny Holzer famously wheat-pasted her Truism series on walls and Christy
Rupp left plaster and paper rats on sidewalks and dumpsters to bring awareness and
respect to the “wildlife” of the city and the city’s political relationship to garbage. 67
Utilizing the print, television, and outdoor media, Colab designed ads and posters
promoting their self-run exhibitions and produced artist-run cable television shows from
1978-1984, including “All Color News,” “Potato Wolf” and “Red Curtain.” They
organized concerts and raised money to start the magazines X Motion Picture Magazine
(1979-) and Bomb Magazine (1981-). Colab spanned a variety of platforms in part to
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gain exposure, but also to reach a larger audience outside of the contemporary art world.
In general, like Haring, Colab projects had a populist agenda. Many Colab artists
felt a shared responsibility to their local communities, focusing on art and activities that
encouraged accessibility and activism. 68 In fact, members of Colab went on to create
collectives in the Bronx and the Lower East Side including Fashion Moda (1978-84) and
ABC No Rio (1980-) that were actively involved in their respective neighborhoods.
Stefan Eins, head of Fashion Moda, asserted, “We’d like to challenge the prejudice that
art should be for an elite and that only someone who’s been to school can understand.” 69
In this vein, several Colab members maintained that the group should stay independent of
the art institutions that perpetuated elitist notions of art. Despite this intent, however,
many Colab artists had one foot in the art world or hoped to eventually take advantage of
what it could offer. With so many members, Colab was far from having a cohesive
political stance and more often than not had selective blindness about the contradictions
of the market system when it came to financial opportunities. Regardless, this bent
towards populism and social action is widely evident in Colab’s art making and
exhibition practices.
Colab wanted to create pluralist and populist work that could be understandable,
“post-abstraction,” and “accessible” in a media-saturated world. 70 Pursuant to these
aspirations, Colab collectively imbued their work with figuration and playfulness,
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reacting against the starkness and seriousness of Minimalism and Conceptualism, and
presented themed exhibitions relevant to local communities. 71 One of Colab’s most
populist, and overlooked activities were its stores from 1980-1986, including the Times
Square Show shop, the A. More Store, and the Fashion Moda store at Documenta 1982.
Most of the history of these stores stems from writing or interviews by Colab members
themselves or by those associated with the scene, unsurprising given the East Village’s
DIY attitudes and relative isolation. However, even when members of Colab have
written about the stores, commentary is brief. Overall, there is little to no scholarship on
the subject. 72 In part, because these shops were collectively approached as a side project,
the stores did not warrant rigorous documentation at the time.
Adding to the lack of written records, the cheap and functional nature of the
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objects sold at their stores did not lend themselves to long term preservation, collecting,
or museum acquisition. Besides a few art collectors who were friends with these artists
in the eighties, or who hosted the A. More Store—such as Jack Tilton and Jeffrey
Deitch—many of these objects have been lost and scattered. 73 As of now, no archive
holds the objects of the A. More Store or the Times Square shop. The Fales Archive has
the Fashion Moda t-shirt designs made for Documenta, but no installation shots or written
descriptions. Any other objects and ephemera have been in the care of Colab or Colabaffiliated artists and scholars. 74 Outside Colab, the lack of interest in these shops could
again be due to the anxiety around consumerism and the narrow history put forth by
scholars such as the October group. 75 Generally, the production of multiples and Colab’s
activities do not fit into the dominant narrative of the eighties that has favored postconceptualism, the Pictures Generation, Neo-expressionism, and at times, street art and
graffiti. The only artists involved with these stores who have received substantial credit
for their production of multiples, or for carrying on the legacy of Pop, are Jenny Holzer
and Barbara Kruger, artists who intersected with the above favored movements. This has
distorted the actual history of art multiples and the wider interpretation of Pop art in the
eighties, effectively omitting the much broader network of Colab, Haring, and their peers
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from the conversation. 76
I.

Times Square Shop
Colab’s most famous group exhibition was the Times Square Show (1980).

Conceived by Tom Otterness and John Ahearn, the show brought together a diverse
group of over a hundred young artists from all over New York City, including Haring,
into an empty massage parlor in Times Square. 77 At the time, Richard Goldstein deemed
it “the first radical art show of the 80s,” and recently, scholars have considered it to be a
seminal moment of eighties art history. 78 Covering every surface of the four-story
building, the Times Square Show mirrored the casual, collective, and dynamic nature of
downtown shows at the Mudd Club or Club 57, discussed above. The show had no wall
labels, with objects stacked or crowded on top of each other without any organizational
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scheme—except for first come, first served. 79 The exhibit also hosted films and
performances and acted as a social space, open to the public for the entire month of June.
Art critic Kim Levin described the show as, “an amusement arcade, containing art
that couldn’t be defaced because it embodied defacement, incorporated the debris of an
over-ripe city, embraced TV inanity, forty-second street come-ons and other assaults.” 80
Demonstrative of many in the downtown’s populist prerogative, a lot of artists included
easily readable work that dealt with entertainment, sex, emotions, fashion, and politics.
As explained by Ahearn, the show was by artists, “who had a commitment and a kind of
solidarity with regular everyday people . . . it was bypassing Artforum and a lot of the
more difficult intellectual ideas of contemporary art . . . as opposed to going through the
art world, we were going to go the other way around.” 81 Epitomizing the populist East
Village mentality, the Times Square Show was a “location free from high culture,” “uncolonized by art theory and philosophy” and meant to be for anyone. 82 The Times Square
Show was also where Colab introduced their first artist-run shop (figures 3-4).
The Times Square shop was run by Tom Otterness and Cara Perlman and was
installed in the ground floor of the building. It had a window that opened out onto the
street designed to attract walk-ins who were more accustomed to cheap shops than art
galleries. 83 Any artist could submit work to the gift shop and if they wanted proceeds,
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they had to log time working at the shop’s desk. 84 The Time Square Show’s open-ended
organization attracted all kinds of experimental art, but the shop especially offered an
even lower-stakes venue for artists to try out new ideas, a proposition that attracted over
forty artist participants. It sold objects between $10 and $15, and the most popular items
sold were Kiki Smith’s wooden cigarette objects, which she made by cutting and then
painting two-by-fours from a construction site near where she lived (figure 5). 85 The
store sold prints of Holzer’s Truisms, plaster casts by Cara Perlman, empty wine bottles
with prints by John Feckner, plastic pistols with wings by Otterness, plaster casts of rats
and spray paintings of rats on newspaper made by Rupp, t-shirts by Smith, Rupp, and
Christof Kohlhofer, and decorated air conditioners by Kenny Scharf (figure 6-7). Becky
Howland included Love Canal Potatoes, painted potatoes with dolls eyes that had
“mutated” in the Love Canal toxic waste dump near her childhood home (figure 8). 86
Bobby G (Robert Goldman) sold Times Square and money-talks missile pins. According
to Otterness, Haring sold collaged porn magazines from a newsstand-like display in the
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shop. 87 Like the rest of the show, the shop rebelled against the high-mindedness of art
institutions—rethinking what art could be and how it could be shown by appealing to a
wider audience. 88
The gift shop, especially, was intended to attract random individuals off the street
and was a place where anyone could afford to buy a piece of art. 89 Like Haring, the
Colab artists understood the broad appeal of everyday consumer culture over the more
exclusive consumer culture of an art gallery. Rupp explains, the “opportunity presented
by the TSS and the Souvenir Shop was actively interfacing with the public. It was about
drawing people in, and the objects were conceived as a way to seduce street traffic.” 90
Lippard characterized the Times Square gift shop as the artists’ “microcosmic strike for
economic independence and control of their products.” 91 While it represented a
microcosm of the alternative scene, most involved, however, did not expect to make
money off the shop (or the show overall) to achieve any kind of economic independence.
It was not about making money, but about increasing access and providing a fun
atmosphere of exchange between them and their audience.
Several critics contextualized this gift shop within art history, comparing it to
Claes Oldenburg’s and Fluxus’s stores. 92 Like Oldenburg’s store, the gift shop mimicked
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the surrounding culture of display in Times Square and its grittiness—but went further by
making the work more akin to the knick-knacks sold in Times Square, rather than
creating coveted, unique sculptures. McKenzie wrote a lengthy description of the type of
objects in his book, New, Used, and Improved. The store,
combined the low-voltage commercialism of a museum bookstore with the
messy array of gewgaws hawked in the neighborhood’s novelty shops. But the
often daft and occasionally sinister objects offered for sale could be bought at no
museum store or knick knack palace. Photocopied images, kitschy fetishes,
original sculptures bagged like dime-store favors, artists’ books produced in
limited runs of one hundred or two, ill-fitting masks and items of adornment,
privately produced cassettes of aspiring Punk bands, posters, badges, t-shirts, and
who knows what else . . . 93
The objects sold in the Times Square shop, and in the stores by Colab that followed,
adhered to the “junk aesthetic” of the DIY downtown scene that was meant to critique the
preciousness and pretension of the fine art object and celebrate common culture.
Oldenburg’s store quoted everyday consumer culture, but his objects still ultimately
operated within the elite art market.
On top of this novel approach to cheap multiple distribution via the shop, Colab
also used outdoor and print advertising to publicize the show. 94 The Times Square Show
was advertised through flyers, television spots, press kits, posters, and signs all designed
and implemented by Colab artists (figures 9-11). Geller, Perlman, and Fitzgibbon
convinced Channel 5 National Video to produce Times Square Show commercials for
free, which they broadcasted between segments of the Late, Late Show. Promoting the
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show to collectors, Colab organized a black tie “collector’s night” for which they
designed invitations (figure 13). Colab member Jane Dickson drew the frontispiece for
the show: an aerial shot of hands playing three-card monte, which referenced the street
gambling culture of the neighborhood. Dickson produced this image as a poster and also
as an animation for the Spectacolor billboard in Times Square—two years before she
invited Haring and other artists to create their own art animations, discussed in chapter
one (figures 14-15). 95 The thirty second spot, running once an hour the whole month of
June, showed three cards that wiped to reveal the Times Square Show’s date, time, and
place. 96
The Times Square Show and its shop were important to Haring for a variety of
reasons. It was the venue that introduced him officially to graffiti writers, such as Fab
Five Freddy, and to several other downtown artists of the period—leading to their
inclusion in some of Haring’s exhibits downtown. The show also introduced him to the
concept of the artist-run shop and the creation of cheap multiples for an everyday
audience. Furthermore, the convergence of these diverse artist groups under one roof
provided a model for how Haring approached his whole career: never belonging
specifically to one group but interacting, and therefore learning, from all of them.
Describing the Times Square Show’s significance in art history, Jeffrey Deitch wrote:
If you trace the history of art in the 80s, you will find that the show was
responsible for bringing all the elements together. It mixed graffiti artists,
feminists, political artists, and all kinds of new people like Haring and Kenny
Scharf who weren’t part of any group. It literally forged the uptown-downtown
union that has been responsible for many of the most interesting developments in
95
Dickson worked as the computer animator for the board, creating animations for advertisements,
and asked her boss if she could use the board to promote the exhibit. Interview with Jane Dickson by
author March 13, 2015.
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Interview with Jane Dickson by author March 13, 2015. Also see Dickson’s talk for the
“Symposium: Keith Haring: The Political Line,” de Young Museum, San Francisco, CA (Feb. 29, 2015).
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art today. 97
The artist-run shop of the show was a piece of this larger phenomenon, bringing
incredibly distinct artists together into an even smaller space. The Pop Shop is the
product of this confluence of ideas that came together at the Times Square Show, bringing
all previous artist-run-shops into a fully developed retail space.

II.

A. More Store
Building off the Times Square Show store, Colab artists Kiki Smith and Alan

Moore, along with Tom Otterness, Jenny Holzer, Jolie Stahl, Colleen Fitzgibbon, Cara
Perlman, Judy Rifka, and others had the idea to create a shop that would be opened
temporarily for about a month during the holiday season. 98 The shop was named “A.
More Store,” after Alan Moore, also meant to be a play on the word “amore.” Any artist
could donate items. 99 Smith and Jolie Stahl rented a storefront on Broome Street for the
first A. More Store in December 1980 and its press release advertised it as “Soho’s
newest and surely its funkiest retail enterprise” (figures 16-23). 100 The artists involved
remember the shop as convenient, casual, and fun, and enjoyed it so much that the
holiday-timed A. More Store reoccurred every year until January 1986. 101 Artists
independently submitted objects that were derived from their individual styles and
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Quoted in Frank and McKenzie, New, Used, and Improved, 28.
According to Dickson, Kiki Smith was the main inspiration behind the A. More Store,
undoubtedly because of her multiples’ success at the Times Square Show. Interview with Jane Dickson by
author March 13, 2015.
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Interview with Kiki Smith by author, Oct. 27, 2015.
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Schumann, A Book about Colab, 202. Colab artists took turns manning the stores and would
fill out order forms.
101
A month or so before each store, an announcement was distributed to Colab artists,
“ATTENTION ARTISTS! ITS TIME TO MAKE MULTIPLES FOR THE CHRISTMAS STORE.”
Artists were then instructed to bring their objects to the location with a brief description. Artists received
50% of the sale, 40% went to the host location, and 10% to Colab. Ibid., 208.
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current work. Their only similarities were that they were small, usually made from cheap
materials, easily reproducible, and sold at a low price from the same place.
One goal of the shop was to reach an audience outside the art world, typical of
Colab’s populist-leaning agenda, but in the end, most of its customers were artists,
dealers, or collectors. 102 In interviews, Otterness has emphasized the populist spirit of the
Colab stores more so than others involved, in line with his later crowd-pleasing, public
sculpture. 103 To Otterness, cheap multiples are akin to public art, something that
“everyone can afford and take home.” 104 Because the store did change venues every
year, its audience changed slightly, but despite intentions, it mainly only attracted those
who were in-the-know. 105 After Broome Street, it was installed in White Columns in
December 1981, Barbara Gladstone in December 1982, Artist Space and the Jack Tilton
Gallery in 1983, and Printed Matter in December 1984 and 1985. 106 In 1983, once the
store gained some notoriety, it was asked to be installed in other states, such as at the
Moore College of Art in Philadelphia. 107 And so, unlike the Times Square Show shop,
the A. More Store intersected and mingled with art institutions. The first Broome Street
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Dickson said that several in Colab felt that art should be made for “the people” rather than the
art world. Interview with Jane Dickson by author March 13, 2015. But, Smith recalled that “no one from
Chinatown was coming over to buy these things,” and instead, remembered artists constantly exchanging
knick-knack creations at the A. More Store and in social hang outs downtown. Smith sold some of her
multiples at the bar the Tin Pan Alley where she worked, and said that there was a real culture of gift giving
in downtown New York. Interview with Kiki Smith by author, Oct. 27, 2015. This lack of interest from a
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See Otterness interview in Cooper, Times Square Show Revisited, 48.
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Sheets, “Creeping Cats and Fish in Hats,” 129. Interview with Cara Perlman by author Nov.
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the artists.” Ibid., 102. It was to “provide artists with an independent, unconventional (for artists) method
of distribution and to offer a bargain to the public.” See “Collaborative Projects,” in Landslides.
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Library & Special Collection, New York University Bobst Library.
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location was the only space that maintained complete independence, a store that
“eliminate[d] the middleman” by “selling directly to the public.” 108 Once galleries
became involved, the store inevitably changed—more collectors heard about the store,
artists who had bigger reputations sold the most objects, and the store became less of a
social, artist hang out. 109 While the A. More Store needed institutional support to
maintain its existence, the project was still largely artist-directed and organized, and
meant to open the traditional exclusive culture of a gallery space. Compared to most art
in galleries, the objects for sale were cheap, and reproducible, and in addition, the store
provided a democratic way to show many members of Colab’s work. 110
In every location, the objects for sale were arranged haphazardly, with artists
adding to or taking away from the inventory over the course of the show. Some artists
who participated were not even in Colab, like Dan Ashford, Tim Rollins, and Barbara
Kruger. 111 Items were tacked to the wall and crowded together on tables—especially in
the one-room spaces like at Broome Street and Barbara Gladstone—recalling the
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A. More Store Press release in Schumann, A Book about Colab, 102.
Interview with Cara Perlman by author Nov. 12, 2015. In Jack Tilton’s much bigger uptown
gallery for example, artists remembered the store receiving more attention. Interview with Jolie Stahl by
author Nov. 17, 2015. Like the Times Square Show, the shop served as a social place for artists to gather,
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Becky Howland by author Jan. 28, 2016.
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Interview with Christy Rupp by author Nov. 14, 2015. Rupp mentioned that group shows at
galleries were always a problem with Colab. Since galleries only wanted to show a couple artists, a shop
could make gallery exposure more accessible to the entire group.
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Besides their mutual participation in Colab events, Kruger and Haring’s career overlapped on
several occasions. Like Haring, Kruger is interested in print media, which stemmed from her start working
for various Conde Nast publications. She understood that people read messages and images in quick
sequences, and an artist should understand how “to reconstruct the machinations that are behind the
presentation of those images” in their art. Sandy Nairne, State of the Art (London: Chatto & Windus, 1987)
157. Also see Barbara Kruger interview in Siegal, Art Talk, 301. Like Haring, Kruger wheat pasted her
work on the street, designed billboards, worked in the galleries as she continued to do street work, and
created multiples like matchbooks and t-shirts. Also, she does not consider herself to be a theoretical artist:
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Village Eye (May 1984): 33.
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exhibition strategies of the East Village scene, the Times Square Show, and eventually the
Pop Shop. Like the Times Square Show shop, the store allowed for an informal
environment that encouraged experimentation, “free[ing] us up to play and not be
invested terribly in the outcome.” 112 This meant that the objects could defy traditional
notions of art, such as incorporating functionality, reproducibility, and cheap materials. 113
Reflecting the diversity of the group, objects varied considerably and widely ranged in
price from 50 cents to $900. 114 Like the objects sold at the Pop Shop, many of the items
were functional: Rupp crafted a rat-themed Christmas ornament, Matthew Geller printed
calendars and day-planners, Bobby G screen printed cruise missile socks, and Kiki Smith
made severed finger earrings and printed designs of body parts, including eyes on
scarves, brains on hats, and uteruses on stationary (figures 24-26). 115 Several artists
produced t-shirts for the store, including Rupp’s rat t-shirts, Truisms t-shirts by Holzer,
and a Smashed TV t-shirt by Moore. 116
Colab artists used simple reproductive processes to create editions of posters,
prints, cards, and small, portable objects sold at the shop. Like Haring, these artists had
discovered that their designs could be transferred to multiple surfaces, notably printing on
cheaper materials like paper, napkins, shopping bags, plaster, and found materials. Dick
Miller hand-stenciled “A. More Store” on a paper shopping bag, Robinson printed
portraits on manila folders, and Stahl sold laminated placemats that had prints of famous
artist tombstone rubbings (figure 27). Otterness made and sold posters and small plaster
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Interview with Christy Rupp by author Nov. 14, 2015.
The objects included in this chapter are not an exhaustive list of what was sold in the store.
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See last few pages under heading “Collaborative Projects,” in Landslides.
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Other functional objects included stickers, buttons, purses, and bags. Interview with Becky
Howland by author Jan. 28, 2016.
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Schumann, A Book about Colab, 202-203. Smith’s uterus print was combined in the same note
pad as a drawing by Jolie Stahl.
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casts of zodiac love positions for $4.99—mimicking the popular objects that were sold at
a Bronx Botanica shop owned by a friend (figures 28-29). 117 In addition to using cheap,
readily available materials, the objects sold at A. More Store departed from the
streamlined aesthetic of Haring’s merchandise since they were typically made or finished
by hand. Ellen Cooper made dishware out of papier-mâché, Rupp sold fish made out of
cardboard, and Debbie Davis crafted cooked chicken bookends covered with latex (figure
30). 118 Several artists used cheap found materials to critique topical political and social
issues. For example, Stahl drew child refugees on napkins in response to political
corruption in Central America and Tim Rollins, in collaboration with K.O.S., sold
painted bricks meant to evoke the tenements burning in the Bronx (figure 23). 119 Using
cardboard, Howland made ornaments of money bags, oil towers, and phallic-shaped
guns, critiquing big oil and the National Rifle Association. 120
Colab used what little money they had to publicize the store in local publications,
most regularly in the East Village Eye and postcards. The aesthetics of the ads and
announcements reflect the diversity of the store—every year they were markedly distinct,
made by a different hand, sometimes typed, hand-written, or drawn (figures 31-40). The
very first ad for the A. More Store links it to the legacy of the Times Square Show, with
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Interview with Tom Otterness by author Oct. 30, 2015. In the late seventies, before the Times
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Art Direct Mail Order Catalog.
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General Motor’s logo, critiquing the military industrial complex, and for Nancy, a diamond shaped like her
crotch. Interview with Becky Howland by author Jan. 28, 2016.
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the subheading, “FROM THE PEOPLE WHO BROUGHT YOU THE TIMES SQUARE
SHOW” (figure 31). 121 A few ads figure cartoon-like depictions of the objects for sale
strewn haphazardly across the page, like they were scattered in the stores (figures 32-33).
Announcement postcards regularly take on a Christmas or holiday theme, hinting towards
the gift-giving season—perfect for buying multiples (figure 35, 38-39). 122 Another ad in
the East Village Eye includes a mail order service with the tag line, BE SMART BUY
ART! and six product options: a fungus finger by Smith, a Bobby G money talks pin, a
plaster statue by Perlman, and a plaster hatchet-head by Howland (figure 40). 123 Here,
the ad does not just promote the store, it acts as the store itself, taking advantage of the
widespread circulation of the publication. This presented a new way for their audience,
whoever subscribed to the East Village Eye, to participate in art and art ownership.
Taking this disembodied store to the next level, Colab also distributed and
advertised the store via a stand-alone mail order catalog, an important precedent for the
catalogs Haring designed for the Pop Shop, discussed in chapter three. In October 1982,
the group published 5,000 copies of the Art Direct Mail Order Catalog (figure 41-42). 124
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East Village Eye (Thanxgiving, 1980).
“Announcement: A. More Store at Jack Tilton Gallery,” Box 1, Folder 86, Andrea Collard
Papers, MSS 156, The Fales Library & Special Collection, New York University Bobst Library. In one
promotion, Howland printed and distributed coupons that look like dollar bills, “good for $1,” at Artist’s
Space in 1983. Schumann, A Book about Colab, 208.
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More Store, was in line with Colab’s and Printed Matter’s DIY approach. Max Schumann, current director
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The catalog, facilitated by Mike Glier, was mailed to thousands of people in the United
States and Europe from contact and collector lists shared by Colab artists. 125 The intent
was to provide an additional outlet for Colab to sell their cheap multiples, “to provide an
opportunity for the new wider art audience to purchase original artworks at affordable
prices,” and to reach an audience beyond the boundaries of the city and the art world. 126
No one is exactly sure how many orders were taken. Some remember not much (Rupp)
others remember selling 100-200 objects or so, but “no one made more than $100.” 127
According to the Landslides catalog of the A. More Store in Philadelphia in 1983, Art
Direct had received “in excess of $5,000 in three months.” 128 The catalog itself is small,
with about two objects per page, organized into four categories: objects, flatwork (twodimensional multiples), fashion, and books. Captions describe the object, its edition, and
often include satirical commentary. For example, Otterness’s Zodiac Love sex figurines
sold for $11.99 each, and impart the advice: “let the stars be your guide as you attain this,
the climax to any collection.” Brian Piersol’s Tunnel Tool Set (for $9.95) is
“COMPLETELY USELESS AND PROUD OF IT” (figure 43). 129 A fashion section
shows Colab artists modeling t-shirts for sale from nine to ten dollars designed by Eins,
Holzer, Rupp, Smith, and John Fekner (figures 44-45).
Taken together, the catalog reinforces the light-hearted tenor of the venture—not
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quite expecting to be taken seriously—as opposed to the fun, but professional and
broadly appealing catalogs later designed by Haring. In addition, the group snapshot of
artists modeling t-shirts—photographed as if they were just hanging out—contrasts the
anonymous models of multiple demographics in Haring’s brochures, staged in a studio.
This reveals that Colab’s t-shirts, while meant to be populist, were largely made for the
artists themselves and their friends, while Haring’s merchandise took on more
conventions of consumer culture to target a much bigger audience.
In another print media strategy to reach an audience outside of the East Village,
Colab featured the A. More Store and its items in a series of Artforum ads over eight
pages in December 1984, designed by Stahl (figures 46-49). 130 The copy, attributed to
Stahl, Moore, and Glier, is similar to the tongue-in-cheek descriptions for the Art Direct
catalog. For example, Maria Thompson’s hand crocheted Thermonuclear-Proof Athletic
Supporter, is a “perfect gift for sports nuts who refuse to let all out atomic war come
between them and their favorite game,” and Amy Hauft made an edible sugar bowl “for
the anorexic ‘80s.” 131 Three objects at a time are displayed angled towards the centerfold
of the magazine with a background of red and green Christmas colors. A description of
the store is included:
The A. More Store is Collaborative Projects Inc.’s seasonal sale of artists’ objects
and products. Its intent is to offer a service to artists, providing them with an
independent, unconventional method of distribution. These multiples and editions
range from theories to ball gowns, from the sublime to the physical, from space
hardware to home appliances, from 50 cents to $500 . . . Every year the A. More
Store is hosted by different art establishments; watch for it in your
neighborhood. 132
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The inclusion of the A. More Store in Artforum, a verified art institution in itself, again
reveals the collaborative relationships the A. More Store had with galleries, as well as its
innovative relationship to the media. Through the Artforum ads and the Art Direct
catalog, the A. More Store traveled into many homes throughout the country. In 1982, a
version of the store had the opportunity to extend internationally to Germany.

III.

Fashion Moda, Documenta 1982 in Kassel, Germany
In the midpoint of Colab’s A. More Store’s history, Jenny Holzer and Stefan Eins,

both Colab members, staged a working version of the A. More Store as a Fashion Moda
project at Documenta 7 in Kassel, Germany 1982. 133 By 1982, Fashion Moda had had
enough of a public profile that Documenta invited it to participate—also inviting other
well-known downtown artists, including Haring, Scharf, and Jean-Michel Basquiat. 134
Eins and Holzer organized three stores with multiples and merchandise priced from fifty
cents to two-hundred dollars, produced by around a thirty artists. 135 Although many
artists and objects came from Colab, the designation of “Colab” and “A. More Store” was
downplayed by Holzer’s and Fashion Moda’s authorship of the project. 136 The press
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As explained previously, Fashion Moda is an offshoot created by members of Colab, including
Stefan Eins, Joe Lewis, and William Scott in the Bronx.
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Ibid., 1.
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Thompson, Streetnotes, 2. Walter Robinson quit Colab after disagreeing with the inclusion of
Colab in Documenta, thinking at the time that they, “should not sacrifice the collective identity to
[Holzer’s] commercial success,” but was alone in his opinions. Interview with Walter Robinson by author
Feb. 9, 2016. According to the Neuberger Museum of Art’s catalog, the total of artists involved was thirty.
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Eins’ 3 Mercer.
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release did not mention the A. More Store by name, but instead said that the store,
“relate[s] to Claes Oldenburg’s Store, the Fluxus shops, Stefan Eins’s 3 Mercer, and the
stores organized by Collaborative Projects, including the one at the Times Square
Show.” 137 In a review of the 1982 Documenta, Benjamin Buchloh briefly mentioned the
Fashion Moda store, describing it as, “one of the few courageous curatorial choices.
Through its petty-commodity program, the hidden order of exchange value underlying
Documenta’s high-art pretenses was revealed.” 138 Against the backdrop of a large
exhibition of international art, the selling of merchandise to critique the art institution and
its markets became a much more readily apparent interpretation—although some thought
it did not go far enough. Generally, the 1982 Documenta curated by Rudi Fuchs was
considered a “conservative show,” a “restatement of the philosophy of art for art’s sake,
the foundation of modernism, was the basis of the show.” 139 Critic Lynn Zelevansky,
like Buchloh, judged the Fashion Moda Store as the, “single, if only slightly discordant
note,” but felt that it was “difficult to comprehend the significance of their statement” and
“too easy to miss the point, to regard Fashion Moda’s art as novelties and souvenirs.” 140
Zelevansky and Buchloh, however, miss part of the point—in this case, the art is
novelties and souvenirs in an attempt to not just critique the “fine art” and its market on
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display, but also to challenge the forms that art can take in the name of access. 141
The shop sold t-shirts, including a t-shirt by Haring of his radiating baby, and
objects similar to what was sold at the A. More Store: brightly painted cardboard
bracelets, a packaged can of beets, stationary, fashion accessories like Smith’s finger
earrings, plaster casts, knick-knacks, stickers, and screen prints ranging in price from fifty
cents to $200 (figures 50-52). 142 The t-shirts and posters retailed for $4, and over 8000 tshirts were ordered. 143 In addition to Haring, about twenty other artists submitted t-shirt
and poster designs made specifically for Documenta, including: Joseph Beuys, Anton van
Dalen, Jane Dickson, Stefan Eins, Jenny Holzer, Louise Lawler, John Fekner, John
“Crash” Matos, Paulette Nenner, Claes Oldenburg, Tom Otterness, Judy Rifka, Christy
Rupp, Kenny Scharf, Kiki Smith, Anita Steckel, Johannes Stüttgen, and David Wells. 144
Besides the Fashion Moda logo and the Documenta logo, the designs, like the objects
sold at the A. More Store, were derived from each artist’s individual oeuvre.
The Fashion Moda store brought the A. More Store to a new level of exposure.
Accommodating an international art audience, the press release, the Fashion Moda logo,
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(March 23, 2012).
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and much of the merchandise were reproduced in five languages. The store also
expanded its repertoire to include an older generation of artists like Oldenburg and
graffiti and street artists, like CRASH, Haring, and Scharf—proving the wide reaching
practice of multiples in the eighties, and Haring’s early involvement with these activities.
This was not the first instance that Haring overlapped with Colab and Fashion Moda.
Haring participated in the Times Square Show, mentioned above, and in other Fashion
Moda exhibits. In fact, Haring’s first museum exhibition was with Fashion Moda in 1980
at the New Museum six months after the Times Square Show—his work even figures as
the featured image for the exhibition’s review in the East Village Eye. 145 Entitled,
Events, the New Museum exhibition included several Colab artists as well, such as John
Ahearn, Jane Dickson, John Fekner Joe Lewis, Judy Rifka, Christy Rupp and, William
Scott. 146 This exhibit overlapped with the first A. More Store on Broome Street, so it is
likely that due to his interaction with these Colab artists, Haring knew of its existence.
Once Haring had established this connection with Fashion Moda, it makes sense that Eins
and Holzer invited him to participate in the store at Documenta.
Haring’s career intersected with Holzer on a few occasions before and after
Documenta. They both submitted a work to the Spectacolor Billboard project curated by
Dickson in 1982 in Times Square. Haring also collaborated with Holzer on her Sign on a
Truck project in 1984, discussed in chapter four, and on an outdoor mural exhibition in
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1986 in Vienna that merged their street styles and strategies (figure 53). 147 Holzer and
Haring’s art worked well together, having many of the same goals and philosophies that
they both gleaned from their similar experiences in the East Village scene. Like Haring,
Holzer started her career on the streets with her Truism posters, and continued to create
street work when her art began to be shown in galleries. 148 Holzer’s philosophy, like
Haring’s, was to “reach a broad audience, the biggest possible,” adopting advertising
strategies and aesthetics to encourage accessibility of her work. 149
Beyond Holzer and Fashion Moda, Haring knew and interacted with many Colab
artists. After the Times Square Show, Haring invited Colab artists to participate in his
show at Club 57 in 1980 and a drawing show at Mudd Club in 1981, mentioned above. 150
Haring was also included in the “New York New Wave” show at PS1 in 1981, curated by
ex-Colab member Diego Cortez, and took part in a group show in 1981 at the Semaphore
Gallery that also included John Ahearn and Mike Glier. Later, Haring invited both John
Ahearn and Jenny Holzer to participate in a group exhibition at the Pop Shop in 1985.
Because Haring never became affiliated with any one group of the downtown scene,
instead interacting with them all, he has never been explicitly linked to Colab, even by
Colab artists themselves, but this list of events and exchange show that he overlapped
with them on several occasions—linking the A. More Store, the Fashion Moda store, and
his Pop Shop.
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Objet Vend’art by Vendona
Artist Ona Lindquist, although never in direct contact with Colab, Haring, or their
stores, spearheaded a project entitled Objet Vend’art by Vendona in downtown New York
that shared many of the same parallels and themes. Her inclination to create Vend’art
testifies to the shared climate of alternative spaces, populism, and multiple production in
the eighties. Responding as well to the pervasive Warhol legacy, Lindquist said her
machines were inspired by his dream to make a “vending machine that could sell art . . .
for 50 cents.” 151 Rather than just a “dream,” Lindquist used everyday consumer culture
to distribute her work and installed her eleven Vend’art machines in multiple venues in
downtown New York and across the country. 152 Over the course of four years, she
invited almost a hundred other artists to also submit multiples—and altogether, they sold
over 30,000 items.
Lindquist acquired vintage fifties ice cream machines in 1985 and decided to
repaint, refurbish, and stock them with small artworks created from latex scraps in her
studio. 153 She named her business “Vendona” and her Objets Vend’art debuted in the
Thorpe Intermedia Gallery in Sparkill, New York. The work was so popular that
Lindquist then expanded the operation to non-art spaces—in line with her original
vision. 154 In New York City, she set up a Vend’art machine in the Quad Cinema at
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thirteenth street, which dispensed objects for 75 cents (figure 54). Due to high demand,
she installed a second machine in 1987. The machines had a capacity of 207 artworks,
and Lindquist restocked the machine about every two weeks. 155 Like some of the shops
discussed above, Vend’art was an independent endeavor, controlled, curated, and
maintained by Lindquist, even when it appeared in museum stores. She thought of it as a
“public art project” that could offer a fun experience, akin to a carnival prize game. 156
Similar to Haring’s franchising of his Pop Shop to Tokyo, and the traveling A.
More Store, Lindquist installed more machines in several locations and cities. In New
York, she also placed vending machines in the Lone Star Roadhouse (1987), the Tunnel
Nightclub (1987-89), and the restaurant Smith and Wollensky (1987). Across the
country, she installed machines in the novelty shop, Forma, in San Francisco (1985), the
Carolina Theatre in Durham (1985-87), Club Rio in Atlanta (1987-89), and the Albany
Spectrum Theater (1988). The shop also made appearances in museum gift shops
including the Lowe Art Museum in Miami (1985-86) and the Museum of Contemporary
Art in Los Angeles (1989). When installed outside of New York, the machines tended to
stay for a period of three to four months, and Lindquist recruited local artists to contribute
work. Like Colab, Lindquist cut costs by partnering with existing institutions and
adopted a portable distribution strategy based on consumerism, easy to try in new
locations.
In contrast to the A. More Store, and more like the Pop Shop, Lindquist’s
machines regularly dispensed objects to customers in completely non-art world spaces.
Some writers read the project as a critique of consumption in the eighties, a “tangible
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Dadaist metaphor for the haughty and consumptive art market of the ‘80s,” that
“disarmingly vomits its artistic nuggets for just a buck and a half,” but Lindquist regarded
her Vend’art project to be “fun and populist.” 157 Generally, Lindquist intended for the
machines to be a “way to entice people to relate to art in non-art surroundings,” and to
experience art in unexpected, everyday places. 158 She even had a plaque attached to the
machine that said, “Ars Pro Multis,” or “art for the masses.”
Lindquist wished to expose new audiences to art and enjoyed watching both the
uninitiated and the Vend’art regulars interact with the machines. Paul Hahn, manager of
the Quad Cinema, said that most participants were first curious and then happily
surprised with their prize. A few bought every option that was offered. 159 Eluding the
role of a typical vending machine, some “[found] it hard to accept that what [came] out
[was]n’t functional,” while others believed wholeheartedly that “it must be something to
eat.” 160 Buying art in a movie theater may have been unexpected, but Lindquist’s night
club machines blended well with those who were a part of New York downtown’s
“Clubism,” and proved to be very popular. 161 In San Francisco, Forma paid to have the
machine displayed around the city before it was installed in their store, creating a kind of
wandering public intervention (figure 55). 162 In these dissimilar contexts, Lindquist’s
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machines were sure to reach a very broad audience, presenting an unusual juxtaposition
of a vending machine and an art experience that thousands participated in.
Framed within the everyday, viewers were not conditioned to understand the
machine as art, and so it made the machine much more approachable—a disguised art
experience that did not follow the “no-touch,” “no-take” policies of art institutions. Even
when displayed in museum gift shops, it put forward a non-traditional, participatory
experience in which artists could sell cheap art directly to the viewer (without the
intervention of the museum). Paul Richey, Manager of the MOCA’s store, explained that
it, “created a charming and ironic vehicle for fostering a dialogue between artists, their
works, and the public, by taking art out of the museum and putting it in the palm of the
hand.” 163 The viewer would not only buy a cheap souvenir to commemorate their trip,
they could also receive a “user-friendly” experience: interacting with a vintage vending
machine, anticipating an object, and then receiving a surprise. 164 In Lindquist’s words,
“As soon as somebody uses [Vend’art], it becomes a reactive piece.” 165 Allowing an
audience to buy and own an artwork, who otherwise would not have the opportunity,
tapped into the same consumer behavior and impulses that Haring also responded to
through his Pop Shop—discussed in chapter three. According to the Club Rio’s manager,
people paid more attention to art from Vend’art, “because they’re spending money on
it.” 166 Since the traditional art market excludes the average person, Vend’art provided a
way for anyone to feel personally invested and involved.
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Like Colab and Haring, and stemming from the collective atmosphere of the East
Village, Lindquist invited other artists to distribute their own work through the vending
machines—systemizing it through the monthly “artist-of-the-month” door. The majority
were visual artists, but even radio hosts, musicians, writers, photographers, designers, and
a hair dresser also participated. 167 Those who contributed work did not collaborate but
rather submitted independent designs and creations, and so like Colab, the collaboration
of these artists remained solely at the point of distribution, rather than in the process of
creation. The only constant parameters were that all of the objects were to be sold
cheaply between 75 cents and $3.00 and had to fit into the machine’s small slots. These
guidelines produced an astonishingly diverse collection of multiples.
The machines vended three kinds of small, unknown art objects through three
labeled doors, which rotated month to month (figure 56). Some labels, or titles, included:
Da da, Feel-o-mat, Toiten Bankas (little nothings in Yiddish), and For Collectors
Only. 168 The machine dispensed surprise objects that ranged from “political to humorous
to conceptual,” and came in a variety of forms, such as handmade sculptures, drawings,
paintings, found objects, wearable art, participatory kits, and activist calls to action. 169
Like Colab’s multiples, most of the objects were produced out of cheap or recycled
materials such as paper, cardboard, and studio scraps—such as Lindquist’s first objects
made of leftover vinyl. Other examples include Alison Ritch’s Sins, constructed out of
oversized pieces of foam, etched with words like “sex,” that would explode out of the
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slots and Casey Spooner’s “time capsules,” discarded materials and assembled into test
tubes. Many of the objects had a hand-made quality similar to the objects made for the
A. More Store and the Times Square Show gift shop. Considering that each of these
works were then hand-made into hundreds of versions for the Vend’art machines, the
amount of effort and labor was substantial for such a small payout. Lelan Swanson, for
example, painted sets of eight original watercolors in her Pocket Dream Book that came
with instructions to rearrange “in any manner” (figure 57). 170
Like the A. More Store, a majority of the objects were printed through low-priced
technology in order to be reproduced easily and quickly, such as Xeroxed booklets and
miniature magazines (figure 58). For example, Patricia Malarcher’s A Piece of the City
included Xeroxed images from anonymous graffiti artists onto paper tags (figure 59).
Several of the Vend’art objects also called on the creative participation of the viewer,
similar to a few of the objects Haring sold at the Pop Shop. Eugene Bergmann rolled up
a black and white, paper copy of Pablo Picasso’s painting Guernica with a few crayons
and Joey Castolone included a sheet of music with directions on how to fold it into a
“music box” (figure 60-61). In one instance, in an effort to understand the impact of the
Vend’art machine, Lindquist included a paper with a description of Vend’art in the
“collector’s door” and a pre-stamped envelope with her address to send feedback. 171
Several artists used the Vend’art machine as an opportunity to promote activist or
political action. Lindquist and her husband, Kenneth Weinberg, wrote several political
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letters, packaged with pre-stamped envelopes and postcards, on a variety of issues that
the recipient could then sign and send (figure 62). One example, Letters to Ollie (1987),
expressed outrage over the marine “hero,” Oliver North, in the Iran Contra Hearings of
1987. This letter was addressed to North’s lawyer with a stamped envelope and bits of
shredded paper, since he was known for shredding evidence. 172 Another time, Lindquist
also had a door that vended a note which said, “proceeds from this door will be donated
to the homeless.” These objects appropriated consumer distribution strategies to further
activist goals, a strategy Haring also adopted as well, discussed in chapter four.
Like the A. More Store, and the downtown scene more generally, a lot of the art
vended from Vend’art had a sense of humor. In Minneapolis, for example, Don Salander
made Holy, Holy Art Cards famous artist heads superimposed onto religious and baseball
figures. Playing on the customer’s financial transaction with the vending machine,
Donald Lipski’s Change gave back three quarters attached to a G-String to an individual
who put in $1.25 (figure 63). For 75 cents, an individual could get 76 cents with the note
“sometimes art IS a good investment,” or 74 cents with “sometimes art is NOT a good
investment;” a work by Kenny Schneider. Acting as a miniature version of the actual art
market, the work gave the average viewer small, satirical insights into the contradictions
and arbitrariness of its economy. 173
Like Haring’s Pop Shop, Lindquist’s Vend’art project received a good deal of
coverage in the popular press, in publications such as the New York Magazine, the New
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York Times, the Wall Street Journal, the San Francisco Chronicle, People, and
Advertising Age—but absolutely no coverage in art publications, again revealing the art
world’s aversion or indifference to populist projects aimed towards a much broader
audience. 174 Lindquist did interviews for big television networks such as CBS, Fox, and
CNN and like Haring, posed in front of her Vend’art for print reporters (figure 64). 175
Vend’art was even covered internationally, most notably—in relation to the Pop Shop—
in Tokyo. 176 In fact, a department store in Tokyo approached Lindquist to create a
Vend’art machine, but instead cut Lindquist out of negotiations and created their own
unauthorized copy. 177
Similar to several artists in this chapter, Lindquist also did her own promotion and
advertising. She made Vend’art t-shirts that her and her helpers would wear while they
stocked the machine, produced postcards of the Vend’art machine—at one point sold as
one of the multiples, and recently published a user-friendly website that archives the
project’s four-year history. 178 Without this website, it is likely that Vend’art would have
been forgotten altogether, especially since Lindquist exited the art world at the end of the
eighties to pursue a career as a psychoanalyst. Like Haring and the Colab artists, her
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machines and the objects they dispensed were not collected or enshrined by museums,
and so Vend’art’s history has so far only been documented by the artist herself.
Although Vend’art vended an incredible 30,000 items total to its varied clientele,
the operation did not turn a profit and pretty much broke even, proving to be
unsustainable in the long term. 179 Despite its closing, Vend’art put forward an inventive
strategy to give a broader public access to art. The project, while not affecting Haring
directly, attests to the prevalent production of multiples within an artistic environment
that adopted consumer culture, wider distribution, populism, and alternative spaces. And
like Haring, Lindquist uniquely gave agency to an audience outside the art world to enact
both creative and financial decisions.

Conclusion
Artist-run stores provide one way of illustrating the downtown scene’s diverse
range of styles, as well as the period’s frequent production of multiples. These stores
also present previously unrecognized instances of an almost complete convergence of the
scene’s most valued goals, trends, and philosophies, including: alternative spaces and
distribution, populism and accessibility, fun, collaboration, and everyday aesthetics.
Generally, the conception behind the Times Square Show store, the A. More Store, the
Fashion Moda store, and Vend’art proved to be relatively sustainable models compared
to the artist-run store in the 1960s—functioning for multiple years. This is due in part to
their temporary and nomadic qualities, eschewing the cost of a permanent space, and
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minimizing the risk of an unprofitable endeavor through collaboration.
However, this sustainability came at the expense of complete independence—the
Colab stores could only exist in tandem with other institutions and Lindquist’s Vend’art
was possible due to her personal circumstances. 180 Subject to the market, very few artists
could sell art at low prices for long on their own. While Colab remained actively
involved in the A. More Store’s later iterations, it became an intervention in institutional
space, with gallery and Documenta support, rather than an alternative to it. Even before
that, Colab was beholden to and dependent on government grants. Lindquist, in addition,
lived off her husband’s income while vending art and then ultimately abandoned the
project and the art world to pursue a more economically sustainable career. 181 Likewise,
although Haring bankrolled the Pop Shop himself, it remained dependent on his art world
fame and financial success. In the end, none of these stores made enough of a profit to
exist on their own.
Haring was the only artist from the East Village scene, however, to use this
formula to reach a considerable sized, uninitiated audience. Many artists in New York
during the course of eighties attempted to find a more inclusive approach that could
critique and counteract the pretension and self-indulgence of the art world. As succinctly
accentuated by scholar Oceane Delleaux, “The eighties and nineties are marked by a
context of popularization, at least from the point of view of the progress made for the
democratization of art permitted with the developments in mass media.” 182 This populist
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climate dovetailed with the concept of the multiple, and like Haring, many artists used the
multiple and media distribution strategies to try to move their works outside the gallery
and into the popular sphere. Yet, the objects produced by Colab and Vend’art were
conceptual and hand-made, raw and quirky, and closer to the concept of the art multiple,
which a broader, general audience might not understand or want to own. While they
intended to target a broader audience, in practice they largely only catered to their own
subculture, like their Pop and Fluxus predecessors.
Haring had an added advantage; the Pop Shop was a response to the already
existing mass demand and fame of his own market, whereas groups like Colab invented
the A. More Store largely in an attempt to counter their alienation from the art market.
Haring also learned how to speak to his audience in a much more effective manner: in
streamlined objects, advertising, and packaging that related more so to their everyday
lives and experiences. And therefore, Haring alone achieved a place in mainstream,
popular culture by taking the creative atmosphere and populist ideas cultivated by the
downtown scene to another level; the kind of access that other artists only hoped for.
Consequently, Haring’s Pop Shop represents a significant shift in the evolution from art
multiple to art merchandise, extending the culture of art reproduction to a broader
audience.

process a democratization of culture whereby popular forms replace those of the bourgeois avant-garde. Or
perhaps it is more a matter of displacement—that slippery moment when art becomes commerce, shifting
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Impresario: Malcolm McLaren and the British New Wave (New York: New Museum of Contemporary Art,
1988) 7-8.
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Chapter 3: The Pop Shop
I’m inventing the role as I go along. -Keith Haring 1
Through the simplified and easily readable pictography of his subway drawings,
Haring learned to make his style visually and conceptually accessible, but by the mideighties, he increasingly wanted to make his work accessible in terms of price,
distribution, and ownership. Since the beginning of his career, Haring tagged clothing
and everyday objects—learning that his graphic aesthetic could easily translate from the
surface of a subway wall or a canvas, to any other object, such as buttons, t-shirts, or
shopping bags. 2 In 1982, when his career began to take off, he started to think about
opening a store to sell these kinds of low labor cost objects to a mass market—turning the
art multiple into art merchandise. He opened his first Pop Shop April 19, 1986 on
Lafayette street in Manhattan and his second in Tokyo, Japan in 1988, which only stayed
open for less than a year. After Haring died in 1990 from an AIDS related illness, the
New York store remained open until 2005, a staple attraction of downtown Manhattan.
By all appearances, the store ran like any other small retail establishment, but it was also
the culmination of eight years of art experimentation, a conceptual art project run by a
famous artist. 3 The shop served as an epicenter of Haring’s by then well-known career,
where he could consolidate and promote his art and public image.
Many called Haring a sell-out for opening the Pop Shop, a commercial endeavor,
1

Paula Span, “Graffiti’s Scrawl of Success, Drawing for Millions,” Washington Post (Dec. 30,
1985): D1.
2
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but ironically, although thousands of people bought its merchandise, it did not make
much money. 4 In his career, he only significantly profited from his art sold from
galleries—these art market transactions, however, did not warrant the same damning
commentary. Again, in the eighties, words like “sell-out” and “commercial” were used
derogatorily by several art critics to condemn everyday consumerism and artists, like
Haring, who openly engaged with it. Surprisingly, however, the terms were hardly used
to condemn artwork sold in art galleries—a more closeted, economic exchange in which
the market function was less overt. 5 This double standard ignored the fact that
“commercialism” is fundamental to the entire history of the art market, not just the mass
market. There’s a difference in price, types of markets, access, and perceived cultural
value attached to the sale of a painting versus the sale of a t-shirt, but at their most basic,
they are both economic exchanges. Despite this, however, Haring was acutely aware of
the perceived separation and felt a certain amount of reluctance opening the Pop Shop. 6 I
argue that Haring’s ambivalence toward retailing was more a product of the decade’s
anti-capitalist art criticism. He felt caught between two worlds that were more similar
than he, or these art critics, perceived.
This perspective against “commercialism” also tends to assume that everyday
consumerism is an irredeemable activity, without cultural value. I argue, however, that
buying and wearing a Haring t-shirt, for example, could shape identities and form cultural
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meanings. And so, although the Pop Shop was ignored or downplayed, even at times by
Haring himself, and was considered by some to be the lowest point of his career, the peak
of his “selling out” to commercial ventures, it embodied and performed his most valued
ambitions. It represented an innovative populist art strategy that responded effectively to
its historical context in eighties New York.
In this chapter, I describe the history, philosophy, and reception of the Pop Shops,
primarily the New York venture, up until Haring’s death in 1990 and argue for its
significance within the historical and sociological context of the eighties. 7 Chapter five
discusses its life and legacy until 2005. This chapter also explores the impact of the
merchandise it sold, which was typically dismissed as commercial or shallow. Populist
art, in general, sacrifices complexity to encourage broad appeal, but while the imagery on
Haring’s merchandise was simplified and easy to understand, the audience’s behavior and
interactions with these objects, as I document, were complex.
In 1986, the store was the next logical step for Haring to continue his populist
philosophy. Haring said himself,
The store is a natural development from the original idea of my work, which was
on public view in subways. My work in the subway was available to everyone,
and everyone was equal in the ownership of it. It is almost a responsibility to
continue that stance and make my work available to all kinds of people, and the
only way to do that is to do commercial things. 8
Here, Haring draws a connection between the collective “ownership” of a public artwork
to the individual ownership of merchandise, and acknowledges that in the latter, it

7
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becomes about economic exchange. So, why shift the distribution of his work? After
joining the Tony Shafrazi Gallery in 1982, Haring operated simultaneously in the “free”
space of the subways as well as the upscale, more exclusive commercial environment of
the art gallery. This new gallery exposure increased his work’s market value and thus,
individuals increasingly began to rip his subway drawings off the walls to keep and sell.
When this became widespread by 1985, he ceased his subway drawings and transitioned
more fully to the gallery scene. Although Haring welcomed his increased fame as that
was part of his ambition from the start, he was uneasy with the restricted access of the
contemporary art market. Therefore, the success of his career called for a different kind
of production that accommodated the demand for his work. Merchandise was one
effective way to make his work “available to everyone” through price and sheer
numbers. 9 Unable to continue his street works due to his skyrocketing fame, now the
fine art world funded and lent credibility to his merchandise, and his merchandise helped
to counteract the elitism and exclusivity of the art world.
The relationship of the viewer with his work shifted from a chance, communal
encounter in the subways, to individual ownership and deliberate participation through
his shop. The subways exposed his work to a larger audience, increased his “brand,” and
generated “fans.” These fans could then express their admiration of Haring and his art by
buying items in the Pop Shop: a progression of reception from public viewing to
consumption. The production of merchandise, therefore, depended on the fame and
recognition that Haring had accumulated in his early years and, reciprocally reinforced it.
Although the relationship changed, the philosophy stayed the same: to remain loyal to
and inclusive of his original, cross cultural and cross classed audience.
9

John Gruen, Keith Haring: The Authorized Biography (New York: Prentice Hall Press, 1991) 34.
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The Pop Shop and its Merchandise
Haring found empty space for the Pop Shop on Lafayette by chance, noticing a
‘for rent’ sign in a window. He told the landlord, Alan Herman, that he wanted a space
slightly removed from the established art world circuits in the East Village and west Soho
to start his experiment fresh. 10 Alone, without assistance, Haring decorated the walls of
his Pop Shop in much the same way and style as he covered subway stations, galleries,
nightclubs, walls, his studio, and his gallery exhibitions—an allover continuous black line
drawn over the course of twenty hours, covering every surface including the floors and
the ceilings (figures 1-3). This continuity reinforced his signature style, which had at that
point become recognizable and firmly associated with him. On top of this painted
environment, Haring tacked t-shirts, sweatshirts, and objects—printed with designs
sourced from his previous work in different media—at various angles like a massive
collage. This arrangement was similar to his early environments created at the School for
Visual Arts, in that he recycled his earlier works onto new objects, materials, and
surfaces, and then pieced them together to create an immersive installation. The
haphazard, dynamic presentation also resembled the casual, allover nature of exhibitions
at the Mudd Club, Club 57, and the Times Square Show; indeed, with one of each kind of
Haring product hung like a one of a kind work of art. During business hours, loud hiphop music played nonstop, reinforcing the swirling and lively lines on the walls.
The movement and energy also stemmed from the store’s interior layout, designed
by architects Peter Moore and Peter Pennoyer, who outfitted the space with a double

10

Interview with Alan Herman by author, Feb. 13, 2015. At that time, Lafayette was close enough
to west Soho to still attract some art world traffic, but far enough away to be considered a “desert.”
Interview with Julia Gruen by author, March 22, 2016.
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curved wall (figures 4-5). 11 The wall, like the painted lines, enhanced the overall
dynamism of the space and encouraged movement to flow to the back of the store. The
store’s large, exterior windows rotated different displays, at one point filled with
inflatables derived from his Radiating Baby (figure 6). On a wall, a neon sign animated
the words “Pop Shop” with radiating lights (figure 7). Taken as a whole, as the Pop
Shop’s manager and Haring’s friend, Bobby Breslau, put it: “Standing in the shop is like
being inside of [Haring’s] head.” 12 Haring felt that the immersiveness of an installation,
such as this, could affect anyone, and provide a “universal” way to experience art and
market his merchandise. 13 The Pop Shop as a space was meant to offer a unique, multisensorial experience, complete with music, energetic visuals, and social interaction—like
a night club—even if the visitor did not buy anything. 14 The space stood as an artwork in
its own right, in line with his installations at the SVA and large public murals, but
differed in that its visitors could buy and take a part of it home.
Haring created the Pop Shop with many goals in mind. He wanted it to be a place
that, “yes, not only collectors could come, but also kids from the Bronx.” 15 Haring also
saw his merchandise and the Pop Shop as an extension of his art practice, a conceptual
“art experiment.” 16 He said, “I think that the Pop Shop is part of Keith Haring the artist .
. . if anything, it will bring seeing and understanding to the paintings and broaden the
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Architectural plans at the KHF Archives. No other information exists on the architects’
relationships with Haring.
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Slesin, “An Artist Turns Retailer,” 22.
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Keith Haring Journals (New York: Viking, 1996) 26.
14
Interview with Julia Gruen by author, March 22, 2016. Gruen explains that people came to the
shop to not necessarily buy something, it was a destination in Soho that was on the gallery circuit and a
hang-out for kids and Haring’s friends.
15
Gruen, The Authorized Biography, 148.
16
Ibid., 148. Although, he was not sure if it would be seen as art in the future. He said, “It
remains to be seen whether it’s art. It depends on what the person thinks about something he buys from the
shop.” Jones, “Keith Haring: Art or Industry,” 45.
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audience.” 17 In fact, Haring was literally a part of the package: he would stop by on
weekends to socialize and sign merchandise. The Pop Shop did broaden his audience, or
at least catered to the desires of his already massive fan base—projected to sell
$1,095,000 worth of merchandise in 1987. 18 It also unquestionably brought “seeing” or
exposure to his work. His work could be worn as a t-shirt or a button, meaning that
millions of people—even those who did not buy anything—could see his work on the
street. Like his previous work, his merchandise was open to interpretation, which raises
the question: did it bring an “understanding” to his work? Or rather, just bring familiarity
and recognition, “seeing”? This is difficult to answer, as understanding of any work of
art is dependent on subjectivity, change, and retrospection.
Haring wanted his work to be understood on multiple levels. He aimed to offer
art beyond the overly intellectual, opaque, and elitist contemporary art made for the few
and support, validate, and respect the subjective interpretations of his diverse audience.
He said, “The danger of making art that is so accessible is that it could get watered down
or something. But to me the best thing about it is that it can exist on many levels . . .

17

James A. Revson, “Haring’s Gift: Gifts,” Newsday, section 1 (April 18, 1986): 2.
Financial information for the New York Pop Shop is largely lost, or unavailable, but a couple
documents in the Tokyo Pop Shop archives provide some information. One document titled, “Pop Shop
Tokyo Business Proposal: Projected First Year Expense and Income” lists “gross sales” and “profits” in
two nondescript store columns, one labelled “store 10m2” and the other “store20m2,” which could be a
side by side comparison of the New York and Tokyo shops. In their estimates, store 10m2 should net a
profit of $262,216 after $730,000 in sales and store 20m2 should net a profit of $475,550 after $1,095,000.
These calculations did not factor in initial costs or any estimates for legal, overhead, or interest on loans
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invested back into the shop, these numbers are here to begin to demonstrate the level of engagement they
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In addition, from 1980-88, Haring ordered a grand total of 345,500 buttons from the vendor B&R
Promotional Products in New York City. About 185,500 were produced after the shop opened. Pop Shop
archives, KHF archives.
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People can still intellectualize my work however much they want.” 19 From that
perspective, yes, his merchandise broadened the reception of his work, but ultimately—
an individual would engage with it as they see fit. The opposite argument, of course, is
that the purchase of merchandise represents a shallow interaction with art, a transaction
that satisfies a surface desire to take part in a passing fad. This argument, however,
oversimplifies a given individual’s agency, engagement, and experience with
consumerism and assumes that all consumers are uniform and passive beings, when in
fact, many times consumption is tied to identity formation and the generation of cultural
meaning, discussed below.
As early as 1983, Haring told a reporter, “I’m gonna do t-shirts real soon . . . I’d
like to make more functional items, things people could wear.” 20 In contrast to his
unique paintings, sold at the Shafrazi Gallery, everything sold in the Pop Shop had mass
appeal and use value, including alarm clocks, watches, magnets, inflatable plastic babies,
baseball jackets, sweatshirts ($30), children’s clothes ($12), radios, bags, stickers,
patches, postcards (50 cents), coloring books ($5), children’s books ($5), jigsaw puzzles,
buttons (50 cents), skateboards ($55), posters ($10-25), pins ($5), t-shirts ($20), stickers,
glassware, mugs, and plates (figures 8-17). 21 Haring designed the objects, then had them
manufactured by vendors based in the United States, usually from New York. 22
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Jones, “Keith Haring: Art or Industry,” 45.
Stephen Saban, “Meanwhile Back in New York City . . . Keith Haring . . .” Hamptons
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Overall, the items for sale were not items one would frame or put on a shelf to
contemplate like a traditional art object, but were practical, wearable, and appealed to a
wide range of ages, genders, and races—in line with Haring’s mission of accessibility.
They were affordable objects that could be owned, used, and passed on. 23 With no fitting
rooms, the type of clothing for sale was commonplace and not subject to fit, so customers
guessed their size or tried items on over their clothes. Keeping with this approach, the
main product of the shop were t-shirts, the archetype of an everyday piece of clothing,
cheap and worn to casual occasions. While Haring exclusively made the decisions for his
shop and his merchandise, the stores also included a few objects by other artists, such as
Kenny Scharf, Stefano, Eric Haze, Stephen Sprouse, LA 2, Futura 2000, and Andy
Warhol—in a direct link to the alternative East Village scene, collaborating with friends
to show their work and share his public platform and success. 24
Wearing a Haring button or a t-shirt was a choice that indicated a sense of selfidentification with what the item represented: Haring, his work, and his populist ideals.
Merchandise worn on the body by knowing consumers became a performative act, and
informally broadcasted one’s taste for his art in public—in the same way one might
display their identification with any other brand. 25 In this way, Haring invited new
audiences to identify with the contemporary art world in a way they never could before:

Mirror Lake, N.H. (bags), Brian Dube Inc., NY, NY (skateboards), Birdies, Orangeburg, NY (jackets) and
Fruit of the Loom (shirts). Two non-US vendors included Jonder Industries from Taiwan (inflatable baby
and magnets) and Lee Shing Electronics Co. in Hong Kong (radio).
23
According to the shop’s staff, the magnets were popular, along with the radios and the Debbie
Dick shirt, which featured a cartoon penis with a happy face and wig. Guy Trebay, "The Pop Shop,"
Village Voice (New York, May 1986), Pop Shop Archive, KHF Archives, New York, NY.
24
Interview with Jane Dickson by author, March 13, 2015 and Kenny Scharf, March 18, 2015.
Also see Steven Hager, Art After Midnight: The East Village Scene (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1986)
129-131.
25
Terry Doktor, "Pop Goes Fashion," Flare Magazine, Canada (1986), Pop Shop Archive, KHF
Archives, New York, NY.
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by giving them access to art, both financially and conceptually, and the ability to promote
their favorite artist. In addition, Haring’s merchandise offered a kind of participation that
was easy for a mass audience to understand and to initiate; consumerism is an everyday
activity. He had found and harnessed a space in-between mass consumer culture and the
contemporary art world to make art more engaging for more people.
Some objects sold at the store engaged the purchaser outside of wear-ability or
display. Haring put his work on puzzles, coloring books, and games—mainly for
children—that fostered creativity. For example, one puzzle made up of bulky, wooden
blocks in a variety of shapes can be combined to create several different figures (figures
18-19). Images on its bag offer some suggestions: a fish, a cat, a human, a fat man, a
bird, or a dog; but the user is free to create any kind of creature of his or her own.
Imitating Haring’s own work process to an extent (mingling, combining, and repurposing standard shapes and motifs time and again), a child who interacts with this
puzzle learns a rudimentary lesson in semiotics. In one instance a triangle could be a
beak, in another it could be an ear.
Outside of the Pop Shop, in the same participatory, hands-on DIY spirit, Haring
bought ad space in mainstream publications to share free tips and templates to create
Haring objects at home. For example, in the popular and widely available newspaper, the
New York Post, which he had previously critiqued in his collages, he distributed
instructions titled “Keith’s do-it-yourself tips,” for fans to create their own Haring
graffiti. As a conceptual work, these tips were turned purely into an idea that could travel
directly into people’s homes via print media and be executed by a third party. 26 In

26

Quite literally sharing the downtown DIY mentality with a mass audience, he instructed, “This
kind of decorating can be done by anyone, which is as it should be . . . the materials can be bought in art or
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another magazine work that also called for audience participation, he bought space in
Playboy Magazine in which he inserted two perforated cut-outs covered with his designs
that instructed the reader to fold it into an ornament (figures 20-21). Here, the
identification that came through Haring merchandise purchase, ownership, and display
could be reinforced by creative involvement. These works in the New York Post and
Playboy Magazine also demonstrated Haring’s sustained interest and appropriation of
print media outlets as an artistic medium to distribute his work to an even bigger
audience outside of galleries and the Pop Shop.
In a similar mode of print media distribution, Haring also produced the shop’s and
his merchandise’s advertising. He designed billboards printed with his radiating babies
and barking dogs, displayed on the nearby corner of Lafayette and Broadway. He also
placed advertisements in local publications such as Interview Magazine, sold postcards,
bags, buttons, and t-shirts with the Pop Shop’s address, and designed catalogs and
bulletins for his products (figures 22-24). 27 The products’ layout in the catalogs mirror
the display of his merchandise in the interior of the Pop Shop, placed irregularly, at
different angles, and on top of swirling lines and patterns. One catalog opens out into a
large poster of an attractive young black man, Haring’s assistant Adolfo Arena, in the
center, surrounded by drawings and merchandise accented with Haring’s trademark
movement dashes, as if every object and person is dancing (figure 25). 28 Once folded,
the cover features a black and white photograph of Haring sitting in an empty Pop Shop,
office supply stores, and actually doing it is very simple.” Anka Radkavich, “Keith Haring tells you how to
put the Writing on your Walls,” New York Post (May 29, 1986): 25. He then gives a step by step
instruction guide.
27
Haring took a full page ad out in Warhol’s Interview Magazine of Kenny Scharf’s daughter,
Haring’s goddaughter, holding an inflatable baby. “Page 6,” New York Post (fall 1986). It is unknown how
many catalogs and bulletins he printed and who he sent them to.
28
Perhaps as a hidden joke, magnets cross over the young man’s crotch, with a one-eyed monster
licking it from the side.
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emphasizing his creative genius and celebrity (figure 26). Another catalog designed by
Haring folds into triangles, whose corners meet in the center lined with dancing red
figures along the borders (figures 27-30). The triangles fold out twice, like a large, paper
fortune-teller game, to reveal happy people wearing Haring merchandise within a star
burst border. Haring’s last Pop Shop catalog features a large group portrait of diverse
ages and races wearing his t-shirts with images ranging from the radiating baby to safe
sex dancing penises (figures 31-33). Everyone is smiling, some waving, and looking
directly at the camera. The other side, again, shows the products scattered at various
angles.
In line with the spirit of Haring’s work in general, these catalogs take on fun,
unconventional designs to present his merchandise. They often feature a group portrait of
smiling, everyday people—at times including some of his friends, Pop Shop staff, and
himself, not fashion models, emphasizing the people and their happiness rather than the
products. Haring’s catalog designs differ from conventional eighties fashion catalogs that
tended to pose attractive models individually and organize products and their descriptions
separately. Indeed, for example, the grid-like design of the wholesale vendor catalogs
that Haring ordered Pop Shop products from feel dated and dull in comparison (figures
34-35). This innovative approach to product marketing demonstrates Haring’s
advertising savvy, as well as the translatability of his graphic and cartoonish style to
commercial advertising. Bringing his art and advertising skill sets together, he went
beyond standard catalog design, offering a more enjoyable, aesthetic experience.
Furthermore, Haring’s catalog designs take into account their disembodied, physical
context: selling his merchandise outside of the Pop Shop. Their designs mimic the fun
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and dynamic feeling of the shop, but in a format that could be distributed to one’s home.
These catalogs, then, spread the reach and recognition of his work even more so than a
button, and extended the functionality of the store outside of New York.
Overall, the combination of Haring’s public presence along with his store,
advertising, and gallery shows brings to mind the rise of integrated marketing
communications (IMC) by advertising firms in the late eighties. 29 Advertising and
marketing firms increasingly broadened their scope to reach target audiences by
integrating and coordinating several different platforms at once, including advertising,
distribution, product and retail design, branding, public relations, direct marketing, and
sales promotions. Haring’s multifaceted campaign to distribute his work mirrors this
approach. He then couples this strategy with basic, everyday consumerist practices.

The Pop Shop, Consumer Culture, and the Art Market
The inception and the success of the New York Pop Shop was dependent on the
specific cultural context of consumerism in the eighties. Haring created the Pop Shop as
a response to the affluent and exclusive gallery and auction house-propelled art market,
and therefore, more broadly, it was a response to class divides within the realm of
consumer culture and an attempt to create an alternative space for art participation. 30 He
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bridged this gap not by bypassing consumption, but by broadening it in order to include
more of the economic spectrum. In an interview for NBC in 1988, he said,
Because of the art market . . . my things are out of the range of most average
people. The only people who can own my things are museums or rich people who
have enough money . . . so if I just made expensive paintings and thought I was
too good to do commercial things, I feel like I’d be a hypocrite. And at the same
time if I only did commercial things . . . it would be equally bad, because then you
don’t get taken seriously. 31
In this quote, Haring inferred that owning a work of art is a part of its experience—an
experience that he felt everyone should have access to. To understand this ambition, it is
important to consider the social and cultural implications of ownership and consumption
of both everyday objects and luxury items, such as art sold in a gallery, within the context
of the eighties. In this section I explore the possibility that buying an object like a t-shirt
can generate learned behaviors, contribute to an individual’s and a group’s identity, and
constitute a valid artistic experience. To do this, I explore the sociological underpinnings
of consumption in order to understand the Pop Shop’s interactivity with and impact on its
public, and its meaning within its economic context. Art history and the art market tend
to value rarity and uniqueness in objects and practices, rather than objects that serve
everyday needs or wants. Due to the scholarly resistance against capitalism and common
consumption as productive forces, the impact of everyday objects, like merchandise, has
only recently been considered a determining factor of cultural formation.
The need or impulse to buy unnecessary products with disposable income is not
specific to the eighties, but certain conditions and circumstances in the U.S. brought this
kind of consumerism to the forefront. After the postwar period, advertisers increasingly
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“Art and Fashion NBC – Today,” KHA-0694, Tape Number: KH094/095/096/097, 35 minutes
17 seconds, July 12, 1988, KHF Online Video Archive. Here again he uses the word “commercial” to refer
to mass consumerist activities.
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began to understand how to differentiate themselves from competitors and to target more
specific audiences. Individuals, in turn, increasingly turned to consumerism as one way
to differentiate and express themselves. 32 In the seventies, advertising experienced a new
phase of “market segmentation,” resulting from the expansion of media venues in print,
television, and cable. 33 This meant that advertisers could better target specific audiences,
and therefore expand their messages to niche subgroups, rather than the one-size-fits-all
approach of the Fordist economy. In turn, products available to consumers diversified as
well. By the eighties, consumerism became central to everyday life in part because of
this unprecedented diversification of media outlets, as well as due to the booming
economy, the globalization of media culture, the rise of individually owned televisions,
and new technologies. 34 Responding to this context, advertisers began to develop new
integrated strategies. 35 Overall, these new marketing and advertising approaches doubled
the number of new businesses from 1975-81. 36
The changing economy also affected consumption in the art market. In 1982, the
international stock market began to boom, hitting the art market by 1984—the time when
artists like Haring from the East Village began to see their careers take off. 37 In fact, the
art market in New York alone totaled over two billion dollars by 1983. 38 In stark contrast
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to the economic slump in the seventies, the eighties gave rise to a new way of thinking
about art as a possible investment. 39 Art auctions began to have a bigger role and
presence, with their auction records heavily reported by the mainstream press. The boom
of the art market also affected art criticism and art coverage in the press. Popular
magazines such as Newsweek, Rolling Stone, and the Village Voice began to cover the art
world, causing more artists, collectors, curators, and dealers to became mainstream
celebrities. Promotion had become so commonplace that Jeffrey Deitch said in 1988,
“There is certainly a perception that hype itself is perhaps the most important new
medium in the corporate world as well as in the art world. The process of promotion, the
selling, the culturalization of art ideas and images has become an art form in itself.” 40
Art museums, traditionally considered to be spaces less motivated by commercial
interests, suddenly faced a decrease in government funding in the eighties and so, courted
the booming private sector for support. 41 They showed contemporary artists anointed by
the market, organized blockbuster exhibitions to attract ticket sales, and began to
incorporate museum gift shops, cafes, and book stores—staple attractions in the nineties
and two-thousands. 42 Through these more consumer oriented and populist strategies,
approaches that paralleled Haring’s to a degree, museums increasingly catered to a wider
cross-section of society in the eighties. At the same time, however, the art market
remained inaccessible. While everyday consumerism was underlined in the eighties
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through market segmentation, the wealth gap in the eighties increased significantly: “the
rich got richer while the middle class stagnated during the unprecedented boom.” 43
Individuals may have become accustomed to expressing themselves through
consumption, but consumption was not equal across classes or markets.
Artists responded to these aspects of eighties’ consumer culture in a variety of
ways in their art; from critique, to celebration, and especially within the downtown scene,
to alternate means of art creation and distribution. Compared to many artists of the late
sixties and seventies, whose discontent with the market led them to try and create
supposed unsaleable works, such as performance, land art, or conceptual art, artists of the
eighties viewed the market more positively. 44 Art history Alison Pearlman charts
eighties artists’ responses to this “larger phenomenon of diversification in the products of
markets of mass culture,” but whom did not exclude financial gain in the process. 45 She
writes that these artists, including Haring, “registered the hegemonic status of this logic
of consumption, and in response, sought not to deny it but to mobilize the cultural
currency of that logic and utilize its power to communicate for counter-normative
purposes.” 46
Rather than critique everyday consumption, artists such as Haring found it to be a
viable strategy for their populist intentions—in effect, using affordable retailing to in turn
critique and expand the inaccessible art market. 47 Haring, especially, recognized
consumerism as a large influence on everyday life and aligned his own art strategies to
43
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follow suit. He said, “It’s about understanding not only the works, but the world we live
in and the times we live in and being a kind of mirror.” 48 Money in the eighties largely
controlled the contemporary art world, and so those with the most money had the most
power to shape it. 49 Haring made money in the art market, but chose to use it to disrupt
the art world and increase its access to more people. His merchandise was therefore
bound to the rabid consumerism of the eighties.
In this discussion, I am not interested in constructing an unequivocal defense of
consumerism or ignoring the inequality, corruption, and control in capitalistic societies
that aims to increase profits rather than improve the welfare of their citizens. 50 The
merchandise sold in the Pop Shop, as any artwork sold in the art market, cannot escape
these engrained and ambivalent aspects of capitalism and so are a result of a sometimes
regrettable impulse to buy and own something in search of temporary or shallow
satisfaction. These negative effects of art and consumerism have, however, been
overemphasized in scholarship at the expense of insights into everyday culture. Here, I
would like to elucidate the more nuanced aspects of everyday consumption in order to
uncover moments of productive cultural behavior within these seemingly prosaic acts.
Scholar Prasidh Raj Singh defines consumer culture as a “day to day change in
the taste of consumer behavior,” that refers to “cultures in which mass consumption and
production both fuel the economy and shape perceptions, values, desires, and
48
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constructions of personal identity.” 51 Similar to the art historical scholarship discussed in
the introduction, an engrained anxiety has pervaded the sociological accounts of
consumer culture, preventing serious consideration in academia until relatively recently.
Again, this resistance stemmed from several schools of academic thought, including the
Frankfurt School and Clement Greenberg, that have generally proposed that
commercialization has debased and devalued culture, given rise to an easily manipulated,
passive audience, and created an environment in which efficiency, and not enrichment, is
valued and perpetuated. 52 Art, although it is also a part of the culture industry, has often
been seen as one of the only possibilities to resist and expose capitalism, as a kind of
watchdog for society at large. 53 According to this logic, an object like a painting has
more significance than a mass produced non-art object—although they both act as
commodities, hardly autonomous in either sense. 54 These arguments and critiques, more
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complex than briefly introduced here, all have levels of truth and relevance, but have
been increasingly considered dated by sociologists in discussions of consumer culture.
Many scholars of consumerism believe that these more extreme positions betray
an elitist bias towards aesthetics and taste. This bias presumes a hierarchy of high and
low culture and imposes blanket assumptions about capitalism as solely negative,
foreclosing the consideration of a topic that can in fact reveal much about modern
society. 55 Similar to the challenge posed by art historians such as Pearlman, as I
discussed in the introduction, scholars of consumer culture began to challenge scholarly
opposition and explore subject areas of consumerism outside of the analysis of marketing
by the late eighties. 56 Contesting the sweeping assumptions of passive consumption,
these scholars argue that most individuals have the capacity for meaningful interactions
with both people and things. 57
Anthropologist David Miller, for one, records the predominance of theoretical
writing in academia that precluded scholarship on consumerism. He writes that in the
late seventies, theory was seen as an “intrinsically good thing for academics,” and that,
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“to attack theory or morality [was] to profane the sacrosanct.” 58 He argues that the
resistance to consumption as a legitimate realm of culture stems from the long held
critique of capitalism by Western Marxism, which has typically framed capitalism as a
negative and coercive force, misjudging its more complex impact on society at large. 59
Miller explains that recent writings on its productive aspects represent only a “trickle of
insights into the nature of consumption, consumers, and consumer culture.” 60 The vast
majority of writings instead criticize capitalism, consumption, and materialism because of
a, “pervasive anxiety most acutely felt by fairly well-off academics, mainly in the USA,
about the possibility that they may be too materialist . . . combined with a genuine desire
to critique the inequalities and exploitation that follow various aspects of modern
capitalism.” 61 The result, he argues, “is an extraordinary conservative vision of
consumption.” 62 In other words, the only legitimate commentary is one that exposes
consumerism’s problems or dismisses its importance. Altogether, this has prevented a
deeper understanding of the complex effects of consumerism generally, and more
specifically, its intersections with art.
Many more people buy things on a daily basis than interact with art. Naturally,
then, consumerism is multifaceted—intersecting, influencing, and creating a variety of
cultures and subcultures—and cannot be approached homogenously. Indeed,
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consumerism can “fuel the economy and shape perceptions, values, desires, and
constructions of personal identity.” 63 It can also reveal a collection of behaviors, provide
levels of satisfaction and dissatisfaction, create cultural ties and hierarchies, and unite and
organize social groups. The meaning of goods and services is socially constructed, and
therefore consumption has a collective and shared component as well. Conversely,
tempering the idea that consumerism encourages conformity and homogenization, it
could also be seen as a way to dynamically differentiate and express oneself; a practice
that reflects values, norms, and signification. Of course, consumerism is not the only
factor that contributes to identity, but it has a greater influence than has been widely
acknowledged. Scholars such as A. Fuat Firat and Nikhilesh Dholakia argue that
consumptive choices reflect an individual’s cultural values. 64 Sociologist Kath
Woodward, in addition, defines identity within the context of consumption as something
that “brings together personal investment and the social worlds in which those
investments are made . . . consumption is now seen as extending not only to a wide range
of goods and services but also to an ever-expanding range of identities.” 65 In short, many
consumer choices evoke how people see themselves and are seen by others, and a greater
number of choices relates to class. 66
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T-shirts, for example, the main product sold at the Pop Shop, are one of the most
iconic consumer items in American culture, with over one billion bought annually in the
U.S. 67 The popularity of the t-shirt stems from its adaptability—the ability to convey any
kind of information or image. Relative to other consumer items, a t-shirt can easily
identify one with an organization, viewpoint, brand, musician, or artist, and therefore, can
form individual and group identities. As early as the 1930s, universities began using tshirts to unify their student body. In the 1940s, t-shirts began to be appropriated by
political campaigns, and by the 1960s and 70s, with technological advances in
production, t-shirts began to display everything from sports teams to commercial logos
and other designs through relatively cheap and quick production. 68 The t-shirt became so
popular because it, “perfectly adapt[s] to the fragmentation of lifestyles and subcultures
in contemporary media culture. Because it costs so little, the t-shirt is available to
consumers at all social levels . . . to convey both rebellion and conformity.” 69
Everyday consumption, such as purchasing, using, and wearing Haring’s
merchandise, has its own complex semiotic system, as documented by many consumer
scholars who have used semiotics and have argued that the items one buys and then uses
are part of complex symbolic systems of representation and signification. 70 When a
customer bought Haring merchandise, they also bought its sign value—the cultural
significance and brand recognition that Haring attached to himself and his art through
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advertising, branding, and promotion—and this in turn could affect their self-identity. 71
Wearing a Haring shirt could signify a shared identification with him, his homosexuality,
his stance on issues like gay rights, his art, hip-hop and graffiti culture, and/or the
downtown art scene. Or, it could signify hipness or a desire to conform to a certain
subculture. An object from the Pop Shop gained significance within the set of signs
constructed by Haring, and once an individual bought a product, they reinforced these
connotations and took part in them as a device to set themselves apart or to unite with
other like-minded individuals, or to simply display their preference for his work.
Haring’s Pop Shop also challenged established theories of class and consumption.
In his seminal book, The Theory of the Leisure Class (1899), Thorstein Veblen, one of
the first to pioneer the sociology of consumption, introduced the concepts of
“conspicuous consumption,” (buying and displaying commodities in order to enhance
financial and social standing) and “emulation,” (the desire of lower class individuals to
copy upper class to demonstrate their good taste). 72 Sociologist Pierre Bourdieu, building
on Veblen’s ideas to describe this type of behavior in the art world, pointed not just to
wealth, but also to educational capital as factors that determine consumption—both in
terms of the market and conceptual appreciation—of art and culture. 73 According to
Bourdieu, the ability to buy or understand art does not just reflect the distinction between
classes, but also creates this distinction as well. In other words, culture and the economy
are interrelated, reinforcing and producing class dynamics and taste. Those who have
71
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high economic capital to buy art or cultural capital, such as education, tend to interact
with high culture more than those with less. 74 They also have the ability and power to
collectively decide what high culture is. In this vein, sociologist Howard Becker defined
an art world, as “a network of people whose cooperative activity, organized via their joint
knowledge of conventional means of doing things, produces the kind of art works that the
art world is noted for.” 75 He argued that something becomes “art” insomuch as those in
the art world can agree and recognize it as such, upon a foundation of symbolic
constructions and social circumstances, rather than any intrinsic aesthetic characteristics.
Along with Bourdieu, Becker’s research can help one to understand the contemporary art
world in the New York eighties as a highly coded environment that was insulated from a
broader range of socioeconomic groups. Those who did not have the relevant educational
and/or economic capital were excluded.
Haring’s art and merchandise worked against this class inequality by offering
accessibility both in terms of content (education) and price (economic). He purposefully
created simplified, pictographic artwork that was intellectually accessible for a mass
audience and then created the Pop Shop—an unintimidating space that welcomed
everyone. But buying an object from Haring’s store was not a behavior meant to emulate
the upper classes in order to increase one’s status by association, or a demonstration of
cultivated taste. It was a creative and self-directed behavior that any person could
perform to share in the identity of an artist whom they admired. Haring’s entire career
was an attempt to challenge class divides in the art world, and the Pop Shop epitomized
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this aim. Given its multiple points of accessible entry, it is no wonder that thousands
took part in the experience it offered.
Collecting, a specific kind of consumption, has become a common activity of
everyday life since the nineteenth century. Sometimes this is a strategy to maintain and
protect memories, but individuals also amass possessions in order to reflect their personal
experiences and beliefs, and shape their personal identities. The impulse to collect relates
to a long history of souvenir culture, which involves practices that represent, remember,
and mark a significant experience—such as spoilia from war or badges from a religious
pilgrimage. 76 A tangible object embodies these actions and experiences. Even today, the
practice of taking pictures with and of objects plus the buying of souvenirs shows similar
tendencies to before: proof of having been there, extending one’s visual memory, and
possessing a part of the site or an object’s aura. Museum gift shops, in particular, have
become popular in the late twentieth century for these reasons. Consumerist scholar
Grant McCracken calls the act of collecting “possession rituals;” rituals that shape social
relations through commonalities that give the owners a kind of personal and collective
meaning. 77 Psychologist Helga Dittmar argues that many think of possessions as a part
of the self, and that “an individual’s identity is influenced by the symbolic meanings of
his or her own material possessions . . . [which] also serve as expressions of group
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membership and as means of locating others in the social-material environment.” 78
Similarly, Haring’s fans wanted to participate in his aura—at this point elevated
by his self-promotion in the press—by owning a small part of what he represented and
made. 79 And fans, or “communities of mutual concern,” tend to be excessive consumers
in order to prove their “shared commitment.” 80 In certain instances, this type of
consumption may be more engaging than art collecting. Indeed, within the investment
type atmosphere of parts of the art market in the eighties—in which a collector bought a
work of art with the sole purpose of reselling it—an owner of a Haring t-shirt might have
had a closer emotional connection to his art. 81 In addition, rather than display their
“trophy” on a wall or preserve it as a sanctified and unique art object, a Haring fan could
wear or use whatever they brought. Part of the value of this merchandise, therefore, was
its cheapness and functionality: it could be enjoyed within the fabric of everyday life
rather than physically removed in a museum, gallery, or collector’s home. Its portability
even extended its availability to other countries.

Tokyo Pop Shop
Haring expanded the New York Pop Shop to Tokyo, Japan, opening a shop there
on January 20, 1988 (figure 36). While the Tokyo Pop Shop shared many of the same
logistics and goals as the New York Pop Shop, it differed dramatically in geographical
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context, audience, and duration, and slightly in product, design, and timing. 82 Achieving
a global expansion of his distribution model, Haring established posts in two significant,
urban centers on opposite sides of the world. The extension also felt appropriate to him
given his interest in Japanese culture, often times comparing his work to Japanese
calligraphy. 83 In reference to his automatic and gestural paintings in black paint, he
wrote: “I have gotten a lot of things from traditional Japanese things, like calligraphy and
Tsumi painting and just a whole aesthetic view of life that is reaffirmed whenever I go
back there.” 84 Tokyo was also a logical place for a shop because of its specific cultural
context in terms of art, consumerism, and its relationship with the West. Haring said,
Tokyo was one of the places where I was most interested in doing [a Pop Shop]
almost more so than New York or as much as Europe. Just because the way that
art is part of the culture. The community in Japan just has a different orientation.
The idea of a shop makes sense in a place like that. The fast-paced, commodity
thing in Japan is a big area to work in, to address things within that network as a
viable art form, as a king of artistic discourse between the systems that already
exist there—not only the modern ones, but the traditional systems, and the influx
of American and Western pop culture onto that culture. 85
The formula of the Pop Shop worked better for New York, however, where the shop
stayed open for twenty-five years. Haring miscalculated the Tokyo shop’s relevance and
potential and it closed less than a year later due to widespread production of counterfeit
Haring merchandise. A discussion of the shop here, however, reveals certain insights
into Haring’s opinions towards mass consumption and authenticity, and also reveals the
specific cultural conditions that he needed to sell merchandise.
To avoid Tokyo’s expensive real estate costs, Haring welded two shipping
82
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containers together to form one large space and placed them on an empty lot that he
rented (figure 37). Like the New York shop, he painted the interior with thick, black
lines, and the products were displayed at various angles on the walls and on shelves.
Haring also painted black lines on hanging paper lanterns hung throughout the space and
all over a large Maneki-neko cat next to the register, a common good-luck statue in Asian
stores (figures 38-39). He displayed a massive red circle that said “Pop Shop Tokyo” on
one wall and embedded three televisions on another, playing video he made on a loop
(figure 40). Now lost, the video included a collage of footage of hip hop music, Haring
interviews, him painting, Grace Jones music videos featuring Haring, and Warhol talking
(figures 41-43). 86 On the roof of the shop, Haring painted a massive mural of stacked
figures that could be seen from surrounding buildings (figure 44). A large banner
advertised the shop’s location on a nearby street and the store was featured in several
Japanese publications. 87
While the shop was conceived as a counterpart to New York, the Tokyo shop
offered additional products that catered to Japan’s cultural traditions, such as fans,
kimonos, and rice bowls manufactured in Kyoto (figure 45-46). 88 In addition, Haring
designed new bags, buttons, cards, and clothing that advertised its location (figure 47-49).
At the store itself, typical of Japanese custom, the staff invited visitors to take their shoes
off and put on specialty Pop Shop slippers before entering. Overall, instead of a replica
of the New York Pop Shop, Haring customized this shop for its new audience,
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intermingling Eastern and Western traditions. This combination reflected Haring’s own
style, a mixture of international influences. It also drew from the widespread Japanese
assimilation of Western popular culture with their own.
In the last two centuries, and especially in the eighties, Western ideas, culture, and
commodities from the United States and Europe usually entered Japan through major
cities like Tokyo and were then integrated and disseminated to the rest of the country. 89
Haring witnessed and experienced this assimilation and began to understand the Japanese
tendency to appropriate and adapt foreign cultures for their own needs and wants. He
said in an interview, “American pop culture is done so much better in Japan, they know
more about Mickey Mouse than we ever did. They take the American use of pop
characters and cartoons, the use of color, and do it even better.” 90 In the eighties, Japan
readily consumed American culture, and had a certain fondness for art trends from New
York. The Japanese reception of New York’s art in the eighties, however, is largely an
unexplored phenomenon, and only captured by one short article in English. 91 Research
on Japan’s own consumer culture history has garnered slightly more scholarly attention.
I draw upon this work to understand the Japanese reception of the Pop Shop, as well as
illuminate the impact of Haring and the downtown scene on an international public.
In the eighties, because of their cultural context, Japanese art critics, much more
so than those in New York, understood the value of consumer culture to build identity
and saw it as an experience equal to the experience of art. The Japanese, therefore,
appreciated Haring’s merchandise on a level that was not possible in its original New
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York context. In the 1960s after the Second World War, mass consumption in Japan
increased dramatically, culminating in a 1980s economic boom. 92 Behind the United
States, Japan had the highest gross national product (GNP) in the 1970s, which continued
to grow until hitting a recession in 1992. Arguably, due to this overall prosperity,
citizens in Japan embraced consumerism as a way to express themselves. 93 Consumption
also flourished due to a strong desire to rebuild the country after World War II; and the
expansion of advertising and consumption became indicators of development and
progress. 94 Because of this, the Japanese were generally much less concerned with the
co-mingling of overt consumerism and art than their Western counterparts in the
eighties. 95 In fact, in the eighties, Japanese art galleries and museums were usually
housed in department stores in an attempt to intermix capitalism and culture for profit, as
well as serve the well-being of their customers. 96
Even today, Japan has very few public museums and department stores play a
primary role in the circulation of art, housing many full-scale art museums to demonstrate
a corporation’s “contribution to the greater social good.” 97 Indeed, most Japanese
encounter Western and contemporary art exclusively in exhibitions at large department
92
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stores such as Mitsukoshi, Isetan, and Seibu—whereas more conservative, national
museums exhibit art made before the 1970s. 98 In Japan, the history of the department
store and art reaches back a century; in fact, the Japanese did not have a term for “fine
art” until after the start of the Meiji dynasty (1868-1912). 99 In the late nineteenth
century, Japan learned about Western retail techniques and established its first
department stores, which would employ artists to make products for sale. 100
In the next significant encounter with the West, after World War II, the U.S.
occupied Japan for seven years and aimed to “re-orient” Japanese citizens through a
demonstration of the “American way of life.” 101 This has been referred to as an
“enlightenment campaign” that included the screening of more than 600 Hollywood
movies. 102 When the U.S. occupation ended in 1950, along with economic restrictions,
Japanese department stores began to distribute Western culture and promote
consumerism in general. 103 By the 1980s, known as “Japan’s golden days of department
store retailing,” department stores continued to meet and expand the demand for
consumerism, as well as American mass culture. 104 Also during this time, department
stores began to focus on the newly affluent generation born at the start of the boom, who
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were more focused on expressing their identity through consumption. 105 Catering to this
demographic, Seibu, the number one department store in Tokyo with multiple locations
throughout the country, sought to set itself apart from the new influx of cheap, discount
stores, by “endeavor[ing] to educate people in a new way of life and system of values.” 106
This proved to be a successful marketing strategy. 107 Seibu was the first to extend its
brand to art and education, opening an art museum on its premises in 1981. 108 Other
department stores followed suit. As a branding device, these exhibitions employed a
unique marketing strategy that appealed to the desires and needs of consumers beyond
consumption, attracting thousands of visitors to the store. 109
Millie Creighton in her essay, “Something More: Japanese Department Stores’
Marketing ‘A Meaningful Human Life,’” explains that the Japanese department store
industry saw a profound connection between the consumption of merchandise and the
consumption of art. She contends that everyday consumption was seen as a “form of
self-expression, a form of communication; it communicates an attitude, a philosophical
orientation, a sense of identity.” 110 Moreover, she even suggests that consumption can
be a “potentially creative endeavor.” 111 Furthermore, sociologist John Clammer argues
that many Japanese artists were introduced to Western art for the first time through
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department stores. 112 Indeed, in response to this exposure, younger artists in the eighties
combined Western art’s influence with the strong graphic tradition in Japanese art
history, creating a unique movement and style—sometimes called Tokyo Pop—that
continues to influence Japanese contemporary art today. 113
In the eighties, Japanese department stores staged several exhibitions featuring
artists from the East Village—including Haring—that, according to art critic Barbara
Moneyhan, were “celebrated with the excitement usually associated with rock stars.” 114
Tsutomu Takashima, Seibu’s New York “culture scout,” explained that artists like Haring
were, “seen as part of the culture of the younger generation,” and by association, Seibu
could be considered hip and avant-garde. 115 Japanese publications, such as the popular
magazine, Brutus, furthered this connection by covering these exhibitions and featuring
Haring. 116 Because of Japan’s easy combination of art and commerce as well as the
popularity of New York art, artists like Haring held a large appeal in Japan.
Even before the Tokyo Pop Shop, Haring’s work was shown in multiple
department store shows, as well as represented by Galerie Watari in Tokyo for one
year. 117 Describing the reception of his work in Japan in the early eighties, Haring said,
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“I’m better known in Tokyo than anywhere else in the world . . . They have a different
relationship to art there. Somehow I fit in more with their idea of art than a lot of other
artists do.” 118 And generally, Tokyo was excited for the Pop Shop. At least six
magazines covered the Pop Shop in advance and several press outlets came to document
its opening, including CBS from the states. 119 Tony Shafrazi, Haring’s New York gallery
representation at the time, described Haring’s passionate reception in Tokyo:
The response to Keith Haring and his paintings was so phenomenal that I realized
the impact my artists’ work will have on their culture . . . I’ve been asked to do
more shows there . . . We had to patent all Keith’s images because of the rip-offs
over there. Their culture is ready for this sort of image shorthand in their
advertising and commercial designs. Last year one of Keith’s characters
decorated Seibu’s credit cards. 120
Japanese art collector Kazuo Nakamura also recalled Haring’s popularity, saying: “He
was madly popular in Japan. His fans and press corps waiting for him at airport . . .” 121
When it opened, the shop had long lines and merchandise “sold like hotcakes.” 122
Haring’s merchandise was so popular, however, that unauthorized and unlicensed
imitations flooded the market almost immediately. Because of this, the shop lost most of
its business and it was forced to close.
The Tokyo Pop Shop’s closure in 1988 mainly had to do with this rampant
production of counterfeit merchandise produced and undersold by others in Japan. This
led to disappointing and unsustainable sales at the shop. As Haring explains, “I played
against the rules [in Tokyo] . . . big department stores wanted us to incorporate the shop
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within their own operations and we refused. We wanted to remain independent. So the
big stores worked against us, and allowed the proliferation of all the fake Harings to
continue—and we were crushed.” 123 Ironically, then, Japan’s comfort with art and
consumer culture and love for commercially oriented Western art allowed for and
encouraged knock-off competition, and therefore the demise of one of their favorite
artists’ shops. Historian Morris Suzuki explains that in Japan, “‘imitation’ and
‘invention’ are not radically opposed alternatives but are really two ends of a spectrum
along which outside inspiration and innate creativity are combined in complex ways.” 124
In addition, Haring was in complete control of the New York shop, while the Tokyo shop
was a joint venture with an American couple, Kaz Kuzui and Fran Rubel Kuzui, who
hired third parties for its day to day management. These employees often did not
communicate regularly with the Haring studio, and failed to keep up to date and accurate
records, creating confusion and stress. 125
The shop in Tokyo, consequently, offers interesting insights into Haring’s
unresolved feelings towards reproductions, fakes, and authenticity—contradicting the
logic of his drive for accessibility. Indeed, part of the impetus to create the Pop Shops
was in large part a response to all of the “fake” Harings, knock off shirts, towels, dresses
etc., being sold all over the world. 126 He said, “There are so many copies of my stuff
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around, people should know what the real ones look like.” 127 In this same vein, Haring
continually turned down licensing offers and proposals to open other stores in other
cities, explaining that he wanted to maintain control and quality. 128 As he explains, “The
main point was that we didn’t want to produce things that would cheapen the art. In other
words, this was still an art statement.” 129 So, Haring wanted to distribute merchandise,
but he did not want unauthorized merchandise with no quality standards to hurt his
artistic brand or credibility. 130 In order to maintain his integrity, he did not accept every
financial opportunity. But even Haring saw this as a possible contradiction speculating
that, “Maybe [not licensing the brand] is a little hypocritical because I am saying I want it
public and at the same time I want to keep it under my control. I still want to keep it
art.” 131 He wanted to reach a wide audience with his work, but only through his control.
Other times Haring was flattered by fakes and even took them as inspiration. He
said, “In the beginning the copying was a compliment. Before I made my first t-shirt
there were already Keith Haring t-shirts in South America and Asia. It was in a way a
response to those things and an approval for me that these things could exist in the
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commercial world.” 132 He also said that when people copied his style in the streets,
“That’s the ultimate compliment to me. When I see the imitations on clothing, it’s still
flattery, but of a more mild sort: those people are doing it because they want to make a
buck. But ultimately . . . it shows that people have responded to something in my work.
There is some positive reason.” 133 These statements begin to demonstrate Haring’s
unresolved and often conflicting feelings about licensing, merchandise production, and
commercial activities, shaped by Western expectations of creative genius.
In the end, the Tokyo Pop shop reveals some limitations to Haring’s merchandise
strategy: the translatability of his pictographic designs were easy to copy and cheap to
make. Someone else took advantage of the demand for his work and undermined his own
production—the artist’s stamp of approval was not necessary. More importantly, the
shop in Tokyo contributes insights into the widespread reception of his work throughout
the world. His images were not just accessible in price and style to a New York
audience, but could transcend geographic boundaries and languages due to their universal
themes, nondescript figures, and easy to grasp semiology. In addition, the immense
response to his merchandise in Japan was indicative of an increasing desire to collect and
participate in art, a globalized phenomenon in which identity could be formed through
consumption. Although the Tokyo Pop Shop was a business failure (faring worse than
the New York Pop Shop, which broke even), it did not reflect a failure of Haring’s
merchandise. Rather, it demonstrated the work’s international appeal. Compared to his
earlier works, fixed in one place on the streets or in the gallery, the circulation of his
merchandise suggested the possibility of a cross cultural ease of transmission.
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Haring’s Fame after the Pop Shop
As early as 1981, Haring began to talk about his interest in making t-shirts enmasse, and the constant requests he got to produce them, but he did not have enough
capital. 134 And so, the opening of the Pop Shop, an independent undertaking, produced
and funded by Haring himself, depended on his financial success as a fine artist. He
invested more than 500,000 dollars of his own money made through the art market—and
did not expect to earn it back through the store. 135 In general, an artist would not be able
to sustain a retail establishment without a partner or investor, or financial
independence. 136 Therefore, while Haring was not profit driven and his small,
entrepreneurial shop usually struggled to generate enough money to cover costs, his
populist endeavors were dependent on his success in the art market, constituting a twotiered approach of production and sales. Ironically, then, his Pop Shop, made for “the
people,” was a project that could only be carried out by one with financial means and an
established reputation, and in turn, it bolstered his celebrity, public image, and his brand
as an artist. The Pop Shop was an invaluable marketing tool and platform within the
realm of consumer culture, increasing his stature across all markets.
As I discussed in chapter one, Haring’s fame reached its peak just before the Pop
Shop opened in 1986—evident by his rising auction prices, his packed schedule, increase
in commissions, and his international fame. At this point, Haring generally anticipated a
media presence at his public work sites and would add notes in his journals on the level
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of press in attendance, sometimes disappointed about the turn out. 137 Haring also wrote
several times in his journals about fans mobbing him for autographs or asking for
impromptu drawings on their clothes—even outside of New York. 138 His fame had
become international, and the pictographs of his work, developed from quick tagging and
drawing, were easy to instantly reproduce. Because of this easy replication and
dissemination, harnessed to its fullest extent in his merchandise, Haring had reached a
realm of mainstream celebrity that few other artists do. And the more his work was mass
produced, the more popular and famous he became. The Pop Shop coincided with and
depended on the climax of this fame, and as a result it received a great deal of attention in
the popular press when it opened. It was covered by television news programs including
Channel 11, Swiss TV, and ABC News, and publications like the Vogue, Bazaar,
Metropolitan Home, Village Voice, GQ, The New York Times, Time Out New York, the
Post, as well as several other national and local publications. 139
Haring supplemented this free publicity with several advertisements he designed
for the Pop Shop. As mentioned above, he created billboards and print advertising, and
designed his own catalogs. He also used video—not conceptually as he had done at the
SVA or as a self-reflexive critique of television—but as a tool to broadcast his art and his
Pop Shop. The three looped videos shown in his Tokyo Pop Shop, for example, are
similar to the original street viewing of his Machines since they were shown in a public
space unassociated with the high mindedness of a gallery or a museum, but became
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promotional once they took on the added context of a retail establishment. Rather than a
commentary on technology, these Pop Shop videos were a compilation of his career and
international achievements. They complimented the store’s ambiance and added to the
clout behind his brand, acting as an advertisement for Haring himself.
In addition, live action footage of Haring painting the Tokyo shop became a
media event, with several reporters invited to photograph and film him as he worked
(figures 50-51). 140 He painted the walls (performed) in front of these reporters wearing a
t-shirt that reproduced the television-as-head motif (figures 52-53). 141 He repeated this
compounded promotion hundreds of times throughout his career: whenever he was
recorded by the press he wore one of his own t-shirts (figures 54-59). 142 Haring
outsourced this footage from Tokyo to major news outlets in the U.S., like CBS news, in
which it was broadcasted several times. His New York Pop Shop was also featured on
primetime network TV, ABC News, with the introduction, “if you are not familiar with
Haring, chances are you soon will be.” 143 Several reporters took photographs of Haring
posing inside his New York shop as well, acting for the camera and again, wearing his
own merchandise (figures 60-63). Taken together, these photographs and films
reinforced the impact of the Pop Shop, his public image, and his work in general. In his
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words, “we have to use the media and at the same time the media uses you.” 144 By the
second half of the eighties, Haring had mastered this reciprocal relationship.
Besides the Pop Shop, Haring had taken on several other popular commercial
projects to push his goals for populism. He created environments for MTV, sets for
dance and theater productions, designs for album covers, the background for an Adidas
ad with Run DMC, an image for an Absolut vodka ad, and images for the magazine
Playboy. Haring also designed an animated advertisement for the Zurich store, Big and
collaborated on music videos. These multi-pronged excursions into mass culture fostered
his own self-promotion and celebrity, and reflected the diversification of media outlets in
the eighties. However, like the Pop Shop, these common commercial activities undercut
his legitimacy in the art world.

The Pop Shop’s Reception
As Haring described it, the Pop Shop was, “a combination art gallery and store,”
and he wanted “it to have an amusement park atmosphere.” 145 An art gallery, a store, and
an amusement park: this combination may now seem clichéd after the many blockbuster
exhibitions in the nineties and two-thousands that have included amusement park level
crowds and hype, crowd-pleasing art, and gift shops. In the eighties, however, this
approach could be lethal to an artist’s career. Fully knowing this risk, Haring’s creation
of the Pop Shop was incredibly unusual within the context of the art world, but relatively
commonplace within the context of everyday consumer culture. Its innovation, therefore,
lies in the combination of these two spheres. The popular press, Haring’s fans, close
144
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friends, and art partners loved the store: it was extremely popular, well attended, and sold
thousands of pieces of merchandise. The reaction of art critics, however, was
resoundingly negative. 146 While the recent reception of Haring has been more favorable,
the Pop Shop still has not received attention proportionate to its scope within his career.
The shop offended many art world professionals in the eighties. Sondra Myers,
president of the National Federation of State Humanities Council, wrote simply: “it’s
vulgar,” clearly uncomfortable with the shop’s low cost commerciality. 147 Art critic
Mark Stevens likened the Pop Shop to a shallow, temporary fix unworthy of significant
attention: “Is this spiritually, intellectually, morally, forceful stuff? Does it have
imaginative depth? Is it in some ways significantly grappling with important issues? . . .
While fun, NO, it’s fast food, it’s a good time, its boogying on a Saturday night . . . but
great, no.” 148 Tad Friend in Spy Magazine, wrote another scathing review of the Pop
Shop titled “Downhill from Here,” comparing Haring’s actions to Peter Max’s “greedy
insecurity” in the sixties. 149 Friend wrote, “If the closing of the art show at Area last year
marked the beginning of Haring’s speedy regress from the locomotive to the caboose of
cool, the Pop Shop’s inaugural surely marked its end . . . What precipitated Haring’s
eclipse was not so much the suspicion that he had prostituted his art, but that he had
146
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nothing to prostitute.” 150 More accusations of badly made, superficial, and fadish art
followed. Art critic, Robert Hughes was quoted, “People will look back to Haring and
say, “So that’s the kitsch people were buying. Good heavens!” 151 Some critics saw the
Pop Shop as a disingenuous move away from the accessibility Haring had demonstrated
in his subway drawings. Michael Gross of The New York Times wrote, “Mr. Haring used
to offer his art free on subway walls. Now he sells it for five-figure sums. Mr. Haring
also used to give away his pins, jigsaw puzzles, and comic books, which are now for sale
at the shop.” 152 Further reflecting this antipathy towards Haring, an individual spray
painted “capitalist” on his shop. 153
Hilton Kramer, the embodiment of conservative art criticism of the eighties and
detractor of most of the downtown scene, continued the onslaught. 154 He wrote in the
New Criterion, “I haven’t heard anyone refer to him in months . . . It’s proper for Keith
Haring to open a store . . . Maybe if he had been able to open a shop [from the start], we
wouldn’t have had to deal with him as an artist.” 155 Here, Kramer overlooks the fact that
Haring began his career outside of the gallery, in the streets, and built up his credibility
there before his acceptance into the gallery world. He only opened a store once he began
to operate within the dimensions of fine art, and intended the store to be contextualized
within his art practice—which is what caused the most offense to these critics. The Pop
Shop, therefore, ironically depended on Haring having a certain level of cultural capital
that would both invite, but also withstand art world criticism.
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Thomas Hoving, director of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, who had enlarged
the Met’s gift shops and introduced more blockbuster exhibitions to the museum’s roster,
had a different attitude. He stated that the Pop Shop, “doesn’t carry great significance . . .
[it is] just a natural extension of the Metropolitan Museum gift shop.” 156 Hoving’s
proximity to his own museum gift shop uncritically normalized his perspective, causing
him to overlook the innovation of an artist mass producing and selling their own
merchandise at a scale that predates the expansion of museum merchandising in the
following decades. By unfairly equating the Pop Shop and the Met’s gift shop as
insignificant, he also failed to grasp that the museum gift shop in itself is a noteworthy
phenomenon and represents a historically specific social and culture practice of everyday
museum goers. Furthermore, the Pop Shop was not a natural extension of the museum.
While it may have had some of the same goals as the museum gift shop—i.e. souvenir
culture, interacting and engaging with art through consumerism and ownership—it was
independently run by an artist and contextualized as art. It was also meant to critique
and expand the contemporary art market, whereas a museum gift shop did not. 157 Haring
said in an interview:
The whole idea behind the shop in taking the liberty to do the thing that artists are
not supposed to do. On purpose, to uncover, and then break the rules . . . What is
the difference between a silkscreen print with an edition of fifty and a print on a tshirt? . . . The only difference is the signification attached to these products. It is
a very small group of people that decide upon this value. Art is just as susceptible
to value as anything else. 158
Barbara Haskell, a curator from the Whitney Museum of Art, reiterated this sentiment:
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“Keith Haring is one of the few artists that has remained committed to populism . . . he
has remained quite an outsider, many of his activities are not appropriable by museums
and private collections. So he has remained a loner.” 159 In this case, context and
intention are important. A museum gift shop was increasingly commonplace by the end
of the eighties, while an artist opening a shop was not.
As argued in this dissertation, negative reactions to the Pop Shop were rooted in a
distaste for consumerism and commerciality. Haring had clearly hit a nerve. The Pop
Shop challenged the contemporary art world’s status quo, offering something
unrecognizable that most critics were eager to denounce. Through this active dismissal,
however, they inadvertently suggested its significance as an innovative art strategy that
pushed the boundaries of art’s functions. The accounts I have referred to represent
published criticism; but negative attitudes towards the Pop Shop are also implicit in the
lack of serious scholarly attention it has received to this day. 160
Some big players in the art world, including Jeffrey Deitch, Leo Castelli, Dieter
Buchhart, and Tony Shafrazi defended Haring’s shop, but they were mainly scholars or
dealers who had a vested interest in his work and/or who have since spent a majority of
their career exhibiting and writing about Haring. Additionally, these defenses were also
largely offered years after the Pop Shop opened, in the late eighties and early nineties,
and in documentaries or interviews, not publications. In an effort to justify the Pop Shop,
Castelli and Buchhart claimed that it was not commercial—similar to Haring’s own noncommercial claims, and Deitch pointed to Warhol’s engagement with popular culture and
consumerism as a precedent.
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Leo Castelli said, “I don’t think [the Pop Shop] is commercial at all. In the bad
sense, he is not commercial. Now if he opens a store as he did, it’s a part of his art . . .
like all the things that Andy did were a part of his art. The store itself is a work of art.” 161
Along the same lines, Jeffrey Deitch defended Haring on the basis that, “for me one of
the ultimate achievements for an artist is to push forward boundaries of what is
considered art and what is not . . . He is one of the few artists . . . to have used what
Warhol accomplished and mixed it with his own impulses to create something that in fact
was even beyond Warhol.” 162 In 2012, Dieter Buchhart endorsed Haring’s shop as an
installation that was ahead of its time, arguing that, “if he would have done it in 2012,
people would have understood the implications of that artwork at once. They would’ve
seen it as an anti-capitalistic [and] critical against our economy . . . people would have
contextualized it precisely as a critical statement and not as a commercial statement.” 163
In 1986, Tony Shafrazi said, “The store won’t have any effect on his standing in the art
world. He’s just building a broader audience, winning hearts and attention.” 164
While these comments offer some valid insights into the legacy of the Pop Shop
and its place within art history, they also tend to distance or divorce Haring from the
“bad” commercial realm (except for Deitch’s), in order to claim his legitimacy in the art
world. Why can’t the Pop Shop be commercial, an embrace of consumer culture, and a
valid artwork? Why is commercialism in the art market more acceptable, but not in
everyday consumerism? Shafrazi, for instance, states that the store will not have any
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effect on his art standing, assuming that the only possible outcome will damage Haring’s
reputation, not uplift it. While Buchhart, Shafrazi, and Castelli defend Haring and his
Pop Shop, they downplay its most defining characteristic: it is commercial. Perhaps in
part because these endorsements are laced with this disaffection, an in-depth and critical
analysis of the Pop Shop is yet to exist. This has further been compounded by Haring’s
own ambivalence towards the perception of commercialism, in a “bad sense.” 165

Haring’s Response to the Pop Shop
Given the basic premise of selling merchandise and Haring’s numerous forays
into mass culture, it would seem that he was committed whole-heartedly to the Pop Shop
and commercial activities. As discussed thus far in this dissertation, however, his
relationship to what he perceived to be “commercial” is at best ambiguous. Sometimes
he embraced it without hesitation, but then also occasionally uneasily distanced himself.
He was thrilled about the market’s ability to reach more people, but also limited this
reach by turning down opportunities he felt were too commercial or that he could not
control. I have begun to chart this ambivalence in statements by Haring above in regards
to his attitudes towards fakes and licensing agreements, but his ambivalent attitude
toward commercialism began at the start of his career.
As discussed in chapter one, early on Haring considered a career as a commercial
artist. After six months at the Ivy School, however, he “knew that no matter what I was
going to do to make a living, I wasn’t going to prostitute my art by being a commercial
artist or illustrator.” 166 Given this deep-rooted, almost knee-jerk aversion to a career in
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commercial art for hire, it is no wonder that his attitudes towards the shop and
commercialism in general were far from resolved. Other times, however, Haring had
respect for popular commercial projects, as long as they were done correctly. He said,
“To some artists, anything commercial you do is trash. But to me, if it’s done with the
same amount of care and thinking you put into everything else, you can make incredible
things, like Walt Disney did, or Dr. Seuss.” 167 Although Haring’s attitudes shifted back
and forth over the course of his career, he knew that many in the art world stubbornly
clung to the idea that merchandising one’s artistic brand was a form of prostitution. And
so, he was concerned about the shop’s reception in the art world and its effect on his
reputation as an artist. 168 The personal legitimization offered by Andy Warhol helped
give him confidence to go forward. As he put it, “I was scared. I knew I would be
attacked, [but Andy] was a big supporter of the Pop Shop.” 169
Although Haring defended his Pop Shop, in one instance calling it “the most
important thing I ever did,” other times his discussion of it came across as apologetic,
with less conviction than his defense for his work in general. 170 For example, he often
characterized the Pop Shop as an unavoidable responsibility, almost as if uncontrollable
factors and demand forced his hand. Haring said,
I knew I’d get a lot of criticism for it, but I also knew that it was what some of the
167
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work called for—and had to become. Still, it meant I’d be walking an incredibly
fine line . . . You had to avoid crass commercialism and also keep some hold on
the art world—and I wanted to do that, because I wanted to keep the respect of
artists who meant something to me. 171
While Haring felt it was the necessary thing to do, he also felt beholden to those in the
contemporary art world that he wanted to impress, and within that world the two
concepts—merchandising and art—were mutually exclusive. The most significant
measure of his ambivalence toward the Pop Shop lies in the fact that his characterization
of the project shifted from interview to interview. He presented it as a necessary evil, a
conceptual art triumph, and at times, simply inconsequential.
Facing the general public on NBC national television, he backed the Pop Shop by
equating it with his other work: “For me [the store is] the same [as my art] but for a lot of
people it’s the opposite. . .” 172 He also called the shop conceptual, again associating it
with his art: “It’s not a toy store. It’s part of a new attitude—an extension of the subways
. . . it’s part of a conceptualized idea.” 173 In this vein, he also regularly disassociated his
merchandise and his shop from commercialism, again in an attempt to legitimize them
within the perceived realm of fine art. In regards to his clothing, he said, “Fashion
magazines picked up my work right away, but I try to play down my involvement with
fashion, because fashion goes in and out.” 174 Haring wanted the work to function within
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commercial channels, but be taken seriously as art—not to enter into the cycle of
capitalistic obsolescence.
In other instances, however, he contradicted these sentiments, separating his shop
and his fine art work into two categories. He said, “In the store, I sell icons, but I don’t
paint crawling babies. My painting is getting stronger, more separate from what’s in the
shop.” 175 In another interview he practically disowned the shop completely as his “least
favorite thing but, [it] was really unavoidable,” as if, again, it was almost an involuntary,
necessary evil to keep his work accessible. 176 In these statements, Haring bristled at the
idea that the Pop Shop was commercial, similar to his avoidance of the label
“commercial” in general. But the shop was unabashedly commercial. The root of his
persistent ambivalence was perhaps the implication others had that the shop was profit
driven. As established in chapter one, Haring was not interested in money. In fact, as he
proudly admitted, he was a “horrible business man,” and plenty of his money was
invested without much or even any return. 177
If Haring used income from his art sales to fund large scale public works (which
he did) or museum-bound painting, would this have been more acceptable than investing
in a “baser” form of commercialism such as merchandise? In Haring’s case, he was first
popular—and non-commercial—in non-art spaces and then began to achieve success in
the ‘art’ market. This success was then a necessary precursor to then return back to his
175
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original state: the everyday, in the form of consumer culture—the move that many
seemed to have the biggest problem with. He described the situation:
It was cool to know who Keith Haring was [in 1980]. It was still avant-garde
then. The more people who knew about it, the less cool those people thought it
was. As soon as I became popular, that whole group thought I had sold out or
became something else . . . they appear to think what should have been done, was
to become elitist . . . to remain loyal to that art gallery system once I started
showing in it. I could have said, It’s too good to put on t-shirts, I don’t want to
sell out. I’ll just keep making these paintings and make the prices go up to $30k,
$40k, $50 k. 178
Herein lies the hypocrisy of the art world. Despite Haring’s understanding that the art
market was just as commercial as a small retail store, it still bothered him. 179 He could
not escape the culture industry—no one can—but instead of taking this at face value, he
felt anxiety, and he, along with his ardent supporters, downplayed the shop’s commercial,
fashion, and mass cultural aspects. 180 Even Haring did not fully appreciate the
significance of his store within the context of the eighties and art history.

Conclusion
Although the Pop Shop seems to be the most commercial thing Haring ever did,
by the time he paid rent, his employees, and production costs, it was actually the least
successful in commercial terms. It did not make much money, and any money it did
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make was invested back into the enterprise or earmarked for charity. In fact, the only
market it had any dependence on was the art market—one degree removed—since it was
built on top of Haring’s art world success. His paintings, selling for five figures in the
mid-eighties, were the most financially successful objects of his career: they made a
profit, were sold by third parties, and often resold as if they were assets or investments. 181
Taking into account this double standard, as well as the recent reconsiderations of
scholarship concerning consumer culture, one can now look back to eighties art and
uncover everyday commercial artistic work and reevaluate its significance in art history.
Curator Marcia Tucker, for example, wrote “in 1988, few among us are willing to
acknowledge that certain mass cultural forms and practices may comprise the most
significant ‘culture’ of our time, precise because of their ‘popular’ character.” 182 A shop
like Haring’s, in other words, was a part of a movement towards the popular—a product
of his time, but pushed these boundaries as far as possible. A retroactive perspective
such as this on the eighties as a whole could be used to reexamine the Pop Shop not as an
unfortunate stain that represents the kitsch or greed of the decade, but instead an art
concept that was ahead of its time—effectively engaging with an audience that had
learned to express themselves through consumer culture. Building on and far surpassing
the intentions of populism in his earlier work and the work by others in the downtown
scene, Haring's Pop Shop and its merchandise most productively bridged the gap that he
wanted to close since his early years: the gap between art and the mass public.
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Chapter 4: Keith Haring and Activism: New Strategies
The artist has been society’s spokesman throughout history. –Keith Haring 1
For Haring, the populist art strategies he developed in his career—including both
physical and financial access to his art through mass distribution, as well as conceptual access
through his readable style—were crucial to facilitate social and political change. 2 He took on a
variety of issues in the eighties, principally the threat of nuclear war, the agenda of Reagan and
the conservative right, the education and well-being of children throughout the world, drugs, the
environment, South African apartheid, gay rights, and AIDS activism. He was actively involved
in several charitable organizations that targeted these concerns, just a few including: NOW
(National Organization for Women), ACT UP (AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power), AmFAR
(American Foundation for AIDS Research), the Boys Club of Pitt St, and Greenpeace, regularly
contributing posters, drawings, or designs for campaigns, auctions, protests, and events. To
affect these causes, Haring leveraged the influence he had cultivated over the course of his
career: a large fan base made up of several demographics, economic classes, cultures, and
nationalities. Like a “spokesman,” in his words, he built on this celebrity platform to stand for
and benefit these causes, making him an artist celebrity activist—one of the first. Because
Haring’s activism depended on his celebrity, it was strongly bound up with his production of art
merchandise, his graphic style, and his media literacy. Just as he applied the new languages of
promotion, advertising, and consumerism with his art to engage a larger audience, he used these
communication strategies to inspire more people to lobby for political and social change. 3
Keith Haring, Tagebücher (Frankfurt: S. Fischer, 1997) 88.
See Keith Haring Journals (New York: Viking, 1996) 98. Also see interview in, “Artist at Work,” KHA
0565, Keith Haring Foundation (KHF) Online Video Archive.
3
At times, he saw his interaction with corporations and commercialism as an unfortunate, but necessary
compromise in his activist endeavors. His Statue of Liberty Project with CityKids, for example, was sponsored by
Burger King. He understood that this sponsorship could be misconstrued or criticized as “exploitative,” but thought
it was worth it for the 1000 students and the awareness it would raise. Keith Haring Journals, 102.
1
2
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Largely because of his celebrity, Haring is not normally associated with social and
political issues or considered to be prominent activist artist in scholarship. Indeed, his name has
been omitted from almost all accounts of activist history and art activism in the eighties. 4 On the
surface, his celebrity activist style could be perceived as self-serving to some, undercutting his
seriousness and credibility and therefore compromising the authenticity of his philanthropic
intentions. Understanding the extent of his activist activities, however, can start to change this
misconception. The amount of activist work he did in his short career to raise awareness,
money, or to change public opinion on a variety of issues—usually free of charge—is
noteworthy. In fact, his activist involvement increased rather than decreased along with his fame
and success, testifying to his sincere engagement with these issues, rather than an opportunistic
pursuit of publicity. Since the range and depth of Haring’s activism could be a dissertation in
and of itself, the goal of this chapter is to consolidate and chronicle his intersection with the most
canonical social and political conflicts in the eighties: Reaganomics, political and religious
conservatism, the threat of nuclear war, and AIDS. My selective focus on these issues does not
detract from the philanthropy he carried out for other causes, most notably his innumerable
efforts for children’s education and well-being, and the posters, postcards, and t-shirts he made
to denounce apartheid in South Africa and drug addiction. 5
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Haring was one of the only artists of the eighties who combined both his celebrity and his
art for activist purposes. He stood apart from several other art “stars” of the eighties, including
Jean-Michel Basquiat, Jeff Koons, and Julian Schnabel, in the relative use of his celebrity status
for philanthropic rather than commercial ends. He also departed from the activism of noncelebrity artists, like the groups Gran Fury and ACT UP, who pursued activist and political
causes in the eighties without the celebrity platform that Haring had at his disposal. Art
historians have tended to prefer these non-celebrity, artist activists, who spearheaded activities
that adopted a more grassroots, anonymous, and collective approach, and mainly functioned
counter culturally against the mainstream. Haring took part in some of these collective actions
and strategies, but coupled this approach with an emerging model of celebrity activism that

creative workshops with kids in Europe and the United States and created several works for children, such as public
murals and sculptures for children’s hospitals, posters for UNICEF, playgrounds, a carousel and sculptures for a
children’s park called Luna Luna in Hamburg, West Germany in 1987, and posters to promote reading and literacy.
For one campaign for the library systems of the tristate area in 1988, he designed a poster in German and in English
with the phrase, “Fill your head with fun! Start reading!” He also created several murals in collaboration with
children, such as a mural in Chicago in 1989 with students from the Chicago Public Schools. In the documentary
The Universe of Keith Haring, about his works for hospitals, he said, “There’s a lot of things in art that have to do
with healing that people haven’t really scientifically explored, but it is definitely healthful for a child to be around
art, especially in a hospital situation, so they feel more comfortable about being there but also just thinking positive
about everything and healing.” The Universe of Keith Haring, dir. Christina Clausen, Arthouse Films, dist. by New
Video, 2008, documentary.
For anti-apartheid issues, Haring printed 20,000 copies of a Free South Africa poster, handing them out in
New York for free, and also produced t-shirts, stickers, and buttons for sale at his Pop Shop. See Julian Cox,
“Introduction, Social Justice and Public Display,” in Keith Haring: The Political Line, ed. by Dieter Buchhart (New
York: Prestel, 2014) 30. A Polaroid he took shows him and Sugar Ray Leonard wearing this t-shirt at a “Free South
Africa” benefit concert in 1988. The Universe of Keith Haring, Clausen. Also see Gruen, The Authorized
Biography, 88.
Haring also created work against drugs, most famously his Crack is Wack mural in New York. When he
first painted it, “with [his] own initiative, at [his] own expense—and without permission,” Haring was given a
citation by the police and was summoned to a court hearing. See Jim Nolan, “Summons Whacks Artist for his AntiCrack Mural,” New York Post (July 1986), KHF Archives, 1986 press box. Afterwards, the Parks Commissioner,
Henry Stern, invited Haring to repaint the mural after other graffitists had changed the message to “Crack is it.”
Stern even came wearing a Haring Crack is Wack t-shirt to watch him paint. The mural appeared on television, was
adopted by the Crack Foundation as their logo, and the Board of Education reprinted it for a newsletter they sent out
to parents about drug issues in schools. When Haring finished the mural, he handed out buttons to those who
watched him work. See Ruth Bass, “Crack is Wack is Back,” ARTNews (Dec. 1986). Although Haring freely
admitted to doing drugs like hallucinogens, he took issue to crack since, “It was invented to make someone
profit . . . it makes people very easy to control.” David Sheff, “Keith Haring: An Intimate Conversation,” Rolling
Stone (Aug. 10, 1989): 66. He also made a poster Crack Down reminiscent of the composition for Free South
Africa. The white oppressive figure is replaced with a crack pipe, stamped out by the other figure.
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primarily came from the music and film industries. 6

Celebrity Activism in the Eighties and Haring
Celebrity activism, and perhaps even the modern concept of celebrity itself, began in the
sixties with the increased availability of popular culture in print and broadcast media. 7 Judy
Garland, Jane Fonda, Mick Jagger, John Lennon, Jimi Hendrix, and Sammy Davis Jr. were just a
few celebrities who were active in left politics, civil rights, and anti-Vietnam protests. In the
eighties, celebrity participation in activism increased dramatically—typical within Hollywood
and the music industry—and had become routine, especially with organizations like UNICEF,
the World Health Organization (WHO), and the Office of the United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR). 8 Roopali Mukherjee and Sarah Banet-Weiser argue in
their book, Commodity Activism: Cultural Resistance in Neoliberal Times, that celebrity activism
intensified with the rise of eighties Neoliberalism, in which celebrities and corporations stepped
in to fill the gaps created by reductions in government spending on social and welfare programs. 9
Stars like Barbara Streisand, for example, established a foundation to raise money for causes
including nuclear disarmament, the preservation of the environment, AIDS research, and civil
liberties. Bono co-founded and was the public face for One Campaign, DATA (Debt, AIDS,
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Trade Africa), and the Product RED campaign to fight AIDS, tuberculosis, and malaria in Africa.
Like Haring’s overlooked activism, this celebrity activist trend in the eighties has been
similarly marginalized and disregarded with the view that these celebrities were complicit with
capitalism in order to further their own careers, rather than charity. Historian and scholar Mark
Wheeler, explains that, “critiques of celebrity activism reflect[ed] the values of the Marxist
Frankfurt School whose critical theorists contended that the media had become an expression of
dominant ideologies.” 10 Celebrity activism was perceived as reinforcing a corrupt system rather
than dismantling it, in that its influence was based on perpetuating famous, or dominant, voices
who took on the populist language of the media, often at the expense of nuance. Paul Corry of
the National Schizophrenia Fellowship, for example, characterized celebrity activism as a double
edged sword that can effectively produce awareness, but is often “built on shallow foundations”
and simplifies a message “to the point of blandness.” 11 However, many chose to overlook these
negatives. As another charity manager put it, even if a celebrity became a spokesperson solely
for positive coverage, “[a celebrity] attracts the media . . . raising awareness . . . and can set an
example for others to follow . . . just because someone’s motivation is not altruistic doesn’t mean
it can’t work for us. We don’t care frankly.” 12
In addition to celebrity activism, several other instances of eighties activism took on new,
atypical approaches that subsequently left them out of history. Bradford Martin argues in his
book, The Other Eighties: A Secret History of America in the Age of Reagan, that because these
unconventional tactics have been overlooked, the decade is not usually characterized as
particularly left leaning or politicized—even though there was a strong undercurrent of
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progressivism. 13 Unlike the grassroots counter cultural protests of the Vietnam War and Civil
Rights in the sixties and the rise of feminism in the seventies, many activists in the Reagan era
took on more institutionalized, corporate, and popular strategies—and so, did not follow the
romantic ideals of protest in history. Martin discusses anti-nuclear, anti-apartheid, and AIDS
activism and documents the rise of celebrity mega-events to raise funds and awareness for
causes. 14
One famous mega event, Live Aid, for example, a seventeen-hour concert in 1985,
included Madonna, Sting, U2, Tina Turner, Paul McCartney, and Bob Dylan to raise money for
Ethiopian famine victims. 15 Although Martin neglects to include Haring in his history of the
event, Haring contributed a painting and a customized car for a side auction in tandem with the
concert. 16 Overall, Live Aid itself was criticized in its time by many in the press for its corporate
ties and mass appeal, described as “mainstream citizens with short hair who waved Stars and
Stripes.” 17 One rock critic, Greil Marcus, called the entire event, “an enormous orgy of selfsatisfaction, self-congratulation.” 18 Generally, a celebrity’s involvement with charity and
activism will always be tainted by the fact that their involvement simultaneously generates
publicity for themselves, and Live Aid epitomized this contradiction, potentially detracting from
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the potential common good. 19 For instance, it basically secured U2’s massive commercial
success by catapulting them into the limelight. Because of this conflict of interest, not many
historians besides Martin have included celebrity activism in eighties’ histories.
By extension, this skepticism about self-serving activist celebrities can help explain the
lack of historical accounts on Haring’s political and social projects, compounded by the fact that
the visual simplicity of his pictographic imagery has been considered too superficial to
communicate complex issues. Journalist Darrel Yates Rist summarized Haring’s critical
reception in the eighties: “[Cute] is how the commentators in America have summed up Keith
Haring . . . [they] ignore the real issues in Haring’s work.” 20 Like the widespread appeal of Live
Aid, Haring’s activism catered to popular tastes, but one could argue that this kind of populist
activism was effective by spreading a broadly appealing message that many could support. 21
Additionally, in contrast to many of these film or music celebrities, Haring did not merely tack
his name or image onto already existing events. He usually took a more collaborative and indepth approach, inventing and leading projects more so than lending only his name for
promotion. Indeed, many accounts of Haring’s activism, by himself and his peers, are saturated
with descriptions of his genuine empathy, active participation, and desire to help. 22 Regardless
of his sincerity, however, Haring’s fame made him a less rebellious and therefore less ideal
version of what a radical activist artist should be amongst the left-leaning art world. The
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negative reception of celebrity activism more generally, in addition, indirectly diminished the
credibility of his type of activism work. Therefore, his political works, contributions, and
innovative art activist strategies have been largely overlooked.

Haring’s Early Political Works
As noted earlier, Haring made his first politically motivated artwork in 1976 on a hitchhiking trip: a silkscreened t-shirt that was anti-Nixon and pro-pot legalization, sold to pay for
food and Grateful Dead tickets. 23 When he moved to New York later that year, his work took on
political subject matter almost immediately, although often in coded ways. For example,
although he avoided explicit sexual or political imagery in his public subway drawings, he still
rendered generalized imagery of larger figures overpowering smaller figures that critiqued
injustice in the world and illustrated the plight of the weak over the oppression of the strong
(figures 1-2). 24 By the mid-eighties, Haring honed his style into broad fields of unifying color to
set off simplified motifs and short bolded phrases, quick to read and easy to understand—
valuable attributes within the context of activism. 25
Haring’s first overtly political artworks in New York were his collages of newspaper
headlines and images, introduced in chapter one. “Anti-Reagan” and “anti-Moral Majority,” he
Xeroxed and pasted these collages all over New York City in 1980 as a form of political
protest—with the aim to encourage a public audience to be critical of what they might read in the
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news (figures 3-4). Haring believed that social change was in the public’s hands, “especially in
the manipulative world that we live in now with a bozo actor for a president . . . but, there are not
many people who can see through it.” 26 Although it may have seemed hopeless to offset those
with political, financial, and/or media influence in the public sphere, Haring believed that he
could at least “try to expose it and try to make things a little more bearable.” 27
In the eighties, control of the print and broadcast media was increasingly consolidated by
the hands of a privileged, wealthy few who often had political ties or affiliations with powerful
institutions. 28 Much of the free press had been progressively bought up by the corporate elite of
society, creating monopolies that drove out small operations and minority groups. For example,
the conservative Rupert Murdoch, due to a decrease in government regulations, gained control of
the New York Post, New York Magazine, and the Village Voice, and bought half the shares of the
20th Century Fox Film Corporation. 29 Conglomerates like these decreased the diversity of news
sources, and increased the power of their owners—who could use their access to American
minds to leverage control in the government, or promote news that fit their own political or
business interests. 30 In several instances, those with political power also increasingly learned
how to use the popular media as a tool to propagandize their own ideologies. 31 Reagan, for
example, exemplified this trend as the “quintessential media president who elevated style and
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image over substance with the help of an uncritical, protective American establishment media.” 32
As the “Great Communicator,” he understood the growing influence of television over the
American public and became fluent in its most effective tactics—such as simplifying messages
and repeating them often—to effectively market his ideology and cut through the cluttered media
environment. 33 He learned how to dominate several airwaves and publications with short sound
bites and statements, at times eschewing nuance or distorting facts in order to maximize impact,
fear, and control. 34
Like Haring, many artists who opposed these kinds of voices that dominated the press in
the Reagan era attempted to compete with and undercut their influence by entering media
environments and/or mimicking media’s strategies. Expressing those same views within the
white walls of a gallery would only reach a limited, like-minded group of people. Artists such as
Cindy Sherman, Sarah Charlesworth, Jack Goldstein, and Richard Prince all to some extent
incorporated references to advertising in their work, and artists like Jenny Holzer, Barbara
Kruger, and Colab—along with Haring—went even further by appropriating advertising and
public distribution strategies through posters or actions on the street. Haring’s work, by contrast
to these other eighties artists, is typically much less oblique, and his political work, especially, is
much more straight to the point and easy for any viewer to understand.
In another public work that engaged with a broad audience, Haring performed politically
charged segments for the video in Jenny Holzer’s Sign on a Truck in 1984, a project in which his
participation is frequently overlooked. 35 Holzer organized Sign on a Truck to provide a stage for
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several artists and the New York public to voice their opinions about the 1984 presidential
election. A looped video on a twelve-and-half-foot by eighteen-foot colored television traveled
around the city and included live camera interviews with pedestrians as well as short segments
by artists such as Ida Appelbroog, Leon Golub, and Claes Oldenburg. This collaboration echoes
the political and socially aware installations of Colab, of which Holzer participated and Haring
attended. The very first frame of the video shows Haring drawing, an action that thousands of
New Yorker’s would have already seen firsthand from his subway works.
In the truck’s video, most of the white participants interviewed support Reagan and his
policies, while the majority of black and Hispanic men and women speak against him, reflecting
the growing racial and class divisions in the eighties. Every so often an unidentified woman
appears and gives an audio invitation to come to the truck, wherever it was, at noon or five and
“say what you think,” emphasizing equal access in the election discussion and more generally,
reflecting the themes of open access and democratization prevalent in the downtown scene at that
time. Despite a few clips of Reagan supporters interviewed on the street, the segments produced
by the artists gave the video a distinct leftist bent, criticizing nuclear war policy and the
administration’s neglect of the environment, women, and the poor. Holzer’s characteristic word
phrases appear regularly, condemning Reagan, including, “ONE GUY SAYS THAT HE’S THE
STRONGEST BECAUSE HE HAS THE BIGGEST WEAPON,” referring to the nuclear arms
race, and “THESE ARGUMENTS WILL BLOW US TO BITS . . . WE ARE ALL BEING
HELD HOSTAGE BY A BUNCH OF GREEDY GUYS WHO ARE WORRIED ABOUT THE
SIZE OF THEIR WEAPONS . . . LOVE WAR? VOTE REAGAN. LOVE HUNGER? VOTE

Jenny Holzer is the only artist listed. See Marvin Heiferman, Lisa Phillips, and John Hanhardt, Image World: Art
and Media Culture (New York: Whitney Museum of Art, 1989).
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REAGAN.”
Haring appears five times in the video, every seven minutes or so, drawing while
accompanied by Fab 5 Freddy hip hop music and applause in the background. His inclusion acts
like a refrain or reset for the work, and offers an entertaining, eighties soundtrack to attract
bystanders. Yet his imagery in the video is cutting: he drew a smiling elephant labeled
“REAGAN 84,” stomping on humans, which he then crossed out to negate the Republican party
(figure 5). Another drawing shows a television with a dollar sign on its screen forcing its cable
through a crossed out figure’s head, brainwashing them to vote Republican (figure 6). One even
more disturbing image depicts a multi-armed, television-headed monster, with a dollar sign on
the screen and a nuclear atom on its chest, holding a cross and a warhead. The monster
sodomizes a figure while another figure shields his or her eyes, labeled overhead “Reagan”
(figure 7). The clarity of Haring’s simple anti-Reagan message is emphasized when compared to
some of the other artists’ more conceptual contributions to the video, such as one somewhat
confusing segment in which a cut-out puppet of Reagan’s face, against a blue sky, says, “let’s
say religion, everybody we have religion . . . let’s say baby, everybody we want a baby.”
Presumably, this was meant to critique the President’s pro-life stance and its appeal to
conservative Christians.
Sign on a Truck took on a format akin to network television in order to give a public
platform to artists, and to a lesser extent, New Yorkers, to express their views. Engaging with
contemporary politics and crowd participation, Holzer’s work also recalls Gordon Matta Clark’s
Graffiti Truck of 1973, in which he invited disenfranchised residents of the South Bronx to come
together and spray paint a truck. Matta-Clark believed that this interaction lessened the
alienation of modern housing in cities and also, provided a cathartic release for the community’s
193

political discontent. However, Graffiti Truck did not offer a platform to express the details of
their dissent: their emotions and opinions were abstracted into graffiti. Sign on a Truck,
however, involved a much broader public—giving their opinions through the film in real time
directly to a public audience—and had a scale that would have drawn much more attention. In
addition to his early street works, Haring absorbed this public activism as an effective strategy to
disseminate his other social and political opinions.

Protesting Reagan’s Nuclear War Build Up
Throughout his career, Haring did multiple works and activist actions against nuclear
power, an issue that he felt personally connected to having grown up next to the power plant in
Three Mile Island, Pennsylvania, which had a partial core meltdown in 1979 (figure 8). Its
meltdown triggered the first anti-nuclear power rally in Washington D.C. in 1979, in which
Haring and around 75,000-150,000 protesters attended—a significant moment at the start of the
movement. 36 As early as 1978, he wrote about nuclear war in his journal with selfpreoccupation: “living under the threat of possible destruction in the form of nuclear war, etc.,
the most important thing to me is the present.” 37 This comment reveals one possible driving
force behind Haring’s very intense work ethic: an underlying anxiety that the world and his life
could end in an instant, a pervasive nervousness also felt by many others at the time. Indeed, the
anti-nuclear movement peaked in the early to mid-eighties, when Haring was defining his style
and celebrity, and working intensely.
36
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Although anxiety over nuclear war and holocaust began after the atomic bombs were
dropped in Hiroshima and Nagasaki in the forties, waning in the seventies, public fear
heightened significantly during Reagan’s presidency. Even though the U.S. and the Soviet
Union (USSR) had been in détente for over a decade, Reagan believed that the USSR had been
ignoring agreements to cease arms production, although as researchers have shown, this was
based on a misinterpretation of statistics. 38 Former CIA analyst Macy Cox explains, “what
should have been cause for jubilation became the inspiration for misguided alarm.” 39 Reagan
was convinced that the Soviet Union was bent on nuclear aggression and arms superiority, and
although this was previously a minority stance, it became central to his foreign and military
policy. 40 Escalating Americans’ fear, Reagan called the global tensions between the U.S. and
Russia a potential for “nuclear Armageddon” and famously labeled the Soviet Union the “evil
empire.” 41 His obsession translated into an infamous increase in defense spending, often
referred to as the Second Cold War, a policy that proved to be largely unpopular with the
American public. 42 In response, he relaxed his stance and introduced programs like START
(Strategic Arms Reduction Talks) to reduce arms in the U.S. and Soviet Union, but the USSR
refused to participate. In the end, Reagan raised defense spending by at least 50% over the
course of his presidency, siphoning money from federal social programs and the lower classes to
private industries. 43
Robert Scheer, author of Enough Shovels: Reagan, Bush, and Nuclear War, performed
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several interviews with Reagan and his staff about their “obsess[ion] with a strategy of
confrontation—including nuclear brinksmanship” for the United States’ military and foreign
policies, mainly against the Soviet Union. 44 He found that much of their passionate belief in “the
rearming of America,” in Reagan’s terms, was based on inaccurate, biased, or misguided
information and runaway rhetoric by advisors. Thomas K. Jones, for example, appointed by
Reagan to a prominent Pentagon position, believed that the threat of nuclear war could be
mitigated by “enough shovels,” in that if individuals cover themselves with three to four feet of
dirt, they will magically be unharmed by nuclear radiation. 45 This culture of misinformation was
initially set into motion by George Bush Sr., who had become the head of the CIA in 1976.
Setting the stage for the Reagan administration’s foreign policy in the early eighties, Bush
completely altered the objectivity of the CIA by hiring a group of hawkish non-experts to
analyze intelligence, who drastically inflated the threat of nuclear war with the Soviet Union—a
threat that previously, the CIA did not recognize. 46 Former deputy director Ray S. Cline
criticized Bush explaining that the CIA’s previously responsible approach to the Soviet Union
had been “subverted,” by inviting, “a kangaroo court of outside critics all picked from one point
of view.” 47 Scheer characterizes Jones, Reagan, Bush, and others in his book as uninformed,
unqualified, and confused.
By the late seventies, groups across the United States began to form an anti-nuclear
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movement to oppose the “military-industrial complex,” as well as the growth of nuclear power
plants. As science historian Spencer Weart asserts, many of these individuals had a “general
disaffection with modern technology and the officials who controlled it,” distrusting those who
had the power to make careless decisions that might kill millions. 48 Through polls, it was found
that there was a line dividing conservatives, who supported the status quo, and liberals, who
wanted more government funding for social change and opposed governmental/institutional
control, greed, and corruption. 49 Although nuclear activists distrusted the power of
governmental and corporate institutions, they understood that they needed to mimic institutional
strategies and become a highly organized structure in order to compete on the same level. For
example, rather than remaining a grassroots or local operation, or relying solely on public
demonstrations or rallies, they completed ballot initiatives, educational outreach, courted media
attention and endorsements, and conducted fundraising, advertising, and lobbying efforts for
political support. 50 Kyle Harvey, in his book on nuclear activism from 1975-1990, described the
movement’s innovative activist model as, “operat[ing] successfully within the system” in order
to compete with those who had a vested interest in nuclear industries. 51 One important aspect of
that system was advertising and promotion, and so, activists learned the power of symbolism,
narrative, and imagery to shape public perceptions about nuclear issues.
In her discussion of the apocalyptic and religious themes in Haring’s work, Natalie
Phillips charts the use of nuclear imagery since World War II in popular films, such as The Day
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After (1983) and The Seventh Sign (1988), political and propaganda campaigns to influence
public opinion on nuclear war, and artist’s works and their relation to Haring’s inclusion of
nuclear imagery in his work. 52 She cites Weart who documents the evolution of nuclear imagery
in visual culture. According to Weart, nuclear symbols have come to represent an “entire bundle
of themes involving personal, social, and cosmic destruction and rebirth.” 53 Common ones, such
as the mushroom cloud and the atom, can be found in art since the mid-century. Most relevant to
Haring, the mushroom cloud was used by sixties Pop artists James Rosenquist and Andy Warhol
in their art. Phillips argues that, in comparison to Haring, their works tend to contextualize
nuclear symbols and images within popular or consumerist culture, downplaying its destructive
or political meanings. 54 Additionally, displayed in art spaces, their work addressed nuclear
issues without explicitly pursuing any direct activist actions.
After the relatively calm, détente period of the sixties and seventies, nuclear imagery in
the mass and popular media became much more cautionary and troubling in the eighties. 55 For
example, documentaries were created that increased public opposition to nuclear intensification
in the military and the growing number of power plants, including The China Syndrome (1979),
in which nuclear reactor operators seem irresponsibly “ready to kill at the slightest provocation,”
and the fictional film The Day After (1983), which explores the hypothetical aftermath of a
nuclear attack in the city of Lawrence, Kansas. 56 Outside mass culture, nuclear power plant
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meltdowns and incidents at Three Mile Island (1979), Bhopal, India (1984), and Chernobyl,
USSR (1986) intensified the reality and terror of nuclear accidents. 57 Studies show that in the
American press from the mid-seventies to the mid-eighties, antinuclear articles far outweighed
pronuclear ones: nuclear technology was “despised.” 58 Furthermore, Reagan continued to
exacerbate the public’s distress over nuclear war. The détente that began in 1969 with the
signing of the S.A.L.T. treaty had collapsed, diplomacy proved ineffective, and the Soviet Union
invaded Afghanistan in 1980. Polls found that by the early eighties fear of nuclear war was
prominent around the world. 59
Since Haring began drawing in the subway, he regularly included anti-nuclear power and
anti-nuclear war imagery in different media in his work, including images of the mushroom
cloud, dead figures, and the ringed atom, often in place of a figure’s head or causing adjacent
figures to radiate. Even though Haring knowingly produced his public work with an openendedness so the viewer could come to his or her own conclusions, the repetitive inclusion of
nuclear imagery as a negative force permeates his work as a relatively clear and consistent
message. The radiant baby itself, appearing thousands of times throughout his career, has been
interpreted as a reference to nuclear war and energy, a “radioactive” baby (figure 9). 60 Taking
on this negative connotation, the glowing baby is no longer just a shining beacon of life,
beginnings, or innocence, but simultaneously a symbol of the damaging effects nuclear
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technology can have on the human body. In fact, Haring regularly surrounds the objects and
figures in his work with radiating lines, which, like the radiant baby, could be read as nuclear
energy, movement, and/or excitement. Even towards the end of his career in 1988, Haring
continued his anti-nuclear endeavors. He visited Hiroshima and decided to make a poster to
raise money for the anti-nuclear organization, the International Shadows Project. The image
features two glowing, hybrid human-bird figures—a hyperbolic commentary on the effects of
radiation (figure 10). 61 After his experience at Hiroshima, Haring criticized Western leaders for
discussing the arms race, “as if they were playing with toys . . . in some safe European country,”
when he believed the gravity and potential devastation of nuclear decisions could only be
grasped in a city like Hiroshima. 62
Almost all of Haring’s nuclear motifs appear together in his first mass produced political
poster for the 1982 rally against nuclear war in Central Park (figure 8). He printed 20,000 copies
of this poster, at his own expense, and handed them out for free. 63 At the time, the rally was the
“largest political demonstration in American history,” and the “high point of the anti-nuclear
movement,” attracting 750,000 to a million protestors. 64 The black and white poster is divided
into two sections, with his radiant baby enveloped in a mushroom cloud on top, emanating from
a larger crossed out figure with a nuclear atom on its chest, accompanied by two figures with
glowing rods. In the semiotics of Haring’s image system, the X is always placed on or around
figures to evoke death, damage, and/or sickness, literally negating the subject matter. X’s
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surround the baby and angels, again representing a type of death or dystopia, and the negative
space is filled with squiggly lines, as if the entire scene is pulsing with energy and chaos.
Without text, the subject matter is direct and to the point, a quick and effective way to express an
anti-nuclear message in the context of a protest rally.
Some interpreted the giveaway as publicity for Haring—in much the same cynical view
of celebrity activism more generally—but it was more so to use his burgeoning celebrity and his
now famous radiating baby to publicize the cause itself. 65 The repetition of this image, 20,000
times over in poster form, undoubtedly promoted Haring’s aesthetic and strengthened his
reputation as an artist of widespread reach. But it also helped to visually unify those at the rally
and gave an appealing and accessible graphic to the event. 66 Covering the protest, one journalist
described Haring as a, “a public persona [who] functions as a mirror reflecting our secret
atavistic urges, fears and longings.” 67 Haring used his public platform and his highly
recognizable style to consolidate and then straightforwardly represent this pervading angst of
nuclear war. He then gave his poster to help protesters easily express their own anti-nuclear
position and unite with others who felt the same way. Indeed, in nuclear protest culture, as well
as many other movements discussed below, Haring’s images were widely accepted as symbols to
unify activists.
In several instances, Haring acted as the advertising arm of the anti-nuclear movement
and its institutions. He created a poster for the 1986 Great Peace March for Nuclear
Disarmament, an event that included hundreds of people who marched for nine months from Los
Angeles to Washington D.C. to advocate complete disarmament and an end to nuclear war. His
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poster consisted of green figures dancing up stairs and the phrase: “Something Big is Crossing
America, Peace,” advertising the event and a rally in New York City at the end of the march
(figure 11). Another poster designed by Haring for the United Nations Third Session on
Disarmament which convened in New York, entitled and labeled “Break Weapons, Not Spirits,”
shows a figure breaking a rod—symbolizing nuclear power, surrounded by an atom on one side
and a heart on the other (figure 12). It advertises another march for June 11, 1988 in New York
and San Francisco to “abolish nuclear weapons, to stop military intervention . . . and social
justice.” The image from Haring’s poster for the UN was also used by the Disarmament Times,
a publication by the Non-Governmental Organization (NGO) Committee on Disarmament, and
was adopted as the logo for the march itself. 68 Here, Haring’s anti-nuclear imagery proved to be
simple and graphic enough to compete with other professional advertising campaigns on a
national stage, a useful tool for many of the anti-nuclear activists who adopted corporate
strategies of organization and publicity.
Widespread nuclear anxiety was pervasive in the downtown art scene in New York in the
early eighties. Curator Phyllis Plous wrote in her catalog for Neo-York in 1984, that the scene
held a, “commonly shared nightmare of rage and protest against conditions in the nuclear arms
age . . .” 69 Haring’s anti-nuclear work was included in the exhibition, Disarming Images: Art for
Nuclear Disarmament, a group show in 1983 sponsored by the National Hospital Union and the
Physicians for Social Responsibility. These two organizations were active in a national
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campaign to avert nuclear attacks and funded multiple educational programs to inform the public
on its medical dangers, specifically radiation poisoning. The show opened at the Contemporary
Arts Center in Cincinnati and traveled around the United States to San Diego, Albany, Santa
Barbara, Las Vegas, Montana, Washington State, and New York until 1987, demonstrating the
topical nature of this issue in the decade. 70 The exhibition was a response to the “threat of
nuclear holocaust . . . shaping our perceptions of art.” 71 In addition to Haring, many well-known
artists from the downtown scene and New York participated, including Laurie Anderson, Robert
Arneson, John Baldessari, Red Grooms, Hans Haacke, Jenny Holzer, Barbara Kruger, Sherrie
Levine, Robert Longo, Robert Morris, Claes Oldenburg, Lady Pink, Adrian Piper, Robert
Rauschenberg, Laurie Simmons, Nancy Spero, Paul Thek, and William Wegman—a large group
of artists, listed in full here to demonstrate the depth of engagement.
Several of the artists in Disarming Images used the motif of the mushroom cloud as a
symbol of nuclear disaster, death, and chaos. Adrian Piper’s Portrait (1983) pairs a black and
white photograph of the mushroom cloud at Nagasaki with a text that describes the selfdestruction inherent in human nature. 72 Paul Thek’s black and white painting on newspaper
shows the aftermath of a nuclear explosion—a before and after image of the earth then blown to
“SMITHEREENS.” 73 Nancy Spero, Barbara Kruger, and Laurie Simmons all centralize the
mushroom cloud in their works. Spero’s painting, Christ and the Cloud (1984), figures Christ’s
bloody, but ascendant body, rising from the force of the bomb over bleeding figures on the
ground. 74 Kruger layered a massive black and white appropriated photograph of a mushroom
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cloud, with the text: “Your Manias become Science,” referring to the abuse of those in power
who have become obsessed and overly paranoid with nuclear war and the Soviet Union. 75
Simmons also used a black and white photograph of a mushroom cloud for Tourism: the Bikini
Atoll (1984), in front of which four dolls stand with their backs to the viewer. 76
Haring’s contribution to the show, Untitled (1984), is a dense composition of black and
white cartoonish figures, radiating lines, televisions, and mushroom clouds. 77 A large robot,
labeled 666, inside an earth-like semi-circle holds a missile in one hand and a money symbol in
the other. Two families watch the explosion on television in an underground bunker and on a
platform safely floating in the sky that are both sealed with the money symbol, suggesting that
those with wealth and means could protect themselves. On the surface of the earth, dead bodies
pile on top of each other, exuding poisonous radioactivity. A winged figure of death as well as a
large pointing hand of god, towards the right of the drawing, hover over a levitating, radiating
baby in a mushroom cloud, with an X on its face—the baby is poisoned too. Not surprisingly,
given Haring’s emphasis on graphic readability and his anti-nuclear activism, his work for the
exhibition is reproduced on the cover of the catalog (figure 13).
The anti-nuclear movement started to subside by the mid-eighties due to a number of
factors: new reactors stopped being built, Reagan was re-elected and gained a new popularity
(overshadowing the movement), and the movement itself was criticized for its lack of
organization and clarity. 78 By the end of the eighties, the Soviet bloc was dismantled and anti-
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nuclear protests ceased almost completely due to the easing of Cold War tensions. Some could
argue that Reagan’s fear mongering and defense budget had had an effect, or perhaps the efforts
of nuclear protests helped to sway international politics. For whatever reasons, this movement
faded to the background of history. If the problem had escalated rather than receded, perhaps
anti-nuclear activism would have been the issue of the eighties—but it was eclipsed by the AIDS
crisis. As Kenny Scharf explained, “In the 1980s everyone was afraid of the bomb; Reagan,
anxiety. In New York City, we thought we should have as much fun now because we will all
blow up! Let’s party hard! . . . Well, we didn’t blow up, but the AIDS bomb dropped instead.” 79

Gay Rights and AIDS Activism
Although Haring was a gay man, actively involved with many AIDS activist groups, and
had died from an AIDS related illness on February 16th, 1990, many historians of the eighties
have not associated him with AIDS activism or gay rights—possibly due to the resistance to his
celebrity activism. Since the beginning of his career, Haring operated in both the art world and
the public sphere to criticize oppression against gay men and women and to celebrate gay
sexuality, even remaining sex positive after he was diagnosed. 80 By 1986, once Haring had
become a public figure, he lent his personal story to the print media to put a face to gay rights
and to galvanize unity and action within the gay community. He came out publicly on the cover
of The Advocate on August 5, 1986 in one of his Pop Shop tank tops, standing in front of one of
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his murals posed as if he is literally “coming out” towards the viewer (figure 14). 81 The headline
reads, “Keith Haring Uncensored: Getting Graphic with Graffiti,” and below him, the sub-line,
“Supreme Injustice: The Judicial Rape of Gay America.” While Haring was openly gay in New
York, this marked the first time that he came out to his international fan base. As a celebrity,
publicizing his sexual identity in a decade fraught with homosexual discrimination and
mistreatment—exacerbated by irrational fear of the AIDS virus—helped humanize gay rights
and put a recognizable and publicly beloved face to the demographic.
Part of the reason this aspect of Haring has not been recognized fully stems from the
relative suppression of his more sexually explicit work in the United States in the eighties—a
large part of his oeuvre that the American popular press did not highlight. 82 In actuality, as soon
as Haring came to New York he unabashedly asserted his sexuality in many works, celebrating
gayness and his promiscuous sexual lifestyle. In 1978, for example, Haring created an entire
series of Penis Drawings, turning buildings into penises, and drew hundreds of penises into
obsessive, allover patterns on a variety of surfaces. At the School of Visual Arts, his work was
“completely phallic,” a way for Haring to assert his newfound sexuality and “forc[e] other
people to deal with it,” in a refusal to separate private from public. 83 In one painting from 1980,
for example, a crowd worships a radiating, erect penis poked through a glory hole—also evoking
the common culture and freedom of anonymous sex of which Haring partook (figure 15). 84
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Poet John Giorno described Haring’s art as, “heroic in having gay content . . . He used
dick apropos of nothing. He used gay content when we all [knew] that being a gay artist is the
kiss of death. What arose in his life, he used in his art.” 85 In doing so, he helped usher in a new
era in which artists could be openly gay in their work, compared to the more closeted gay
references in the work of Warhol, Jasper Johns, and Robert Rauschenberg in previous decades. 86
Only a few other artists, such as David Wojnarowicz and Robert Mapplethorpe, were as
explicitly sexual in their work at that time. According to curator Bruce Kurtz, the amount of
sexually themed work by Haring was “unprecedented in American art,” and within it, he made
several statements critiquing homophobia—even before the AIDS crisis. 87
In addition to the criticism of the Pope and religion in Haring’s early collages and
drawings, he repeatedly denigrated the Catholic Church for its hypocrisy, as well as its political
and materialistic corruption, and moral deceit—especially in its treatment of gay people—in his
work. From his early education as a “Jesus freak,” described in chapter one, he had learned to
mistrust religious institutions and their tendency to distort the bible for financial, political, or
social gain. Haring felt that Catholic art, specifically, was hypocritically “homoerotic” and the
Vatican’s wealth was “stolen in the name of God.” 88 Similar to his frequent anti-nuclear
iconography of mushroom clouds and radiant figures, he repeatedly drew crosses and the radiant
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baby as Christ paired with money symbols, images of oppression or violence, and disfiguration
to suggest how Catholicism perverted Christianity (figures 16-17). He also made an early series
of works investigating the words: “art,” “boy,” and “sin,” such as the video work ART BOY SIN
(1979), which shows Haring on screen obsessively repeating “art,” “boy,” and “sin.” Like a
ritual, it is as if Haring was trying to reconcile his own burgeoning sexuality with the church’s
hostility towards it, until the words become meaningless. He connects “boy” with “sin,” but then
combines them with “art,” the outlet that helped him discount the church’s social stigma. In the
same way, Haring also recited and repeated religious fliers he had found in the streets for Club
57 performances, which included phrases like, “God hates homo mortal sin. Its filthy.” These
works essentially helped him empty the oppressive meaning of these words as he embraced the
sexually liberating downtown culture. Even when this community collapsed, in part because of
the spread of AIDS, Haring kept openly pro-homosexual references in his work. At the start of
the eighties, he pushed back against the prevalent moralistic attitude of the conservative decade.
Once the onset of AIDS doubly demonized gay sex, his continuation of sex positive themes into
the mid and late eighties took on significantly more radically political meaning.
The AIDS crisis began to manifest itself in New York City in the early eighties and was
often referred to as “the gay plague” as it initially seemed to exclusively effect homosexual
men. 89 The flourishing (often unprotected) sexual opportunities at bath houses, clubs, and
parties—a culture frequented by and openly discussed by Haring—represented an expression of
newly found sexual freedom, especially for gay men, but unintentionally helped spread the
disease to thousands. The New York Times first reported on the issue in 1981 with the headline
“Rare Cancer Seen in 41 Homosexuals,” already conflating the disease—inaccurately—with
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male gayness. The article reported the limited knowledge of the disease and perpetuated
erroneous speculation, i.e. it emphasized the rarity of the virus, “only two cases in two million,”
and defined its risk groups as homosexual, drug users, and/or those already infected with other
sexually transmitted diseases. 90 Misperceptions such as these ultimately spread the disease even
more so to those who were not educated in prevention or did not think they could contract the
disease—such as heterosexuals, women, and non-drug users, and codified the disease from its
inception as a social and political issue, rife with assumptions, cultural constructions, and
dubious political maneuvering. By 1984, over five thousand cases of AIDS were reported in the
U.S., half of which led to death, and many considered a diagnosis of the “gay cancer” or the “gay
plague” to be a death sentence. 91
In AIDS and Its Metaphors (1989), Susan Sontag described the metaphorical language
created by the press and politicians to discuss AIDS, transforming it into a cultural construction
used to attack those infected and not the disease itself. She explained, for example, the impetus
for those with AIDS to refuse the designation of “victim,” as, “Victims suggest innocence. And
innocence, by the inexorable logic that governs all relational terms, suggest guilt.” 92 AIDS
activists preferred the designation, “Person With AIDS,” or PWA, in order to avoid
stigmatization and redirect blame away from the person infected. In the beginning of her book,
Sontag charted the cultural reception of diseases more generally in society and the social and
political productions of meaning that became metaphors and myths that can “kill.” 93 She used
her own personal struggle with cancer, and explained how its original unfounded stigmas
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lessened as more research, cures, and understanding were established. With a plethora of
misinformation and panic in the early eighties, AIDS had a similar initial reception: irrationally
associated with evil. 94 AIDS was often framed by the religious right as a tragedy, or a
punishment, brought on by oneself through sexual excess and indulgence. 95 Because of this,
those with AIDS were ignored and ostracized for living outside “moral norms,” resulting in
hundreds of individuals dying daily.
Medication remained obscenely expensive and limited, characterized by activists as a
purely profit oriented business. Drug trials excluded women and minorities and funding for and
regulation on medical research and pharmaceutical companies was woefully slow given the fast
pace of the deadly disease. In addition, insurance agencies increasingly refused coverage to
those who were infected and regularly discriminated against homosexual applicants. These
agencies were following the government’s lead: Ronald Reagan famously did not mention the
word AIDS until a speech in 1987, asking the Department of Health and Human Services to
finally “determine as soon as possible the extent to which the AIDS virus has penetrated our
society.” 96 At that point, 25,644 had passed away because of the government’s inaction.
Senator Jesse Helms led the fight in the senate against government funding of AIDS
research because it was in his words, gay men’s “deliberate, disgusting, revolting conduct” that
was responsible for the disease. 97 He infamously asserted that those who were infected should
be quarantined and also spoke against public funds for artwork that dealt with AIDS, concerned
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that it might promote homosexuality. 98 His “Helm Amendment,” attached to the Supplemental
Appropriations Act, prohibited those who were HIV positive from entering the United States and
prevented federal funding of any AIDS educational materials. 99 From Helm’s standpoint, he
would rather AIDS educational materials be non-offensive to mainstream, religious values than
effectively target those who were most at risk. 100 The amendment revealed a larger unease on
the part of conservative political forces, who resisted the languages and vocabularies of gay men
and drug-users, banning effective education and adequate responses to those who actually
needed it. 101 Ignoring the real political issues and emphasizing prevention rather than treatment,
Public Service Advertising instead utilized moralism and guilt as a way to prevent the spread of
AIDS, rather than addressing the realities of sexual behavior. 102 More effective advertising was
disseminated by AIDS activist organizations—i.e. one advertisement by the Cascade AIDS
project captioned, “dressed for the occasion,” showed a man wearing a condom on his erect
penis, emphasizing frank, safe sexuality. 103 Similar to Haring’s understanding of the relevance
of the consumerism and populism in the eighties, AIDS activists—many of which had friends
dying or where dying themselves—knew that the high stakes battle for AIDS education,
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prevention, and perceptions was in the public sphere.
In addition to politics, the rise of the religious right and the Moral Majority, headed by
Jerry Falwell, characterized the disease as punishment for homosexual’s “sinful” lifestyles. The
Moral Majority, it could be argued, even used AIDS as ways to resuscitate and consolidate the
right, maintaining their “majority” after the backlash of the sixties by feeding off rising
homophobic and religious sentiments. 104 To provide just one of Falwell’s homophobic quotes
among many: “AIDS is a lethal judgment of God on the sin of homosexuality and it is also the
judgment of God on America for endorsing this vulgar, perverted, and reprobate lifestyle.” 105
This stigma became a platform for the Republican Party, summarized by Patrick Buchanan,
assistant to Reagan, who stated in 1983, “The poor homosexuals . . . have declared war upon
nature, and now nature is exacting an awful retribution.” 106 Reacting to this inflammatory
rhetoric, a small group of AIDS activists, including Haring, actually believed that the disease
might have started as a government conspiracy to eliminate drug users and homosexuals. He
wrote, “They have laboratories for germ warfare. They could have done it. The original targets
were just homosexual men and IV drug users. Perfect people to wipe out.” 107
In the next administration, George Bush Sr. stated during his presidential campaign,
“Testing is more cost-effective than treatment,” a policy that would basically segregate those
who were infected and allow them to die. 108 Mandatory testing with its questionable privacy
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assurances caused an outcry by AIDS activists, as it could easily lead to discrimination and could
therefore discourage testing in the first place. 109 Overall, the disease was inaccurately
characterized as only a “gay disease,” and to these religiously conservative political figures, gay
men were not worth saving, rather, they deserved to be punished for their “perverted” lifestyle
“choices.” Due to their homophobia rhetoric—constructing this AIDS metaphor as described by
Sontag, most initial political, educational, and scientific initiatives regarding the virus were
shaped by fear and prejudice rather than compassion or support for those affected. 110 This
overall ignorance and failure to act proliferated misinformation, generated homophobia, and
allowed the disease to become an international disaster.
Haring understood the stigma surrounding HIV and AIDS, hesitating at first to tell the
world about his HIV positive status (diagnosed in 1988), afraid that he would no longer be
allowed to work with and educate children—one of his favorite philanthropic past times. He
said, “AIDS has made it even harder for people to accept [gays working with children], because
homosexuality has been made to be synonymous with death. It’s a justifiable fright with people
that are just totally uninformed and therefore ignorant.” 111 Haring also postponed announcing
his status because he did not want the press to somehow twist it to make it “sound like the Moral
Majority was right.” 112 When Haring did reveal his diagnosis to the public, he did so in an
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interview with Rolling Stone in 1989. 113 In line with his spokesperson brand of activism, Haring
became the face of the disease for millions of people. 114
In addition to his public presence, Haring created several advertising-like images related
to safe sex and AIDS awareness and prevention, all reproduced on posters, postcards, t-shirts,
stickers, and condom holders. Some of these images came out of commissions from pro-gay
organizations, such as a logo he designed for the 1986 New York Gay Pride Parade and the
AIDS Benefit, which he then reproduced and distributed on postcards, buttons, and t-shirts
(figure 18). In the logo, two same-sex couples dance, linked by their gender-symbol heads. This
logo was also used by the Keith Haring Foundation after Haring’s death in 1990 as an
advertisement for the Pop Shop, but was overlaid with the word PRIDE!, transforming it into a
symbol of gay pride. 115 Haring also designed an image advertising the AIDS hotline, sponsored
by the New York Department of Health, in which his happy figures hold up a phone with the
invitation “TALK TO US,” in an effort to make the hotline seem approachable and friendly
(figure 19). Just as Haring’s imagery proliferated in political agitation for nuclear disarmament,
his accessible imagery became commonplace for AIDS causes.
Haring’s involvement with AIDS activism went beyond New York to a national level,
targeting “at risk” communities, especially youth. He designed the cover of a college campus
pamphlet produced by the Public Agenda Foundation to educate students on AIDS treatment,
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prevention, and politics (figures 20-21). 116 Two asexual figures pierce each other’s heads and
stomachs with their arms, evoking sexual penetration and the transmission of sexual diseases.
Made in an effort to counter AIDS misinformation, these pamphlets were reproduced by the
thousands and distributed nationally in conjunction with CNN’s special telecast, “Sex on
Campus.” This image was also used for the cover of a student publication, The Yale Vernacular,
in which Yale University students interviewed Haring about his life, work, and the AIDS crisis—
again capitalizing on his celebrity to speak to a broad, if elite constituency. 117 Haring also
designed the cover of a guide to safe sex for teens and a cover for the youth magazine Scholastic
in 1987 for teenage AIDS education (figure 22-23). In black and white, he stacked figures on
top of each other like cheerleaders, providing support for one another with the headline, “AIDS:
working together to meet the crisis.” 118 In an era in which AIDS education was banned, limited,
or inaccurate—largely due to homophobia, Haring’s designs addressed the issues with an
approachable, positive attitude, while still disseminating realistic information and advice.
Students were an incredibly important audience for AIDS education since they would inherit the
mismanagement of the epidemic, and so would have the power to help prevent its spread in the
future through responsible sex habits. He said, “Teachers everywhere ask me for safe-sex
stickers,” one giveaway that he designed. 119
Haring was not the only artist of the eighties to invent AIDS iconography in his art, but
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he was one of the first to mass produce it on posters and merchandise. He anthropomorphized
AIDS regularly as a snake, a monster, or “devil sperm,” and created scissors out of bodies,
working together to gash the disease. 120 This “devil sperm” motif shows up frequently in
Haring’s gallery work by the end of the eighties, including his Apocalypse series, made in
collaboration with William Burroughs. In more public examples, Haring used some of these
motifs, like the snake being cut by body-scissors, in a poster for an AIDS fundraiser, which was
then reproduced onto t-shirts, buttons, and even a blimp (figures 24-25). 121 Like Haring’s
radiant baby, these figures became ubiquitous through repetition in different media, and therefore
helped raise awareness about AIDS and rally public support to force the government to act.
Haring’s cast of characters may have simplified a deadly and serious disease into cartoons—
acting almost like euphemisms—but they also made a stigmatized disease easier to talk about.
The opposing messages of the menacing snake and images of bodies working together to
destroy it also figured prominently in his first public AIDS mural, painted to target a notorious
drug and prostitution neighborhood in El Raval, Barcelona in 1989. Titled Together We Can
Stop AIDS, the mural evokes pain, suffering, and hope (figure 26). 122 The long, horizontal red
design is unified by a long snake that winds around a syringe, human scissors, and a pregnant
dead figure surrounded by X’s. The snake chases animated figures towards the left, with
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destruction in its wake, but, despite the carnage, two figures embrace within it. To the right of
the snake, Haring included his image of the crossed out hear no evil, speak no evil, see no evil
figures discussed below, and ends with the title surrounded by happy, dancing, and radiating
figures holding hands. While Haring painted, the press showed up to photograph his progress,
spreading the image and its message beyond the neighborhood on television and in newspapers.
Like a permanent, site specific billboard, the mural was “an attempt to reach out to the people
who actually live there and are affected by it every day,” rather than displaying the work within
an art institution to a limited, more privileged audience. 123
Haring painted two other public murals that took on AIDS and gay sexuality as their
subject matter in New York City. One originally on FDR drive and Houston street, no longer
extant, pictured figures drowning in pools of blood filled by dripping dollar bills (figure 27). To
the right, huge capital letters screamed, DON’T BELIEVE THE HYPE, SAFE SEX! OR NO
SEX!, encouraging criticality on misleading AIDS coverage and propaganda, with a massive
figure dropping coins into a pile. Here, unambiguously, Haring referenced popular hip hop
music, Public Enemy’s Don’t Believe the Hype, in order to target a broad, urban audience.
Contextualized within Haring’s images of blood and money, it presents a message of financial
corruption—those with money are controlling the narrative, so think critically.
In 1989, Haring painted another large mural in a bathroom at the The Lesbian, Gay,
Bisexual and Transgender Community Center (LGBTCC)—in this instance he targeted an even
more specific demographic (figure 28). Covering all four walls, Once Upon a Time,
nostalgically harkens back to the sexual liberation of the late seventies and early eighties and
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because of its slightly more private context, Haring did not hold back on any of his homoerotic
imagery. 124 Through a massive orgy of interlocking bodies, penises, testicles, and sexual acts,
the work exudes happiness and spontaneity. At the time, aware he was dying from an AIDS
related illness, as would many other LGBTCC patients who could have seen this mural, the work
does not project regret. It was a populist call-to-action: a collective effort that required love, not
intolerance and ignorance, to overcome it.
By 1986, Haring’s merchandise, especially, emphasized safe sex. Two images that he
mass produced for sale in the Pop Shop include a happy penis figure and two male figures with
crossed out faces giving each other hand jobs underneath the banner “safe sex”—safe because
they are not exchanging fluids (figures 29-30). 125 The happy penis figure is anthropomorphized
with legs and arms, neutralizing its stigmatized sexuality, pointing one finger up towards the allcapitalized, exclamation SAFE SEX! His other hand holds a condom. Like Haring’s other
designs, the cartoonish style is straightforward and approachable, a strategy used to counteract
the taboo nature of the disease while also addressing the seriousness of the problem. This image
appeared on all his usual merchandise and also adorned a condom holder box sold at his shop, an
accessory to ensure protection was with someone at all times (figure 31). In a similar vein,
Haring invented the character Debbie Dick in the mid-eighties, a large erect and veiny penis with
a face and a blond wig, who also promoted safe sex. Reproduced onto posters, buttons, and tshirts, Debbie Dick was a way to endorse condoms with “a sense of humor” and meant to alert
youth to safe sex (figure 32). 126 The idea was to promote wearing a condom to the point that it
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could become commonplace, and maybe even hip and fun—rather than laced with fear. Adept at
creating iconography that was then easily diffused through his merchandise, Haring’s “one-man
safe sex campaign” infiltrated everyday life to work against negative and inaccurate
information. 127
Haring’s individual contributions were just one small part of a massive mobilization of
AIDS activism during the eighties, generated initially mainly in New York. Many other artists
and activist groups worked to educate those affected and the public at large about safe sex,
counteract the cultural stereotypes of AIDS, and inspire action. Like Haring, several
implemented these goals in the same spaces that they were being perpetuated, such as in the
mass media and in the streets. Due to the dramatic and sudden impact of AIDS in New York, the
city with the most reported cases of AIDS in the world, its arts community, especially, rallied to
an unprecedented degree in what was quite literally a fight for survival. Artists often joined
larger activist groups to offer effective visual tactics or expertise, including art as resource,
propaganda, and mass communicator. Several activist groups formed such as ACT UP, Group
Material, Gran Fury, Damned Interfering Video Activist TV (DIVA TV), People with AIDS
Coalition (PWAC, 1985), and Gay and Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation (GLAAD, 1986).
The most widely known AIDS activist group, ACT UP, in which Haring was involved,
was founded in 1987. Scholar Tommaso Speretta describes it as, a “diverse, nonpartisan group
united in anger and committed to direct action to end the AIDS crisis.” 128 Although it was a
national group, its activities were centered mainly in New York. Their well-known slogan
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SILENCE = DEATH stressed the repression and crisis felt by thousands of individuals: without
speaking up and raising awareness, many more would die. The slogan, “looked like a corporate
logo, like some institution was speaking . . . It’s the appropriation of the voice of authority. Like
a trick.” 129 This strategy was used by several artists in the eighties, including Haring:
appropriate the dominant system and its attributes and then subvert the system from within. The
slogan was even lit up on the Times Square Spectacolor board, a format that Haring was amongst
the first to utilize for his artwork. ACT UP’s slogan was regularly paired with a pink triangle,
the Nazi symbol to identify and quarantine homosexuals, and was widely worn by protesters and
supporters on t-shirts, buttons, hats, and stickers and distributed en masse on posters, pamphlets,
and postcards. In fact, the sale of this merchandise (including one with a Haring design) was one
of ACT UP’s first sources of fundraising. 130 Like the identification garnered by Haring’s
merchandise, the simplified image of the slogan united a community and encouraged
engagement, identification, and participation.
ACT UP had a very aggressive strategy of public disruption to educate thousands about
the disease, its treatments, and the misinformation by the government and the press. 131 The
value of subsequent media coverage of their events (the more performative and visual, the better
the news story) significantly expanded the reach of their simple and memorable approach. In
contrast to activist groups of the sixties, ACT UP distinguished itself with its relative acceptance
of mainstream advertising techniques and corporate communication strategies to spread their
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messages. Their goals were forthright: they aimed to make treatment more available, educate the
public that the disease is not a “gay” disease or passed through casual contact, pressure
government officials to take action and fund medical research, and empower and humanize those
who were infected to not be seen as victims. They emphasized that the disease could infect
anyone, regardless of sexual orientation or demographic. At every rally, demonstration, or
gathering, targeted towards central power structures that had mishandled the disaster, thousands
of pamphlets with bulleted and well-researched facts were handed out to onlookers and to the
press for easy talking points. 132 The organization also raised awareness by repeating various
graphic images on buttons, stickers, t-shirts, and posters on walls or held while marching. Their
images, culled from a variety of individual artists and art collectives, inverted media
representations of political and religious figures, drug companies, and PWAs, and took on
homophobia, racism, and sexism—all obstacles in the fight against AIDS. 133
The artist collective Gran Fury has been widely documented as ACT UP’s main artistic
arm, creating many graphic designs for signage, posters, and merchandise for the organization
beginning in 1988. One member of Gran Fury wrote that, “I’d say that all of us are interested in
creating art work—or propaganda—that addresses the AIDS crisis and that will be seen by
different parts of the public . . . It would provoke them, cause a reaction, make them think, and
hopefully educate them.” 134 Like Haring, Gran Fury coupled their public strategies with
exhibitions of their work within arts institutions, such as the New Museum. Gran Fury blurred
the lines between advertising, graphic design, and art, creating challenging and provocative
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images that could find legitimization and documentation in both art historical discourse and the
press. Many of its members had worked in advertising or graphic design, but understood the
advantages, legitimacy, and funds that an art platform could also provide.
One of their most famous images is their 1989 outdoor bus poster that ran in New York
City of same-sex couples kissing with the tagline, “Kissing doesn’t kill: Greed and Indifference
Do.” 135 Because of the fear fueled by the rampant misinformation by political and religious
figures, PWAs were ostracized, fired from jobs, refused from public places like pools, and
rejected by health insurance companies. AIDS is not transmitted by touching or kissing, but this
fact was commonly misunderstood or misreported, adding to the general stigma of those with
AIDS. Like Haring’s street work and merchandise, a bus poster could infiltrate the public space
of the city in order to counter-act commonly held beliefs. Gran Fury also created hand-outs that
mimicked the distribution of print media, both in terms of graphic aesthetic and physical
dispersal. One important project, The New York Crimes, appropriated the look of The New York
Times, but included stories of corrupt political figures and their AIDS incompetence, Gran Fury
graphics, and stories by PWAs—a piece of ephemera that Haring kept, still in his Foundation’s
archives. 136 In addition, following in the footsteps of Haring’s merchandising initiatives, most
Gran Fury designs were systematically made into t-shirts, posters, buttons, postcards, and
stickers. This merchandise was not created to make a profit and any proceeds were usually put
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back into funding their “chronically impoverished organization.” 137
Like Haring’s cartoon style, the simple graphics on ACT UP’s merchandise attracted
interest, which also gave the movement a more professional and outwardly legitimate look and
helped to bring together its members mentally and visibly. These strategies, in addition to their
public disruptions, which attracted media coverage, amounted to a national campaign to combat
AIDS. ACT UP details their approach in one of their internal reports:
Guerilla information is the seizure of the voice of authority. It is speaking to the beast in
its own language. Intervention into public dialogue is one of the methods of controlling
the public debate in this country. It is a tactic used by the powers that be. We need to
use it too . . . That is why we “advertise” our political ideas, why we choose public spaces
to project them. The seductiveness of a well turned phrase or good graphics can speak in
some culturally generic way . . . imposing the “look” of authority. 138
Haring is rarely associated with ACT UP by historians, although he was involved with
several of the organization’s projects and demonstrations. After a friend brought Haring to an
ACT UP meeting in 1989, he participated in their march at “Target City Hall,” a kiss-in at St.
Vincent’s Hospital, and a march against Saint Patrick’s. In one photograph, he is shown
marching in another demonstration holding an ACT UP poster criticizing Ed Koch for his
inaction by appropriating Koch’s campaign slogan: “10,000 New York City AIDS deaths.
How’m I DOIN?” (figures 33-34). 139 Haring was also photographed by a Japanese magazine
wearing an ACT UP sweatshirt, showing a sense of identification with the movement and a
willingness to promote it in his celebrity spotlight. Even the Rolling Stone interview in which
Haring revealed his HIV status was done on behalf of ACT UP. ACT UP fundraising committee
member Peter Staley said that as soon as Haring starting to come to meetings, they wanted him
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to be a “public person with AIDS,” and asked him to come out to the press. Staley said, “I’m
sure he took shit for it. It cost him a lot of privacy.” 140
To ACT UP itself, Haring contributed t-shirt and poster designs, items for benefit
auctions, a direct-mail fundraising letter, and several cash donations. Altogether, Haring’s
fundraising added up to a full third of ACT UP’s budget in 1989. 141 Along with Wojnarowicz,
he was also one of two individuals featured on the packaged case of the documentary, Silence =
Death (figure 35). 142 Haring incorporated ACT UP’s slogan into his first design for them in
1988, reproduced on posters, postcards, and t-shirts. Here, he illustrated the seventeenth century
proverb, “see no evil, hear no evil, speak no evil,” mentioned above, coupled with the words
SILENCE = DEATH. He also adds, “IGNORANCE = FEAR,” responding to the overall panic
over AIDS due to misinformation and lack of education (figure 36). Haring originally designed
this image for a billboard in the Art Against AIDS “On the Road” exhibition in San Francisco,
which originally read: “AIDS: GET THE FACTS . . . UNDERSTAND IT. PREVENT IT”
(figure 37). 143 The billboard exhibit was sponsored by AMFAR, an organization established in
1985 by Elizabeth Taylor that raised millions for AIDS education, prevention, and research—
another celebrity activist project. 144 Haring used the image from this billboard as the print for
ACT UP the same year, changing the three half-figures to full sized, dancing bodies and paid to
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print 20,000 posters himself. 145 The figures look simple and celebratory, but juxtaposed with the
text, along with the metaphor to ignore the “evil” that is AIDS, the image takes on a cautionary
tone. Originally for a billboard, a format familiar to Haring’s Pop Shop billboards on Houston
street or his work on the Spectacolor Billboard, this image could be read quickly, clearly, and
seen by many. This vitality and effectiveness could then be reproduced on t-shirts, buttons,
prints, and posters to repeatedly infiltrate the public sphere and inspire change and action.
Haring also used his clout and financial success as a celebrity artist to fundraise for ACT
UP and AIDS. He appropriated the triangle from ACT UP’s slogan, blew it up, and created a
silkscreen, which was reproduced in a number of iterations, including a print to benefit the Arts
Outreach Fund for AIDS (figure 38). 146 He also participated in ACT UP’s 1990 Auction for
Action by donating his sculpture Totem, which sold for $70,000 and was one of the biggest
fundraising successes in ACT UP’s history. In the most personal contribution Haring made to
ACT UP in the last few months of his life, Haring wrote a fund-raising letter for the organization
that also raised $70,000. 147 The letter is important to better understand his feelings towards the
AIDS activist movement and his level of involvement. The envelop has a cropped version of his
‘hear no evil’ image, and inside, the five-page letter speaks to the reader on a personal level, with
accessible writing, bullet points, underlined phrases, and short sentences. The letter reads like a
testimonial, as if Haring is talking directly to the reader about his story, a detailed history of
ACT UP, its demonstrations and its accomplishments, and urging the reader to act. 148 He
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defends ACT UP’s civil disobedience: “I think it’s appalling that American citizens must go to
the streets and get arrested to get their government to do what it ought to do anyways . . . the
bottom line is: ACT UP’s demonstrations work.” 149 He urges the reader to “go get your
checkbook right this minute and write out the most generous life-promoting and life-saving
check you can afford,” and to come to a meeting—“I’ll probably see you there.” 150
In a postscript within the letter, Haring self-consciously addresses the potential for
misguided perceptions about his role: “My worst fear about this direct mail fundraising project is
that people might think this is just a direct mail letter signed by a ‘celebrity’ who is simply
endorsing a group, but isn’t really involved. That is not the case. I go to ACT UP weekly
meetings, I go to demonstrations, I’ve given money and art repeatedly and I truly believe every
word I’ve written here.” Again, Haring acknowledged the resistance to his type of activism and
the assumption that he, a celebrity activist, is looking solely for exposure. The letter also
testifies to Haring’s commitment to ACT UP, acknowledged by Group Material, who included
it—along with a Pop Shop bag—in their 1990 AIDS Timeline, a project meant to document the
history of AIDS activism. 151
Beyond these specific ACT UP projects by Haring, his well-established use of
merchandising, commercial strategies, and outdoor and print media, most likely influenced ACT
UP’s own use of mass produced merchandise and their creation of memorable logo-like imagery
to unite the cause. ACT UP was known to appropriate ideas from the art’s community and the
downtown scene, from artists such as from Barbara Kruger and Jenny Holzer, but Haring’s
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influence and the production of multiples and merchandise in the downtown scene has not been
cited. 152 Instead, ACT UP is largely credited with the innovation of mass produced, professional
posters and paraphernalia in the service of activism, which evolved out of the “all-night posterpainting parties.” 153 As this dissertation proves, however, Haring had already begun massproducing his art and his social concerns by the mid-eighties, before the official founding of
ACT UP in 1987, and so, both his merchandise and street art were important, ubiquitous
precedents, providing strategic models that could be used to mobilize the public and spread
information.
Haring’s key role as a merchandizing messenger has been largely sidelined, if obvious at
the time, by subsequent histories of AIDS activism. Indeed, I would argue that the author of the
standard text on AIDS activism, Douglas Crimp, former October editor and ACT UP member,
deliberately wrote Haring out of this history. Written in 1990, Crimp’s book, AIDS
Demographics, positioned ACT UP as central to the AIDS movement. 154 Since Crimp is the
most prominent authority on ACT UP, Haring’s absence in his book has undoubtedly impeded
his inclusion in any other histories thereafter. 155 In 1987, Crimp famously called on artists in a
special issue of October, titled “AIDS Cultural Analysis/ Cultural Activism,” to make public
artwork in order to raise awareness of the AIDS crisis to a broader audience, a lesson Haring had
already understood and utilized on a variety of issues before AIDS. 156 As AIDS decimated
creative communities in New York City, Crimp questioned the effectiveness of showing
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politically charged artworks in art galleries, where the intended message would ultimately be
neutralized and isolated from a significant amount of people. 157 Driven by a sense of immediate
urgency, he argued artists should instead create compressed social messages and visuals that
could be effective on the street, on television, and in press photographs. 158 Bill Olander, Senior
Curator at the New Museum reiterated Crimp’s sentiment: “AIDS activism is not to be found on
the walls of an art gallery. AIDS is too public to be contained within the private sector . . . AIDS
activism must be equally public in order to fight AIDS, to end discrimination, to promote
research, to provide care, and to find a cure for AIDS.” 159 Many in the arts community were
directly affected by the AIDS crisis, but segregating art within gallery walls preached to the
converted and did not reach those whose opinions had yet to be formed. The call to action for
public work, according to Crimp, was accomplished most effectively by Gran Fury and ACT UP,
to him, premier models of the combination of activism, art, and advertising.
Crimp’s book rightfully sheds light on the profoundly significant and innovative
contributions of ACT UP and Gran Fury, subsequently securing them a place in art history. 160
But AIDS Demographics failed to consider, or even mention, the relationship the movement had
with Haring. Instead, Crimp favored anonymous, non-celebrity based activism—as have many
others—and omitted the actions of celebrities like Haring. Other lesser known artists, however,
were given individual credit such as Donald Moffett, Ken Woodard, Vincent Gagliostro, and
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Richard Deagle. In addition, Crimp largely left out the influence of the downtown scene, in
which several artists had experimented with street-level communication, as well as the
production of multiples and merchandise. Well before Crimp’s book and ACT UP’s public work
and merchandising, these experiences constituted already existing and in-action artistic
approaches to alternative distribution and activist issues in New York. Even as early as 1981,
when referring to political action more generally, the downtown artist collective Group Material
expressed their opinion that, “Art can have the most political content and right-on form, but the
stuff just hangs there silent unless its means of distribution makes political sense as well.” 161 In
addition, Barbara Kruger, Wojnarowicz, artists from Colab, and others from the downtown scene
started using the streets as their canvas in the early eighties, displaying politically charged works
that cut through the clutter of the city’s outdoor environment. Amongst these artists, Haring had
cultivated his public effectiveness the best—through the ubiquity of his stock pictographs—and
then applied this to a range of activist endeavors.
Even if Haring’s involvement with ACT UP was known, his status as a celebrity artist
most likely accounts for his absence in this history. Again, most eighties AIDS historians, like
Crimp, have emphasized AIDS activist collectives in an effort to prioritize the disease rather than
any one individual or spokesperson. A comparison with the work and reception of David
Wojnarowicz is instructive. Wojnarowicz’s involvement with ACT UP is also omitted from
AIDS Demographics, but his work and activism has been cited more often than Haring in other
accounts because of its deeper, angrier, and edgier approach to AIDS. 162 The historic reception
161
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(Durham: Duke University Press, 2013) 126-146. Doyle’s book discusses contemporary artistic responses to trauma
and emotion, privileging works that are unsettling, depressing, or upsetting—and above all, difficult. She writes
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of Wojnarowicz’s versus Haring’s activism proves to be an interesting comparison, as their
careers followed almost identical paths, differing essentially only in tone and popular acclaim.
Both were involved in the downtown East Village art scene of the early eighties, worked together
as busboys in the night club, Danceteria, and Haring even invited Wojnarowicz to contribute
works to a couple of his early shows at Club 57 (the “Erotic Show” 1981) and the Mudd Club
(“The Lower Manhattan Drawing Show” 1981). 163 Both artists contracted and died of AIDS,
and chronicled the experience of their career, their lives, and their own mortalities in personal
journals. Wojnarowicz’s friends recall that he was once obsessed with Haring and his chalk
drawings, but had felt slighted and excluded by Haring and his circle. 164
Like Haring, Wojnarowicz produced several artworks and writings on AIDS and attended
ACT UP meetings, and contributed a print to be sold and used for posters in 1990 by the
organization. 165 He also appeared alongside Haring on the box for the Silence = Death film by
Rosa van Praunheim in 1989 mentioned above—which marks the moment that Wojnarowicz

about AIDS art by Ron Athey and Wojnarowicz, even framing Wojnarowicz’s work around her conclusion. Her
parameters automatically exclude artists like Haring, who responded to depression and trauma in a very different,
more populist way.
163
Also like Haring, Wojnarowicz did several outdoor works on the streets, and was also generally not
concerned about making money. Cynthia Carr, Fire in the Belly: The Life and Times of David Wojnarowicz (New
York: Bloomsbury, 2012) 242. Wojnarowicz would give his money away to friends and would have “avoided using
money altogether . . . He certainly would not consider making art just for money. But then, he wanted the purity of
that intention to be matched by a purity of acquisition in collectors.” Like Haring, “it made him angry, even
disgusted, that people would buy work as an investment once it was validated by certain critics.”
164
Wojnarowicz was well-known for his temper, anxiety, and unpredictable personality, mostly attributed
to his troubled childhood. Several accounts in his journals and by friends described him shutting people out over
small disagreements. Given this history, his dislike of Haring could have come from something small. Artist and
friend Chuck Nanney said, “David was really kind of obsessed with what Keith was doing, but I don’t think Keith
was ever friends with David.” Carr, Fire in the Belly, 165. David had also thought that Haring had “stolen” his
image of a naked man with a dog’s head from The Erotic Show at Club 57 in 1981. Nanney said, “I think David
wanted a kind of acceptance from Keith that he never got, and that turned into bitterness . . . I think it was part of his
frustration, his wanting to feel connected to the scene that was still evolving around Keith Haring and feeling
ostracized and not welcomed into that . . . It was kind of around that time that he became really anti-Keith and
started going around town drawing radiant babies.” Ibid., 244. Haring had noticed that someone (Wojnarowicz)
was copying his radiant baby around parts of town that he did not frequent, and he was angry about it. Nanney
recounts that Wojnarowicz thought it was hilarious.
165
Wojnarowicz attended the same ACT UP march on March 28, 1989 as Haring.
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became a considerable voice for the movement. 166 Wojnarowicz began attending ACT UP
meetings in 1988 and founded an affinity group called the Candelabras with artist Zoe Leonard
that helped plan actions for ACT UP protests. For one protest, they painted tombstones and
Wojnarowicz made and wore a jacket that said, “IF I DIE OF AIDS—FORGET BURIAL, JUST
DROP MY BODY ON THE STEPS OF THE F.D.A.” 167 He became more widely known as an
artist in the late eighties, in which his work was targeted during the National Endowment of the
Arts funding controversies. Wojnarowicz was always prepared for his court appearances,
formulating talking points, presenting well thought-out arguments, and engaging the
conservative right on a more pedantic, substantive level than Haring. However, Wojnarowicz
did not reach the same level of merchandising or popular press “stardom” as Haring, and so he
did not undertake AIDS activism as a celebrity. Even when he began to gain more traction in the
art world by the end of the decade, he did not pursue more mainstream recognition. 168
Both Haring and Wojnarowicz’s art grappled with the AIDS epidemic on a personal and
public level, but in diametrically opposed ways: Haring’s message was happy, energetic, and
cartoonish, while Wojnarowicz’s was filled with anger and personal introspection. Even
Haring’s more provocative political and sexual art never reached the same level of intense,
visceral anguish and agony. This diverse tenor of the work, in addition to Haring’s celebrity and
explicit commercialism, can begin to explain the different reception of their AIDS activist work
amongst latter chronicles of the period. The anger and darkness expressed in Wojnarowicz’s
works, however, while registering an important and justifiable reaction from the gay community,
might have alienated a larger audience—compared to Haring, whose images were widely
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Ibid., 421.
Ibid., 400.
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In 1988, Jerry Saltz’s review of Wojnarowicz’s work at a group show at Milford Gallery in New York
was seen as a “turning point in how David was perceived by the art world.” Carr, Fire in the Belly, 403.
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circulated and took on advertising conventions. 169 In fact, Wojnarowicz actively rejected more
public, advertising opportunities, such as one for the Gap to talk in a commercial about AIDS,
which he described as “too commercial.” 170
Wojnarowicz’s work had a dark edge, responding to the injustice, trauma, and oppression
of AIDS with anger. Haring, by contrast, took a softer approach to the subject, using
immediately recognizable and simplified imagery in the public spotlight to mobilize a much
larger group of people. His images attempted to use education, rather than anger, to spread
awareness and encourage positive and safe action amongst his fans and others who may or may
not have been gay or HIV-positive. He also wanted to undo the perception of the gay lifestyle as
evil or corrupt through humor, and tackled the problem from a very personal perspective. Every
cause taken up by Haring related to him personally, but his involvement with AIDS activism
took on a new level of urgency with his own life at stake. 171 As this thesis documents, his
celebrity activism was a major player in the fight to end AIDS.

Conclusion
Although many of Haring’s strategies aligned with celebrity activism, he was not, in his
words, “just a celebrity who [was] simply endorsing a group,” or active in these issues for his
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Wojnarowicz’s controversy with the NEA, however, put him in the spotlight and he began to receive
public notoriety and fame. His gallery exhibition in Bloomington, Illinois in 1990, for example, attracted hundreds
of people and even inspired the first Bloomington ACT UP chapter, which held their first meeting within the gallery
of Wojnarowicz’s work. Ibid., 469.
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He did however design a CD album for U2 in 1991—ironically the same music group that had grown
famous from Live Aid. Ibid., 525 and 558. Wojnarowicz resented the success of his peers, but his own fame
nonetheless depressed and bothered him. He hated the idea that collectors were buying his work because of his
name and not the meaning behind his work.
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In just one year, Haring lost his assistant, his ex-lover Juan Dubose, and his friend Bobby Breslau, the
manager of the Pop Shop, to AIDS related illnesses. He then lost close friends in the art world including Yves
Arman, Andy Warhol, and Jean Basquiat to non-AIDS related deaths. After that, almost daily, Haring went to
funerals or hospitals. To him, it “made [him], in a way, more respectful of life and more appreciative of life than
[he] ever, ever could have been.” Sheff, “Keith Haring: An Intimate Conversation,” 66.
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own self-promotion. 172 Instead, Haring’s ceaseless enthusiasm demonstrated a passion and an
unrelenting commitment to social issues. By combining his promotional skills, celebrity,
merchandising, a uniquely positive approach, and his status as a fine artist, he drew substantial
attention and money to several causes in his short lifetime. He established iconic activist images
that were repeated in several iterations and spread through the press, on people’s bodies, and in
public spaces. Ubiquity and didacticism, as well as his popularity, ensured its mass appeal and
message consumption. Indeed, in part through Haring’s influence, merchandising has become a
popular activist and political strategy, used subsequently by groups such as the Woman’s Action
Coalition, ADAPT, and Greenpeace, and by artists such as Shepard Fairey.
Because of Haring’s efforts, in tandem with organizations like ACT UP, by the nineties
AIDS awareness had become widespread, treatment became more widely available, and those
affected by the epidemic turned from activism to reflection, grief, and recovery. Unfortunately,
Haring was unable to witness this progress—but he made sure to have systems in place to
continue his fight against AIDS. Indeed, facing his own mortality by the end of the eighties,
Haring was less concerned about dying than he was about his philanthropic legacy. 173 An eternal
optimist, Haring saw death as a sort of opportunity, a “really liberating” moment in which he
could sum up everything he had learned in his life and to self-consciously make plans for when
he was gone. 174 He ensured that his social and political impact would continue, and even grow,
by establishing the Keith Haring Foundation. 175 Discussed in the next chapter, since 1990 the
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foundation has funded charities and causes important to Haring—including AIDS awareness and
fundraising. This philanthropy would not have been sustainable without Haring’s firm
establishment of his celebrity in the eighties, or the continued popularity of his work.
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Chapter 5: Pop Shop: Chain Reaction
My immortality is guaranteed, in a certain sense, the mission [to paint for the
people] has already been accomplished. -Keith Haring 1
While Haring may not have been appreciated by art museums in his lifetime, he
has received considerable recognition in a series of retrospectives in the nineties and twothousands. 2 Within this realm, Haring and his work has often, quite appropriately, been
characterized as quintessentially of the eighties, an embodiment of the decade’s street art,
hip hop, and urban energy. But his career was also ahead of its time in several important
ways—including his Pop Shop and merchandising. In this chapter, I argue that these
endeavors are one of Haring’s most important legacies for contemporary artists, including
several graffiti and street artists such as Kenny Scharf, Shepard Fairey, and KAWS as
well as “celebrity” artists Damien Hirst and Takashi Murakami. In the last decade, these
artists have taken up Haring’s model of art merchandising, indebted to his transformation
of the limited-edition art multiple through mass production and low prices, and have
adapted it to be more viable and cost effective through the Internet. Haring’s Pop Shop
has also set important precedents in the widespread practice of artist foundations’
fundraising through licensing an artist’s work posthumously. Generally, it is now
relatively common for both well-known contemporary artists and artist foundations to
license or reproduce art into merchandise for popular consumption—sometimes

1

The Universe of Keith Haring, directed Christina Clausen, Arthouse Films, 90 min, distributed
by New Video, 2008.
2
The Whitney Museum exhibition was the first major museum retrospective of his work. See
Elisabeth Sussman, Keith Haring (New York: Whitney Museum of American Art, 1997). In chronological
order, Haring’s other major exhibition catalogs include: Keith Haring: Future-Primeval (New York:
Abbeville Press, 1991); Germano Celant, Keith Haring (New York: Prestel 1997); Keith Haring: Heaven
and Hell (New York: D.A.P, 2001); Marc Gundel, Keith Haring: Short Messages (New York: Prestel,
2002); Keith Haring: Journey of the Radiant Baby (N.H.: Bunker Hill Pub., 2006); Keith Haring: Life as a
Drawing (New York: Prestel, 2007); Keith Haring: 1978-82 (New York: D.A.P, 2012), and Dieter
Buchhart, Keith Haring: The Political Line (San Francisco: Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco, 2014).
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habitually, sometimes for a one time occasion. 3 Haring’s merchandising model also
offered an important precedent for his own foundation, which took over his Pop Shop and
was also one of the first artist foundations to venture into licensing agreements for mass
produced Haring merchandise after his death.
In this chapter, I measure the posthumous Pop Shop and its subsequent direction
by the Keith Haring Foundation (KHF) against Haring’s original intentions and evaluate
its impact on his own reception and on other artists. The Pop Shop lived on in several
iterations: it remained open in its original physical space until 2005, it exists as an online
platform up until the present day, and has been re-staged in museums and in temporary
pop up shops. 4 While the full ramifications of the shop and its merchandise have yet to
be studied, I demonstrate how the shop has been to an extent legitimized, canonized
within museum exhibitions. At times, its products have been displayed in museums like
Pop and Fluxus multiples. 5 Haring’s merchandise, however, still exists and functions
outside of the gallery and the museum in a variety of contexts. His designs, for example,

3
Some other living contemporary artists not discussed in this chapter, but who have licensed or
merchandised their work onto a variety of clothing products, accessories, or household objects include:
Jennifer Bartlett, Matthew Brannon, Maurizio Cattelan, Mark Dion, Olafur Eliasson, the Guerilla Girls,
Jenny Holzer, Robert Indiana, Jeff Koons, Richard Kostelanetz, Yayoi Kusama, Cary Liebowitz,
Yoshitomo Mara, Maripol, David Joseph Martinez, Paul McCarthy, Ryan McGinness, Yasumasa
Morimura, Burton Morris, Sarah Morris, Vik Muniz, Yoko Ono, Julian Opie, Tom Otterness, Jack Pierson,
Richard Prince, Paula Scher, Cindy Sherman, Stephen Shore, David Shrigley, Lorna Simpson, Kiki Smith,
May Sun, Kara Walker, Ai Wei Wei, and Lawrence Weiner. In the past few years, the Museum of Modern
Art has partnered with Uniqlo to create apparel from many of these artists, see
http://sprzny.uniqlo.com/artists/, accessed Aug. 26, 2016. It is also now common for foundations of
deceased artists to license their artist’s works for museum gift shops or to create merchandise. Some artist
foundations or estates that license their artist’s work include The Andy Warhol Foundation, Jean-Michel
Basquiat Foundation, and The Robert Mapplethorpe Foundation.
4
The foundation is no longer affiliated with the Pop Shop website; it is controlled by an
independent party with leftover Pop Shop inventory. In conversation with KHF archivist, March 13, 2015.
5
Haring’s legacy for other artists in general has yet to be fully conceptualized. One recent show
from 2015 used the following criteria to choose contemporary artists influenced by Haring: fun, formal
attributes such as flatness and linear forms, social and health issues, and artists who work with children.
The exhibition catalog acknowledges the Pop Shop, but does not figure his merchandise as a central
concern. Only one artist out of twenty-two chosen, J. Morrison, made t-shirts. See Vera Colander, ed.,
Powerful Babies: Keith Haring’s Impact on Artists Today (Stockholm: Art and theory Stockholm, 2015).
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continue to be marketed in everyday consumer culture, through t-shirts, cell phone
covers, sneakers, and a variety of other items. 6 Some might argue that his foundation has
exploited his original merchandising model into runaway licensing partnerships that
reach beyond the unique small scale, entrepreneurial charm of the Pop Shop. But without
much stipulation or guidance in Haring’s will, the KHF has adapted his Pop Shop and
merchandising to work within a new cultural context, continuing his populist and activist
efforts to the best of their abilities.
Before he died, Haring wanted to ensure that his art and philanthropy would carry
on, and so, he gave his foundation (established by him in 1989) a mandate to, “sustain,
expand, and protect the legacy of Keith Haring, his art, and his ideals,” as well as support
“not-for-profit organizations that assist children,” and “organizations involved in
education, research, and care related to AIDS.” 7 Directed by his assistant of six years,
Julia Gruen, and a board of close friends and family, the foundation continued Haring’s
legacy in a variety of ways: through catalogs, exhibitions, maintaining his personal
archive, valuations, lending, educational programming, and charity work. The KHF also
kept the Pop Shop open until 2005, collectively taking over its responsibilities and
logistics.
In several ways, Haring’s early investigations and experiments set important
precedents for other artists and artist foundations to merchandise and license art; with
objectives varying depending on the artist or foundation in charge. Like Haring, some
have the same populist, charitable, and/or activist intentions—including Fairey, while

6

From personal experience, since starting this project as an Independent Study in 2013, almost
every time I go into Manhattan I see a Haring design on a t-shirt, bag, or button.
7
KHF statement, http://www.haring.com/kh_foundation/research, accessed June 1, 2016.
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others have produced merchandise mainly for profit and publicity, such as Hirst or
Murakami. In any case, these projects have fed the abundant demand of a large audience
who has increasingly expressed their admiration for art through mass consumerism and
apparel. 8 For this reason, merchandising has become a ubiquitous practice in the art
world. In this way, Jeffrey Deitch’s 1989 statement was prescient:
. . . the major issue in the art world of the next decade is very likely to be the
conflict between those who prefer the traditional, old fashioned art world, with a
small audience, and serious galleries and museums . . . and then the constituency
with Keith Haring, who is very much the leader of, in wanting to expand the art
impulse into department stores, streets, and cloths that people wear. 9
Manifested into a variety of iterations, merchandising has become a norm in art partly
because Haring paved the way.

The Posthumous Pop Shop on Lafayette
The Pop Shop remained unchanged in the first years after Haring’s death,
standing as a nostalgic memorial that many came to visit and pay their respects. 10 By the
mid-nineties, the KHF drastically changed the design of the shop in an effort to make it
more financially viable and a more “conventional retail experience.” 11 The front
windows were expanded so customers could see the interior from the street and dressing
rooms were installed. They removed the curved wall to increase the ratio of retail-tostorage space and replaced the “Brookstone type” ordering system by stocking inventory

8

This claim is based on the proliferation of art merchandising in recent years by companies like
Uniqlo and museums like the Museum of Modern Art that have continued to expand their merchandising
lines over the last few years, testifying to the success of these efforts.
9
Drawing the Line: A Portrait of Keith Haring, produced and directed by Elisabeth Aubert,
Biografilm Associates, 1989, documentary.
10
Interview with Julia Gruen by author, March 22, 2016.
11
Ibid. The foundation commissioned the interior designer Michael Andaloro of Andaloro
Associates Inc. to redesign the store.
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on the floor, housed in a variety of new shelving and rack displays (figures 1-3). The
shop had become, as one news outlet described it, “a full-fledged retail shop, where ‘80s
street art meets ‘90s retailing.” 12 In total, the Pop Shop transformed into a much more
conventional store, losing Haring’s personal, fun touches and its original experience
combining everyday retail shopping, art viewing in a gallery, and going to a club.
Along the same lines, the foundation also redesigned the Pop Shop’s brochures
and order catalogs with professional models and neatly lined up products—missing the
dynamism, fun, and everyday casualness of Haring’s original designs (figures 4-6).
Furthermore, the KHF also systematized the Pop Shop’s advertising, going beyond his
billboards and occasional print advertisements to buying regular ads in publications like
the Village Voice and positioning products in popular publications. 13 They found,
however, that their advertising was not very effective without the draw of Haring’s
presence—his performative public persona had activated the space. 14 More generally,
the overall enterprise under the KHF suffered from the financial gap left by no longer
having a steady stream of income from new gallery works (which kept the shop afloat)
and the absence of Haring’s creative approach to commercialism. Their strategy to adopt
more conventional business tactics in order to recoup the absence of gallery profits after
Haring’s death lost the original, unique spirit that made the store a popular destination.
However, the KHF did not aim to destroy the Pop Shop’s experience, or even aim to
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Abby Bussel, “80s Redux,” Interior Design Magazine (April 1997): 196. Besides a part of its
ceiling, the only surfaces that still had Haring’s marks were painted black prior to dismantling them in
order to avoid art-savvy scavengers. In its place, designers placed glass and white-washed steel display
cases, a changeable display system of shelves and hanging rods, and new lighting.
13
In 2000, for example, the KHF targeted magazines that dealt with back to school, holidays,
parents, and youth and teaching, such as Parenting Magazine, Working Mother, Lucky, Elle, and Fitness.
See KHF archives, press box 2002.
14
Interview with Julia Gruen by author, March 22, 2016.
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transform it from a money pit into a gold mine, but rather endeavored to keep the store
viable within their new financial situation. Their efforts did extend the Pop Shop’s life,
but in the end, it became a financial burden to the foundation, and therefore depleted
resources from Haring’s charitable causes. Adding to these issues, rising rents in the
Soho area forced the foundation to close the shop in 2005. 15
In 2005, a few at the foundation fought to keep the store open—such as Julia
Gruen, but the foundation’s board and the Haring estate ultimately voted to shut it down.
The outward explanation was that it was too expensive and no one in the KHF wanted to
deal with the nitty-gritty of running a retail space. 16 But some believe that the board
thought the Pop Shop cheapened Haring’s fine art practice—a position, if true,
fundamentally misunderstand his goals, philosophy, and legacy. 17 In either case, Gruen
assumed that Haring would have been “on to the next thing” if he were still alive, taking
on new and more challenging projects. 18 But more pragmatically, she explained that,
“it’s simply inappropriate for us to manage a business that has such losses.” 19 Without
the unlimited support and enthusiasm of Haring and his fine art career, as well as the
transformation of Soho into an upscale shopping district with higher rents, it could not
remain open indefinitely. Lacking a similar enthusiasm in the nineties by his board,
foundation, or the art establishment generally, or a renewable, alternate revenue stream, it
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Ibid. Gruen explained that closing the store meant saving $100,000 of rent a year alone. The
Keith Haring Foundation also does not allow researchers to look at financial information for the posthumous Pop Shop or for licensing partnerships due to ongoing business activities.
16
Ibid.
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Interview with Alan Herman by author, Feb. 13, 2015 and interview with Jose Martos by author,
March 10, 2016. Alan Herman was the Pop Shop’s landlord and Jose Martos, now a gallery owner and
dealer of Haring’s art, used to work at the KHF in the nineties.
18
Ellen Keohane, “After a good run, Keith Haring’s Pop Shop to close this month,” The Villager,
vol. 75, no. 12 (Aug. 12, 2005).
19
Merrily Kerr, “Keith Haring’s Pop Shop to Close,” Art on Paper (July-Aug 2005). Also see
Keohane, “After a good run.”
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is quite amazing that the shop remained open for as long as it did.
To most in the art world, and in the popular press, the closing of the shop
generated little fan fair. 20 But according to one article, Haring fans produced an
“enormous outcry” when it closed, and so the KHF created an online forum as a kind of
memorial, but this no longer exists. 21 Undercutting the actual distress by this public, only
the reaction of one or two fans were recorded officially for posterity in the press. One
said, for example, “It is sad . . . it’s almost like a good friend is dying, I cried when I got
the email saying it was closing.” 22 Beyond this, no other statements were recorded or
published. However, even though the Pop Shop closed, the production of Haring
merchandise continued, but in a different form. The KHF adapted Haring’s
merchandising strategy (self-production and distribution in a centralized store) into a
licensing model. In this way, unlike the attempt to sustain the posthumous Pop Shop, the
KHF merged their conventional business decisions with Haring’s merchandising model
into a more sustainable and financially efficient undertaking, which allowed them to
become a viable non-profit institution.

Keith Haring Foundation (KHF)
The non-profit KHF was a direct result of Haring’s vision for philanthropy, not
his Pop Shop. But in order to achieve his charitable mission, since he did not leave huge
cash allowances, the foundation turned to licensing as a source of revenue in the early
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2000’s. By partnering with various other businesses to make and sell Haring products,
and therefore, outsourcing production, retailing, and distribution, the KHF aimed to
significantly lessen their overhead costs, including production, staff, and rent, and the
time taken up by a brick and mortar store. They found that they could actually make
money off of Haring merchandise and then use these funds for various charities. Gruen
explains, “We are self-supporting and generate income from licensing our copyrighted
images and from the judicious sale of select artworks . . . Contrary to what people think,
when Keith died, he wasn’t rich . . . so the amount of philanthropy the Foundation can do
is entirely dependent on the good management of our assets.” 23 While corporate entities
outside of the foundation have profited from Haring merchandise, the KHF’s financial
decisions have countered the loss of Haring’s gallery career and have allowed the KHF to
fulfill its philanthropic mission. And so, ironically, the Pop Shop, largely unprofitable
during Haring’s lifetime, provided the licensing model for his foundation to be
financially independent and further the legacy of his career and charity work, while also
continuing to offer a broad audience an accessible and affordable alternative to art
ownership. In turn, licensing agreements have become a driving financial force for
several other non-profit artist foundations.
In the 1960s, a number of American artists began to establish private foundations
to promote their favorite charitable causes and to control the supply and demand of the
works left in their estate, including Jasper Johns, John Cage, and Mark Rothko. 24 In the
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Maria Gabriela Brito, “Long Live the Legacy of Keith Haring: An Interview with Julia Gruen,”
Huffington Post (July 21, 2014).
24
Jasper Johns and John Cage created a foundation to benefit contemporary performance artists in
1963, Mark Rothko started a foundation to aid impoverished elderly artists and to establish a place for his
own works. See Judd Tully, “Solid Foundations . . .” Art & Auction (Nov. 1994) 152.
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1970s, this number grew when congress eliminated a provision of tax law that allowed
artists to deduct an artwork’s market value from their taxes when it was donated. 25 And
so, the best way to protect an artist’s estate after their death from heavy taxation was to
donate it to a charitable foundation established in a will. 26 Because of this, along with the
added benefits of enhancing their legacies by exerting control over their work and
archives and benefitting a wide range of charitable causes, artist foundations became a
new norm by the eighties. 27 In the nineties and twenty-first century, especially, artist
foundations exploded in response to the massive growth of the contemporary art market,
in which posthumous artist estates became more valuable. 28
By 2011, close to 300 artist foundations held $2.7 billion dollars in combined
assets. 29 In 2008, the thirty most active foundations disbursed $52.5 billion in grants. 30
These foundations tend to have two goals: protect and further the artist’s historical legacy
and give grants and donations to groups in need. 31 According to the Aspen Institute's
Program’s study of artist philanthropy in 2010, the first comprehensive study of artist
foundations, most foundations struggle to define their scope of activity without a living
artist to consult. They frequently encounter complications by relying on art as an asset,
and must deal with opinionated friends or family of the artist who have a personal stake
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in the artist’s work and are often on the foundations’ or estates’ boards—creating a
conflict of interest. 32 Between the demands of big personalities, the lack of clear
direction, and “messy ethical predicaments,” running an artist’s foundation is not easy. 33
The KHF is by no means the largest artist foundation. In 2014, the KHF had
around $46.76 million dollars in total assets from works in Haring’s estate and licensing
agreements, and had given away $1.46 million in donations. 34 By comparison, in 2014,
the Andy Warhol Foundation, established in 1987, held assets totaling $343.4 million and
gave away $11.86 million. 35 Still, in the past twenty-six years, the KHF has made a large
impact, donating over 530 grants to over 220 organizations that dovetail with Haring’s
original social and political concerns. These include anti-drug programs, AIDS
awareness and prevention, education and social relief programs for disadvantaged kids,
environmental causes, and arts education. 36 The foundation has instituted youth and
children programing through various exhibitions and events, and has compiled online
lesson-plan databases by schools and teachers from around the world. 37 Haring’s AIDS
images continue to be used by the foundation and have been often appropriated by
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vol. 13, no. 3 (2012): 29-33.
33
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2016. Also see the Foundation Directory Online, KHF, https://fconline.foundationcenter.org/grantmakerprofile/?collection=grantmakers&activity=result&key=HARI003, accessed May 17, 2016.
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Foundation Directory Online, Andy Warhol Foundation,
https://fconline.foundationcenter.org/grantmaker-profile?collection=grantmakers&key=WARH001,
accessed May 17, 2016.
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See KHF Grants, http://www.haring.com/kh_foundation/grants, accessed May 3, 2016.
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Julia Gruen email to author April 4, 2016. The foundation also started the website
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teachers from around the world. It has been recognized for its efforts by Britannica.com, Kidsites.com,
Sesamestreet.com, Disneygo.com, and The New York Times. See “New York Online,” HAEA News (Oct.
2002), KHF Archives, 2002 press box.
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fundraising efforts to raise awareness—regularly used as a gay activist icon (figure 7). 38
In 2015, the KHF partnered with Planned Parenthood to create a “Project Street Beat
Mobile Medical Unit,” a bus covered with Haring figures that brings primary health care
and testing directly to disadvantaged neighborhoods. 39 The foundation also began a five
year partnership with the Gay Men’s Health Crisis in 2010, with a grant of $250,000 to
fund a food pantry for people with AIDS. KHF grants also help further the arts,
including grants to museums and their education departments. 40 In addition to continuing
his philanthropic legacy, the foundation has also aimed to help shape and document the
history of Haring’s work, by maintaining his archive in New York, a collection of his art,
and publishing a catalog raisonné in 2008. 41
Since the early 2000s, to fund these programs and grants, the KHF has established
several licensing partnerships for Haring merchandise—contracts which have drastically
increased their budget. In 2001, for example, it had $2.649 million in total assets and by
2014, mentioned above, the KHF’s assets swelled to $46.76 million. 42 In the late
eighties, foundations rarely licensed an artist’s work for mass merchandising since it was
perceived to hurt his or her fine art reputation. 43 But by the early 2000s, due to several
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“Fight AIDS Worldwide,” UN Chronicle, vol. xxxl, no. 2 (June 1994), KHF Archives, 1994
press box. Also see Lisa Faye Kaplan, “Catalogue’s Proceeds go to Groups that Help People with AIDS,”
Detroit News (Dec. 19, 1996). Rick Herron discussed his experience in the late nineties as a gay art
historian, becoming “entranced” with Haring’s work and felt it was important to make a “pilgrimage” to the
Pop Shop. Rick Herron, “How “Powerful Babies” are Born,” in Powerful Babies, 61.
39
See Planned Parenthood, “Project Street Beat,” https://www.plannedparenthood.org/plannedparenthood-new-york-city/for-patients/project-street-beat#sthash.rOwopF2u.dpuf, accessed May 3, 2016.
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factors, some of which described below, art licensing became “a very popular market,”
with the “highest potential.” 44 In this vein, in 2003 the KHF partnered with the art
licensing company Artestar—run by David Stark who (probably not so coincidentally)
was also the president and a board member of the KHF in the nineties, and worked with
Haring in 1989—to license Haring’s designs to retail companies. Given Haring’s already
established precedent in producing his own merchandise in the eighties, it is no surprise
that he was one of Artestar’s first clients. Artestar’s blog chronicled these partnerships,
including both everyday products like t-shirts ($15-25) and higher end products, such as
designer handbags with Olympia Le-Tan (~$900). 45 This new merchandise, not designed
by Haring personally but using his work, has allowed new audiences to come “to his
work for the first time fresh.” 46
Through Artestar, the KHF has willingly partnered with higher-end, luxury
brands. 47 While this distorts the original populist strategy of Haring’s merchandise
(specifically produced to allow purchase by lower income strata), it does not betray his
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“MM Forms Art Merchandising & Media AG,” International Showcase 2000 (March 2000),
KHF Archives, 2000 press box. Also see Marjorie May Height, “Value in Outsourcing Labor and Creating
a Brand in the Art Market: The Damien Hirst Business Plan,” The American Economist, vol. 56, no. 1
(spring 2011): 78 and 83. She talks about the success of art merchandising by using Damien Hirst as a case
study. Even though, “Any economist knows that increasing the supply of a good should result in a price
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Interview with Julia Gruen by author, March 22, 2016.
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Jeremy Schott, Tommy Hilfiger, Nicholas Kirkwood, Joyrich, Comme des Garcons, and Lucien PellatFinet.
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original multi-tiered commercial strategy, that is to participate in several markets
simultaneously. Indeed, in his life time Haring did sell his work in the exclusive, highend art market through art galleries. He also designed fabric for Vivienne Westwood, a
wine label for Mouton Rothschild in 1988, and collaborated with the fashion designers
Stephen Sprouse and Malcolm McLaren for clothing lines. Therefore, while Haring’s
merchandise and his style were largely populist in spirit, a large part of his production
was also geared to an economically elite market. The production of more high-end
merchandise by the KHF thus does not contradict Haring’s earlier strategies. 48 Whereas
Haring’s fine art and merchandise operated at opposite ends of the market spectrum
during his lifetime, the KHF expanded its market share to include a wide spectrum of
price points—bridging the financial deficit left by the absence of new gallery pieces.
Therefore, the KHF collapsed his career long separate, but equal, utilization of everyday
consumer markets and fine art markets into something new entirely: a profitable brand.
For example, the international clothing store Uniqlo, established in Japan in 1988,
has had one of the longest partnerships with the Haring brand since 2003, and has sold
Haring t-shirts, leggings, hats, coats, slippers, and skateboards (figures 8-9). 49 Donna
Karan New York (DKNY) released a perfume in 2013 with Haring’s design in their
“Delicious Art Collection.” An animated advertisement announced the line with the
tagline, “ART FOR EVERYDAY. ART FOR EVERYONE . . . TURNING DKNY INTO
AN EVERYDAY WORK OF ART” (figure 10). 50 Haring’s designs have decorated
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See Ruth la Ferla, “The Artist’s Fall Collection,” The New York Times (Nov. 8, 2007).
This partnership with Uniqlo is unsurprising given the popular reception of Haring in Japan, the
Tokyo Pop Shop, and the exhibitions of fine art in department stores in the eighties, discussed in chapter
three.
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Tenga sex eggs and toys, Samsonite luggage and locks, Clarisonic face buffers, Alien
Workshop skateboards, Johnnie Walker bottles, Adidas sneakers, Izola Shower Curtains,
TOMS shoes, and Case Scenario phone accessories (figures 11-13). The KHF uses
proceeds from these partnerships to fund their charitable programs, but again do distort
Haring’s original intentions to an extent. These products are no longer sold in an
alternative space under his strict control, and while the KHF does not profit from these
product sales, their business partners do. Therefore, the trade-off in continuing this
lucrative, but charity-driven strategy is to allow corporations to profit from Haring’s Pop
Shop model and the popularity that has kept him in demand.
Not every artist foundation could follow this model—extensive merchandising is
only an option if an artist’s work is already popular with a mass public. Haring had
cultivated and promoted the demand for his work, which was then bolstered by his rise
and visibility in both the art market and art museum in the nineties. His style became
widely recognizable, and due to this, millions of people still want to buy his brand, albeit
adapted to ever-new products to avoid saturation. Marketing experts and consumers
perpetuate his mass market, and again, consumption can be a highly coded and
meaningful activity. Haring’s admirers are not tricked into spending money, many most
likely buy these products because they identify with an aspect of his art and want to
display this in their home and on their bodies. This identification can be deep and
conscious, hyperaware of Haring’s sexuality, activism, or history as an artist. 51 A

51
Social media, especially, can begin to demonstrate the broad cult following Haring still has. For
example, a Facebook search on Oct. 3, 2016 at 10:30 am shows that 92,117 people are currently “talking
about” #keithharing and thousands of others are currently discussing his foundation, his murals, and his
Pop Shop. The topic “Keith Haring” has generated multiple fan pages on social media as well, with
193,396 “likes” in the most popular Keith Haring group on Facebook, 32,500 followers for
@keithharingofficial on Instagram, and 24,500 followers for the Keith Haring Foundation.
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buyer’s experience can also be a more surface and uninformed admiration; a purely
visceral or spontaneous enjoyment of his graphic, simple, and fun style—likely similar to
the public’s first encounters of his work in the subway. Either connection recalls the
various levels of engagement Haring’s work invited in the eighties, and responds to the
popular brand-building of him as an artist. 52 In addition, whether these consumers are
aware of Haring’s activist endeavors or not, buying these products ultimately funds the
KHF. Therefore, the mass public now sustains a large part of his philanthropic legacy,
not art collectors or museum boards—a suitable reversal of Haring’s populist and activist
strategies.
Other artist foundations have followed Haring’s and the KHF’s lead in terms of
merchandising, especially given the general trend of overt market acceptance in the art
world discussed below. 53 For example, Andy Warhol’s foundation—established in 1989
in accordance with his will—at first only passively made a few formal licensing
arrangements. 54 In 1993, the Warhol Foundation directors, “furiously debated whether to
market Andy Warhol bedding,” worried that merchandising might cheapen his art and
instead, focused on raising money for their causes through art sales and authentication
services. 55 By the early 2000s, however, after losing a considerable amount of money in
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legal battles over valuations, they shifted tactics and drastically increased licensing for
everything including clothing, housewares, food, jewelry, and stationary—becoming a
“fully realized Andy Warhol brand.” 56 In fact, the Warhol foundation’s marketing
partner won “best corporate brand license of the year” in 2003 by the Licensing Industry
Merchandising Associating. 57 By 2011, they disbanded their authentication board (with
the KHF and Jean-Michel Basquiat Foundation following suit) and liquidated their art
holdings in order to focus on licensing as their main source of fundraising. 58 Now, their
licensed products run into the thousands, referred to as a “merchandising bonanza,”
bringing in $2.5 million in 2009 (compared to $400,000 in 1997). 59
As opposed to the more aggressive initiatives of the Warhol Foundation, Gruen
contends that the KHF’s licensing partnerships happen more organically without any
engrained set criteria. 60 Taking a more “passive” approach, the mantra is typically “what
would Keith have done.” 61 Given the amount of licensing projects the KHF has taken on,
however, it seems that they have interpreted his intentions fairly liberally—far from
passively—and have expanded his original projects to exponential degrees. To be fair,
however, “what would Keith have done” is not a straightforward question to answer. As
this dissertation demonstrates, Haring’s feelings toward common commercialism were far
from reconciled and his often contradictory statements and actions left ample room for
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interpretation. 62 In addition, “when Keith died there was no Internet, no cell phones, no
social media and in many respects, the world wasn’t like it is today.” 63 Given his
ambiguous track record, ambivalence to commercial activities, and the new contemporary
environment, it is unclear whether or not he would condone the mass merchandising of
his work by other companies. It is even harder to speculate what actually ‘Keith would
have done.’
In his life time, Haring avoided outsourcing the production of his work or the
franchising of his Pop Shop, and turned down several licensing opportunities to mass
merchandise his designs. He said, “Look, if I really wanted to get rich I could have
signed with Sears or J.C. Penney like they were asking me to do . . . I know how to play
the retail game.” 64 In one instance, Haring balked at the idea of putting his ideas on
sheets and pillowcases (which are available now), since, “The main point was that we
didn’t want to produce things that would cheapen the art . . . it was still an art
statement.” 65 He may have turned down these opportunities, but he often licensed his
work to third parties for smaller-scale projects, and compromised his philosophy in a
couple instances—such as in his mass merchandising partnership with Swatch. 66
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Generally, Haring did not seriously pursue licensing for his merchandise because
he was a compulsive micro-manager and perfectionist. His proclivity to keep strict
control over the scope of his shop and its products was in large part to maintain quality,
and by extension to enact damage-control: an attempt to keep his career within the realm
of art and preserve his credibility in the art world. 67 But even more so than his
reputation, Haring was dedicated to populism and accessibility, pushing him to constantly
adapt, evolve, and expand his commercial strategies in response to his contemporary
environment, even when he was hesitant to do so. This is evident in his transition from
his subway drawings to merchandise, for example, in which he was at first reluctant to
open the Pop Shop, but did so anyways since it was what his work “had to become.” 68
Haring’s reservations with commercial projects largely had to do with his status as an
artist, but since his death, his standing in the art world has been largely ensured. His
work is in almost every major museum collection, he has been the subject of several
critically acclaimed retrospectives and documentaries, and scholars have increasingly
found new angles to explore and appreciate his work. Haring’s main internal obstacle to
mass licensing—his anxiety over his credibility as a fine artist—would no longer be a
factor. Part of Haring’s recent acceptance by the art world is due to the fact that since the
late nineties, the criteria of “selling-out” has changed, and the stigma against commercial
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activities in art has lessened, discussed below. The restaging and therefore historic
legitimization of his Pop Shop in museum exhibitions, in particular, demonstrates this
changing reception.

The Pop Shop Restaged
To an extent, the art establishment that once ignored the Pop Shop as serious art
has since exhibited it as an art installation. And so, similar to Haring’s duel approach in
the eighties, the shop has since been restaged in both art and everyday consumer spaces.
But while the Pop Shop has received a certain level of art historical legitimization, it did
not receive recognition by a museum until 2006. Even then, it did not garner attention
relative to its importance and impact in his career or in art history. 69 Haring’s first
retrospectives in the 1990s, Future Primeval in 1990 at the Tampa Museum of Art and
Keith Haring at the Whitney Museum of Art in 1997, emphasized his earlier subway
work and paintings and did not include the Pop Shop. 70 Likewise, recent exhibitions,
such as the Political Line in 2014-15 or Keith Haring 1978-82 in 2012, did not take up
the Pop Shop or Haring’s merchandising as significant areas of consideration.
In fact, the 1997 Whitney exhibition had initially included a “Pop Shop kiosk” in
its floor plan, but after meetings with the KHF, decided to not go through with it. 71
Instead, the museum sold a product line created in collaboration with the foundation as
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well as Pop Shop merchandise in the lobby and their Store Next Door. 72 An internal
memo explained that after a meeting with Julia Gruen and David Stark, “The consensus
was that having a product cart on or close to the exhibition floor might appear a little
heavy handed and tacky. Given the more serious nature of the show, it might send the
wrong sort of message.” 73 Although these talks occurred behind closed doors, it is clear
that the KHF and those at the museum wanted to protect Haring’s reputation—sharing
Haring’s own ambivalence at the label “commercial artist,” but in this decision, they
perpetuated rather than troubled the insinuation that everyday commercialism can taint
and downgrade a fine artist’s career. They reiterated the same “sell-out” judgments on
the Pop Shop that had originally inspired Haring’s own vacillation, and missed an
opportunity to illustrate the full spectrum and originally of his art practice.
Instead of being “heavy handed,” the kiosk would have fit perfectly with the
exhibition’s atmospheric installation of hip hop music, black lights, and brightly colored
walls—display techniques that attempted to capture the original, non-art, fun (not
“serious”) context for many of his original works. Whether a decision by a curator or the
KHF, the Pop Shop’s omission imposed a value judgment on it in relation to the rest of
Haring’s body of work—drawing a line at explicit commercialism in their galleries,
reserved for “high art.” 74 Haring may have never exhibited his merchandise or restaged
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his shop in museums or galleries in his lifetime, but he contextualized the project as a
conceptual work of art. Any retrospective of his work should include it, especially since
it was such a significant period of his art career. When it has been included, it has been
well received. For example, when the Whitney exhibit traveled to the San Francisco
Museum of Modern Art, it added a small, working Pop Shop booth in its second to last
gallery that was staffed and “featur[ed] a cheerful sign insisting on ‘cash only’
transactions.” 75 One critic from California did not particularly like the show, calling the
curatorial ideas “gimmicks . . . stagy and forced,” but considered the kiosk to be the most
authentic inclusion: “Only the Pop Shop . . . feels absolutely right.” 76

separated out from the exhibition in another space. See Karen Rosenberg, “A Pop Shop for a New
Generation,” The New York Times (March 22, 2012).
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While no museum has completely restaged a full-scale, functioning Pop Shop
installation within an exhibition space, whether discouraged by the KHF or due to
logistical issues, a few institutions have included a non-functional installation. 77 Most
notably, non-functional versions were recreated in the Tampa Museum of Art in 2006,
the Tate Modern in 2009, and The Nakamura Keith Haring Collection of Tokyo in 2009.
The New York Historical Society displayed Pop Shop merchandise in rotating small
vitrine displays from 2012 to 2013, and has a permanent display of a section of the
original New York Pop Shop ceiling in their foyer (figure 14). 78 The Tampa Museum of
Art reconstructed the shop with walls painted based on templates provided by the KHF
and displayed vintage objects in vitrines (figure 15). Curator Jade Dellinger wanted to
create a fully functioning Pop Shop, but because “official” product inventory was sold
out or scarce, the shop was instead presented as a historical installation. 79 They did,
however, sell Haring merchandise in the museum’s gift shop by buying up product from
other museum stores. Similarly, the Nakamura collection sold new merchandise in its
gift shop, even creating a hybrid exhibition and retail catalog with essays and order

shirts, buttons, and hats sold by Tampa Museum of Art’s gift shop were “hot sellers.” In addition, through
a partnership with the KHF, the museum created a Haring poster and t-shirt to promote the show. Susan
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forms. 80
The Tate Modern is the most prominent institution to reconstruct the Pop Shop
and the only major museum to ever include a display of it in a group show, Pop Life.
This meant that twenty years after its inception, the Pop Shop was finally historically
contextualized—long overdue—within the legacy of Pop Art. The assistant curator,
Nicholas Cullinan described its installation: “We worked closely with the Haring estate
on making the most faithful translation of the original Pop Shop . . . We wanted it to be a
living, breathing entity, so we have Keith Haring's mix tapes playing and we recreated
the mural . . . [and] mixed in original objects from the Pop Shop with current versions
sold online. It's a mix between the archival and the commercial” (figure 16). 81 Once
more, the shop did not directly interact with its audience through interpersonal, everyday
consumption—but here, it became a historical installation that could at least allude
towards its once dynamic life. This is probably the best-case scenario: recapturing the
original experience of the shop in a museum is impossible. Indeed, this is the case for all
art that enters museum space, losing the physical, conceptual, and historical context of its
original existence. The Pop Shop was activated by Haring’s public presence and its
neighborhood, and responded to specific economic and cultural factors of the eighties.
Since it was such a temporal and performative space and experience, its imperfect staging
in museums is similar to the problematic nature of exhibiting performance or durational
art more generally—losing the immediacy of the original actors and interactions in time
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and space.
The containers from the Pop Shop in Tokyo were also exhibited in a similar,
decontextualized way. They were sold to art publisher George Mulder, who exhibited
them empty in 2005 on a beach near Saint Tropez, France for an outdoor show of
Haring’s sculpture (figures 17-18). 82 In addition, he also showed the containers in 2009
at the Beaux-Arts de Mons in Belgium, in tandem with Haring merchandise sold in the
museum’s gift shop. 83 In these instances, the shop’s shell was exhibited as an immersive
sculpture, divorced from its original setting in a Japanese city and again, its function as a
working store. Particularly when displayed outdoors, without the mediation of a museum
setting, the original historical significance of the containers could not be communicated.
And ironically, its visitors were the rich who frequented the beaches in the south of
France, in complete contradiction to the shop’s original populist purpose. Regardless, the
Tokyo container displays went practically unnoticed by any sort of press outlet in the art
world or otherwise. Even when the Pop Shop has had a more visible platform, such as in
Pop Life at the Tate Modern, its significance and impact in the eighties and its legacy for
contemporary art, however, has been undervalued and misjudged.
In his essay for the Pop Life catalog, Cullinan placed the Pop Shop in a shaky
timeline with two other disparate artist-run projects: Sarah Lucas and Tracey Emin’s, The
Shop (1993) and Damien Hirst’s self-administered Sotheby’s auction (2008). He
awkwardly categorized the three as “service oriented industry” artists from the U.S. and
England. 84 While they may have shared similarities as alternative, artist-run actions and
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each had an explicit interest of consumer culture in varying degrees, these two other
examples differed drastically from the Pop Shop in terms of geography, social and
historical context, concept, intention, and execution. Lucas and Emin’s shop evoked the
more playful and irreverent tone of Colab’s stores, discussed in chapter two, with
handmade multiples that critiqued and satirized British contemporary art, culture, and
consumerism. Hirst’s auction did not involve the selling of any merchandise or
multiples, and now more or less stands as representative of the spectacle in the
contemporary art market and the pinnacle of an artist celebrity’s financial power. 85 Other
contemporary art merchandising projects, discussed below, offer more appropriate and
relevant points of comparison.
As Haring’s merchandise has been featured more so in museums, it has also
ironically entered into another art-legitimizing context: the art market—a framework it
originally meant to bypass. While still relatively “cheap” compared to multiples sold at
art auctions from Claes Oldenburg’s store or the Fluxus shop, which can sell from
$10,000 to over $100,000, original merchandise from the Pop Shop has steadily increased
in price. 86 While it has not yet resold anywhere close to these prices, it is significant that
several items from the shop have been included, and therefore framed as art, in auctions
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at Christies, Sotheby’s, and Doyle Auctions. 87 Overall, the auctions and exhibitions
discussed thus far demonstrate that the Pop Shop’s merchandise has to an extent been
accepted as a serious and valuable venture, but also prove that it can fall into the
inevitable trend of art multiples: becoming scarcer and more valuable over time
regardless of any originally romantic notion of democracy or populism, and relegated to
museum or art collections. The difference from Fluxus and Pop art multiples, however,
is that the production of new Haring merchandise—through licensing—continues to offer
a lower, accessible price point for a broader public. The shop has also been restaged as a
working pop-up shop in a few retail spaces. In 2013, it was staged at the Vendome
Aoyama’s in Omotesando Tokyo and in a duel shop/exhibit at the Colette concept store
in Paris in 2013 (figures 19-21). At Colette, the Pop Shop was “curated” by Maripol, an
artist, film producer, fashion designer, and stylist. 88 Unlike Oldenburg’s Store or Fluxus
shops, which are now firmly institutionalized in museum and art collections, pop-up
shops like these allow for an adapted version of the Pop Shop’s original interactive and
consumer experience, enabled by KHF’s licensing opportunities.
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A Changing Rapport: Consumer Culture and Art
Since Haring, several artists have also explored more accessible markets outside
the contemporary art world. The original Pop Shop was an important starting point for
and influence on these projects, but in the new century a relatively small artist-run shop
like Haring’s, even when taken over by a foundation in his name, could no longer
compete. Consumer culture, especially in the gentrified neighborhoods of downtown
New York, evolved in the nineties to become much more corporate and monopolized. If
artists wanted to operate in this new system, they had to follow suit by outsourcing
production costs, delegating distribution, or by correspondingly scaling up their art
practices into business conglomerates. These new requirements could be as simple as
creating a low-cost website or licensing images to a few companies—closer to the DIY
end of the spectrum, or it could be a large-scale multi-location, corporate effort with
scores of assistants and in-house marketing, publishing, and production. Haring realized
he needed to alter his approach to art in the eighties to remain relevant in its advanced
capitalistic society. These artists have done the same, updating Haring’s approach to
accommodate a new cultural and economic context. As a result, their merchandising
ventures have reached new and intensified heights.
In large part because of new technology, the Internet, and globalization, the stock
market and the economy have largely boomed since the 1990s. This new neoliberal
period has seen an unconstrained growth of capitalism and the megacorporation—
bringing along with it an extraordinary escalation of the art market and consumerism in
general. Indeed, the previously spectacular auction records and art stars of the eighties
pale in comparison to the billions spent on art and the new financial authority of artist
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celebrities since. New auction prices have easily surpassed previous records, art fairs and
biennials have become a mainstay, many new art museums and galleries have emerged,
and more so than ever, the art market is still the reserve of the very rich. 89 According to
Hal Foster, our “fully neoliberal economy [has] produced even more fortunes for a
smaller percentage of rich individuals,” who among other power investments, such as
politics, media, and real estate, have spent their money on an “irrationally exuberant” art
market. 90 As the wealth gap has increasingly widened, those able to own a work of art
has narrowed significantly. The art market has become, “highly exclusive; in fact a tight
system of grand patronage has returned.” 91
At the same time, art viewership has appealed to the masses on a grand scale:
contemporary museums have become even larger, more spectacular, and more consumer
oriented, and in turn, artists have constructed ever more immersive, crowd-drawing
installations. 92 In the nineties, the art world was still seen as an “elitist crowd,” but by
2004, due to art fairs, parties, and celebrity artists, “Never before had the principle of
“contemporary art” enjoyed such popularity.” 93 Big money and mainstream publicity
became the new norm in an art world for a new, younger generation. According to art
historian Julian Stallabrass, the rise of corporate culture in the nineties affected the arts
by encouraging, “the image of youth (an attempt to capture youthful, sophisticated but
jaded consumers long inured to the effects of advertising) . . . work that reproduces well
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on magazine pages, and the rise of the celebrity artist.” 94 These trends responded to a
new order in which many increasingly engaged with the arts through consumerism,
celebrity, and diversified media platforms—developments that Haring uniquely picked up
on in the eighties in their initial stages. 95 Especially in the 2000s, youth, in particular,
who have grown up consumer-oriented and may have no interest in contemporary art, are
“willing to find out about it” through t-shirts and sneakers. 96 This new conscious
acceptance of the relationship between commercialism, spectacular headlines, and art has
also infiltrated and changed those in the art world.
Isabelle Graw, discussed in the introduction, charts these developments at length
in her book and argues that “market euphoria” has become socially acceptable, both in
mass culture and amongst art insiders. 97 Up through the eighties, most in the art world
were overtly hostile towards anything resembling commercialism in art. But by the midnineties, artists who achieved financial success were “no longer eyed with suspicion. On
the contrary, attention was lavished on them from all sides.” 98 In the early 2000’s, the
price of an artwork alone could “achieve symbolic meaning,” and establish an artist’s
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credibility. 99 Graw argues that this stemmed from slow structural changes in the art
world over the last few decades, speeding up in the eighties and nineties. Before, the art
market was seen as a “means of doing business,” but over time its status “gradually
elevated to that of a normative authority.” 100 Damien Hirst, for example, became a
mainstream art celebrity after collector Steven Cohen bought The Physical Impossibility
of Death in the Mind of Someone Living (1992) for $8 million dollars in 2004. The
excessive amount of money his work brought in effectively validated his career, and was
followed by more institutional and scholarly interest in his work.
In the same vein, even though anti-consumerism has persisted in academia and in
certain critical circles, many professionals of the art world have come to perpetuate,
appreciate, and even endorse explicit commerciality in art—drowning out these more
critical voices in the process. Part of this shift is a mainstream, generational backlash:
many younger writers for popular art publications have pushed back against the “blanket
demonization of the market” by other art critics, denouncing these views as “old-school
leftist.” 101 In response, Foster raises the alarm of the perceived downturn of critical
thinking and theory in art writing in his 2015 book, Bad New Days: Art, Criticism,
Emergency. He explains that this “irrelevance of criticism is evident enough in an art
world where value is determined by market position above all; today ‘criticality’ is
frequently dismissed as rigid, rote passé, or all of the above. ‘Theory’ fares even worse (if
that is possible), serving mostly as idiot reification and scare word.” 102 Samuel Keller,
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Director of ArtBasel, also notes this shift in cultural authority: “When I entered the art
world, famous critics had an aura of power . . . Now they’re more like philosophers—
respected, but not as powerful as collectors, dealers, or curators. Nobody fears critics
anymore.” 103
Art writing and criticism currently appear in newly diversified and expanded
platforms, brought on and made more accessible by the Internet—a populist, nonstandardized format that privileges rapid information and convenience, not dense
theoretical frameworks or rigorous critical study. This shift is a double edge sword, as
this often unregulated and quickly recycling informational environment can oversimplify
important issues, proliferate misinformation, and stifle criticality. But, unbounded by the
potential orthodoxies and expectations of academia, it can also encourage new scholarly
perspectives and crossovers between art, commercialism, media studies, and
consumerism that have been previously left untouched. This is evident in the growing
academic fields of consumer culture and visual studies, in which everyday advertising,
TV, film, and consumerism are considered valid areas of study. 104 For better or for
worse, theoretical art criticism has become less influential, forced to share the stage with
the plethora of voices produced by the Information age. Although “information
overload” as a catch-all for any trend in the nineties has become cliché, its leveling and
mass dissemination of a wide array of art criticism is significant in regards to the change
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in attitude towards explicitly commercial art. 105
Another factor contributing to the new, pervasive acceptance of the market is that
the art market has become too big to be overlooked or unequivocally condemned, it is a
presence that cannot be avoided. 106 This ubiquity means that in art, “market
consciousness is no longer a sign of criticality,” and artists can take on commercial
strategies without necessarily being expected to simultaneously censure them. 107 In fact,
Philipp Kleinmichel has argued that the long-standing expectation for the avant-garde to
oppose the market has lost its relevance, without any convincing or meaningful way to do
so. He believes that, “the old romantic belief in art as an inherently oppositional force,
together with a battery of fascinating theoretical concepts still passed on in schools and
universities, seems rather odd, comical and at any rate no longer sustainable today.” 108
Rather than completely untenable or unusual, however, many artists continue to produce
work that critiques social, political, and economic issues, and many scholars still employ
theory to interpret their significance. But, more so than in the eighties, the
mainstreaming of art criticism and the expansion of academic areas of everyday culture
in the nineties and two-thousands have lessened the pressure for artists and art writers to
be oppositional. In short, art no longer has to oppose commercialism and everyday
consumerism to be taken seriously.
Strangely, however, while negative perceptions of commercialism in art has
decreased since the nineties, the same consideration has only marginally been
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retroactively applied to the 1980s. The period is still associated with its “art boom” and
not much else—testifying to the engrained academic canon that continues to define the
period. 109 Rather than considered an “open wound . . . of greed and glamour,” I argue
that the decade could be re-considered as a trial run for the significant changes in
everyday culture, consumerism, and art still happening today—with Haring as a
preeminent instigator. 110 Because of him and these changing attitudes, both artist
foundations and contemporary artists have felt freer to build on top of his marketing and
licensing strategies.

Artist Merchandising in the 2000s
Several artists have applied Haring’s lessons in merchandising on a range of
projects that include artist-run shops, merchandising, licensing, and cheap multiples since
the eighties—a topic that could take up an entire dissertation. 111 In this limited space, I
aim to introduce some of the most relevant examples and begin to postulate their
changing reception and significance. Some, like Shepard Fairey, Kenny Scharf, and
KAWS, have mirrored Haring’s more entrepreneurially scaled model and populist
intentions almost completely—to varying degrees. Others, like Takashi Murakami and
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Damien Hirst have expanded Haring’s eighties concepts by incorporating new consumer
and corporate strategies of their contemporary environment, generating much more
profitable merchandising operations. Except for Fairey, these artists do not markedly use
their merchandise as a strategy to circulate political or activist messages. Overall, like
the KHF, they have modified the Pop Shop model to make it much more profit oriented
and sustainable by allowing others to carry out their intentions, letting go of complete
control and spreading the risk, time, and responsibilities of these activities. For example,
with Internet and retail partners as distributional assets, these artists have foregone the
idea of a centralized store location, a logistical and financial burden.
These artists have in certain respects been legitimized by the art world despite
their commercial projects (or because of them), reflecting the relatively recent shift in
attitudes in the contemporary art world. Indeed, even though these artists have had their
share of criticism, even by some of the same voices who disparaged Haring, these critical
accounts have not defined or deflated their careers. 112 Again, in part due to the
diversified range of voices and publicity platforms brought on by the Internet, any
negative criticism has been generally obscured or diluted by the overwhelmingly
validation of auctions, museums, and other art critics. Standards of art appreciation have
also changed in part because of Haring, whose groundwork helped decrease the pressure
for these artists to conform to a certain kind of art making, allowing them to experiment
more so with everyday commercial activities.
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Some of the most obvious legacies of Haring’s career, in general, can be found in
the contemporary practices of graffiti and street art. These artists have learned from the
development of Haring’s personal symbolic style and his use of alternative urban spaces.
Many of them have also learned from his Pop Shop: creating streetwear and merchandise
as an extension of their practice. Like Haring, generally graffiti and street artists can
easily transition to mass-reproduced commercial activities since they inherently
incorporate repetition, speed, and simplicity in their work. Carlo McCormick explains,
One of the most salient features of graffiti is its approximation of branding. At its
most basic level, the tag mimics the ideographic compression, repetition and
saturation that we would expect of corporate logos and marketing campaigns. As
a matter of practicality an artist’s tag must be fluent, fluid, flexible enough to be
put up anywhere, quickly, under any conditions, and maintain the most primary of
marketing directives: instant recognition. 113
Like outdoor advertising campaigns, if pictographic street art is repeated often enough—
such as Haring’s work in the subways—it can lead to recognition, and then admiration,
by a broader public. Through the far reaching distributional benefits of new inventions
like digital photography and the Internet, this audience can now expand globally. This
exposure creates a built-in market; a public that might want to express their admiration or
affinity with these artists by buying their merchandise. And fortuitously, street or graffiti
art’s often straightforward, graphic style can be reproduced easily onto t-shirts, hats, or
sneakers. Due to these factors, many contemporary graffiti and street artists such as
Futura 2000, Wang Les, Invader, and many others have experimented with clothing lines
or cheap consumer products. 114 Some, like Scharf, Fairey, and KAWS, have made it a
central activity to their practice.
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I.

Kenny Scharf
Kenny Scharf, Haring’s roommate and close friend in the eighties, followed a

parallel, if slower, career trajectory. He studied at the School of Visual Arts, showed in
the Times Square Show in 1980, was greatly influenced by Warhol, the pop aesthetic, and
graffiti, and eventually made his way into galleries. Like Haring, Scharf believed in
“breaking down the elitism [of] the art world” to “bring art to the street, the public.” 115
Scharf did receive some recognition in the eighties—invited to Documenta in 1982 and
the Whitney Biennial in 1985—but did not achieve nearly the same popularity and
financial success as Haring until the late nineties. Before this point, in 1995, Scharf
experimented with his own small-scale shop set up outside the Guggenheim Soho in an
old newspaper kiosk, called the Scharf Schak (figure 22). 116 The Scharf Schak sold tshirts, magnets, hats, Swatches, and glasses printed with Scharf’s designs. As one
journalist put it, “If you can slap an image on it, Scharf has done just that.” 117

streetwear, and/or limited editions of their work at lower price points or have collaborated with designers,
companies, and/or licensed their images and names for product production, along with a couple product
examples: Invader (sells limited editions of puffy stickers and “invasion kits”), Futura 2000 (sold t-shirts in
the original Pop Shop, collaborated with designer Agnes B, streetwear lines, licensed designs and
collaborated with Levi’s, Nike, Vans, Hennessy), André Saraiva (collaborated with Louis Vuitton, sells
posters, pins, and other objects on his website), James Jean (collaborated with the Hundreds Cp. to make
hats, t-shirts, sweatshirts, and skateboards), BÄST (sneakers with Marc Jacobs), Wes Lang (line of Rolex
watches, clothing line, merchandise for Kanye West’s tour), Lady Aiko (collaborated with Louis Vuitton),
Hebru Brantley (apparel, stickers, products through website), KR (sold products with Alife company for
streetwear), STASH (streetwear), and Mr. Brainwash (eyeglasses for New York Soho’s Sunglass Hut).
Also several companies, brands, and websites appropriate street art and graffiti without
permission. See RedBubble.com and Julie Zerbo, “Graffiti Artists Fight Copying by Fashion Brands,”
Business of Fashion (Feb. 26, 2016). For example, Banksy, the most famous street/graffiti artist, has
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Resembling a “Tahitian beach hut,” he could only keep the store open for a few months
and lost a lot of his own money. 118
In the early eighties, Scharf often “customized” everyday objects, painting on
appliances, clothing, and even Haring’s glasses, and was therefore an important influence
on Haring’s translation of his designs to multiple surfaces. 119 In 1981, fresh from the
Times Square Show, Scharf started a small, tongue-in-cheek business run by his alter-ego
“Van Chrome” that lasted for about a year. 120 He placed small advertisements in
publications like SOHO News to hire him to customize ordinary objects: “Bored with
television? Hire Van to make your TV experience incredible.” 121 However, like his
Schak, this offer did not gain much traction—except amongst friends. 122 Compared to
Haring’s Pop Shop, these attempts by Scharf demonstrated that a small DIY artist
business could only exist for any significant amount of time if it was funded by a
lucrative gallery career—of which he had not yet achieved.

II.

Shepard Fairey
During the nineties, Shepard Fairey’s art career, like Haring’s, started on the

street, then ventured into art galleries—operating simultaneously in both worlds. Once
he gained widespread popularity, he began to produce merchandise such as t-shirts, bags,
hoodies, mugs, and phone cases in 2001. He called his brand OBEY, an “extension” of
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his work in line with his “populist views.” 123 The concept stemmed from one of his first
and most well-known street images: the words “OBEY” underneath the face of Andre the
Giant, which in its original context on the street was meant to critique outdoor
advertising’s pressure on the public to “obey and consume” (figure 23). When he turned
it into a brand, it became a tactic to subvert the system of consumerism from within. 124
Fairey’s products include not just his artwork on t-shirts and hats, but an entire line of
urban inspired clothing sold on his website, in temporary pop-up stores, and through
retail partnerships and licensing. 125 Like Haring, he sees merchandising as one way to
spread his art and designs to those who do not live in cities or go to art galleries. 126 And
furthermore, he believes that his website, printed on his merchandise’s tags, “might be a
point of entry for a whole world they hadn’t considered,” acting like a teaser advertising
campaign to engage new audiences. 127
Similar to Haring, Fairey has also taken up a variety of social and political issues
in his work and has used his merchandising to raise awareness and money for a variety of
activist and humanitarian organizations and issues like freedom of speech, hunger,
medical research, and LGBT and black rights. For example, he donated proceeds from
his famous Barack Obama Hope poster from 2008 to the American Civil Liberties Union
(ACLU) and the charity, Feeding America. Most significantly in relation to his
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merchandise, in 2007 he started the Obey Awareness Program. Through the program, he
sells certain merchandise lines and donates 100% of the profits to various causes such as
hunger, natural disaster relief, and environmental preservation.
Fairey’s reasoning behind his merchandise connects most directly to Haring’s
populist objectives, calling him his “role model.” 128 Literalizing this connection, Fairey
even collaborated with the KHF in 2012, combining Haring’s three-eyed face with
OBEY clothing to “perpetuate [Haring’s] imagery to a new audience” (figures 24-25). 129
The reception of his commercial activities has also been similar to Haring’s. Other street
writers and artists have accused Fairey of selling out, but he has insisted that he recycles
the profits from his products back into activist issues or his work in the street, “because
that is [his] love, not money.” 130 In addition, far from abandoning his street career to
then take up retailing full time, Fairey has worked in both the streets and the popular
commercial sphere throughout his career—creating underground guerilla marketing
campaigns for companies like Pepsi, Hasbro, and NBC through design agencies he has
established including Black Market Inc. (1996) and Studio Number One (2003). Fairey
has dismissed these charges of selling out as “underground elitism”—peers who are
satisfied when street art targets an exclusive, in-the-know audience, but not when it
becomes popular in mainstream culture. 131 Aside from criticisms by his peers, Fairey’s
acceptance by the art world has been largely positive—collected by the Museum of
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Modern Art, The New Museum, the Institute of Contemporary art in Boston, and the
Smithsonian. He screened, “Andre the Giant has a Posse,” at the MoMA in 1997, had a
solo show at the Boston Museum as early as 2002, and received an honorary Doctorate
from the Pratt Institute in 2015. This acceptance has allowed Fairey to more freely
pursue everyday commercial projects than Haring. 132

III.

KAWS
KAWS, aka Brian Donnelly, is a graffiti artist turned street artist turned fine artist

who has amassed a subcultural following in recent decades. In the last several years, he
has received considerable art world recognition, especially after his first museum
retrospective in 2010 at the Aldrich Contemporary Art Museum, his “unofficial grand
induction to the institutionalized art world.” 133 His career path has closely mirrored
Haring’s—building his fame first with broader, non-art Japanese/New York audience
through graffiti, street art, and merchandising, attending the School of Visual Arts (SVA),
opening his own store in Tokyo, and then entering the fine art world. 134 A white kid
from Jersey City, KAWS spent his childhood skateboarding in New York and spray
painting on top of billboard advertisements, joining the graffiti scene in the mid-nineties.
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After he graduated from the SVA in 1993 with a degree in illustration, KAWS worked in
an animation studio. Simultaneously, he also began a multi-year project of meticulously
painting over bus shelter advertising posters first in New York, then in several cities
including San Francisco, London, Paris, and Tokyo (figure 26-27). 135 Seamlessly, but
illegally, merging his style with the commercial advertisements, he referred to this work
as “forced collaborations.” 136 This series made him a major name in the graffiti scene.
Like Haring’s subway drawings, KAWS used his bus poster paintings to develop
and establish his own highly recognizable style and cast of characters, shaped also in part
by the flat and graphic qualities he learned while studying graphic design at the SVA.
This style was the basis for his subsequent work in galleries and in his merchandise.
Because of its aesthetic affinities to popular graphic design, he has been commissioned to
design and collaborate on covers and spreads for several magazines in Japan and New
York. 137 Like his bus shelter works, his design collaborations have tended to fuse
seamlessly with other commercial images—one notable way that KAWS has departed
from Haring and other street artists. Rather than co-opting, defacing, or subverting
outdoor media strategies to disseminate his own work, he has integrated his own style,
enhancing already existing commercial culture. Also, while he has strived for populism
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and access in his art, unlike Haring, he has not used his platform to offer any other
activist, political, or subversive commentary. In this way, his art practice has reflected a
cultural context where artists can engage with popular commercial activities without the
expectation of critical condemnation. Indeed, KAWS has not been called a sell out or
chastised for his commercial activities by art critics. Outside of the art world, KAWS has
achieved a “cult-like status,” amassing a large, dedicated fan base similar to Haring. 138
In fact, like Haring’s subway works, fans started stealing KAWS’s bus shelter works as
soon as he installed them. 139 And so, also like Haring, he turned to an alternate,
merchandising strategy—an easy transition given his simple, graphic style and the
existing popular demand for his work.
In the late nineties, KAWS went to Tokyo and began to mass produce and sell
small toy figurines of one of his characters, Companion, and collaborated with companies
to produce apparel of his work (figure 28). 140 Taking this one step further, from 2006 to
2013, KAWS ran his own store in Tokyo named OriginalFake, along with a website to
sell his own merchandise. 141 The name of the store poked fun at the logic of art
merchandise, especially within its Japanese context. But unlike Haring’s Tokyo Pop
Shop, which succumbed to counterfeit competitors, OriginalFake was a big success. 142
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KAWS and others have cited his affinities with Haring. He has also been linked
to Claes Oldenburg, who he has referred to often in interviews, and Takashi
Murakami. 143 In the most notable explanation of KAWS lineage, Germano Celant
situates his practice within a long timeline of artists in the twentieth century who have
created both functional products and art multiples. 144 In this list, he includes the
merchandising practices of Haring’s Pop Shop and many of the other East Village artists
and projects I discuss in chapter two. 145 Haring, especially, is a “pivotal influence” to
KAWS because of his reach, populism, and his ability to work in the fine art and
commercial worlds simultaneously. 146 KAWS said that because of Haring, “It almost
seems like a natural thing these days to be an artist and make products.” 147 In effect,
KAWS took Haring’s merchandising model and substituted in his own cast of characters.
Haring and his Pop Shop also helped introduce KAWS to fine art as a child, and
as a result, inspired him to pass this on to a new generation. KAWS said,
For me [merchandising is] about cross-pollinating, it’s that chance to bring kids
who follow me into museums. When I was a kid my first introduction to art came
through graffiti, skateboarding, and the Pop Shop . . . I remember the way Keith
Haring’s art made me feel comfortable walking into a gallery or a museum. I just
want to make stuff that no one is ever too stupid to get. 148
McCormick, PAPERMAG, 2013.
143
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Because of his encounters with Haring, populism and access have been driving forces for
KAWS. 149 Unlike Haring, however, KAWS only made limited editions of his
merchandise in sets of 500 and 1000 due to production costs, logistics, and convenience.
This imposed scarcity meant that his coveted toys were almost immediately marked up
and resold on sites like eBay. 150 Perhaps in response to this, KAWS closed his store in
2013 and has since taken up licensing, partnering with companies such as Marc Jacobs,
Levis, Nike, Vans, Hennessy, and making a range of products that include t-shirts,
pillows, skateboards, watches, hats, and sneakers. Most recently, in April 2016, Uniqlo
produced a line of his clothing that sold out within days.
Like Haring, KAWS sees the value in operating within multiple worlds and
markets, especially to counter the “hypocrisy in the fine art world, in their snobbery about
products.” 151 He believes his “product work reinforces the painting and the painting
reinforces the product,” both are equally part of his practice. 152 Unlike Haring, who
wanted to be considered a fine artist and at times distanced himself from commercialism,
KAWS has refused to label or rank his activities one way or the other, nor expresses the
same kind of ambivalence or contradictory attitude. 153 This is partly because Haring had
laid the groundwork for leveling these types of activities with fine art, but also because
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KAWS spent a substantial amount of time as a graphic designer and commercial
animator before he became a graffiti, and then, a fine artist. 154 In fact, KAWS’s art
merchandising has already been given more serious consideration than Haring’s. The
Aldrich exhibition catalog is a case in point, in which an entire section illustrates his
merchandise in the same manner as his art, with high resolution photographs and labels
listing title, date, materials, and dimensions. 155

IV.

Takashi Murakami and Damien Hirst
Takashi Murakami and Damien Hirst’s merchandising practices have also

stemmed from Haring’s, but differ from the artists above in that they super-charged his
model with strategies gleaned from the escalation of the economy and consumer culture
in the twenty-first century. Even more so than KAWS, their merchandise production has
involved a more explicit acceptance of commercialism, celebrity, and the spectacle,
without any overt political, activist, or social critiques (unless one considers their
consumerist spectacle extreme enough to be satire). If Haring tentatively appropriated
aspects of the new consumer culture in the eighties, Murakami and Hirst’s projects have
enthusiastically adopted the increasing consolidation of brands into corporate empires in
the nineties. Their trajectory has tended to follow in the footsteps of the other kind of
eighties artist celebrity discussed in chapter one and four, such as Jeff Koons and Julian
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Schnabel, who both generated and capitalized on hype within the art world to become
famous. Taking their cue from these artists, populism has still been relevant to Hirst and
Murakami, but it largely takes a back seat to their embrace of and participation in the art
market and pursuit of fame. And so, compared to the Pop Shop, which barely broke
even, their merchandising operations have become large sources of revenue, rather than a
platform for populism or charity. In addition, although their scale and profits dwarf the
Pop Shop, given the more accommodating reception of commercialism described
above—these projects have been accepted much more readily by the art market, art
museums, academia, and art critics.
Although Murakami has not acknowledged the influence of Haring, he did visit
the Pop Shop in the late eighties and would undoubtedly have been introduced to Haring
while living in Tokyo. 156 Many of his merchandising activities have resembled the basic
premise of the Pop Shop, but at a much bigger and more complex scale: a “multinational
corporate empire.” 157 Murakami has employed over a hundred employees in his Hiropon
studio in Tokyo, established in 1996, and his Kaikai Kiki studio in Brooklyn, established
in 1998. The studios, or “factories,” have over eighteen departments that range from
painting, to advertising, packaging, animation, celebrity imaging, consumer goods,
publishing, and animation—“a kind of Gesamtkunstwerk for the new millennium.” 158
Overall, Murakami’s diverse approach to art, consumerism, and popular culture has
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echoed Haring’s range of activities in the eighties, but much more extravagantly. In a
similar way, Murakami has spectacularized Haring’s merchandise model as well, creating
the Superflat Museum in 2005, a line of miniature sculptures sold cheaply as sets.
Produced in the same materials and forms as his larger anime and manga-inspired gallery
sculptures, the figurines are instead like shokugans, a popular type of collectible, cheap
toy sold in Japanese convenience stores (figure 29). Murakami saw them as a starter kit
for collecting art, since, as he put it, it is “not common to purchase and live with a work
of art.” 159 In total, Murakami sold 300,000 Superflat figurines for $3.50 US dollars,
which now resell for over $1000. 160
In his 2007 museum catalog essay, art historian Scott Rothkopf commended
Murakami, who “does the thing itself,” beating licensing-happy foundations, heirs, and
the museum shop’s “posthumous punch” to licensing and merchandising. 161 Rothkopf
then touched on Haring briefly as a precedent, but downplayed Haring’s commercial
activities as unsophisticated, understating his much more nuanced and productive
relationship to self-promotion, mass production, and merchandising. 162 Instead, he
characterized Haring’s Pop Shop as “folksy populism,” and described his interviews as
“filled with sanctimonious tales of refusal concerning lucrative corporate projects.” 163
Rothkopf in some ways is correct, Haring did have an inner conflict, a “tortured
contradiction,” that did not allow him to fully embrace commercialism in interviews, as I
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have documented. 164 However, his comparison missed an important point: Murakami
was able to freely pursue commercialism not because he was more fearless or
groundbreaking than Haring, but because of the different geographical, socioeconomic,
and historical contexts that shaped him. 165
Murakami and several writers have recognized that Japanese art does not have the
same highly coded and antagonistic separation between high and low culture that has
preoccupied Western history up through the eighties. 166 As discussed in chapter three,
Japanese art has been intimately tied to commercialism in the last century, and so
Murakami has never felt the same controversial baggage that troubled Haring. As curator
Alison Gingeras stated, “Murkami is no ‘sell-out’ as would be said of an artist in the
west.” 167 Instead, rather than “confound[ing] high and low,” a non-issue in Japan,
Murakami has intended to proudly elevate Japanese popular culture for a Western
audience in order to “reverse the tide of Japan’s post-war cultural inferiority complex.” 168
Even when Murakami has described his motivations behind merchandising, he has
sounded less like a cultural participant and more like a removed, cultural ethnographer.
He explained, “I am looking for the crossing point between fine art and entertainment. I
have learned in Europe and America the way of the fine-art scene. Few people come to
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museums. Much bigger are movie theaters. The museum, that space is kind of old-style
media, like opera. That’s why I am really interested in making merchandise for ordinary
people.” 169 Considering Haring’s groundwork along with Murakami’s Japanese
background, Murakami’s work has been less of an upheaval of art traditions than a reinterpretation of art historical precedents to accommodate his contemporary environment.
Within this new context, Murakami has amassed immense financial and
institutional success and fame as an artist, first in the West in the nineties and then in
Japan in the early 2000s. He has had major solo museum shows at the Boston’s Museum
of Fine Arts in 2001, a large international, traveling retrospective by the Museum of
Contemporary Art in Los Angeles (MOCA) in 2007, and a solo exhibition at the
Yokohama Museum of Art in Japan in 2016. 170 Even his merchandise has received
serious consideration within art institutions: an entire section of his MOCA retrospective
featured his merchandise and the Pop Life exhibition displayed a set of ten figurines from
the Superflat Museum. 171 The MOCA retrospective even included a temporary Louis
Vuitton store that sold Murakami/Louis Vuitton bags within the exhibit itself, a store that
became even more centralized and publicized when the retrospective traveled to the
Brooklyn Museum in 2008.
Like Murakami, Hirst emerged as an art celebrity in the late nineties with an
equally long curriculum vitae of art world and commercial projects. A leading member
of the Young British Artists (YBAs) in London, Hirst epitomized their reputation to
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shock and grab headlines. Hirst showed his work internationally at the Venice Biennale
in 1993, won the Turner Prize in 1995, and had his first major solo museum show at the
Tate Modern in 1999, followed by several others. His celebrity came in part from several
stunts, provocations, and controversies: he posed with a cadaver’s severed head in a
photograph, exhibited dead animals in large tanks, and most of all, his art sold for an
unprecedented amount of money. He sold $200.7 million worth of artwork in his 2008
auction—the largest amount ever made by a living artist, has had work collected by most
major museums and collectors, and by 2010, he became one of the richest men in Britain.
As mentioned above, the exhibit Pop Life grouped Damien Hirst’s 2008 DIY
auction together with Haring’s DIY Pop Shop, but a more apt comparison came after the
Tate’s exhibition with the opening of Hirst’s store Other Criteria in 2009. Other Criteria
sells limited editions and multiples, t-shirts, sweatshirts, posters, books, jewelry,
housewares, and prints by Hirst and a number of other artists (figures 30-31). 172 Hirst
founded Other Criteria as a publishing company in the late 1990s and converted it into a
retail establishment in the 2000s. It existed first as a website, then became physical
stores in three locations: London in 2009, Devon in 2013, and Soho, New York in
2014—just blocks away from the original Pop Shop. In 2007, his business manager
Frank Dunphy said that Hirst was “very aware of his brand potential” of his work outside
the art world and put that brand potential to work through merchandise. 173 By that point,
Hirst had already partnered with Absolut Vodka, sold cheaper editions of his painting,
made advertisements for billboards and television, licensed his work to Levis Strauss &
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Company, and directed pop music videos. 174 In a nod to the populist principles of the
Pop Shop, Hirst’s business partner, Hugh Allan, explained its origin: “The idea, I
suppose, in a way was to make the purchasing or acquiring of art less threatening and
easier to do, by creating the retail environment which everybody’s familiar with . . . it’s
definitely widened the audience who can participate in the collection of art.” 175
This populist sentiment is also evident in the name of the shop, after critic Leo
Steinberg’s book Other Criteria (1972), in which Steinberg offered a new set of criteria
to evaluate art in the sixties, apart from the abstract expressionist dogma of Harold
Rosenberg and Clement Greenburg. Hirst referenced Steinberg in his own attempt to
reconsider art in the twenty-first century: one that is mass produced, sold online, and
widely accessible—a model of art making that has proven to be very popular. To be sure,
the store has attracted “all sorts of different people” with record sales in just its first few
months, despite the economic collapse in 2008. 176 Other Criteria has survived in the
same neighborhood that the posthumous Pop Shop failed because of Hirst’s more
corporate management style, global brand, and large stockpile of funds.
Usually, Murakami and Hirst are typically grouped with Jeff Koons through their
unbridled embrace of consumerism, the market, and the spectacle, “with a rigor that puts
Warhol to shame.” 177 According to Rothkopf, Koons “succeeded like no artist ever
before” on achieving a broader audience and artistic celebrity, while “maintaining his artworld credentials.” 178 He took the idea of the celebrity artist into the spectacular tabloid
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sphere of the press and influenced the headline-stealing antics of art celebrities in the
following decades. And so, quite appropriately, Koon’s has been often considered to be
an important bridge between Warhol and their practice, but in this genealogy, Haring’s
merchandising, celebrity, and promotional contributions are often overlooked. 179
Indeed, Murakami’s and Hirst’s stores and merchandise production can be seen as
important recipients of the progression of the multiple to merchandise, of which Haring is
a key transitional figure, and Koons is not. Haring also invented new ways to engage
with print, broadcast, and outdoor media, and generated new forms of artistic celebrity
and avenues for art engagement. Koons’s work may have been also admired by a broad
public in the eighties, but this popularity is more in line with the popularity of Pop art:
accessible, popular subject matter in his gallery works, but not accessible ownership and
everyday interaction. 180 In addition, Haring, rather than Koons, supplied the concept of
alternative distribution through merchandising. In this way, even if Hirst and Murakami
dramatically expanded the Pop Shop model, Haring should be recognized as an important
precedent for their forays into merchandising.

Conclusion
While the Pop Shop may no longer exist, its conceptual and populist
underpinnings continue to thrive, even more so in a world with more accessible and
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diversified media platforms and an art world that increasingly sanctions, rather than
censures, commercial art activities. Leo Steinberg’s chapter “Other Criteria” concludes
with the sentence, “The deepening inroads of art into non-art continue to alienate the
connoisseur as art defects and departs into strange territories leaving the old stand-by
criteria to rule an eroding plan.” 181 But, despite the changing criteria of a new receptive
atmosphere—Haring’s Pop Shop, merchandising, and media strategies still have not
received the credit and consideration they deserve. Haring offered a new, previously
overlooked paradigm and an innovative set of non-art tactics to think about how art can
function within its contemporary environment, encouraging art engagement and
interaction from an unprecedented range and number of people. He proved that access to
an international, non-art audience is increasingly based on how well one navigates
dominant contemporary strategies and channels. In this case, Haring infiltrated the
cluttered media environment of the eighties and used the market as a medium to expand
access to art and activism, providing a model for future generations.
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Chapter 1: Figures

Figures 1 (left): Untitled, 1982. Source:
http://worldwidemuseumguide.com/exhibitions/keith-haring-political-line-deyoung-museum-san-francisco/, accessed Sept. 3, 2016.
Figure 2 (right): Untitled, 1985. Source: Germano Celant and Barry Blinderman, eds.
Keith Haring (New York: Prestel, 1992) plate 90.

Figure 3: Film still, Lick Fat Boys, 1979. Source: Courtesy of The Keith Haring
Foundation Archives, New York, NY.
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Figure 4: Film still, He Said I have Dream, 1980. Source: Courtesy of The Keith Haring
Foundation Archives, New York, NY.

Figures 5-6: A Personal Mythology (for semiotics class, SVA), 1980. Sources: Images
courtesy of The Keith Haring Foundation Archives, New York, NY.

Figures 7-8: Film still, Machine, 1980. Sources: Courtesy of The Keith Haring
Foundation Archives, New York, NY.
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Figure 9: Club 57 performance, NYC, June 1980. Source: Photo by Joseph Szkodzinski.
Raphaela Platow, ed. Keith Haring: 1978-82 (Cincinnati: Contemporary Arts
Center, 2010) 80.

Figure 10: Untitled, 1981. Sumi Ink on Paper. Source: The Keith Haring Foundation
website, http://www.haring.com/!/art-work/260#.WFmMBk-M3xY, accessed
Dec. 20, 2016.
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Figure 11: Untitled, 1981. Source: The Keith Haring Foundation website,
http://www.haring.com/!/art-work/500#.WFmOAU-M3xY, accessed Dec. 20,
2016.

Figure 12: Untitled, painting fragment (above) and in situ on the street (below), 1980.
Source: Raphaela Platow, ed. Keith Haring: 1978-82 (Cincinnati: Contemporary
Arts Center, 2010) 52.
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Figure 13: Untitled (recto and verso) ca. 1980. Source: Raphaela Platow, ed. Keith
Haring: 1978-82 (Cincinnati: Contemporary Arts Center, 2010) 106.

Figure 14: Untitled (recto and verso) ca. 1980. Source: Raphaela Platow, ed. Keith
Haring: 1978-82 (Cincinnati: Contemporary Arts Center, 2010) 107.
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Figure 15: Untitled (recto and verso) ca.1980. Source: Raphaela Platow, ed. Keith
Haring: 1978-82 (Cincinnati: Contemporary Arts Center, 2010) 109.

Figures 16 (left): Haring, Reagan: Ready to Kill, 1980. Collaged newspaper photocopy.
Figure 17 (right): Pope Killed For Freed Hostage, 1980. Collaged newspaper
photocopy. Source: Raphaela Platow, ed., Keith Haring: 1978-82 (Cincinnati:
Contemporary Arts Center, 2010) 131 and 133.

Figure 18: Spectacolor Billboard, 1982. Source: Jeffrey Deitch, Suzanne Geiss, and Julia
Gruen, eds., Keith Haring (New York: Rizzoli, 2008) 226.
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Figure 19: Pop Shop billboard, Keith Haring Foundation. Source: Photo by Tseng
Kwong Chi | © Muna Tseng Dance Projects, Inc., image courtesy of The Keith
Haring Foundation Archives, New York, NY.

Figure 20 (left): Tony Shafrazi Gallery installation, 1982. Sources: The Keith Haring
Foundation website, http://www.haring.com/!/art-work/220#.WFmNtU-M3xY,
accessed Dec. 20, 2016.
Figure 21 (right): Online Video Archive; “Keith Haring Self Portrait” on CBS this
morning, KHA-0671, April 11 1988, 5 minutes, Keith Haring Foundation
Archives, New York, NY.
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Figure 22-23: Still from Painting Myself into a Corner, 1979, Video, 33 min, Collection
Keith Haring Foundation. Source: Courtesy of The Keith Haring Foundation
Archives, New York, NY.

Figure 24: Subway Drawings, 1983. Source: Photo by Tseng Kwong Chi | © Muna
Tseng Dance Projects, Inc. WEBSITE?
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Figure 25: Video still CBS news, 1982.
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Chapter 2: Figures

Figure 1: Poster for “Beyond Words,” 1981, exhibition organized by Fab 5 Freddie, Futura, and
Keith Haring at the Mudd Club. Source: Steven Hager, Art after Midnight: The East
Village Scene (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1986) 105.

Figure 2: Postcard/poster for Fun Gallery, 1983. Source: Gallery98,
http://gallery.98bowery.com/fun-gallery-invitation-1983/, accessed Dec. 10, 2015.
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Figure 3: Interior entrance to the Souvenir Shop at the Times Square Show, 1980. Source: Photo
by Andrea Callard. Marvin J. Taylor, ed., The Downtown Book: The New York Art Scene
1974-1984 (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2006) 86.

Figure 4: Times Square Show Shop, 1980. Source: Jeffrey Deitch, “Report from Times Square,”
Art in America (Sept. 1980): 59.
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Figure 5: Kiki Smith, Untitled (Cigarette Pack), Oil Paint on Wood, 1980. Source: Gallery98,
http://gallery.98bowery.com/kiki-smith-untitles-cigarette-pack-oil-paint-on-wood-1980/,
accessed Dec. 10, 2016.

Figure 6 (left): Christy Rupp, Jumping Down, Cast Plaster, 1979. Source: Gallery98,
http://gallery.98bowery.com/jumping-glazed-plaster-1979/, accessed Dec. 20, 2015.
Figure 7 (right): Christy Rupp, 2 Rats Shirt, one-of-a-kind silk screen on t-shirt, 1979. Source:
Gallery98, http://gallery.98bowery.com/rat-t-shirt-1980/, accessed Dec. 20, 2015.
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Figure 8: Becky Howland, Love Canal Potatoes, 1980. Source: Photograph courtesy of Becky
Howland.

Figure 9: Christy Rupp, Xerox poster for the Times Square Show, 1980. Source: Gallery98,
http://gallery.98bowery.com/times-square-show-poster-signed-by-rupp-1980/, accessed
Dec. 20, 2015.
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Figure 10: Times Square Show flyer by Colab, 1980. Source: Andrea Callard papers, series 1B,
Box 1, folder 55. The Fales Library & Special Collection, New York University Bobst
Library. Photo by author.

Figure 11: Times Square Show flyer by Colab, 1980. Source: Andrea Callard papers, series 1B,
Box 1, folder 55. The Fales Library & Special Collection, New York University Bobst
Library. Photo by author.
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Figure 12: Times Square Show flyer by Colab, 1980. Source: Andrea Callard papers, series 1B,
Box 1, folder 55. The Fales Library & Special Collection, New York University Bobst
Library. Photo by author.

Figure 13: Invitation to opening, Flyer by Colab, 1980. Source: Andrea Callard papers, series
1B, Box 1, folder 60. The Fales Library & Special Collection, New York University
Bobst Library. Photo by author.
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Figure 14 (left): Jane Dickson and Charlie Ahearn, Times Square Show poster, 1980. Source:
Gallery98, http://gallery.98bowery.com/jane-dickson-and-charlie-ahearntimes-squareshow-poster-1980/, accessed Jan. 5, 2016.
Figure 15 (right): Jane Dickson, Times Square Show Spectacolor Billboard, Times Square, 1980.
Source: http://www.stedelijkstudies.com/journal/colab-again/.

Figure 16: A. More Store at Broome Street, 1980. Source: Photo courtesy of Becky Howland.
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Figure 17-18: Boards painted for the A. More Store at Broome St., 1980. Source: Photos
courtesy of Becky Howland.

Figure 19: Exterior of the A. More Store at Broome Street, 1980. Source: Photo by Teri Slotkin.
Marc Miller, ABC No Rio Dinero: The Story of a Lower East Side Art Gallery.
http://98bowery.com/return-to-the-bowery/abcnorio-related-groups.php, accessed Dec. 6,
2015.
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Figure 20: A. More Store at White Columns, 1980. Source: Photo by Lisa Kahane. Marvin
Taylor, ed., The Downtown Book: The New York Art Scene 1974-1984 (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 2006) 87.

Figure 21: A. More Store at White Columns, 1980. Source: Photo by Lisa Kahane. Marvin
Taylor, ed., The Downtown Book: The New York Art Scene 1974-1984 (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 2006) 87.
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Figure 22: A. More Store at Barbara Gladstone, 1982-83. Source: Marc Miller, ABC No Rio
Dinero: The Story of a Lower East Side Art Gallery (New York: Collaborative Projects,
1985), http://www.98bowery.com/return-to-the-bowery/abcnorio-colab.php, accessed
Dec. 6, 2015.

Figure 23: A. More Store at Jack Tilton Gallery, 1983-84. Source: Marc Miller, ABC No Rio
Dinero: The Story of a Lower East Side Art Gallery (New York: Collaborative Projects,
1985), http://www.98bowery.com/return-to-the-bowery/abcnorio-colab.php, accessed
Dec. 6, 2015.
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Figure 24: Christy Rupp, Rat Ornament, 1980. Source: Gallery98.
http://gallery.98bowery.com/christy-rupp-spray-stencil-tree-ornament-c-1980-83/,
accessed Dec. 8, 2015.

Figures 25-26: Untitled, appropriated drawing by Kiki Smith (left), Untitled, Jolie Stahl drawing
(right), 1980. Source: Gallery98, http://gallery.98bowery.com/kiki-smith-note-pad-withuterus-drawings-1983/, accessed Dec. 15, 2015.

Figure 27: Dick Miller, Untitled (shopping bag), 1980. Source: Gallery98.
http://gallery.98bowery.com/dick-miller-and-teri-slotkin-spray-stencil-shopping-bag1980/, accessed Dec. 15, 2015.
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Figure 28-29: Tom Otterness, The Zodiac Love Series, 1982-87 and poster. Sources:
Gallery98, http://gallery.98bowery.com/tom-otterness-zodiac-love-plaster-sculptures1982-87/ and http://gallery.98bowery.com/exhibition/tom-otterness-the-zodiac-loveseries-1982-87/, accessed Dec. 15, 2015.

Figure 30: Ellen Cooper, plate and bowl, 1982, Art Direct Catalog. Source: Courtesy of Marc
Miller. Photo by author.
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Figure 31: A. More Store advertisement, 1980. Source: East Village Eye (Thanxgiving 1980).
Source: Sylvere Lotringer Papers, MSS 221, Box 61, folder 55. The Fales Library &
Special Collection, New York University Bobst Library. Photo by author.

Figures 32 (left): A. More Store advertisement, 1980. Source: Sylvere Lotringer Papers, MSS
221, Box 61, folder 55. The Fales Library & Special Collection, New York University
Bobst Library. Photo by author.
Figure 33 (right): Tom Otterness, A. More Store advertisement, 1980 in East Village Eye (Xmas
1980): 10. The Fales Library & Special Collection, New York University Bobst Library.
Photo by author.
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Figures 34 (left): A. More Store advertisement. East Village Eye (Dec./Jan. 1983).
Figure 35 (right): A. More Store advertisement. East Village Eye (Jan. 1982): 32.
Sources: Sylvere Lotringer Papers, MSS 221, Box 61, folder 55. The Fales Library & Special
Collection, New York University Bobst Library. Photo by author.

Figures 36 (left): A. More Store advertisement. East Village Eye (Dec./Jan. 1984/85).
Figure 37 (right): A. More Store advertisement. East Village Eye (Dec./Jan. 86).
Sources: Sylvere Lotringer Papers, MSS 221, Box 61, folder 55. The Fales Library & Special
Collection, New York University Bobst Library. Photos by author.
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Figure 38: Cara Perlman, Jack Tilton, and Printed Matter A. More Store announcement, 1983.
Source: Callard Papers, Series 1B, Box 1, folder 86. The Fales Library & Special
Collection, New York University Bobst Library. Photo by author.

Figure 39: A. More Store postcard, Jack Tilton Gallery, Dec. 13-1983- Jan. 7, 1984. Source:
Callard Papers, Series 1B, Box 1, Folder 81. The Fales Library & Special Collection,
New York University Bobst Library. Photo by author.
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Figure 40: A. More Store advertisement, 1981. East Village Eye (March 1981): 25. Source:
Sylvere Lotringer Papers, MSS 221, Box 61, folder 55. The Fales Library & Special
Collection, New York University Bobst Library. Photo by author.

Figure 41: Art Direct Items for the Home or Office, 1982; cover art by Tom Otterness. Source:
Courtesy of Marc Miller. Photo by author.
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Figure 42: Advertisement for Art Direct, 1982. East Village Eye (Oct. 1982): 15. Source:
Sylvere Lotringer Papers, MSS 221, Box 61, folder 55. The Fales Library & Special
Collection, New York University Bobst Library. Photo by author.

Figure 43: Brian Persol, Tunnel Tool Set, 1982, Art Direct Catalog. Source: Courtesy of Marc
Miller. Photo by author.

Figures 44-45: Fashion t-shirts from Art Direct Catalog, 1982. Source: Courtesy of Marc Miller.
Photo by author.
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Figure 46-49: A. More Store advertisements, Artforum (Dec. 1984): 72-79. Photo by author.
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Figure 50: Fashion Moda Store, Documenta 1982. Source: Photo by Lisa Kahane, 1982. Gabi
Lewton-Leopold, The Fashion Moda Stores, 1982: Selections from Documenta 7
(Purchase, New York: Neuberger Museum, 2012).

Figure 51: Fashion Moda Store, Documenta 1982. Source: Benjamin Buchloh, “Documenta 7: A
Dictionary of Received Ideas,” October, vol. 22 (Autumn 1982).
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Figure 52: Tom Otterness, plaster cast for Fashion Moda, 1982. Source: Gabi Lewton-Leopold,
The Fashion Moda Stores, 1982: Selections from Documenta 7 (Purchase, New York:
Neuberger Museum, 2012).

Figure 53: Jenny Holzer and Keith Haring, 1986. Wiener Festwochen exhibition in Vienna.
Source: Keith Haring, Jenny Holzer Keith Haring: Schütz mich vor dem was ich will
(Wien: Viwner Festwochen, 1986).
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Figure 54: Objets Vend’art by Vendona, Quad Cinema, 1985-89. Source: Ona Lindquist,
Archival Memoir of Objets Vend’art by Vendona,
http://objetsvendart.com/machines.html, accessed Aug. 2, 2016.

Figure 55: Objets Vend’art by Vendona, Golden Gate Park, San Francisco, 1985. Source: Ona
Lindquist, Archival Memoir of Objets Vend’art by Vendona,
http://objetsvendart.com/machines.html, accessed Aug. 2, 2016.
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Figure 56: Objets Vend’art by Vendona, Spectrum Theatre, 1988. Source: Ona Lindquist,
Archival Memoir of Objets Vend’art by Vendona,
http://objetsvendart.com/machines.html, accessed Aug. 2, 2016.

Figure 57: Lelan Swanson, Pocket Dreambook, 1985. Source: Ona Lindquist, Archival Memoir
of Objets Vend’art by Vendona, http://objetsvendart.com/machines.html, accessed Aug.
2, 2016.

Figure 58: Zagreus Bowery, Public Illumination Magazine, 1988. Source: Ona Lindquist,
Archival Memoir of Objets Vend’art by Vendona,
http://objetsvendart.com/machines.html, accessed Aug. 2, 2016.
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Figure 59: Patricia Malarcher, A Piece of the City, c. 1986-88. Source: Ona Lindquist, Archival
Memoir of Objets Vend’art by Vendona, http://objetsvendart.com/machines.html,
accessed Aug. 2, 2016.

Figure 60: Eugene Bergmann, Guernica, c. 1986-88. Source: Ona Lindquist, Archival Memoir
of Objets Vend’art by Vendona, http://objetsvendart.com/machines.html, accessed Aug.
2, 2016.

Figure 61: Joey Castolone, Span-Yid Productions, The Music Box, c. 1986-88. Source: Ona
Lindquist, Archival Memoir of Objets Vend’art by Vendona,
http://objetsvendart.com/machines.html, accessed Aug. 2, 2016.
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Figure 62: Kenneth Weinberg and Ona Lindquist, Letters to Ollie, c. 1986-88. Source: Ona
Lindquist, Archival Memoir of Objets Vend’art by Vendona,
http://objetsvendart.com/machines.html, accessed Aug. 2, 2016.

Figure 63: Donald Lipski, Change, c. 1986-88. Source: Ona Lindquist, Archival Memoir of
Objets Vend’art by Vendona, http://objetsvendart.com/machines.html, accessed Aug. 2,
2016.
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Figure 64: Ona Lindquist and Objets Vend’art by Vendona machine. Source: Ona Lindquist,
Archival Memoir of Objets Vend’art by Vendona,
http://objetsvendart.com/machines.html, accessed Aug. 2, 2016.
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Chapter 3: Figures

Figure 1: Keith Haring in New York Pop Shop Interior, 1986. Source: Photo by Charles
Dolfi-Michaels © Keith Haring Foundation.

Figures 2: Interior view of the Pop Shop. Source: Travel and Leisure, Nov. 1986. The
Keith Haring Foundation Archives, New York, NY.

Figure 3: Pop Shop storage areas. Source: Video still, “Keith Haring, Pop Shop,” ID:
KHA-0879, 2 min. 34 sec., courtesy of The Keith Haring Foundation Archives,
New York, NY.
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Figure 4-5: Floor Plan of the New York Pop Shop, designed by the architects Peter
Moore and Peter Pennoyer. Source: The Keith Haring Foundation Archives,
New York, NY. Photos by author.

Figure 6: Front windows of Pop Shop, inflatable babies. Source: Guy Trebay, "The Pop
Shop," Village Voice (New York, May 1986) in The Keith Haring Foundation
Archives, New York, NY. Photo by author.

Figure 7: Video still, neon Pop Shop sign. Source: “Keith Haring, Pop Shop,” ID: KHA0879, 2 min. 34 sec., courtesy of The Keith Haring Foundation Archives, New
York, NY.
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Figures 8-9: Keith Haring jacket and limited edition Swatches. Source: Harper’s Bazaar,
1986 (left), Not annotated (right), The Keith Haring Foundation Archives, New
York, NY. Photo by author.

Figures 10-12: Radiating baby buttons and large button multiples, Haring skateboard
multiple, and Party of Life invitation puzzle. Source: The Keith Haring
Foundation Archives, New York, NY. Photos by author.

Figures 13-15: Radio, Inflatable Baby, and assortment of buttons and magnets. Source:
The Keith Haring Foundation Archives, New York, NY. Photo by author.
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Figures 16 and 17: Details of the process of original drawings converted to t-shirts.
Source: The Keith Haring Foundation Archives, New York, NY. Photo by
author.

Figures 18 and 19: Fat man and dog puzzle. Source: The Keith Haring Foundation
Archives, New York, NY. Photo by author.
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Figures 20-21: PlayBoy ornament, 1986. Source: PlayBoy Magazine (Dec. 1986) The
Keith Haring Foundation Archives, New York, NY. Photo by author.

Figures 22 (left): Pop Shop billboard on Houston Street in New York. Source: Photo by
Tseng Kwong Chi | © Muna Tseng Dance Projects, Inc. Image courtesy of The
Keith Haring Foundation Archives, New York, NY.
Figure 23 (right): Postcard advertising the Pop Shop. Source: The Keith Haring
Foundation Archives, New York, NY. Photo by author.
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Figure 24: Pop Shop draw string bag, 1988. Source:
http://www.artvalue.com/auctionresult--haring-keith-1958-1990-usa-pop-shop2223555.htm, accessed Dec. 20, 2016.

Figures 25-26: Pop Shop merchandise, fold out poster and catalog created by Keith
Haring (back and front). Source: Photos on brochures by Tseng Kwong Chi | ©
Muna Tseng Dance Projects, Inc. The Keith Haring Foundation Archives, New
York, NY. Re-photographed by author.
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Figures 27-30: Pop Shop merchandise, fold out brochure and catalog designed by Keith
Haring (back, front, and interior). Sources: The Keith Haring Foundation
Archives, New York, NY. Photo by author.
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Figures 31-33: Pop Shop merchandise, fold out catalog created by Keith Haring (back
and front). Sources: The Keith Haring Foundation Archives, New York, NY.
Photo by author.
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Figures 34-35: Vendor catalogs from the Keith Haring Foundation Archive, Pop Shop
file, Birdie 1986-89 (left) and Fruit of the Loom, 1988 (right). Sources: The
Keith Haring Foundation Archives, New York, NY. Photo by author.

Figure 36: Keith Haring in Tokyo Pop Shop, 1988. Source: Photo by Tseng Kwong Chi |
© Muna Tseng Dance Projects, Inc., image courtesy of The Keith Haring
Foundation Archives, New York, NY.
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Figure 37: Blueprint of the shipping containers used to create the Toyko Pop Shop.
Source: The Keith Haring Foundation Archives, New York, NY. Photo by
author.

Figures 38-39: Haring painting the Maneki-neko cat and the lantern, 1987. Sources:
Photo by Tseng Kwong Chi | © Muna Tseng Dance Projects, Inc., images
courtesy of The Keith Haring Foundation Archives, New York, NY.

Figure 40: Pop Shop Tokyo sign. Source: Photo by Tseng Kwong Chi | © Muna Tseng
Dance Projects, Inc., image courtesy of The Keith Haring Foundation Archives,
New York, NY.
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Figures 41-43: Video stills of the videos played in Tokyo Pop Shop. Source top:
“Painting Pop Shop Tokyo Container,” January 1988, ID: KHA-0806, 20m 47s,
and source for two images on bottom: “Painting Pop Shop Container,” ID: KHA0803, 20 m 40 s. The Keith Haring Foundation Archives, New York, NY.

Figure 44: Mural Haring painting on the roof of the Tokyo Pop Shop, 1987. Source: John
Gruen, Keith Haring: The Authorized Biography (New York: Prentice Hall
Press, 1991) 179.
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Figure 45: Fan from Tokyo Pop Shop, 1987. Source: “Keith Haring’s Tokyo Pop Shop
On Display At The New York Historical Society,” Huffington Post (Feb. 2,
2013) http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/02/02/keith-haring-tokyo-popshop_n_2592696.html, accessed Sept. 2, 2016.

Figure 46: Fan and Kimono, Tokyo Pop Shop, 1987. Source: Japanese Magazine
clipping, The Keith Haring Foundation Archives, New York, NY. Rephotographed by author.
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Figure 47-49: Keith Haring, Pop Shop Tokyo Opening card, 1987, Tokyo Pop Shop draw
string bag, and assortment of buttons, 1987. Source: “Keith Haring’s Tokyo Pop
Shop On Display At The New York Historical Society,” Huffington Post (Feb. 2,
2013) http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/02/02/keith-haring-tokyo-popshop_n_2592696.html, accessed Sept. 2, 2016.

Figures 50-51: Video stills, press conference and roof painting for Pop Shop Tokyo
container. Source left: “Press conference and roof painting for Pop Shop Tokyo
container,” ID: KHA-0805, 21 m, 7s, and source right: “Painting Pop Shop
Tokyo Container,” ID: KHA-0804, 20 m 47s. The Keith Haring Foundation
Archives, New York, NY.
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Figures 52-53: Video stills, Haring in Tokyo Pop Shop with press in 1988. Source:
“Painting Pop Shop container,” ID: KHA-0803, 20m 40s. The Keith Haring
Foundation Archives, New York, NY.

Figure 54 (left): Promotional photograph. Source: Christopher Cox, “Art Smart,” US
Magazine (March 10, 1986): 53. The Keith Haring Foundation Archives, New
York, NY. Photo by author.
Figure 55 (right): Promotional photograph. Source: Pronto, 1986. The Keith Haring
Foundation Archives, New York, NY. Photo by author.
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Figure 56 (left): Promotional photograph. Sourch: Revu, March/ April 1986. The Keith
Haring Foundation Archives, New York, NY. Photo by author.
Figure 57 (right): Promotional photograph. Source: O. Snellen, “The Writing is on the
Wall,” Follow Me, no. 11 (June/July 1984) 35. The Keith Haring Foundation
Archives, New York, NY. Photo by author.

Figure 58 (left): Promotional photograph. Source: Darrell Yates Rist, “Keith Haring,”
The Advocate (Aug. 5, 1986). The Keith Haring Foundation Archives, New
York, NY. Photo by author.
Figure 59 (right): Promotional photograph. Source: New York Newsday, (April 86). The
Keith Haring Foundation Archives, New York, NY. Photo by author.
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Figure 60 (left): Promotional photograph in the Pop Shop. Source: “Hier Machit Keith
Haring,” Cosmopolitan (Oct. 1986). The Keith Haring Foundation Archives,
New York, NY. Photo by author.
Figure 61 (right): Promotional photograph in the Pop Shop. Source: Leslie Gilbert,
"From the subways to his own Pop Shop, Haring has Arrived," Daily News
(March 86). The Keith Haring Foundation Archives, New York, NY. Photo by
author.

Figure 62 (left): Promotional photograph in the Pop Shop. Source: Darrell Yates Rist,
“Keith Haring,” The Advocate (August 5, 1986). The Keith Haring Foundation
Archives, New York, NY. Photo by author.
Figure 63 (right): Promotional photograph in the Pop Shop. Source: French Newspaper
article, not annotated. The Keith Haring Foundation Archives, New York, NY.
Photo by author.
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Figure 1-2: Subway drawings, 1984. Source: Photos by Tseng Kwong Chi | © Muna Tseng
Dance Projects, Inc., in Charlie Ambler, “Keith Haring’s Radiant One-of-a-Kind Subway
Chalk Drawings,” Artsy, https://www.artsy.net/article/editorial-keith-harings-radiant-oneof-a-kind-subway-chalk-drawings, accessed Jan. 1, 2015.

Figures 3 (left): Haring, Reagan: Ready to Kill, 1980. Collaged newspaper photocopy. Source:
Raphaela Platow, ed., Keith Haring: 1978-82 (Cincinnati: Contemporary Arts Center,
2010) 131.
Figure 4 (right): Pope Killed For Freed Hostage, 1980. Collaged newspaper photocopy.
Source: Platow, Keith Haring: 1978-82, 133.
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Figures 5-7: Film stills from Sign on a Truck, 1984 by Jenny Holzer, et al. Source: Video Data
Bank, http://www.vdb.org/titles/sign-truck, accessed Sept. 2, 2016.

Figure 8: Keith Haring, Untitled, 1982, poster handed out at 1982 rally in New York City.
Source: Keith Haring: Journey of the Radiant Baby (Piermont, N.H.: Bunker Hill Pub.,
2006) 14.
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Figure 9: One example of Keith Haring’s Radiant Baby, 1984. Source:
https://www.artsy.net/artwork/keith-haring-radiant-baby-with-aids-alligator, accessed
Nov. 3, 2016.

Figure 10: Poster for Hiroshima, 1988. Source: Keith Haring: Journey of the Radiant
Baby (Piermont, N.H.: Bunker Hill Pub., 2006) 34.
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Figure 11: Haring, Something Big is Crossing America. Peace, 1986, Great Peace March for
Nuclear Disarmament. Source: Marc Gundel, Keith Haring: Short Messages (New York:
Prestel, 2002) 90.

Figure 12: Haring, Untitled, 1988. United Nations 3rd Session on Disarmament. Source: The
Keith Haring Foundation Archives, New York, NY. Photo by author.
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Figure 13: Catalog for exhibition Disarming Images: Art for Nuclear Disarmament, 1983.
Source: Nina Felshin, Disarming Images: Art for Nuclear Disarmament (New York:
Adama Books, 1984).

Figure 14: Cover of The Advocate. Darrell Yates Rist, “Keith Haring,” The Advocate (Aug. 5,
1986). Source: The Keith Haring Foundation Archives, New York, NY. Photo by
author.
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Figure 15: Haring, Glory Hole, 1980. Source: Raphaela Platow, Keith Haring: 1978-82, 163.

Figure 16 (left): Untitled, 1981. Source: The Keith Haring Foundation,
http://www.haring.com/!/art-work/500#.WFmOAU-M3xY, accessed Dec. 20, 2016.
Figure 17 (right): Untitled, 1982 at the Whitney Biennial. Source: Photo by Tseng Kwong Chi |
© Muna Tseng Dance Projects, Inc. Image courtesy of The Keith Haring Foundation
Archives, New York, NY.
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.
Figure 18: New York Gay Pride Parade and the AIDS Benefit as a button, 1986. Source:
http://buttonmuseum.org/buttons/keith-haring-dancing-figures, accessed Dec. 20, 2016.

Figure 19: Haring, Talk to Us the AIDS Hotline,1989. Commissioned by the NYC Department
of Health. Source: Adriani, Götz; Ralph Melcher; Museum für Neue Kunst. Keith
Haring: Heaven and Hell (New York: D.A.P. Distributed Art Publishers, 2001) 54.

Figure 20-21: Untitled, 1987, college campus pamphlet, meant to educate students on AIDS
treatment, prevention, and politics in 1987 and the Yale Vernacular 1987. Source: The
Keith Haring Foundation Archives, New York, NY. Photos by author.
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Figures 22-23: Keith Haring, covers for guides for teens about AIDS and sex, 1987-88. Source:
The Keith Haring Foundation Archives, New York, NY. Photos by author.

Figures 24 (left): Haring, Stop AIDS, 1989. Source: Alexandra Kolossa, Keith Haring 19581990 A Life for Art (Los Angeles: Taschen, 2009) 57.
Figure 25 (right): Haring in front of blimp. Source: Photo by Tseng Kwong Chi | © Muna Tseng
Dance Projects, Inc., image courtesy of The Keith Haring Foundation Archives, New
York, NY.
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Figure 26: Haring, Together We Can Stop AIDS, 1989. Source: Photo by author.

Figure 27: Haring, DON’T BELIEVE THE HYPE, 1988. Source: Photo by Tseng Kwong Chi | ©
Muna Tseng Dance Projects, Inc. http://www.haring.com/!/archives/murals-map#dontbelieve-the-hype, accessed Dec. 20, 2016.

Figure 28: Haring, Once Upon a Time, 1989. Source: Photograph by Travis Dubreuil, Time Out
New York, https://www.timeout.com/newyork/art/the-100-best-paintings-in-new-yorkthe-lgbt-center, accessed Dec. 20, 2016.
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Figures 29-30: Keith Haring, Safe Sex designs, poster and button. Source (left): Kolossa,
Alexandra Kolossa, Keith Haring 1958-1990 A Life for Art (Los Angeles: Taschen 2009)
56. Source (right): Image courtesy of The Keith Haring Foundation Archives, New York,
NY.

Figure 31: Haring, Safe Sex, 1987. Source: http://galleriska.exblog.jp/i3/5/, accessed Dec. 21,
2016.
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Figure 32: Haring, Debbie Dick Safe sex t-shirt. “Debbie Dick says wear rubbers.” Source:
http://khgallery.blogspot.com/2006/01/debbie-dick-says-safe-sex.html, accessed Dec. 20,
2016.

Figures 33: Haring at an ACT UP demonstration, 1989. Source: Lincoln Anderson, “The night
when ‘gay rage’ boiled over against Koch,” The Villager (Feb 7, 2013),
http://thevillager.com/2013/02/07/the-night-when-gay-rage-boiled-over-against-koch/,
accessed Dec. 20, 2016.
Figure 34 (right): Cover of The Body Positive, vol. 4, no. 4 (May 1989). Source: The Keith
Haring Foundation Archives, New York, NY. Photo by author.
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Figure 35: Silence = Death documentary, VHS case cover. Praunheim, Rosa von in
collaboration with Phil Zwickler and Manfred Naegele. Silence=death: Artists in New
York Fight Against AIDS. New York: First Run Features, 1991. Documentary.

Figure 36: SILENCE = DEATH, 1988. Source: Marc Gundel, Keith Haring: Short Messages.
(New York: Prestel, 2002) 78-79.
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Figures 37: Earlier version for AIDS on the Road exhibit, displayed in 1989. Source: Cynthia
Chapman, ed., Art against AIDS, San Francisco (New York: American Foundation for
AIDS Research, 1989) 220.

Figure 38: Haring, Silence = Death, 1989. Source: Keith Haring Foundation,
http://www.haring.com/!/art-work/25#.WFmhs0-M1Mw, accessed Dec. 20, 2016.
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Figure 1: Pop Shop re-design, 2000. Source: Photo by Paul w. Richardson in Sarah A. Knight,
“Talking Shop,” Shout Magazine (Dec. 2000): 27. The Keith Haring Foundation
Archives, New York, NY.

Figure 2 (left): Pop Shop re-design. Source: Photo by Steven Mays. Abby Bussel, “’80s
Redux,” Interior Design Magazine (April 1997): 196. The Keith Haring Foundation
Archives, New York, NY.
Figure 3 (right): Pop Shop re-design. Source: Erica Kirkland, “A Work of Pop Art.” The Keith
Haring Foundation Archives, New York, NY.
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Figures 4-6: A few pages from one mail order catalog made after Haring’s death, 1992. Source:
The Keith Haring Foundation Archives, New York, NY. Photo by author.

Figure 7: Gay Men’s Health Crisis flyer, 1991. Source: Museum of the Ciy of New York,
exhibition Activist New York, 2010-present. Photo by author.

Figures 8 and 9: Uniqlo, Keith Haring t-shirts and multiples, March 2013. Source: Photos by
author.
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Figures 10 (left): Haring and DKNY Art, 2013. Source:
http://www.beautyme.com/fragrance/2013/dkny2-2013.htm, accessed Dec. 20, 2016.
Figure 11 (right): Haring and Tenga, 2012. Source:
http://www.boweryboogie.com/2012/06/keith-haring-foundation-partners-with-tengamasturbators/, accessed Dec. 20, 2016.

Figures 12 (left): Haring and Reebok , 2013. Source: http://sneakernews.com/2013/03/24/keithharing-foundation-x-reebok-classics-part-two/, accessed Dec. 21, 2016.
Figure 13 (right): Haring and Senseo Coffee, 2012. Source:
http://www.highsnobiety.com/2012/04/17/keith-haring-x-senseo-coffee-machines/#slide3, accessed Dec. 21, 2016.
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Figure 14: Ceiling of the Pop Shop installed in the New York Historical Society. Source:
www.nyhistory.org.

Figure 15: Pop Shop merchandise on View at Tampa Museum of Art. Source: Jade Dellinger,
“Keith Haring: Art and Commerce the Pop Shop (1986-2005),” Tampa Museum Catalog
Essay, 2006. http://www.haring.com/!/selected_writing/keith-haring-art-andcommerce#.UZlq1cu9KSM.
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Figure 16: Installation of the Pop Shop in Pop Life at the Tate Modern, 2009. Source:
http://www.anorak.co.uk/, accessed Aug.13, 2016.

Figures 17-18: Pop Shop Tokyo containers, displayed on a beach near Saint Tropez, France in
2005. Source: Gianni Mercurio, Gianni, editor. Keith Haring All-over. (Milan: Skira
Editore/ Beaux-Arts Mons, 2009).
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Figures 19-21: Keith Haring Exhibition/ Store at Colette, 2013. Source:
http://arkitip.com/2013/04/11/keith-haring-fashion-curated-by-maripol/ and
http://www.bellezapura.com/2013/04/19/keith-haring-un-americano-en-colette/, both
accessed Dec. 21, 2016.
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Figure 22: Scharf Schak, 1995. Source: Laurice A. Parkin, “Kiosk of Kool,” The Daily News
(Aug. 3, 1995).

Figure 23: Shepard Fairey, OBEY, created 1989. Source:
http://www.thegiant.org/wiki/index.php/Obey_Giant, accessed Dec. 21, 2016.
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Figure 24 (left): Shepard Fairey, OBEY hat. Source: http://obeyclothing.com/collections/menheadwear?page=1, accessed Dec. 21, 2016.
Figure 25 (right): Fairey and Haring collaboration. Source:
http://zine.obeyclothing.com/2012/06/22/keith-haring-x-obey-collection/, accessed Dec.
21, 2016.

Figure 26 (left): KAWS, bus shelter work, 1996. Source: http://www.art21.org/texts…, accessed
Dec. 21, 2016.
Figure 27 (right), KAWS, bus shelter work, 1998. Source: Carol McCormick, Trespass: A
History of Uncommissioned Urban Art (Koln: Taschen, 2010) 136.
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Figure 28: KAWS, Companion, plastic, 1999. Source: http://www.ebay.com/cln/stanlo/kawscollection/214906985012, accessed Dec. 21, 2016.

Figure 29: Takashi Murakami, Superflat figurines, 2005. Source:
https://paddle8.com/work/takashi-murakami/116455-superflat-museum-la-edition-set-often/, accessed Dec. 21, 2016.
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Figure 30: Damien Hirst, Other Criteria store in Soho, 2014. Source: Photo by Emily Andrews
in Jon Caramanica, “Art That’s in the Hands of the Buyer,” The New York Times (Aug.
13, 2014), https://www.nytimes.com/2014/08/14/fashion/damien-hirst-opens-othercriteria-in-soho.html?_r=0, accessed Dec. 1, 2016.

Figure 31: Damien Hirst merchandise, skateboard designs, 2011. Source:
https://othercriteria.com/uk/blog/2011/06/29/save-the-date-damien-hirst-supremeskateboards, accessed Dec. 1, 2016.
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